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INTRODUcrORY NOTE

The Official Records of the United Nations Conference for the adoption of a Protocol
on Psychotropic Substances are published in two volumes.

Volume I (E/CONF.58/7) contains the preliminary (organizational) and the concluding
(Final Act, resolutions, etc.) documents of the Conference, the texts of the revised draft
Protocol on Psychotropic Substances and the 1971 Convention on Psychotropic Substances,
and a record of the work of the Conference leading up to the adoption of the Convention,
set out article by article. The volume also contains a complete list of the documents of the
Conference.

Volume 11 (E/CONF.58/7/Add.l) contains the summary records of the plenary meetings
of the Conference and the minutes of the meetings of the General Committee and the
Committee on Control Measures, incorporating the corrections requested by delegations
and any other editorial changes.

•• *
In the present publication, references to " China" and to the" representative(s) of

China" are to be understood in the light ofGeneral Assemblyresolution 2758 (XXVI) of 25
October 1971. By that resolution, the General Assembly inter aliadecided:

"To restore all its rights to the People's Republic of China and to recognize the
representatives of its Government as the only legitimate representatives of China to
the United Nations, and to expel forthwith the representatives of Chiang Kai-shek
from the place which they unlawfully occupy at the United Nations and in all the
organizations related to it."

•* •
Symbols of United Nations documents are composed of capital letters combined with

figures. Mention of such a symbol indicates a reference to a United Nations document.

E/CONF.58/7/Add.l

UNITED NATIONS PUBLICATION
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Social Council resolution 1474 (XLVIII) of 24 March
1970 (continued)
General statements (continued) :

Dr. Ovtcharov (Bulgaria) . . . . . • . • • • •
Dr. Thomas (Liberia) • . . . . . . • . . • • •
Mr. Tsybenko (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic)
Mr. Nikolic (Yugoslavia) .. ... .
Mr. Hensey (Ireland) . . . . . . . . . .
Mr. Barona Lobato (Mexico)
Mr. Koch (Denmark) •....
Dr. Wieniawski (Poland) ..•
Mr. Serrano Fernandez (Chile) .
Mr. Kirca (Turkey) ........•.
Dr. Mabileau (France) .....
Mr. Roeck (ICPO/INTERPOl,) . • . •
General El Hadeka (League of Arab States)

5th meeting
Wednesday, 13 January 1971, at 10.15 a.m.
Agenda item 9 :

Appointment of the Credentials Committee . . . . •
Agenda item 6:

Appointment of the Technical Committee (resumed from
the 3rd meeting and concluded) . . . . . . . : . •

Agenda item 11 :
Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psycho

tropic Substances adopted by the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs, in accordance with Economic and
Social Council resolution 1474 (XLVIII) of 24 March
1970 (continued)
General statements (concluded) :

Dr. Azarakhch (Iran) . . . . . . . .
Dr. El Hakim (United Arab Republic)
Dr. Johnson-Romuald (Togo)
Mr. Fernandez (Argentina)
Mr. Asante (Ghana) . .
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Mgr. Moretti (Holy See) .
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U H1a 00 (Observer for Burma) .
Mr. Onodera (Japan) . . . . . . . • • .
Mr. Chayet (International Council on Alcohol and

Addictions) . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . .
Sir Harry Greenfield (International Narcotics

Control Board). .
Mr. Yang (China).. . . . . . .

6th meeting
Wednesday, 27 January 1971, at 3.10 p.m.
Agenda item 11 :

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psycho
tropic Substances adopted by the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs, in accordance with Economic and
Social Council resolution 1474 (XLVIm of 24 March
1970 (continued) •
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Dr. Danner (Federal Republic of Germany) . .
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Mr. Beedle (United Kingdom) . . . • ....
Mr. Anischenko (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist

Republic) . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
Mr. Ingersoll (United States of America) . . . .
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long-term concerted action against the drug problem as
a whole, embracing both the narcotic drugs and the
psychotropic substances, which were the subject of the
present Conference.
6. In the last decade-and-a-half, some psychotropic
substances-stimulants, depressants of the central nervous
system and hallucinogens-which were not covered by
those international treaties, had begun to take on an
increasingly menacing aspect in the field of drug abuse.
Much work and thought had been devoted to that problem
during the past few years, in the United Nations Com
mission on Narcotic Drugs, the Economic and Social
Council and the World Health Organization (WHO),
but all the evidence had shown that recommendations
to apply controls, which had been repeatedly issued,
had not been having full effect. Thus, it had become
necessary £0 consider treaty arrangements whereby an
essential degree of control would be applied by all
countries. The revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances before the Conference 1 was the result of the
search for the most suitable legal instrument to govern
international collaboration in control to that end.
7. Treaties of themselves did not resolve a problem.
It was only too apparent that the treaties on narcotic
drugs, which had been replaced, by and large, by the
1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs," and which
had been generally accepted by a large number of
States, had not per se solved the problem of drug abuse
and illicit trafficking, but experience of international
life had made it clear that without those treaties and
without the international co-operation which they had
generated, the situation would have been catastrophic.
8. The draft Protocol must also be seen in the light of
its basic practical use, though of course it could not by
itself create a situation where all would be perfect.
9. One of the essentials in the functioning of treaties
was that they should be applied conscientiously and
effectively by the States which were parties to them, and
it was also necessary that as many States as possible
should be parties. Those were obvious and indispensable
desiderata, and they had to be sought within the area of
what was politically feasible. A treaty was an agreement
among States, and any conclusions reached must always
reflect the difficulties of arriving at an agreed compromise
among parties whose interests and approach were not
always the same.
10. It would seem, therefore, that those who sought
a watertight scheme of control mus~ realize that its very

1 Official Records 0/ the Economic and Social Council, Forty
eighth Session, Supplement No. 8 (E/4785), chap. Ill.

2 See Official Records 0/ the United Nations Con/erznce 10r the
adoption0/a Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, voI. IT(E/CONF.
34/24/Add.1) (United Nations publication, Sales No.: 63.XI.5),
p.300.
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SUMMARY RECORDS OF PLENARY MEETINGS

Monday, 11 January 1971, at 11.15 a.m.

Acting President: M~ WINSPEARE GUICCIARDI
(Under Secretary-General, Director-General of the
United Nations Office at Geneva, representing the
Secretary-General of the United Nations)

later:

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 1

Opening of the Conference

1. The ACTING PRESIDENT declared open the
United Nations Conference for the Adoption of a
Protocol on Psychotropic Substances, and welcomed
His Excellency Mr. Franz Jonas, Federal President of
the Republic of Austria.
2. On behalf of the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, he thanked the Government of Austria for
inviting the Conference and making it possible for it to
be held in Vienna. That beautiful city had been the
meeting place of many congresses and conferences which
had made history, and some of them had developed
and codified international law in many fields. It was
thus in complete harmony with the past and present role
of Vienna that the Conference should also be meeting
amid the elegant and majestic surroundings of the
Hofburg.
3. Everyone was aware that Austria was one of those
fortunate few countries where the drug problem had not
assumed serious proportions, but there was no immunity
against that social disease. All countries, whatever their
present situation, had agreed that measures must be
taken to contain the problem and to reduce its dimensions;
otherwise, the scourge could spread rapidly and cause
untold harm and misery.
4. Following a series of treaties drawn up at The Hague
and Geneva, and in Paris and New York, the interna
tional community already had had at its disposal a
framework of treaties providing the essential elements
for co-operation among States with the object of ensuring
that the use of narcotic drugs was restricted to use for
medical and scientific purposes.
5. In addition, less than a month previously, the United
Nations General Assembly had endorsed the establish
ment of the United Nations Fund for Drug-abuse Control
(resolution 2719 (XXV) of 15 December 1970). That
Fund, which was being set up by the Secretary-General
would provide the means to take both immediate and
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all the States members of the Economic and Social
Council of the United Nations had been invited.

19. The Conference had an important and urgent task
to fulfil. The steadily growing misuse of narcotic drugs
confronted many States with serious medical and social
problems. A few years previoulsy, Austria had been
able to consider itself lucky to be one of the countries in
which drugs had been abused only on a small scale.
Above all, there had been no young people among the
addicts. Unfortunately, there had in recent years been
a vast increase in narcotics abuse by the young. At the
same time, the number of punishable offences in con
nexion with the procurement of drugs had risen sharply.

20. The Austrian authorities could not ignore those
developments. The Ministry of Education was at that
moment preparing a comprehensive campaign of enlight
enment which would aim particularly at securing the
~o-op~r~tion, in an appr.opr!ate form, of young people
In training schools and institutes of general education.

21. With the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs
the United Nations had placed the spread of narcoti~
drugs, and above all their misuse, under effective control.
Unfortunately, constantly increasing numbers of other
substances were also being misused. They were the so
called psychotropic substances, indulgence in which
caused damage to health similar to that caused by the
traditional drugs. The international illicit traffic in
drugs exploited curiosity and inexperience, especially
among the young, and injury to health was the inevitable
result The people as a whole had to bear the conse
quences.

22. That was not the first time that the results of scientific
research had led to consequences other than those
initially envisaged. Discoveries which, in the hands of
experienced and responsible specialists, could be used
for the benefit or man, were being unscrupulously
misused by greedy and irresponsible speculators. That
development filled all States with great concern and
Austria was firmly resolved to apply appropriate me~sures
for combating the causes and effects. Not only must
there be measures for the treatment and rehabilitation
of addicts, but the further spread of abuse must be
prevented. Thatend would best be achieved by enlightening
those in jeopardy and by strictly controlling the trade
in such substances.

23. The 1961 Single Convention had proved a useful
instrument in combating the misuse of narcotic drugs.
~learly, th~refore, the. same method could be employed
ID combatmg the WIdespread abuse of psychotropic
substances, and in confining their application to ·medical
and scientific uses.

24. The United Nations Commission on Narcotic
Drugs had prepared a draft international convention on
those substances, to be known as the "Protocol on
Psychotropic Substances". The draft of that compre
hensive work of treaty-making, which was placed before
the Conference for its consideration and approval,
presented the participants with a responsible task. . In
cond,,!ctin~ their deliberations, they would constantly
have m mind the health of their peoples, and especially

2

rigidity would make it impossible for it to be applied
universally with any hope of success.

11. On the other hand, those who wished to follow a
pragmatic course with too much flexibility would produce
a situation no better than that which prevailed at the
moment and was, in fact, so unsatisfactory as to have
warranted the convening of the Conference.

12. In steering a middle course, it was to be hoped the
Conference would produce a Protocol containing pro
visions that would find wide acceptance by a large
majority of States, because only then would the Protocol
stand any chance of being applied on a global basis'
lacking that chance, it might well prove to be a dead
letter.

13. Following the preliminary work in the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs, it would seem that the draft Protocol
did in fact contain the essential elements of control. It
was .now for the Conference to improve the draft by
making the controls more secure, and at the same time
making their application more realistic.

14. Experience in the control of narcotic drugs had
shown that one of the prerequisites for success was the
availability of information regarding the quantities of
drugs and the uses to which they were put. That informa
tion, whether in the form of statistics or reports, was
centralized by the international organizations, i.e. the
United Nations and the International Narcotics Control
Board. But the character of psychotropic substances was
such-and the draft Protocol recognized that-that
information in respect of all substances did not need to
be the same in every case. Some information in respect
of all of them, however, must be obtained.

15. One of the tasks of the Conference would be to
examine the psychotropic substances with great care in
order to arrive at a correct and realistic apportionment
of statistical and reporting obligations by the parties in
respect of each one of them. Therein lay an important
safeguard which, objectively applied by the international
bodies, would ensure that the interests of all parties were
protected.

16. The Conference was being held at a time when the
international community was determined to tackle the
drug Problem on a world-wide scale. The provisions in
the draft Protocol to fight drug abuse and illicit trade
would be supplemented by the comprehensive programme
whic~ the United Nations was now putting into operation,
and It was hoped that the Conference would likewise
recommend Governments to implement the Protocol
even before its entry into force. That would both improve
the present situation and facilitate eventual ratification
of, or accession to, the new treaty.

17. On behalf of the Secretary-General, he wished the
Conference every success and would like to assure the
participants that they could count upon the Secretariat
to give every assistance in the hard work that lay ahead
of them during the coming weeks.:

18. H.E. Mr. Franz JONAS (Federal President of the
Republic of Austria) expressed his pleasure in wel
coming to Austria an international Conference to which

..
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of youth, which should be protected against modern
civilization's many hazards.
25. On behalf of the Austrian people, he cordially
welcomed the assembled representatives to the United
Nations Conference for the Adoption of. a Protocol on
Psychotropic Substances. Austria was always happy
to be chosen as a place of international meetings and
deliberations, and he found it gratifying that neutral
Austria's readiness to serve in promoting international
understanding was recognized by the world forum of the
United Nations. He hoped that the serious business of
the Conference would not prevent the participants from
spending some interesting and enriching weeks in his
country and its capital, Vienna, where they would find
that they were the guests of an industrious and open
minded people. .

26. He wished the participants full success in their
efforts and trusted that their work would help to preserve
the nations from a great danger. Many would be those
who would have cause to be grateful to them in the
future.
27. The ACTING PRESIDENT thanked the Federal
President of the Republic of Austria for his extremely
interesting address.

The Federal President of the Republic of Austria
withdrew.

The meeting was suspended at 11.40 a.m. and resumed
at 11.45 a.m.

AGENDA ITEM 2

Eledion of the President

28. The ACTING PRESIDENT called for nominations
for the office of President.
29. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom), speaking on
behalf of his own delegation and many others, wished to
thank the Austrian Government for acting as host to the
Conference and for enabling it to meet at Vienna in an
historic and magnificent settting which could not but
favour t~e successful completion ofits work. He proposed
Mr. Brik Nettel, Doctor of Law of the University of
Vienna, as President; Mr. NetteI, who had great expe
rience in questions of international law and had repre
sented his country at many international conferences
was an ideal candidate for the office of Conferenc~
President. In ·1968, he had chaired the Third Committee
of the United Nations General Assembly with great
success and would undoubtedly make a valuable contri
bution to the Conference.

30. Mr. WECKMANN MU~OZ (Mexico), Dr.
BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics),
Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic 'of Germany), Mr.
INGERSOLL (United States of America) and Dr.
MABILEAU (France) supported the nomination.

Mr. Nettel (Austria) was elected President by accla
mation and took the Chair.

31. The PRESIDENT thanked the Conference for the
honour it had shown him and his country. He spoke
of the remarkable developments in modern drug therapy
~nd of ~e reverse of the coin, namely, the spectacular
increase ID drug abuse. In modern society, anxiety,

insomnia and other manifestations of tension were
widespread. The number of persons who took drugs
such as tranquillizers, stimulants or other psychotropic
substances of their own accord was steadily rising.
Moreover, society seemed increasingly to allow that
p!acti7e, with the result that a new and most dangerous
situation arose. For the fact was, as experience had
shown, that it was extremely difficult to combat the use
for non-therapeutic purposes of narcotic drugs such as
opium where that use was recognized by society, as had
been the case in some Asian countries. Governments and
the international community had had to make unceasing
and systematic efforts to change society's attitude towards
opium and its alkaloids, and would have to go on doing
so. Although it was very difficult to evaluate the results
of the international control of narcotic drugs, none could
deny that national and international control measures had
significantly helped to limit opium abuse. The restrictions
imposed on morphine and other opium derivatives had
not caused the medical profession much difficulty in
most countries.

32. The repression of drug abuse was absolutely
dependent on co-operation between the countries which
were parties to the international treaties, but the situation
had now become more complicated by reason of the
abuse of psychotropic substances; unlike narcotic drugs,
they were not subject to international control,. and the
misuse of them was developing to an ever more alarming
degree.

33. He then described the harmful and dangerous effects
of hallucinogens, such as LSD, for which no therapeutic
use had yet been found.

34. However, two other categories of scientific sub
stances, stimulants and depressants of the central nervous
system, had extensive therapeutic uses. The most
important of those drugs were the barbiturates. Since
they were used in large quantities therapeutically, it was
much more difficult to evaluate their abuse than that
of narcotic drugs. In some countries, they accounted for
nearly 30 per cent of the drugs prescribed by physicians.
Barbiturates could be regarded as unharmful drugs when
used in small doses under medical supervision, but often
their use was not confined to cases of therapeutic necessity.
Such an absence of control over dependence-producing
substances open to wide abuse was a source of great
danger to individuals, to public health and to society.

35. The number of persons who abused amphetamines,
generally young people or young adults, had increased
alarmingly. Inveterate drug addicts often took them
intravenously and they were also taken orally mixed with
barbiturates.

36. Hallucinogens such as LSD were very dangerous
substances; they had considerable pharmacological
effects and should be used solely for research.

37. The abuse of certain very useful drugs such as
soporifics, sedatives, tranquillizers and stimulants had
led to public health and social problems in some countries.
Methods had to be found to prevent the abuse of those
drugs, which played a highly important and useful role
in therapy.

...
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38. Governments were fully alive to the dangers which
the abuse of those drugs could provoke. The Commis..
sion on Narcotic Drugs had prepared a new draft inter
national Protocol providing for the control of such
substances. The variety of control measures prescribed
had to reflect both the variety of substances listed in the
schedules and the multiplicity of problems raised by
their use. The Conference had that draft Protocol
before it to form the basis of its work, and the Commis
sion, the Secretary-General and his staff deserved thanks
for the work done in preparing that material.
39. However, much remained to be done to transform
the draft text into an international instrument of general
scope. It was his hope that the Conference would meet
the expectations of all those who had entrusted it with
that weighty task.

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m.

SECOND PLENARY MEETING

Monday, 11 January 1971, at 4 p.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA In'M 3

Adoption of the agenda
(E/CONF.S8/3/Rev.l)

The provisional agenda (E/CONF.58/3/Rev.1) was
adopted.

AGENDA ITEM 4

Adoption of the rules of procedure
(E/CONF.S8/1 and Corr.l and 3)

1. The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to consider
the provisional rules of procedure prepared by the Secre
tariat (E/CONF.58/1 and Corr.l and 3).

2. Mr. ANANO (India) noted that, under rule 5, pro
vision was made for twenty-one Vice-Presidents. That
figure was based on the corresponding rule in the rules
of procedure of the General Assembly, which applied
to a body with a membership of over 120. Since the
number of participants in the present Conference was
less than half that figure, he proposed that fhe words
"twenty-one Vice-Presidents" in rule 5 should be
replaced by the words " eleven Vice-Presidents".
3. For the same reason, he proposed that the second
sentence of rule 19, which- in its present form provided
that the Committee on Control Measures would consist
of " all members of the General Committee and at least
thirty other representatives of participating States,
without excluding any other representative who wishes
to take part in its work.", should be reworded to read:
" The Committee on Control Measures shall include any

delegation that wishes to take part in its work and so
notifies the Executive Secretary".
4. The PRESIDENT suggested that the Conference
should adopt the provisional rules of procedure with
the two amendments proposed by the representative of
India.

It was so agreed.

AGENDA ITEM 5

Election of Vice-Presidents

5. The PRESIDENT said that, under rule 5 of the rules
of procedure, as just amended, the Conference was
called upon to elect eleven Vice-Presidents.
6. As a result of informal consultations, it had been
proposed that a representative of each of the following
eleven delegations should be elected as Vice-Presidents:
Brazil, Ghana, India, Japan, Mexico, Togo, Turkey, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Arab
Republic, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and the United States of America.

That proposal was adopted.

AGENDA ITEM 6

Appointment of the Technical Committee

7. The PRESIDENT said that, as a result of informal
consultations, it had been proposed that the Technical
Committee to be appointed under rule 18 of the rules of
procedi ;.tould consist of the following twenty-one
States: .h.ustralia, Austria, Belgium, the Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, the Federal Republic
of Germany, France, Hungary, India, Japan, Mexico,
the Netherlands, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, Togo,
Turkey, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
the United States of America and Yugoslavia. Since
then, a request- for membership of the Technical Com
mittee had been received from the delegation of the
United Arab Republic.
8. Mr. ANAND (India) said he supported the United
Arab Republic delegation's request.
9. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
and Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) said they too were in
favour of the request.
10. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela), supporting the request,
asked that Venezuela should also be made a member of
the Technical Committee,
11. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that both requests
were acceptable to him.
12. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) said that he too supported
both requests i the addition of those two countries as
members of the Committee would make the Committee
more representative geographically.
13. Mr. MJRANDA HERNANDEZ (Spain) requested
that his country should also be included in the member
ship of the Technical Committee.
14. The PRESIDENT suggested that the Technical
Committee should be composed of the following States:
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AGENDA ITEM 6

Appointment of the Technical Committee (continued)

3. The PRESIDENT announced that the delegation
of Argentina, which was now complete, had informed the

•• See introductory note•

TIDRD PLENARY MEETING

The meeting rose at 5 p.m,

24. Mr. SERRANO FERNANDEZ (Chile) said that
his delegation would welcome the participation of the
People's Republic of China in the Conference.
25. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
pointed out that the Conference had limited terms of
reference; it was not qualified to pass a verdict on a
complex and highly political issue such. as that of the
representation of China.
26. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that in the opinion
of his Government the seat of China should be occupied
by a representative of the People's Republic of China
and not by a representative from Taipeh,
27. The PRESIDENT said that the statements just
made would form part of the records of the Conference.
28. Since the Polish delegation was unable to participate
in the work of the Drafting Committee, he would now
suggest that that Committee should consist of the follow
ing fifteen countries: Canada, China,·* France, India,
Iran, Mexico, Spain, Tunisia, the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, the Union of Soviet Socialist Repu
blics, the United Arab Republic, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States
of America, Venezuela and Yugoslavia.

It was so agreed.

Tuesday, 12 January 1971, at 11.20 a.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 10

Organization of work
(E/CONF.58/2/Rev.l)

1. The PRESIDENT informed the participants that the
General Committee had that morning devoted its first
meeting to the organization of the Conference's work.
It had had before it the note by the Secretary-General on
the organization of the work of the Conference and the
time-table (E/CONF.58/2/Rev.1).
2. The General Committee had decided to propose that
the Conference should adhere very closely to what was
laid down in the note by the Secretary-General, on the
understanding that changes might be made to the pro
gramme if circumstances so required.

The proposal of the General Committee was adopted.

a : , :
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Australia, Austria, Belgium, the Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Canada, the Federal Republic of
Germany, France, Hungary, India, Japan'; Mexico, the
Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Togo,
Turkey, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the
United Arab Republic, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of
America, Venezuela and Yugoslavia.

It was so agreed.

AGENDA ITEM 7

Appointment of the Committee on Control Measures

15. The PRESIDENT said that, under rule 19 of the
rules of procedure, as just amended, membership of the
Committee on Control Measures was open to any dele
gation participating in the Conference, provided that it
notified the Executive Secretary.
16. He therefore suggested that any delegation wishing
to take part in the work of the Committee on Control
Measures should notify the Executive Secretary immedi
ately after the meeting.

It was so agreed.

• See introductory note.

AGENDA ITEM 8

Appointment of the Drafting Committee

17. The PRESIDENT drew attention to rule 17 of the
rules of procedure, which called for the appointment of a
Drafting Committee consisting of fifteen members.
Informal consultations had been held which had taken
into account, in particular, the need to cover the various
languages, and he accordingly suggested that the Drafting
Committee should consist of the following States:
Canada, China,* France, India, Iran, Mexico, Poland,
Spain, Tunisia, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
the United Arab Republic, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States
of America, Venezuela and Yugoslavia.
18. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Repu
blics), speaking on a point of order, pointed out the
illegality of the participation in the work of the Confer
ence of the representatives of Chiang Kai-shek, and stated
that only a delegation appointed by the Government
of the People's Republic of China could represent China.
19. Dr. WIENIAWSKI (Poland) associated himself
with that statement.
20. His delegation regretted that, because of its small
size, it would not be able to accept membership of the
Drafting Committee.
21. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that he too wished
to stress that China should be represented at the Con
ference by a representative of the People's Republic
of China.
22. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) also supported the USSR
representative.

23. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) associated himself
with the statements made by the representatives of the
USSR, Poland, Yugoslavia and Hungary.

h 'I. &
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taken steps towards solving the problem and had estab
lished a co-ordinated national programme consisting .,
of four points: (a) research to achieve a better under
standing of the causes and consequences of the non
medical use and the misuse of drugs; (b) a national
information programme on the psychotropic substances
liable to misuse, addressed to the various population
groups in Canada; (c) special services to supplement
the established services in the priority areas of crisis
intervention, rehabilitation and prevention; and (d) an
expansion of the existing service responsible for diagnos
ing the misuse of psychotropic substances.
8. The Canadian Government recognized the need for
international control measures as well as national meas
ures; and he agreed with the representative of the
Secretary-General that, to be effective, an international
protocol on psychotropic substances must be applied
conscientiously and effectively by the States parties to it.
Furthermore, it was essential that as many States as
possible should become parties to such a protocol.
First of all, then, the control measures proposed
should make the Protocol an effective instrument in
regulating and, if necessary, prohibiting the licit trade
in .the psychotropic substances covered by it and for
reducing so far as possible the illicit traffic in those
substances; and, secondly, the instrument should be
flexible enough to be widely acceptable, provided that
flexibility did not mean permissiveness. Lastly, as con
ditions differed from country to country, and a substance
might be abused in one country but not in another, the
future Protocol must enable a country to impose; in
addition to the essential international control measures,
any national restrictions which it might find appropriate
for the protection of public health and welfare.
9. Dr. REXED (Sweden) observed that the reason for
the meeting of the Conference was the ever-growing
misuse of psychotropic substances in recent years. An
investigation, by the European Regional Office of WHO
had shown that the situation in several countries which
had formerly been free from the misuse of drugs was
now growing worse. That was true of the Scandinavian
countries, for example. In those circumstances, national
legislation no longer seemed adequate for the protection
of the poprlation, and it was essential to set up a system
of international co-operation.
10. The draft Protocol was a striking innovation com
pared with the 1961 Single Convention on NarcoticDrugs,
for whereas the Single Convention had dealt mainly
with substances derived from natural products origin
ating in developing countries, and some of those coun
tries had had to make a special effort to apply the pro
visions of the Convention, which had adversely affected
their agricultural production, the purpose of the draft
Protocol was entirely different, since it would apply to
synthetic substances manufactured industrially in de
veloped countries. The developed countries and their
industries must 'now take the responsibility of creating
an international and national control system adequate
to cope with the present and future problems associated
with the newsubstancesand the drugs derived from them.
Some of those substances had not created any special
difficulties so far, but they might nevertheless lead to

AGENDA ITEM 11

Bureau that it wished to become a member of the Tech
nical Committee. He suggested that that request should
be accepted.

It was so agreed.

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the CommiSSion on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIR) of 24 March 1970

(E/4785, chap. HI)

GENERAL STATEMENTS

4. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that the gathering at
Vienna of so many eminent experts testified to the fact
that the world was well aware of the danger caused by
the improper use of psychotropic substances and was
determined to combat it. The provisions of the Protocol
regulating the distribution and use of those substances
should be such that they could be applied universally.
Due regard should therefore bepaid to the circumstances
of all States which might become parties to that instru
ment.
5. It was equally important that the participating
countries should remain free to apply more rigid controls
than those contained in the Protocol itself. Australia had
already taken action with regard to certain central
nervous-system stimulants by the use of a computerized
system of monitoring all licit transactions in narcotic
drugs. Any diversion into illicit traffic could by that
means be detected immediately. The composition of the
schedules to be annexed to the Protocol was also of
paramount importance. Lastly, Australia believed that
new and potentially dangerous substances would give
rise to a problem as serious as the problems of the drugs
to be placed under control as soon as the Protocol came
into force. .
6. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said that the non-medical
use of drugs, especially by the young, in Canada had been
a problem of increasing gravity for several years. The
Canadian Government had therefore set up a commission
of inquiry into the non-medical use of drugs in May 1969.
The commission's terms of reference were very broad
and provided authority, among other things: (a) to
marshal the present fund of data and knowledge concern
ing the non-medical use of psychotropic substances;
(b) to report on the present state of medical knowledge
concerning the effects of those drugs and substances;
(c) to study, and report on, the motivations for the non
medical use of those drugs; (d) to study, and report on,
the social, economic, educational and philosophical
features of the non..medical use of those substances, and,
in particular, the extent of use, the age-groups of the
persons concerned and problems of communication; and'
(e) to see what measures the Canadian Government
might take, at all levels, either alone or together with
other Governments, to reduce the difficulties arising
from the non-medical use of drugs.
7. The commission of inquiry had submitted an interim
report, and its final report would be available at the end
of May 1971, but the Canadian Government had already

'-
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addiction, and the international community must be
able to act when the situation so requir-ed-, It was certainly
important that the medical and pharmaceutical industries
should continue their research, but no matter how strict
the control exercised during research and clinical tests,
a substance liable to lead to serious abuses was often used
as a medicine. One of the primary features of the Pro
tocol should, therefore, be to give the State the means
to act speedily to prevent the distribution of a single
substance. Moreover, the instrument should be complete
in the fullest sense, and its provisions should be such
that they could be applied rapidly and flexibly when the
need arose, without hampering the industries concerned
in the pursuit of their useful activities. .
11. He hoped the Conference would be able to produce
an adequate international instrument which could sub
sequently be reviewed in the light of any new facts
brought to light by medical and scientific research.
12. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said that
there were two aspects to the control of psychotropic
substances: the limitation of production to production
for legitimate purposes and the suppression of the illicit
traffic. The aim was to avoid abuse without preventing
the use of psychotropics for therapeutic purposes or
hindering scientific progress. The success of international
controls depended entirely on the application of strict
measures at the national level and the Protocol should
clearly state the obligations of the participating States.
The text should be drafted in such a way as to be accept
able to the largest possible number of countries; it should
only state the broad principles and it should be left to
Governments to put those principles into effect in their
national laws. In addition, the control measures should
be sufficiently flexible to take into account the special
characteristics of the various substances; hence the impor
tance of the question of the schedules. In short, the
draft Protocol should be simplified to the maximum
extent compatible with effectiveness. In view of its
importance as an international instrument, it might
perhaps be preferable to designate it as a convention.
13. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lics) said that the Soviet Union attached great impor
tance to the introduction of effective measures to combat
the illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psychotropic
substances and prevent drug abuse and addiction. The
USSR had signed, or adhered to, a large number of
international agreements on narcotic drugs: the 1925,
1931 and 1936 Conventions and the 1946 and 1948
Protocols. It was a party to the 1961 Single Convention
on Narcotic Drugs, an important international instru
ment on the subject. The Soviet Union had been actively
co-operating with other nations in that field.
14. Although addiction to psychotropic substances had
not created any problem in the Soviet Union, the USSR,
for humanitarian reasons; had consistently expressed
itself in favour of the introduction of measures, including
measures at the international level, for the control of
those dangerous substances. Psychotropic substances,
notably amphetamines, barbiturates and hallucinogens,
had been under strict control in the USSR, and the use of
LSD and its derivatives had been prohibited to all
persons. However, taking into account the widespread

addiction to those substances in a number of countries
a~ the present time, effective controls, combining both
national and international measures, were required. But
international control could only be effective if the largest
possible number of countries joined in the efforts in that
direction. The Protocol was of importance to the whole
international community and therefore, in accordance
with the principle of sovereign equality of States, all
States should be given an opportunity to take part in the
present Conference. It was for that reason that the Soviet
Union considered it inadmissible and unlawful that the
German Democratic Republic, the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea and the Democratic Republic of
Viet-Nam should not have been invited to participate in
it. That kind of discrimination was harmful to inter
national co-operation, since those States would have
been able to make a valuable! contribution to the cam
paign against the illicit traffic in and the abuse of psycho
tropic substances.
15. The USSR delegation wished to draw the Confer
ence's attention to its communication of 27 March 1970,
transmitting a letter addressed by the Ministry for
Foreign Affairs of the German Democratic Republic to
the Economic and Social Council at its forty-eighth
session," in which the Ministry stressed that the German
Democratic Republic wasinterested in the preparation and
signature of a protocol to control psychotropic substances
and was prepared to participate in the ConferenceofPieni
potentiaries and to become a party to the Protocol. It
was a matter for regret that the organizers of the present
Conference should not have responded duly to that
important communication of the German Democratic
Republic.
16. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said that the Federal Republic of Germany whole
heartedly approved the objectives of the draft Protocol,
namely, to bring under control the psychotropic sub
stances which were being abused and which could give
rise to dependence. In particular, his delegation sup
ported the provisions under which the distribution of
and trade in those substances and their preparations
would be made subject to a licensing system. His dele
gations also supported the proposed provisions for the
substances included in schedules I and 11 and considered
that the regulations governing those substances should be
similar to those embodied in the Single Convention.
In the case of the substances in schedule Ill, he thought
that a declaration should only be required for exports and
imports, as provided for in article 11 of the draft Proto
col. As to the substances in schedule IV, he considered
that, since it was not sufficiently clear that they did give
rise to dependence and since no appreciable risk of
abuse was involved, there was no need for any special
regulations.
17. He hoped it would be possible to produce a text
which would prove acceptable to all countries.
18. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) said he wished to stress
that the abuse of psychotropic substances did not give
rise to any serious problems in Belgium, because of the

3 E/L.1304.
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drastic measures which had been taken with regard to
the registration, manufacture, trade in and supply of
substances such as.the amphetamines, barbiturates, tran
quilizers and hallucinogens.
19.' Speaking on behalf of both Belgium and Luxem
bourg, he said that his views on the problems as a whole
were the same as those of the representative of Switzer
land. Obviously, the introduction of international con
trol was imperative for certain categories of psychotropic
substances and the aim of the Protocol in its final form
should be to prevent the self-administration, abuse and
excessive consumption Of those substances, suppress
illicit traffic in them and put a stop to that traffic where
it already existed. The proposed measures should be
simple and capable of application by all countries. For
that reason, the Protocol should apply only to those
psychotropic substances which gave rise to dependence
or could lead to grave abuse constituting a social problem
or a danger to public health.. There was no point in
including in the schedules substances which were rarely
abused and the adverse effects of which affected only
the individual concerned. ;
20. It was desirable that the Protocol should not impose
on countries such heavy administrative burdens as to
make it impossible for them to comply with international
obligations. Moreover, as the Swedish representative had
pointed out, the problem was not one of natural substan
ces; it concerned synthetic substances, the manufacture of
which was in most countries already subject to a licensing
and control system enforced by qualified persons. It
would therefore be easy to check the quantities of raw
materials imported and exported and to control con
sumption without entering into the detail of preparations.
21. He noted that there was no difference in the control
procedure proposed for the substances in schedules ill
and IV respectively, and it therefore seemed to him that
schedule IV might be unnecessary. If it were retained,
it should include only substances which were potentially
dangerous but would be subject to control at the national
level only. .
22. Belgium and Luxembourg would co-operate whole
heartedly in the formulation of a Protocol framed in
accordance with the broad principles to which he had
just referred.
23. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that, as had
been pointed out by the Special Committee of the Com
mission on Narcotic Drugs in 1966, the problems of the
abuse of psychotropic substances complicated and aggra
vated the problems of narcotic addiction, Developments
in the past ten years had altered the whole perspective
for those trying to impose controls; the pharmaceutical
" explosion ", the flood of new products, the pace of
economic and social change, the growth of communi
cations and other factors made young people particu
larly vulnerable to an increasing variety of forms of
drug misuse. For want of better knowledge and infor
mation, Governments, the professions, penal and social
agencies, and the industry had not yet found effective
counter-measures. The control systems provisionally
established were thus being called in question and over
hauled, and greater attention was being paid to enlisting

the advice of doctors, sociologists and other professional
experts in programmes of drug-abuse control and of .,
information to the public about the social dimensions
of the problem. The recent reports of the WHO Expert
Committee on Drug Dependence reflected those trends.
24. He agreed with the opinion of previous speakers
that the Protocol should not encumber medical practice
and scientific research with unnecessary controls but
should support national controls with a suitably flexible
international system adaptable to changing circumstances
and needs. Above all, the truly international problems
requiring an international solution should be precisely
delimited. Too little was known about the new problems
to justify a rigid centralization of decisions about control.
If national authorities were provided with adequate
powers of access to expert advice about their own situa
tions, the parties could be given more discretion than
under the Single Convention to decide for themselves
upon control measures and the scope of such control.
With that in view, the United Kingdom Government had
submitted legislation to Parliament, (a) for the elaboration
of sanctions against traffickers, (b) for the setting up of
permanent expert advisory machinery to tackle the
problem by social, educational and medical as well as by
legislative means, and, (c) for new powers and control
regulations.
25. Mr. ANISCHENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic) described the convening of the Conference as
an indication of the importance of the problem of the
abuse of psychotropic substances in many countries, in
particular among young .people, and deplored the fact
that certain countries, such as the German Democratic
Republic, the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam and the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, had been, "'
excluded from the Conference.
26. The Byelorussian Soviet Socialist RepubJ.ic did not
itself have any problem of the kind under review, but
could not remain indifferent to the dan- .s threatening
the international community and hoped that the Protocol
would provide an effective barrier to the spread of
psychotropic substances.
27. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
expressed his concern regarding the serious drug problem
in the United States, where drugs had unfortunately
become fashionable in different circles. New psychotropic
substances had had the most frightful effects on their
victims, and the rest of the public was alarmed and
bewildered in consequence. The present Conference was
evidence of similar concern on the part of other nations.
28. In order to tackle the situation, and in recognition
of the fact that there was no single approach to the
problem, the United States Congress had, in October
1970, passed the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention
and Control Act, 1970, the main features of which were
a strengthening of control measures against drugs and
criminal and civil penalties against the illicit traffic in
them, prevention programmes against drug abuse and
the restoration of drug abusers to society. That law was
based inter alia on the principles that many drugs had
legitimate medical purposes, and that misuse of those
drugs was harmful to the health and welfare of the
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American people. He thought that _tho~~ principles
were applicable in the work of the present Conference.

29. Many other countries were becoming alive to the
need to strengthen their legislation in that area. Inter
nationally, the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic
Drugs adopted by the United Nations ten years pre
viously was extremely important, and the activity con
ducted since then by the United Nations, especially the
establishment of a United Nations Fund for Drug-abuse
Control, was most encouraging.

30. A treaty on psychotropic substances would help
to complete the international system of control. He
hoped that the Conference would adopt an effective
treaty with the backing of a large majority of States, in
accordance with the hope expressed by the representative
of the Secretary-General (first meeting). He agreed with
an earlier speaker that the treaty should not unduly
encumber the medical profession or the pharmaceutical
industry, and he added that it should not encumber
research. I

31. There were many points in the draft Protocol of
which the United States delegation approved; only on
two or three points did it consider that any major changes
would be required, and it was prepared to explore
constructive alternatives. With the team of experts in
law, public administration, medicine, public health and
law enforcement of which it was composed, it hoped to
make a substantial contribution to the Conference's
success.

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m,

FOURTH PLENARY MEETING

Tuesday, 12 January 1971, at 3.25 p.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/478S, Chap. Ill)

GENERAL STATEMENTS (continued)

1. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said that the problem
of the abuse of drugs and of psychotropic substa.nces was
not acute in his country because of an effective system
of national control and social influences which inhibited
addiction.

2. The whole world was passing through a pharmaco
logical revolution that not only changed. the course of
many illnesses but also had psychological and physio
logical effects. Drugs were potentially so dangerous that

all countries must come together in order to grapple with
the' problems they created.
3. The Protocol must impose strict and effective
measures that would be applicable to all countries and
the definitions that the Conference was to establish must
be such as to restrict the use of psychotropic substances
in medicine and prevent their abuse. The Protocol
should be genuinely international in character.
4. He agreed with the Soviet Union representative
(third meeting) that an invitation to the Conference should
have been issued to the Governments of the German
Democratic Republic, the Democratic People's Republic
of Korea and the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam.
Important research was being done in the German
Democratic Republic, where the Government had
established an effective control over drugs, so that it
could have made a significant contribution to the
Conference's work.
5. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said that there were un
identified plants containing psychotropic substances in
young countries, particularly those situated in the tropics.
Barbiturates and amphetamines were used in those
countries for medical purposes, and in certain rituals
large amounts of substances with hallucinogenic effects
were consumed. Those substances had been used for
centuries and the time had come to identify and classify
them and to bring them under control. Fifty per cent
of the population of Liberia was under 25 years of age,
and young people were looking for excitement and were
tempted by drugs, Special attention should therefore be
given to the investigation of substances growing wild,
so as to 'help the authorities of the countries concerned
to prevent abuse.

6. The Protocol to be negotiated at the Conference
should be flexible and should provide a model for new
States. Flexibility was particularly necessary because
new problems would arise within the next ten to fifteen
years.
7. Mr TSYBENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Repub
lic) said that in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
there was no problem of drug abuse, but full SUPPOlt was
always given to any effort to establish effective control
measures, both national and international.
8. His country was a party to the 1961 Single Convention
on Narcotic Drugs and believed that with the partici
pation of as many States as possible progress would be
made in protecting the health of all peoples.
9. It was quite unacceptable and contrary to the rules
of international law and the principle of the universality
of treaties that the three countries mentioned by the
Soviet Union representative had not been invited to
take part in the work of the Conference. Such action
was discriminatory.
10. Mr NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that the position
of his Government in regard to the draft Protocol was
well known to members of the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs. There was no problem of abuse in Yugoslavia,
but during the past two years there had been cases of
addiction, mainly among young people, and the number
of those cases was increasing.
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Il. Dangerous drugs had been under. control for some
years and his Government would have been in a position
to sign the draft Protocol as it stood, because it was
already. applying the control measures required. But
national control measures alone were not enough to
curb drug addiction, and international action was
indispensable.
12. His delegation would press for the Protccol to be
open to universal accession, thus ensuring that there was
no dangerous gap in the system.

13. Mr. HENSEY (Ireland) said that drug abuse was
a comparatively recent' development in Ireland and
though it was fairly significant in Dublin, it was not an
acute problem in the country generally. His Government
had therefore been able to benefit from the experience
of others. A working party of experts which had been
set up in 1969 by the Minister for Health to consider the
problem had submitted interim recommendations. Im
mediate measures had been taken to strengthen controls
and further legislation was being prepared.

14. One effective measure that had been taken was
that early in 1970 the manufacture, importation, distri
bution and sale of amphetamines and their derivatives
had been generally prohibited following consultations
with representatives of the medical profession, who had
expressed the view that such substances were of limited
therapeutic value.

15. The abuse of psychotropic substances could not,
however, be tackled by countries in isolation. Such
substances needed to be brought under some form of
international control. However, that control must be
practical and realistic and should not unduly hinder the
legitimate use of the substances in medicine.

16. His Government was generally in agreement with
the draft Protocol There was no difficulty regarding the
controls proposed for the substances set out in schedules
I and Il but the positx '1 . ogarding the substances in
schedules III and IV mignt need reconsideration and
clarification.

17. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that
participation by Mexico in the present Conference
showed his country's continuing interest in the work of
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs and in the idea of
placing psychotropic substances under international and
national control. From the outset, the Mexican Govern
ment had been anxious that those substances should be
used exclusively for medical and scientific purposes and
that their abuse shouldbe avoided and the illicit traffic
in them curbed..
18. Although the abuse of psychotropic substances .was
not yet a problem in Mexico, his Government shared the
concern aroused in other countries and had thought it
desirable to introduce preventive legislation on the
subject. A bin now before the Mexican Congress would
place the manufacture, distribution, sale and supply of
psychotropic substances under a system of control
virtually as strict as that applied to narcotic drugs. In
addition, there was an educational programme drawing
attention to the dangers of self-administration and of the
abuse of hallucinogens, stimulants and depressants.

19. Generally speaking, the principles embodied in
the revised draft Protocol were acceptable to his Govern- ~

ment, bearing in mind the objectives stated in the preamble
and the fact that the ultimate aim was to safeguard human
health, both physical and mental.
20. It seemed to be generally agreed that psychotropic
substances should be used solely on medical prescription
or for research purposes, that their manufacture should
be subject to a licensing system, that imports and exports
should be made subject to a system of Government
licences and permits, that at the national level distribution
should be controlled, that to prevent abuse unauthorized
possession and hence illicit traffic should be suppressed,
and that periodic reports should be submitted to inter
national control bodies.

21. . In view of the humanitarian purposes to be served
by the proposed international instrument, it was desirable
that all States should subscribe to it. Moreover, since
it was urgently necessary that the protocol should enter
into force as soon as possible, the number of ratifications
necessary for entry into force should be set at 40 or 35,
in other words a figure equal to or less than that specified
for the 1961 Single Convention,

22. Mexico had voted in favour of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples contained in General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV), and he therefore wished to state that his country's
position on article 23 of the draft Protocol, as expressed
at the first special session of the Commission on Narcotic ~

Drugs (659th meeting), remained the same.

23. The Mexican Government would make every effort
in its power to co-operate in the international campaign
against the non-medical use of psychotropic substances "
and the ilHcit traffic in those substances.
24. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that the development
of means of communication made it much easier to move
goods and people across frontiers, so that Governments
must co-operate in protecting the populations of their
countries against dangerous substances, but without
unduly hampering the movement of other goods.

25. His Government agreed with the main principles
set out in the draft Protocol, by which countries were
required to establish national control over the production,
distribution and exportation of psychotropic eubstances,
Such an instrument would be a first stage towards
harmonizing national legislation and practice in the
medical field, especially in regard to the provisions
limiting the use of psychotropic substances to use for
medical purposes. The implications of the draft were in
line with the work done on the Nordic and European
Pharmacopoeia. .
26. His Government welcomed the initiative taken by
the United Nations to provide a basic instrument that
would promote international co-operation in the cam
paign against illicit traffic. In accepting it, Governments
would prove their readiness to help their neighbours in
maintaining reasonable and necessary control measures;
but the Protocol must be applied with flexibility, and his
Government would oppose the introduction of compul
sory measures that would frustrate the legitimate use in
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Adepts entered the temple of drugs-even minor drugs
.like tobacco-in search of transcendent adventure, but
their expectations were deluded.
35. Man had always used drugs to soothe pain, to
reach beyond certain limits of perception, to speak with
the gods or to be like the gods. The Bible referred to
the use of wine and the Hindu Veda spoke of soma,
the divine liquor. The exact nature of ambrosia, the
food of the Greek gods, was not known. The Aztecs
used peyote, which was extracted from a cactus plant
containing mescaline. The Mexicans also consumed a
sacred mushroom containing psilocybine. In the Amazon
region, the aborigines consumed the seed of the plant
Pitadenia Peregriana. In Siberia, tribesmen prepared a
mushroom liquor which they used in order to produce
trances. At all times and in all places, drugs and beverages
had been used to induce conditionssimilarto schizophrenia.
36. Current research in psychiatry and biochemistry
seemed to indicate that the systematic use of hallucino
genic drugs was an expression of the same fundamental
process. It was suspected that schizophrenia might be
produced by a toxic substance in the brain, but extensive
research had not made it possible to identify the toxin
involved, although a new drug-LSD-was available
which induced schizophrenia.
37. The hippies and others who used drugs, connecting
them with flowers and love, did not perhaps realize that
they were the modern representatives of a long tradition.
Flowers had been offered to the Mexican god Quetzal
coatl, 'and drugs had also been used in that cult. Hindu
mystics associated drugs and love with the search for a
lost primeval unity. For Arab sufis and poets, wine was
a means of transcending boundaries.
38. Drugs and beverages, however, could not replace
the state of ecstasy which was reached step by step by
the saints. To climb a mountain painfully on foot was
very different from reaching the summit by cable railway.
There was no achievement without effort. Koestler had
referred to that subtle difference in his latest book, The
Ghost in the Machine.
39. Those preliminary remarks served to stress the
important fact that the indiscriminate use of drugs at
the present time had very deep roots. The ultra
mechanized and rationalized civilization of our times
threatened to crush man and destroy him. The progress
of that civilization completely by-passed the younger
generation and caused it to seek refuge in a world of
fantasy and hallucination-s-a world in which youth's
anxieties, frustrations and profound feelings of hopeless
ness could be dissolved. A civilization which placed its
whole faith in material progress and which had virtually
deified rationalistic technology did not satisfy the human
thirst for transcendental experience. It was for that reason
that the countries which had achieved the greatest
material progress and highest level of living were also
those in which the suicide rate was highest and in which
alcoholism was most widespread. It must be remembered
that alcohol was also a drug used as a means of escape.
40. Since the abuse of drugs was thus an expression of
man's yearning for the transcendental and of his frus
trations in a godless society, it could not be fought against

Fourth plenary meeting-12 January 1971

research and trade of substances with great therapeutic
value.
27. Representatives should not delude themselves into
thinking that the Protocol would solve anything but a
small range of problems connected with drug abuse, or
that the core of the problem could be reached through the
criminal law. Information, education, research and
facilities for the treatment of victims of drug addiction
were essential.
28. His delegation would have some objections to raise
to certain measures for the control of drugs that were not
so harmful as to warrent their inclusion in schedules I
and IJ, but, generally speaking, it favoured the main
principles of the draft and hoped that differences of
opinion on details could be smoothed out.
29. Dr. WmNJAWSKl (poland) said that the position
of his Government was well known to members of the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs. The abuse of psycho
tropic substances was a by-product of the progress of the
medical and pharmaceutical sciences and its prevention
must not be allowed to hamper the development of
medicine and therapeutic methods.
30. The situation in some countries pointed to the need
for stronger internal control measures. In Poland, they
had been introduced at an early stage and abuse had
thereby been prevented.

31. In 1945-1946, there had been some indications of
abuse of amphetamines by young people. At that time,
they could be freely obtained from chemists, so in 1946
they had been placed under controls similar to those
imposed on narcotic drugs and abuse had gradually
disappeared. From 1930 onwards, barbiturates could
only be obtained on prescription and, once they appeared
tranquillizers were also not freely available. Those
control measures had been made possible by a very large
increase in the number of doctors in Poland and the
extension of health services. The latter could do much
in the prevention of abuse.

32. It was the duty of health and law enforcement
authorities to recognize the danger signs, so that controls
could be applied before abuse had taken a hold. Inter
national action could only be effective if individual
countries took strong internal measures. International
administrative measures should not be unduly extensive
and complex.
33. The widest possible participation in the Protocol
was needed if it was to be effective, and he agreed with
the Soviet Union representative that the failure to
invite to the Conference representatives from the German
Democratic Republic, the Democratic People's Republic
of Korea and the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam was
inadmissible.
34. Mr. SERRANO FERNANDEZ (Chile) said that,
some thirteen years earlier, he had been privileged to
meet in India Aldous Huxley and Arthur Koestler, both
of whom had sometimes attributed miraculous powers
to drugs. Huxley had realized, however, that the belief
in the omnipotence of drugs was 110t new; since the most
remote times, men had believed that they would find
in drugs a substitute for heaven and had failed to do so.
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by repressive and prohibitory legislation alone. Similarly,
student unrest and urban and rural guerrilla activities
could not be effectively- curbed purely by means of police
measures. All those phenomena had their origin in the
lack of the spiritual element in a machine-ridden and
hedonistic civilization which was incapable of inspiring
any enthusiasm or idealism in the younger generation.
41. Those psychological, moral, social and spiritual
factors would therefore have to be taken into account
in any legislation or protocol for the regulation or
prohibition of the use of psychotropic substances, even
if they were reflected only in the spirit of the decisions
to be adopted.
42. The United Nations, through its Economic and
Social Council, had been very deeply concerned to find
some means of controlling the abuse of, and the illicit
traffic in, psychotropic substances. While the gravity of
the problem must be recognized, however, it should
also be realized that if an unduly strict international
control were to be introduced covering the whole range
of psychotropic substances, the result could perhaps be
to hamper the work of the medical profession.
43. Chile had been perhaps one of the first countries to
introduce control measures over the use of psychotropic
substances, for it had done so in 1963. The consumption
of those substances had been rising recently at an alarming
rate: 30 per cent from 1967 to 1968, 43 per cent from
1968 to 1969 and 62 per cent from 1969 to 1970. Those
figures covered only the psychotropic substances under
control in Chile, i.e, stimulants of the central nervous
system of the amphetamine type; depressants of the
barbiturate type, and meprobamate alone among the
tranquillizers. Early in 1970" the national control system
had been made more strict, but it stilI applied to the
same range of substances.
44. The new measures thus introduced included special
regulations on the manufacture, importation, transit,
transfer, possession, detention and consumption of
narcotics, hallucinogens and other substances having
similar effects. The penal code had been amended so
as to introduce heavier penalties for offences against
public health.
45. Accordingly, the importation of the raw materials
needed for those substances, the processing of those
materials and the producton of pharmaceutical products
from them, the distribution of the products and the
dispensing of them to the public by pharmacies were
subject to control by the National Health Service, and
any violation of the regulations was punishable by severe
penalties.
46. The most important innovation had' been to make
the sale of psychotropic substances by pharmacies
subject to the same restrictions as the sale of narcotic
drugs; in other words, those substances could henceforth
be dispensed only against a non-renewable medical
prescription, which had to be kept by the pharmacy in
its records. A similar procedure was followed in hospitals:
the substances were issued only against a medical pres
cription and exclusively by the hospital pharmacy.
47. Those measures applied to substances of the
amphetamine type and to meprobamate and its pre-

parations. As for the hallucinogens such as LSD,
mescaline, psilocybine dimethyltriptophane and cannabis, .,
as well as all substances in schedule I of the draft Protocol,
their importation, manufacture and use, even in scientific
research, were totally prohibited.

48. The introduction of those measures, which had not
met with any resistance on the part of the medical
profession, the manufacturers or the pharmacies, could
serve as an illustration of the type of decision that the
present Conference might adopt.

49. As to tranquillizers other than meprobamate,
neither the medical profession nor the emergency health \
services of Chile had experienced any problems which
suggested the need to introduce any measures more
strict than the present requirement of medical prescrip
tion. Any attempt to introduce a licensing system, fer
example, would hamper the work of physicians using
substances which had great therapeutic value and involved
only limited dangers.

50. Lastly, he wished to stress that the most serious
problem in Chile at the present time was the consumption
of marijuana by young persons between the ages of 9
and 21 who were still in the process of physical growth
and intellectual development. .

51. There were a number of reasons for the growth of
the cannabis problem in Chile. The country was a
producer of hemp for industrial uses, and there were
plantations of over 1,000 hectares. In most of Chile, \
the climate was suitable for that crop. The. plant could .
be grown on a small scale, even in gardens. The youth
of the country was being subjected to propaganda of
foreign origin which tended to minimize the effects of .~

marijuana, suggesting even that it was less dangerous "\
than tobacco or alcohol. Certain sociologists and
psychologists had unfortunately also claimed that there
was no physical dependence and little psychic dependence
in the case of marijuana. Lastly, it had not been pos
sible to devise any means of impressing upon young
people the real dangers involved in the consumption of
the substance.

52. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that at its second special
session the Commission on Narcotic Drugs had chosen
the word " drug" to represent a concept covering both
traditional narcotic drugs, most of which were of vege
table origin, and synthetic substances, a great number
of which were psychotropic substances. The Commission
had also stressed the relationship between the supply
of drugs and the demand for them.

53. As in the case of all fairly rare goods, not only did
the supply of drugs contribute to the creation of the
demand, but also the demand often created the supply
and contributed to its continuation. Educational prob
lems and problems of philosophical attitudes were
involved which were of capital im.portance in an effective
fight against the spread of the abuse of drugs of all sorts;
but those problems were for the social scientists and
were outside the scope of the Conference's agenda. In
connexion, however, with the problem of the demand
itself creating the supply, he felt he must mention the
partial but important current trend in drug abuse towards
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the replacement of the traditional }lar~tic drugs by the when it came to industrial producers, those same over-
psychotropic substances. n" • riding interests called for fewer restrictions and hence
54. He had no intention of suggesting that the abuse fewer controls.
of traditional narcotic drugs was no longer important. 59. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said his delegation was
There was, however, a body of international legislation pleased that the preparatory work for the Conference
designed to control the supply of those drugs in such a had beenaccomplished in a relatively short period of time.
way that illicit traffic in them could be prevented as far It would have regretted :.-my further delay, particularly
as was possible. Now that the law of substitution had since the draft resolution concerning the control of
come into play, supplementary legislation designed to barbiturates submitted by Brazil, France, Turkey, the
control the supply of synthetic drugs, in particular the United Arab Republic, Venezuela and Yugoslavia at
psychotropic substances, was urgently required. the United Nations Conference for the Adoption of a
55. Existing international control legislation placed Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs in 1961' had failed
heavy obligations on the developing countries, but those to gain the required two-thirdsmajority by only one vote."
obligations had been willingly~ accepted in the interests 60. The French delegation wasconvincedthat the supply
of the international community and of all mankind. The of psychotropic substances should be limited to that
developing countries were waiting to see what the de- required for medical and scientific uses and that an
veloped countries were now prepared to do to control international treaty was required for the purpose. It
the synthetic drugs manufactured by their industries. believed that such an instrument should be based on
56. In that connexion, considerations of parity, equity three principles, namely: each country should ensure
and justice could not be ignored. The problem should that the nature and quantity of psychotropic substances
be tackled simultaneously at two levels: the agricultural used on its territory rigorously corresponded to scientific
level and the industrial level. There was no doubt that and medical needs alone; each country should subject
the industrialized countries were better equipped both those substances to &, system of national control based
financially and administratively to discipline their on international agreement; the control to which barbi
synthetic drugs industry than were ~he developing turates and tranquillizersin particular wereto be subjected
countries to control their cultivation of nntural products. should not be of such a nature as unduly to affect the
It was neither reasonable nor fair, therefore, to ask the large licit trade in those substances. .
developing countries to do that without asking the 61. His delegation hoped that despite its complexities,
developed countries to make a corresponding effort in the draft Protocol would be adopted by the Conference
respect of their industrial products. His Government in the time at its disposal and would come into force as
was convinced that the very holding of the Conference soon as possible.
was proof that all the interested parties were aware of 62. Mr. ROECK (International Criminal Police Organ..
that important aspect of the problem. ization), speaking at the invitation of the President, said
57. His delegation would not suggest that the control that ICPO/INTERPOL was in favour of the adoption ofa
measures for psychotropic substances in general and for protocol on the psychotropic substances. With the help
each individual substance should be the same as those of such an instrument, the abuse of and illicit traffic in
already in force for the traditional narcotic drugs. those substances in many parts of the world could largely
Methods of control would necessarily be different and be prevented and overcome. INTERPOL believed that
would have to be adapted to the particular nature of the it was necessary and urgent forco..ordinated measures to
substance whose producton and sale was to be controlled. be taken at the international level, and it strongly sup
The aim of control measures should, however, be the ported the principle of a protocol for the purpose.
samein the case of cultivated products and manufactured 63. Forty years previously, th» world had been faced
products, namely the reduction of illicit traffic to a with the problem of the abuse of narcotic drugs and bad
minimum and its eventual elimination. considered it necessary to unite ali its forces to combat
58. Control measures could and should be provided that scourge by concluding international conventions
for at the national and international levels. As he saw which, amongst other things, guaranteed a co-ordinated
it, international measures included those applied directly fight against illicit traffic. Today the world was faced
by international bodies and those applied by national with a similar problem in connexionwith the psychotropic
administrations by virtue of international obligations. substances, which had been developed to cure the sick,
His Government believed that there should be somejust but were very dangerous if used without control or
and equitable balance between the international control . supervision. It was logical that the world should make
measures applicable to the traditional narcotic drugs and the same effort in 1971 to fight the modern scourge as
those to be provided for the psychotropic substances; it had made earlier to fight the scourge of narcotic drugs
States should be prepared to accept almost the same abuse.
degree of limitation of sovereignty in the interests of
controlling the psychotropic substances as had been
accepted in the case of narcotic drugs control. A res
triction of liberty was involved in any control measure.
Controls had restricted the liberty of agricultural pro
ducers and would continue to do so in the interests of
the international community. It could not be argued that,
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64. ICPO/INTERPOL was ready, within the limits of
its Statute, to carry out any task that it might be called
upon to undertake under the provisions of the Protocol,

65. The PRESIDENT said that General El Hadeka,
Director-General of the Permanent Anti-Narcotics Bureau
of the League of Arab States, had asked to address the
Conference. The League of Arab States had not been
invited to attend the Conference under the terms of
Economic and Social Council resolution 1474 (XLVIn),
but under rule 39 of its rules of procedure the Conference
could invite any person whose technical advice it
considered useful to attend Its meetings. He was sure
that, in view of General El Hadeka's vast experience
of narcotic problems, his advice would be appreciated,
and in the absence of any objection, he would invite
him to address the meeting.

56. General EL HADEKA (League of Arab States),
speaking at the invitation of the President, said that up
to the present the psychotropic substances had not
caused any serious problem in the Arab countries,
because they were subjected to strict control in those
countries, and in most of them were included in lists of
narcotic drugs. In the past two years, however, there had
been cases of addicts turning to such substances when
they. had been unable to obtain the narcotic drug to
which they were addicted, and students had also found
Wll·YS of obtaining such substances for use before their
examinations.

67. In a world linked by rapid means of transport, there
was nothing to stop the scourge of drug abuse spreading
and affecting new areas every day. That situation called
for international co-operation amongst all countries and
not merely between producers and consumers; no region,
no ethnic group, no social class, was free from danger.
68. It was for that reason that the Arab States, conscious
of their international duty, would give their full support
to the work of the Conference and, once the Protocol had
been adopted, they would implement it conscientiously
throughout the Arab world in the interests of mankind.

The meeting rose at 5.10 p.m.

FIFTH PLENARY MEETING

Wednesday, 13 January 1971, at 10.15 am.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria) .

AGENDA ITEM 9

Appointment of the Credentials Committee

1. The PRESIDBNT suggested, on the basis of con
sultations that had taken place, that the Credentials
Committee should consist of the following nine members:
Australia, .Bcuador, Ghana, Greece, Ireland, Liberia,

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and United States of America.
However, Greece had given notice that it would not be
able to attend the Conference, and he therefore suggested
that Spain should serve in its stead.
2. Mr. EYRffiS VALMASEDA (Spain) expressed his
country's readiness to replace Greece on the Credentials
Committee.

The proposal of the President was adopted.

AGENDA ITEM 6

Appointment of the Technical Committee
(resumed from the 3rd meeting and concluded)

3. The PRESIDENT announced that Iran had expressed
the wish to participate in the work of the Technical
Committee. The Conference had previously accepted
applications from four other countries, and he suggested
that Iran's request should be granted.
4. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that he had no
objection to Iql-u's request but would like to know what
the composition of the Technical Committee would then
be.
5. The PRESIDENT replied that the Technical Com
mittee would consist of the following twenty-six members:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, the Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, the Federal Republic
ofGermany, France, Hungary, India, Iran,Japan, Mexico,
the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Togo, Turkey, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
the United Arab Republic, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States
of America, Venezuela and Yugoslavia.

It was so agreed.

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance, withEconomic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVllI) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/478S, chap. ID)

GENERAL STATEMENTS (concluded)

6. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said that, although
psychotropic substances had not yet given rise to any
serious problems in Iran, persons addicted to opium and
unable 4,'" obtain sufficient quantities of it were having
recourse to barbiturates and tranquillizers to supplement
it. It was quite conceivable, therefore, that the misuse of
such substances could spread in Iran in the future. In
any case, the ease and speed of modern transport favoured
the spread. of a drug addiction epidemic, and all countries
were in jeopardy accordingly.

7. In combating the misuse of psychotropic substances,
reliance must be placed primarily on the experience that
b.tJl been gained in combating narcotic drugs. Nothing,
of course, should be done to hamper either scientific
research or the pharmaceutical industry, but progress
in either connexion should not result in the creation of
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from that evil. The main danger from psychotropic
substances in the African countries lay in the am
phetamines, which unscrupulous traffickers were clandes
tinely placing on the markets of neighbouring countries.
That situation provided sufficient proof of the need for
regional co-operation, for only that could make control
effective.

14. The increase in drug addiction stemmed from
deeply rooted social reasons. Africans in particular
deeply deplored the lack of human sympathy in the
developed world, and the harshness of modern society,
which mercilessly crushed the weak and maladjusted.
The loneliness and isolation of individuals in great cities
were factors mak.ing for drug addiction; that basic aspect
of the question should be clearly brought out.

15. The Conference could count upon the active
collaboration of Togo, which looked forward to making
a useful contribution to the essentially human problem
of drugs.

16. Mr. FERNANDEZ (Argentina) was glad to note
that the delegations were at one in recognizing the need
and urgency of checking, by concerted measures, the
ever speedier progress of a social scourge which threat
ened all mankind. The 1961 Single Convention had
regulated only one aspect of the drug problem, and
advances in pharmaceutical research had merely aggra
vated the problem. The abuse of psychotropic substances
was spreading like a plague; no country could say that it
was wholly safe from it, and it was obvious that national
control measures could not by themselves be truly effec
tive.

17. His delegation considered that the draft Protocol,
as a well-thought-out document now before the Con
ference (E/4785, chap. Ill), faithfully reflected the cogent
views enunciated and covered all aspects of the matter.
It was confident that there was no risk of a text of that
kind impeding technical progress or scientific research
or hampering the medical use of the substances concerned,
since it would obviate, among other evils, the pernicious
practice of self-medication. But its provisions must be
honestly and effectively applied by all concerned. The
Argentine Republic had imposed stringent measures in
recent years; it was prepared to adopt even more rigorous
ones and its representatives would co-operate unreservedly
and to the best of their ability in the final drafting of the
Protocol.

18. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that Ghana was
fortunately not so advanced as to be threatened as yet
by the uncontrolled spread of psychotropic substances.
Owing to the development of international communi
cations and tourism, however, it could not regard itself
as immune. Ghana was therefore glad to take part in the
Conference and hoped very much that it would lead to
the signature of an appropriate instrument, which,
needless to say, must be universally applied.

19. Nevertheless, no matter how well-drafted a protocol
was, it could cover only part of a far wider problem.
Psychotropic substances had become so widelydistributed
because thinking, sensitive individuals, especially the
young, stifling in a world which had failed to master its

newproducts endangering mankind. The primary purpose
of the Protocol should be to set up control machinery
such as to debar psychotropic substances from illicit
markets and restrict their use to medical and scientific
purposes; it should be easier to control psychotropic
substances than narcotic drugs, inasmuch as the former
were synthetic products whose industrial manufacture
could be effectively supervised without difficulty,
8. Dr. EL HAKIM (United Arab Republic) agreed
with the previous speakers in recognizing the need for
an international instrument which would safeguard the
physical and mental health of present and future genera
tions without hampering medical advances.
9. Though the problem was not as acute in the United
Arab Republic as in other countries, several cases of illicit
traffic in psychotropic substances had been found, and
it was to be feared that the misuse of drugs might spread
as the country developed economically. An effective
international instrument was essential if that danger was
to be averted. It must be borne in mind, however, that
conditions in developing countries differed from those
in developed countries. That did not mean, that the
developing countries should apply the Protocol less
strictly, but simply that they attached special importance
to scientific and medical research,
lOo The sort of protocol which his delegation hoped
would be prepared would be one which permitted strict
control of the abuse of substances liable to cause addiction
in the light of the experience of the various countries.
In particular, the instrument should be flexible enough
to enable new substances to be added to the schedules and
certain substances to be withdrawn or to be transferred
to other schedules on the basis of recommendations by
WHO. Furthermore, the provisions of the Protocol
should be couched in terms clear enough to avoid any
confusion with the terms of the 1961 Single Convention
on Narcotic Drugs.
11. The United Arab Republic was prepared to do its
utmost to contribute to the health and welfare of
mankind, as wellas to the progressofscience and industry.
It had already applied the provisions of the Single
Convention and was exercising control over such sub
stances as stimulants and hallucinogens, and over the
export, import and manufacture of certain pharma
ceutical preparations. It would therefore have no diffi
culty in applying the provisions of the future Protocol.
12. Lastly, it was worth while to stress the need for
information campaigns on the subject of the misuse of
drugs. In that connexion, the subjects of drug addiction
and mental health should be included in the curriculum
of educational institutions, particularly of those which
trained future doctors, sociologists and psychologists,
in line with the recommendation made by the Pan-Arab
Mental Health Congress held at Cairo in December 1970.
13. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) viewed the
holding of the Conference and the preparation of an
international instrument for the control of psychotropic
substancesas matters of outstanding importance. Though
the African countries were not yet seriously affected by
drug addiction" the development of modern communi
cations meant that no country could regard itself as safe
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ment was well known; its delegation would make detailed
comments during the consideration of the text, article by "
article. In general, his delegation considered that since
psychotropic substances were as dangerous as narcotic
drugs, if not more so, they should be subjected to a
control regime at least as strict as that imposed upon
narcotic drugs by the Single Conventon, Schedules 11
and Ill, in particular, covering the amphetamines and
barbiturates, should be reviewed. The control regime
ought to be determined by the degree of liability of a
substance to abuse constituting a public health problem,
rather than by its usefulness in therapy. The substances
concerned should remain available for genuine medical
use, but the possibility of abuse should be prevented and
they should be subject to a control regime depending
on their dangerousness. Realism and flexibility had been
mentioned, but in that instance too much flexibility might
well mean a lack of realism.
25. Public opinion was following with the utmost
interest the work of the present Conference. All States
should co-operate to ensure its success. Effective inter
national control implied a surrender of the right to make
unilateral decisions on whether or not to impose control
measures. Any countries which might have hesitated to
accept the recommendations of WHO or the decisions of
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs ought unreservedly
to submit to the decision of the Economic and .Social
Council and to fall in line with the verdict of the rest of the
world. The relevant provisions of the draft Protocol
should be redrafted so as to avoid even the semblance
of a confrontation or conflict between WHO and the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs, for both of them were
United Nations bodies.

26. Mr. TERERAHO (Rwanda) said that his Govern- '
ment had carefully studied the draft Protocol and had
asked the competent authorities to examine it in great
detail. His Government attached great importance to
the success of the Conference and was ready to co~

operate with all who desired to combat the abuse of
psychotropic substances.

27. The threat of contagion was not yet serious in
Rwanda, but its economic and social situation dictated
the need for caution. The country was developing fast
and no one could tell whether the danger might not arise
in the fairly near future. Energetic measures were needed
at once to obviate the risk of sudden crises later. His
Government was already applying very strict controls
over imports of psychotropic substances, which had
greatly increased since the country had become inde
pendent. Imports were controlled by the Pharmaceutical
Office, a governmental body which granted licences only
for medical purposes and distribution was permitted only
on the production of a medical prescription. Hospitals
could obtain supplies of such substances only if author
ized by a doctor recognized by the Ministry of
Health.
28. His delegation very much hoped that there would
be genuine co-operation between those taking part in the
fight against the scourge threatening much of the human
race and that agreement would be reached on agenerally
acceptable text.
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own development, were seeking to escape arid readily
fell into the snare of " artificial paradises ".
20. His delegation hoped that the Conference would
bear that in mind when drafting the final text of the
Protocol and would not lose sight of the limitations
inherent in its task.
21. Dr. URANOVICZ (Hungary) said that the abuse of
psychotropic drugs did not present an immediate problem
in his country. Nevertheless, his Government genuinely
wished to co-operate in an effort to protect the welfare
of the whole of mankind., But the basis for international
control measures, if they were to be effective, should
be national measures strictly regulating the manufacture,
distribution and therapeutic Use of psychotropic sub
stances, and such international measures must be adjusted
to the relative danger of the substances, their usefulness in
therapy and their liability to abuse. Those considerations
must be borne in mind in preparing the final draft. The
draft Protocol placed far too much emphasis on admin
istrative measures regarding substances of great use
fulnese in therapy with only slight liability to abuse.
Such measures would unnecessarily burden the public
health authorities; nor would they give a realistic picture
of the international situation.
22. It was regrettable that countries like the People's
Republic of China, the German Democratic Republic,
the Democratic People's Republic of North Korea and
the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam had not been
invited to take part in the work of a Conference of such
great importance to all nations.
23. Mr. ANAND (India) said that India shared the
concern of the world community regarding the abuse of
narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, which were
proving a great health hazard and a social problem in
many countries. India had always favoured the impo
sition of effective control on dangerous drugs and had
supported the fight against their abuse since the inter
national Conference at Shanghai in 1909. It had an
excellent record in narcotics control, and was a party to
all the international treaties on narcotic drugs. Even
though considerable expense and administrative in
convenience were involved in the enforcement of control
measures, India had accepted the burden willingly, the
welfare of the international community as a whole being
its primary consideration. The Commission on Narcotic
Drugs had recommended national control over amphet
amines, barbiturates, tranquillizers and hallucinogens
in 1955, 1.957 and 1963. But the abuse of psychotropic
substances was still growing and was a dangerous threat
topubJic health and required urgent remedial action.
The need for international control had become urgent.
India had already placed psychotropic substances under
strict control and their abuse wasnot yet such an alarming
problem as it was elsewhere. In the world of today,
however, abuse could easily spread from country to
country and none could afford to be complacent; the
interests of all mankind were indiraible, and India was
anxious that an effective international control should be
established as soon as possible.
24. The draft Protocol before the Conference was the
result of many years' work. The position of his Govern-
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to the draft ProtocoI). In the case of the substances listed
in schedules ITI and IV, which were the less dangerous,
the Protocol should provide for only a minimum of
control measures, and it should be left to each country
to introduce the legislation that best met its needs.
36. Like other speakers, he would urge that the pro
visions adopted should be sufficiently simple to enable
them to be applied effectively, for otherwise the aims
of the Protocol would not be achieved.
37. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said it should be
noted that the problems with which the Conference was
dealing did not affect all countries to the same degree;
that might perhaps explain why measures taken to cope
with the abuse of psychotropic substances differed from
country to country. That situation should be accepted,
for it was primarily the responsibility of the Governments
of the countries concerned to take whatever measures
seemed to them to be necessary.
38. The main purpose of the Conference was to propose
internationally acceptable legislation whichwould enable
Governments to define national policies in the campaign
against drug abuse and execute them effectively; that aim
could only be achieved when there was some reasonable
assurance that national measures would be backed by
international action. That did not mean that the transfer
to exporting States of national responsibilities for the
control of imports of psychotropic substances, as
envisaged in article 12, was acceptable.
39. International action would only be effective if it
covered practically the whole world. That meant that
all representatives should be willing to accept compromise
instead of maintaining positions which might prove
unacceptable to a great number of countries.
40. The Netherlands Government had recentlyproposed
new legislation to Parliament which would ma~e it
possible to tackle the drug abuse problem very effectively.
A research programme dealing with. the medical, pharma
cological and sociological aspects of drug abuse was
now under way. His Government sponsored initiatives
concerning health education in drug questions without
being itself responsible for the educational function
proper. In his delegation's view, n~w inter!1a~ional

legislation should approach the problem realistically.
Medical, scientific and financial resources should not
be devoted to controlling drugs the abuse of which was
not a significant social and public health problem. The
need to establish international regimes of control for
the substances at present listed in schedules HI and IV
had not yet been demonstrated.
41. A great deal of importance was attached in his
country to the rehabilitation of drug addicts; they were
not regarded as criminals but rather as patients for whom
adequate care should be provided. His delegation was
therefore glad to see some reflection of that opinion in
article 18 of the draft Protocol, but it would like that
article to be still more definite, and it would propose an
amendment to the present text in due course., It also
found the existing text of article 16 somewhat un
satisfactory. In any case, it should be made clear that the
measures envisaged in that article were not of a penal
nature.

Fifth plenary meeting-13 January 1971

29. Mgr. MORETT~ (Holy See)said that.his presenceat
the Conference was intended to demonstrate the Holy
See's deep concern for the "Health and welfare of
mankind H, mentioned in the preamble to the 1961
Single Convention.
30. In the course of an address he had delivered in
October 1970 to a group of doctors attending a conference
on narcotic drugs at Rome, Pope Paul VI had said that
those who were doctors and specialists in chemistry and
biology should instruct everyone-pastors, parents,
educators, sociologists, politicians and all conce~ned

with the health of mankind-about those mysterious
drugs which were today spreading like a mortal contagion;
they must speak up while there was yet time to arrest the
spread of drug-taking and social degeneration.
31. It would hardly be possible to state more clearly the
three main criteria which should inform the work of the
Conference: the technical indications must be clear, the
legal resolutions must be authoritative, and the measures
adopted must be applied universally and without delay.
But neither science nor the law, nor yet force, were
enough; there must also be education, for, too m~ny

young people were still unaware of the degradatI.on
towards which the drug traffickers and clandestine
speculators, whose victims they were, were leading them.
Society, which had failed to find a place for them, must
rehabilitate them as a group. From that psychological
and social point of view, the draft Protocol could not be
said to be wholly satisfactory.
32. Care should also be taken to ensure that the text
finally adopted did not discourage those engaged in the
search for additional forms of medical treatment and for
medicaments that would be increasingly effective in
bringingabout the physical, moral and socialregeneration
of those who were either voluntarily or involuntarily the
victims of illness and needed specific medical treatment.
33. Mr. MARSCHIK (Austria) said he wished to thank
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs for the preparatory
work it had done on the draft Protocol. The Austrian
delegation approved most its provisions, especially those
dealing with the control of the illicit traffic in psycho
tropic substances, and it therefore welcomed the measures
contemplated in article 17. It also approved the tendency
to place less emphasis on penal sanctions and more on
the medical problems; that tendency was reflected in
article 18, paragraph 1, and the measures set forth in
article 16 were in conformity with it.
34. The drafting of the purposed Protocol would be
more difficult than that of the earlier conventions, owing
to the number of substances that were taken into account.
They were used for a very wide range of pharmacological
purposes and their therapeutic value, like the risks to
which they gave rise, differed widely. It was therefore
necessary to envisage control measures whose strictness
would vary with the substance concerned. Substances
which were dangerous and had practically no medical
value, like the hallucinogens, should be those most
strictly controlled.
35. In his view, it .might be necessary to make certain
changes in the listing of substances proposed by the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs (schedules I-IV annexed
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42. Mr. EYRIES VALMASEDA (Spain) reminded the
Conference that Spain had signed and, ratified all the
international agreements on narcotic drugs from the
1912 Hague Convention to the Single Convention of
1.961. It had ratified the 1936 Convention a few months
previously, in September 1970.

43. Although the abuse of psychotropic substances was
not yet serious in Spain, his country had not waited to
take steps against the danger, and two years previously
it had decided to place hallucinogens under the same
regime of control as the narcotic drugs in schedule I of
the Single Convention.

44. Subsequently, it had introduced restrictions on
amphetamines and barbiturates. The control measures
on imports, exports and so forth were applied strictly and
vigilantly by health inspectors. A very careful watch was
kept on tranquillizers in case it should be necessary to
introduce stricter measures than those at present in
force.

45. Mr. SHIK HA (Republic of Korea) said that his
country had been complying with the decisions of the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs and had become a party
to the 1961 Single Convention. It had recently enacted
a law on the control of dependence-producing drugs,
which had come into force in November 1970. Its
purpose in so doing had been to take steps to meet the
problems which might arise in Korea in the future and
to meet the request by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs that all countries should take appropriate measures
to deal with psychotropic substances. The Act consisted
of 43 articles supplemented by a Presidential decree, and
it covered control measures for amphetamines, LSD,
barbiturates, meprobamate, propoxyphene, tetrahydro
cannabinol and other tranquillizers. Penalties of consid
erable severity were laid down for those violating the
law.

46. U HLA 00 (Observer for Burma), speaking at the
invitation of the President, said that it was only as a
result of unavoidable circumstances and not through
lack of interest that Burma had been unable to participate
in the first and second special sessions of the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs, and that it was participating in the
Conference only as an observer.
47. Whereas narcotic drugs, especially opium, raised
problems in Burma, that was not yet the position as far
as psychotropic substances were concerned. Very
recently, the Burmese pharmaceutical industry, a State
owned concern, had begun' the manufacture of tranquil
lizers, which were in that category. The sole distributors
of those tranquillizers, which were issued on medical
prescription only, were trade corporations and people's
shops. There was therefore little or no chance of abuse.
Nevertheless, the Government had set up a small Com
mittee to study the problem of psychotropic substances
in all its aspects, and to formulate measures to place them
under national control. The Committee included repre
sentatives of the enforcement division of the Department
of Health and of the trade corporations dealing in
medicines. To sum up, although psychotropic sub
stances were not as yet a serious menace in Burma, the
Government was not underestimating the danger and

would spare no effort to collaborate with other countries
in combating that common scourge.
48. Mr. ONODERA (Japan) said that his country was
noted for its highly effective system of drug control.
Nevertheless, Japanese youth had not entirely escaped the
worldwide trend towards increasing drug abuse. As, in
many other countries, psychotropic substances, notably
LSD, were an important feature of that misuse, and his
Government was contemplating measures to meet that
new situation before it got out of hand.
49. As to the draft Protocol, his Government had still
to study the provisions carefully in the light of domestic
legislation, but his delegation could already say that in
principle the draft Protocol pointed in the same direction
as his Government's efforts. His delegation therefore
welcomed that instance of international eo-operation
whole-heartedly. However, it would have some modi
fications to propose, especially with regard to the schedule
groupings and the control measures, and would submit
its proposals in due course.
SO. Mr. CHAYET (International Council on Alcohol
and Addictions), speaking at the invitation of the Pres
ident, observed that the non-governmental organization
of which he was the spokesman was represented in some
fifty countries. In his opinion, the problem of narcotic
drugs, acute though it already was in many countries,
was undoubtedly only in its initial stages. As research
went on to discover new substances for medical purposes,
the illicit use of those substances would be likely to
spread. However, it was difficult to know the exact
pattern of the abuses which would develop during the
years ahead, for the problem was largely one which
affected young people, whose reactions were unpredictable.
SI. What was needed, therefore, was a text which would
permit the new substances to be subjected to prompt
control as and when they appeared. Since the abuses
differed from .one country to another, the text should
be flexible enough to serve every country as a guide in
framing laws to meet its own requirements.
52. He agreed with the representatives of Sweden, the
United Kingdom and the United States (3rd meeting)
that it would be wrong to interfere with the development
of new substances and discourage research workers by
red tape. In point of fact, it was sometimes found that
little research had been done on substances which had
later become the subject of widespread abuse; the controls
imposed had actually discouraged research without
succeeding in eliminating abuse.
53. He also hoped that, in combating addiction,
recourse would be had not to penal and administrative
measures alone but also, and increasingly, to action by
doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists, sociologists and
educators, At present, the attitudes and measures being
utilized to combat drug abuse Were not readily accepted
by young people. That W2.S something which must be
remedied, for in the final analysis the drug problem was
a human one. In some countries, it was found that the
effect of general reliance on penal sanctions was to create
a new class of delinquents involving large numbers of
people from all sections of society. That type ofaction had
also placed a heavy burden on the police and on the
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• See introductory note.
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be improved as a result, and general ratification of and
accession to the Protocol would be encouraged.
59. Mr. YANG (China)* said that his country was
trying to institute national legislation on psychotropic
substances. China" would collaborate to the full in the
present Conference with a view to its resulting in the
conclusion of an effective protocol at the international
level, for it considered that without international control
the abuse of psychotropic substances could not be
effectively withstood.

Wednesday, 27 January 1971, at 3.10p.m,

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m,

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission pn Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVllI) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(Ef4785, chap. ID)

REpORT OF THE DRAFTING COMMITfEB
ON ARTICLES 5 AND 6

(E/CONF.58/L.4)

1. The PRESIDENT suggested that, as the Russian
version ofarticles 5 and 6 was not yet ready, consideration
of the report of the Drafting Committee on articles 5 and
6 should be deferred until a later plenary meeting.

It was so agreed.

REpORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CONTROL MEASURES
ON ARTICLES s, ~, 7, 9, 10, 13 AND 15

(E/CJNF.58/L.S)

2. The PRESIDENT drew attention to the report of
the Committee on Control Measures on articles 5, 6, 7,
9, 10, 13 and 15 (E/CONF.S8jL.5) and suggested that it
should be referred to the Drafting Committee.

It was so agreed.

ARTICLE 16 (MEASURES AGAINST THE ABUSE
OF PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES)

(E/CONF.58jL.3)

3. Mr. KOECK (Holy See) said that his delegation
whole-heartedly supported the contents of article 16,
one of the most important articles of the Protocol. His
delegation was greatly concerned at the evil effects, both
on the individual and on society, of the growing abuse
of psychotropic substances and believed that even the
full application of all the measures envisaged in article 16

Fifth plenary meeting-13 January 1971

courts. It was therefore preferable to have recourse to
penal sanctions only where they coula really have
deterrent effects. In general, the Protocol should not
compel countries to proscribe the possession of certain
substances for personnal use, but rather to prevent the
commission in a country of acts which might be harmful
to another country, in accordance with the principles of
international law. Lastly, the Protocol should guarantee
the freedom of medical research and give therapeutic
and educational agencies a meaningful role.
54.. Sir Harry GREENFIELD (president of the Inter
national Narcotics Control Board) said that for the
past decade the Permanent Central Narcotics Board and
then its successor, the International Narcotics Control
Board had been concerned about the problem of the
accelerating misuse of central-nervous-system stimulants
and depressants and of hallucinogens, but that, before
giving public expression to its concern, JNCB had thought
it right to make a careful study of the subject. In 1965,
PCNB had first sounded a warning on the dangers which
those substances presented to public health." In 1966, it
had taken part in the study organized by the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs, and it had presented to the Committee
dealing with the question a paper outlining the main
ingredients which in its judgement should find a place in
any new measures that might be introduced to cope with
the problem." Then, in 1967, PCNB had proposed a
sort of blueprint for additional measures of international
control.8 Since then, INCB had continued its close study
of the problem, and it had co-operated in all the processes
leading up to the present Conference. It had commented
on the situation year by year in its annual reports.
55. He had noted with satisfaction, in the general debate,
that delegation after delegation had expressed the same
concern as INCB; like INCB, they thought that new
legislation should be truly international and generally
acceptable to Governments, that it should embrace the
whole spectrum of dangerous psychotropic substances,
and that it should not hinder continuity of research.
Furthermore, its provisions should be flexible, so that
the controls could be progressively adapted to the changes
in the situation that were inevitable.
56. He had also been relieved to find that, while all
agreed that controls should be effective, there was also
a recognition that the procedure for applying them
should not be so cumbersome that the purpose of the
legislation would be defeated.
57. In its report on its work in 1970, INCB categorized
the main features which it would like to see in the Pro
tocol as it was finally adopted.8

58. INCB hoped that Governments would begin to
apply the provisions of the Protocol in advance of
ratification, for two reasons: the present situation would

8 See Report of the Permanent Central Narcotics Board to the
Economic and Social Council on the work of the Board in 1965
(E/OB/21} (United Nations publication, Sales No.: 6S.XI.9), paras.
162-164.

7 E/OB/W.SI0.
8See Final Report 01 the Permanent Central Narcotics Board and

Drug Supervisory Body, November 1967(E/OB/23-E/DSB/2S) (Uni
ted Nations publication, SalesNo.: E.68JO.3), paras. 112-164.

8 UnitedNations publication,Sales No.: E.71.XI.2, paras.103-199.
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penal measures at that early stage, since the stigma
attached to penalties hampered the whole process of
rehabilitation and social reintegration. Although he
did not wish to make a formal proposal, he would
therefore prefer the title of the article to read "Non
penal measures against the abuse of psychotropic sub
stances".

would not be enough without a thorough investigation
of the reasons for the present crisis.
4. It had been said that persons took to those substances
in order to make up for the misery of life; but it was in
the highly developed countries, where the man in the
street enjoyed a standard of living unheard of in other
parts of the world, that there was the greatest abuse of
narcotic and psychotropic drugs. If the reason for taking 10. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that his delegation wasdrugs was a refusal to live the kind of life demanded by a in broad agreement with article 16. It also supported themodern industrial society, then there must be something amendment submitted by the Holy See, the adoption ofwrong with that society. Those "voyages" into a kind of which would improve the text of paragraph 2. Ghana,artificial paradise demonstrated the ideological and a country where over 40 per cent of the national incomespiritual emptiness of modern society. was spent on training and education, "Would do its5. Consequently, the campaign to prevent drug abuse utmost to comply with the provisions of that paragraph.must begin with the moral and social reconstruction of 11. Consideration might be given to the deletion of thethe community; any other approach would be an attempt concluding words of paragraph 3 "if there is a risk thatto cure the symptoms rather than to tackle the evil at its abuse of such substances will become widespread",roots. since they suggested that the clause beginning with the6. It was impossible to enumerate all the measures that words "and shall also promote" was merely conditional.would be appropriate in the campaign against drug abuse, The words were therefore undesirable for the same reasonsalthough those mentioned in article 16, paragraph 3, were as the expression "as far as possible". He would notparticularly important. It was essential to spread know- press his suggestion,however, ifother delegationsattachedledge of the destructive consequences of drug abuse as importance to those words.a social evil; the problem should be dealt with at school 12. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said he supportedand by the distribution of publications specially designed article 16, which laid down guidelines for the measuresfor the young. The mass media should also be used. that should be taken to protect public health from theIn countries where information media were not highly dangers created by the abuse of psychotropic substancesdeveloped, the authorities should draw upon the tech- and to help the victims of abuse. His country hadnical and financial resources offered by such specialized already successfully undertaken measures of the typeagencies as the United Nations Educational, Scientific envisaged in the article.

and Cultural ~rg:uuzation (UNESCO) and the World 13. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)Health Organization (WHO). said. tJ:J,at his delegation was prepared to support article7. Although it supported article 16, his ~n-1·6;'subject to certain drafting changes to the Russiannevertheless considered that it would be desirable to text.
delete from p~ragr~ph 2 the words "as far as possible" 14. The title of article 16 was in keeping with the basicand had submitted Its amend~ent to that effect.(E/CONF. ideas embodied in the three paragraphs of the article.58fL·3). .It was true that, ID accordance with the old Paragraph 1 dealt with measures for the identification,legal maxim ultra posse nemo tenetur~ no .country. cou.ld treatment and rehabilitation of the persons involved,be asked ~o ~o more than was possible In fulfilb1?g ItS paragraph 2 set forth the obligation of the parties to thetre~ty obligations; on the o~er ~nd,. by general inter- Protocol to train personnel at all levels, and paragraph 3national law, as recently codified ID article 26 of the 1969 was concerned with the important subject of publicVienna Convention on the Law of Treaties," all States informationwere bound to fulfil their treaty obligations in good faith. . . ... . .For that reason, his delegation urged the deletion ofthe IS. .The PRESIDENT said that su.ggestions regard~ngwords "as far as 'possible". Another reason was that, in draft1D~ amendme,nts should be submitted to the Draftingcommon parlance, the expression "as far as possible" Co~ttee: A~~ amendments of su~stal1ce should beoften indicated no more than a very moderate standard submitted m writing to the Conference.of effort. 16. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana), speaking on a point of8. Mr. SAMSOM (Netherlands) said that his delegation order, sa~d ptat ~e~egationshad ~lreadYhadenough timewas prepared to accept the text of article 16 as it stood. to .submlt m writing any amendments of substance toThe article was important in that it provided a basis for at:tIcle 16. .He urged that the C?nference should dealpromoting national and international measures against WIth the article at the present meeting.drug dependence. 17. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that9. The steps taken for the early identification of users article 16 made it clear that law enforcement measuresof psychotropic substances should have the character of could .not of themsel~essolve the problem of drug abuse.public health measures. It was necessary to avoid taking Experience I!l t~e.U~ted States had clearly demonstratedthat a multi-disciplinary approach was necessary when

attacking that problem; research and education were of
particular importance. Article 16 was a step forward,
in that it drew' attention to the kind of measures that
could be taken.

10 Official Records of the United Nations Conference on the Lawof Treaties, First and second sessions.Documents of the Conference(A/CONF.39/U/Add.2) (United Nations publication, Sales No.:E.70.V.S), p. 292.
,;
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27. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said that, since it was
recognized that there was a danger of the abuse of psycho
tropic substances becoming widespread, the wording of
the concludingportion of paragraph 3 seemed too weak.
The Drafting Committee should cons'der amending the
words "such understanding among the general public if
there is a risk" to read "the understanding among the
general' 'public that there is a risk". If the Drafting
Committee was unable to take up that suggestion, his
delegation would be prepared to accept article 16 as it
stood.
28. The PRESIDENT pointed out that the suggested
alteration would represent a change of substance. He
noted that the Liberian representative had not proposed
a formal amendment.
29. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) said that the provisions
of article 16were of great moral and practicalimportance.
His country, as an active member of the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs, had participated in the drafting of that
article and supported the present text.
30. Mr. CHENG (China)* expressed his delegation's
support for article 16 and also for the proposal to delete
the words "as far as possible" in paragraph 2. In the
Chinese text, those words could be read as an escape
clause.
31. With regard to the wording of paragraph 3, he
agreed with the views expressed by the representatives of
Ghana and Liberia.
32. Although the danger of abuse of psychotropic
substances was not as widespread in his country as it
had become elsewhere, his delegation fully "supported
the approach adopted in article 16.
33. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela) said that article 16 placed a
a moral obligation upon countries to do everything in
their power to combat the abuse of psychotropic sub
stances. His delegation supported the article and had
no objection to the amendmentproposed bythe Holy See.
34. Dr. EL HAKIM (United Arab Republic) said that
it would be unrealistic to impose mandatory obligations
on a country, particularly a developing country, which
either did not have the problem of abuse of psychotropic
substances or could not afford to carry out all the
measures set forth in article 16. He therefore urged the
retention of the words "as far as possible" in paragraph 2.
He wished to make it clear, however, that his delegation
supported all the recommendations contained in article
16, although the problem of the abuse of psychotropic
substances was not yet acute in his country.
35. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina) said it was impossible
to over-emphasize the importance of the provisions in
article 16 for controlling abuse of psychotropic sub
stances and preventing its spread, which were the basic
objectives of the draft Protocol. His delegation could
approve that article as it stood, but it was prepared to
accept the amendment proposed by the representa
tive of the Holy See, which in its view, would serve to
strengthen the provisions.

18. His delegation did not have any strong views about
the words "as far as possible" in paragraph 2, but it
should be borne in mind that they could be read in two
different ways. They could mean that the parties were
required to do all that their technical and economic
resources permitted, but they could also mean that each
country would do everything possible to carry out the
obligations laid down "in paragraph 2. Therefore, the
effect of the proposed deletion was unclear.
19. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that actual
experience in certain countries and the findings of WHO
expert committees showed that the problem of the abuse
of psychotropic substances required a multi-disciplinary
approach, and that was now generally recognized.. The
largely penal approach favoured in the past had had
limited success, but so far it could not be claii.ied that
wider measures had met with any greater success.
20. From the point ofview ofcountries where there was
at present no problem of the abuse of psychotropic sub
stances, it would be unrealistic to couch certain provisions
of article 16 in mandatory terms. Alt~.~ugh there was
a threat that the problem would become world-wide, it
must also be borne in mind that the countriesin question
had other social problems that were more pressing. The
article should therefore not be worded in such a way
that it appeared to impose an obligation to take action
before a country actually had a problem. It should be left
to each party to determine at its discretion how, when and
to what extent it would commit its resources.
21. Mr. RENK (Switzerland) said that he fullysupported
the amendment proposed by the Holy See. Article
16 was very important and for that very reason it was
desirable that its provisions should be made mandatory.
22. At the same time, it had to be recognized that ':.he
measures contemplated would represent a considerable
financial burden, even for the wealthier countries. For
that reason, he urged that, in applying the article,
attention should be concentrated on the more dangerous
substances.
23. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that, in principle,
his delegation accepted article 16, which stressed the
importance of prevention.
24. It was important to remember that the abuse of the
psychotropic substances to be covered by the Protocol
and the abuse of the narcotic drugs covered by the 1961
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs constituted a
single large problem. The occasional use of a psychotropic
substance involving limited dangers often led to the use
of other drugs. That well-known process of escala.tion
rendered the preventive measures envisaged in article'
16 all the more necessary.
25. The ideal solution would be the early detection of
young people in danger of becoming victims of the abuse
of drugs. Unfortunately, the best that could be hoped
for in practice was the early identification of those
actually abusing drugs, so that action could be taken to
prevent their becoming addicts to dangerous drugs.
26. His delegation supported the amendment by the
Holy See which strengthened to some extent the pro":
vision's of paragraph 2.
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45. ~Ir. TF ,~ERAHO (Rwanda) said his delegatiori
preferred the .ext as it stood, subject perhaps to minor
drafting changes.
46. Dr. CORR~A da CUNHA (Brazil) said that his
delegation could accept the present text. He agreed
with what had been said by the representatives of the
United Kingdom, Turkey and Mexico.

47. Mr. ANAND (India) said that in general he was
in favour of the measures envisaged in the article. It
must be remembered, however, that resources in the
developing countries were limited and that priorities had'
to be set for dealing with their many problems. He
thought it undesirable to adopt too rigid or too mandatory
a wording, and found the solution suggested by the
representative of Burma attractive.

48. Mr. O'NEILL (Ireland) said he did not think that
the amendment proposed by the representative ofthe Holy
See added very much to the provisions of the article,
but since it would remove any possibility of ambiguity,
he was prepared to support it.

49. Mr. LOSANA MENDEZ (Spain) supported the
amendment proposed by the representative of the Holy
See. .

50. Mr. SLAMA (Tunisia) said he thought that the
provisions of article 16, which were of very great
importance, were set out very clearly. Amendments
might make the wording less clear, and he accordingly'
supported the text as it stood. .
51. Mr. ROECK (International Criminal Police Organ
ization), speaking at the invitation of the President, said
that ICPO/INTERPOL considered that the need for'
continuous measures of the type envisaged in article 16
was indisputable. He would point out, however, in
connexion with the second part of paragraph 3, that there
was an inherent danger in publicity relating to psycho
tropic and other dangerous substances. Experience had
shown that sensational press publicity had led people to
take the substances in question, which was the opposite
from what was intended. The Drafting Committee should
pay careful attention to the wording of that paragraph,
so as to obviate such a danger.

52. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that in view of certain
comments that had been made, particularly those of the
representative of ICPO/INTERPOL, he thought it would
be wise to refer the article to the Drafting Committee
rather than dispose of it at the present meeting, as he
had suggested earlier.

53. The PRESIDENT suggested that' the Conference
should vote on the amendment proposed by the repre
sentative of the Holy. See. Since no opposition had' been
expressed to the principles underlying the provisions of
article 16, the article could then be referred to the
Drafting Committee for possible improvement.

It was so agreed. '
The result of the vote on the amendment proposed by

the representative of the Holy See (E/CONF.58/L.3)
was 18 in favour and 17 against, with 14 abstentions.

36. U HT."A 00 (Burma) said it should be realized that
even if the words "as far as possible" were omitted. frorr
paragraph 2, the extent to which the provisions of that
paragraph. could be implemented would vary according
to the financial circumstances of each country. ' While
he could accept the text of paragraph 2 as it stood, he
wondered whether it would not be better to follow the
wording of article 38 of the Single Convention, which
had proved adequate in the case of drug addicts, sub
stituting the words "abusers of psychotropic substances"
and "abuse of psychotropic substances" for "drug
addicts" and "drug addiction".
37. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said that his delegation
could accept article 16 'either as it stood or amended in
the way proposed by the representative of the Holy See.
He believed that deletion of the words "as far as possible"
in paragraph 2 would, in fact, strengthen the provisions
of that paragraph.
38. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that his delegation
preferred the wording of the paragraph as it stood, but
if the majority supported the proposed amendment, he
would not object to its adoption.
39. His delegation interpreted article 16 to mean that it
would be left to each party to take at its discretion
whatever action it thought suitable.
40. Mr. TSYBENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that the article's provisions were not only
very important; they were also extremely appropriate for
developing countries and developed countries alike,
both at the present time and in the future. He supported
the text as it stood.
41. Mr. CALENDA (Italy) said he was in favour of
the amendment proposed by the representative of the
Holy See; the deletion of the words in question would
remove any possibility of ambiguity.
42. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said his dele
gation supported the provisions of article 16, which
were of great importance to the building of a firm found
ation for the campaign against addiction. All countries,
regardless of their stage of development, could adopt the
proposed measures. The words "as far as possible" had
been included in paragraph 2 by the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs in order to enable parties to decide what
action was appropriate in their own case. His delegation
could not agree to their deletion.
43. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said he was in favour of
the text of article 16 as it stood. The amendment pro
posed by the representative of the Holy See might
perhaps add a final polish to the ideas and principles
underlying the article, but there was no point in doing
so if, as a result, some countries would be unable to put
those ideas and principles into practice.
44. Mr. BENZIAN (Algeria) said that the text as it
stood was acceptable to his delegation in principle.
The omission of the words "as far as possible" from
paragraph 2 would remove a certain degree of flexibility
from the provision and hence might defeat the purpose
of the proposed amendment. In discussions so far, the
emphasis had been on good will; in the present case,
the Conference should content itself with providing a
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61. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that he could not vote
for the article unless the United Kingdom amendment
were adopted. The words "it is desirable that" in sub
paragraph (a) were acceptable. He was inclined to
favour the text of the Single Convention for sub
paragraph (e) in preference to the Austrian amendment.

62. As he understood it, the obligation imposed upon
any party in sub-paragraphs Cb), (c) and '(tl) was to
inform the other parties concerned and particularly the
authorities of the Government in whose country the
substance had originated, or of which the traffickers
were nationals, of any illicit traffic case or seizure.

63. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that, in
order that the Protocol could be applied in developing
countries, particularly those in Africa, full account must
be taken of the situation there. There was a shortage of
officials in those countries, and for that reason, after
prolonged discussion, the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs had inserted the words "it is desirable that", so
as to leave·the parties some discretion. He could not
agree, therefore, to the mandatory form of words pro
posed by Austria for sub-paragraph (a).

64. He could support, on the other hand, the Austrian
amendment to sub-paragraph (e) and the proposal for
a second paragraph.
65. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said he was in favour of
the United Kingdom amendment and was opposed to
the wording proposed by Austria for sub-paragraph (a).
66. The Austrian amendment to sub-paragraph (e)
was acceptable.
67. He was opposed to the proposed second paragraph
which would cause complications and would enable a
party to opt out of its obligations under article 17 on the
grounds that it had concluded a treaty concerning
assistance in criminalmatters. Sometimes it wasnecessary
to obtain information from another Government even
when no criminal act had been committed.
68. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) proposed that the
whole of article 17 should be replaced by the wording of
Article 35 of the Single Convention, with the substitution
of the words "psychotropic substances" for the words
"narcotic drugs". The Single Convention had been
widely ratified, and lawyers would be puzzled by dif
ferences in wording between the two instruments. His
proposal was based, on purely practical considerations.
69. The PRESIDENT pointed out that the Conference
had decidedto usethe draft Protocol as its basicdocument.
The Yugoslav proposal would thus have to be presented
in the form of an amendment to article 17 to theettect
that in sub-paragraph (a) the words "at the national
level" should be inserted after the word "arrangements",
and that the words "it is desirable that they" should be
replaced by the words "they may usefully" and that in
sub-paragraph (e) the word "papers" should be sub
stituted for the word "documents" and the word "de
signated" for the word "designed",

70. He asked whether the Conference was willing to
accept the Yugoslav proposal for discussion.' in that
form.
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The amendment was not adopted, having failed to
obtain the required two-thirds majority.

ARTICLE 17
(ACTION AGAINST THE ILLICIT TRAFFIC)

(E/CONF.58/L.!)

54. Mr. WINKLER (Austria) said that the main
purpose of the Austrian amendments (E/CONF.58/L.l)
was to clarify the article and to make its provisions more
effective. The proposed second paragraph would ensure
that, as was in the interests of international co-operation,
traditional forms of legal assistance would continue; its
provisions would in no way prejudice the assistance
already called for under the terms of the draft Protocol.

55. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that, although he had
no very strong feelings about the Austrian amendments
proposed to sub-paragraphs (a) and (e), he would be
somewhat hesitant to accept them, simply because the
wording of the article as its stood followed very closely
that of similar nrovisions of the Single Convention; in
the view of his delegation, that was desirable, to avoid
difficulties of interpretation. As to the third amendment,
he wondered if it was really necessary to add such a
paragraph. For parties to the Europea.n Convention on
Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters, at any rate, such
a provision in the draft Protocol would appear to be
superfluous.

56. The PRESIDENT observed that that was a matter
for each delegation to decide.

57. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he had just
noticed that the provision of the Single Convention
corresponding to that in sub-paragraph (a) contained
the words "at the national level" after the word "arrange
ments". Since the intention of sub-paragraph (a) was
that the arrangements referred to should be made at the
national level, he would forma.ly propose that the words
"at the national level" should be inserted after the word
"arrangements", if the Conference was prepared to
accept such an oral amendment.

58. He had no objection to the Austrian amendment
to sub-paragraph (e) or to the proposed secondparagraph
but he was not in favour of the proposed amendment to
sub-paragraph (a), since its effect would he to make
the provisions of that sub-paragraph mandatory. Flexi
bility was desirable, and greater flexibility would be
obtained with the wording as it stood.

59. The PRESIDENT read out rule 35 of the rules of
procedure of the Conference governing propcsals and
amendments. Since the proposal by the United Kingdom
representative involved a very simple amendment, he
would assume, in the absence of any objection, that the
Conference was prepared to accept it for discussion,
although it had not been circulated in writing.

It was so agreed.

60. Mr. BEB a DON (Cameroon) said that article 17
was acceptable as it stood, but he had no objection to
the Austrian amendment to sub-paragraph (e), or to
the proposal for a second paragraph, which would render
the article more complete.
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71. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that he objected to
.such an extensive oral amendment. His instructions
related solely to the draft Protocol.
72. Dr. REXED (Sweden) said he agreed with the
previous speaker; amendments should be submitted in
writing.
73. The PRESIDENT asked the Yugoslav representative
to submit his proposal in writing.
74. Mr, McCARTHY (Canada) supported the United
Kingdom amendment and expressed the view that the
Yugoslav proposal was a useful one.
75. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that his delegation had consistently advocated t.he
use of the Single Convention in the preparation of the
Protocol to control psychotropic substances and wel
comed the fact that other delegations were coming round
to that view.
76. He supported the United Kingdom and Yugoslav
amendments, since they were in line with the Single
Convention. The discussion on article 17 should be
deferred until the Yugoslav proposal had been circulated
in writing.
77. Mr. ANAND (India) said he regretted that psycho
tropic substances were not to be brought under control
by the extension of the scope of the Single Convention.
78. It was puzzling that the Yugoslav delegation, which
at the first special session of the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs (658th meeting) had proposed the deletion of the
words "at the national level" and ofthe word "usefully",
should 1i~OW wish to revert to the text of the Single
Convention. Since the text had been very carefully
considered both at that session and at the Commission's
twenty-third session prior thereto, when the draft had
been worded exactly as in the Single Convention, he
considered that the Conference should approve the
draft as it stood and reject both the United Kingdom and
the Yugoslav amendments.
79. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that if the Conference
deviated too much in the Protocol from the wording of
the Single Convention, both instruments would give rise to
difficulties of interpretation. He agreed with the Yugoslav
proposal.
80. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said that the Conference
should consider only the Austrian amendments, which
had been circulated in writing, particularly as certain
oral amendments to article 16 had not been admitted.
81. He preferred the original text of article 17 with the
United Kingdom amendment, because it was close to
the text of the Single Convention, which had been
operating satisfactorily for a number of years..
82. The PRESIDENT drew attention once more to
rule 35 of the, rules of procedure and pointed out that the
Conference had decided. that the United Kingdom
amendment was receivable. The Yugoslav representative
had been asked to submit his proposal in writing.
83. Dr. :M:ABILEAU (France) said that his delegation
could have accepted article 17 as it stood, but in view of
the Yugoslav proposal it considered that further dis
cussion of the article should be deferred until the proposal
had been circulated in writing.

84. He was inclined to favour the Austrian proposal
for a second paragraph, but would ask the Drafting
Committee to alter the wording of the French text. The
words "assistance mutuelle en matiere crlminelle" should
be replaced by "entr'aide judiciaire en matiere penale".

85. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) said that it would be
preferable if representatives could submit their amend
ments in writing and in advance. He did not consider
the addition of a second paragraph in article 17 to be
necessary. The parties could always conclude bilateral
or multilateral treaties providing for more vigorous
measures against illicit traffic. Article 17was satisfactory
as it stood.
86. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina) said that sub-paragraphs
(a), (b), (c) and (d) in the draft were satisfactory. He
could accept the Austrian amendment to sub-paragraph
(e) and the Austrian proposal for the addition ofa second
paragraph.

The meeting rose at 5.55 p.m,

SEVENTH PLENARY MEETING

Thursday, 28 January 1971, at 2.40 p.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the COlllliiission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/4875, ~hap. D1)

ARTICLE 17
(ACTION AGAINST THE ILLICIT TRAFFIC) (continued)

(E/CONF.S8jL.l, EjCONF.58/L.7, E/CONF.58/L.12)

1. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) drew attention to the
proposal he had made at the 6th meeting, which he had
now submitted in writing (E/CONF.58/L.7). It was
simply from a desire to be co-operative that he had
changed the position he had adopted at the first special
session of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs.

2. The 1961 Single Convention on Narcodc Drugs had
been ratified by many States and had been in force for
some time, so it might create misunderstandings if an
article in the present Protocol with more or less the same
purpose as article 35 of the Single Convention were
worded differently. Therefore, the purpose of his amend
ments was to reproduce the wording of article 35.

3. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), introducing his amendment
(E/CONF.58/L.12) to sub-paragraph (b) of article 17,
said that in some cases the parties to the Single' Con
vention, after making a seizure, provided information
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11. He had no objection to the Turkish amendment to
. sub-paragraph (b), provided the words "to the other

Parties directly concerned" were replaced by the words
"bodies designated by the Parties."
12. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said that his delegation
had always urged that the text of the'Protocol should
follow as closely as possible that of the Single Convention.
As article 17 of the draft Protocol was very similar to
article 35 of the Convention, he would have been ready
to accept it. However, he had no objection to the
Yugoslav and Turkish amendments.
13. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that the insertion of the
words "at the national level" in sub-paragraph (a) was
essential, so as to make it clear that the clause dealt with
the co-ordination of internal measures. Unless those
words were inserted, sub-paragraph (b) would simply
repeat what was said in sub-paragraph (a).

14. The otherYugoslav amendments were also acceptable.
15. He was opposed to the Austrian amendment to
sub-paragraph (a). As 'to' the Austrian amendment to
sub-paragraph (e), he wondered whether there was any
difference in meaning between the expression "pour
suites criminelles" and the words "action judiciaire" used
in the Single Convention. If there was a difference, the
effect of the Austrian amendment might be to restrict the
scope of international co-ordination.
16. The third Austrian amendment was for the addition
of a second paragraph. The question must be dealt with
in such a way that the Protocol, whose provisions were of
a general nature, prevailed over a bilateral or multilateral
treaty concerning mutual assistance in criminal matters
which contained special provisions; the latter must in
any case apply only to the parties. That would have to
be made clear if the Austrian amendment were accepted.
17. In his own delegation's amendment he wished to
add the words "or the competent authorities designated
by the Parties for this purpose" after the words "diplo
matic channels".
18. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that for a number of years consideration had been
given to the idea of using the Single Convention for the
purpose of controlling psychotropic substances; but as
certain countries had stated that the adoption of such a
course would create difficulties for them, his delegation
had agreed that a new international instrument in the
form of a protocol should be drawn up. It had never
theless been agreed that it would be desirable to use, as
far as was possible and expedient, the language of the
Single Convention.
19. Since article 17 to a large extent reproduced the

.corresponding provision in the Single Convention, his
delegation had no objection to it and favoured the
Yugoslav amendments, which brought the wording even
closer to that of the Single Convention.
20. His delegation was reluctant to accept the Turkish
amendment the revised version of which had not yet been
submitted in writing. An important question ofsubstance
was also involved: the Turkish amendment referred to
article 14, which was still under discussion, and a number
of amendments to it had been submitted to the Com-
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about it rather late to the other parties concerned, though
they might have informed the Secrefary-General much
earlier, The purpose of his amendment was to avoid such
delays and in particular to ensure that a party of whose
country the traffickers were nationals' or in whose country
the substances had originated was informed of seizures
promptly. After discussing the matter with the Secretariat
and in the working group set up to study article 14" his
delegation had concluded that the proper place for the
provision was in article 17 rather than in article 14.

4. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that in principle he
could support the Turkish amendment, but some drafting
changes might be necessary.
5. Mr. LINKE (Austria), replying to some of the com
ments made on the Austrian amendments (E/CONF.58/
L.l) at the 6th meeting, said that their purpose was to
clarify the text of article 17. Though there was great
force in the argument that the text of the draft Protocol
should follow as closely as possible the text of the Single
Convention, it should be improved where possible. The
Single Convention had been drafted almost ten years
previously and since that date experience had been
gained in drawing up other multilateral instruments.

6. His delegation had not proposed the addition of
a second paragraph with any intention of limiting inter
national co-operation; its aim was to draw attention to
the fact that additional means of co-operation existed in
the bilateral and multilateral treaties on legal assistance
in criminal matters.

7. Mr. AN '\" ,(India) said that the existing text of
article 17 v, acceptable to his delegation and he did
not favo.ir eitner the Yugoslav amendments or the
United Kingdom oral amendment (6th meeting). The
only improvements suggested by the Yugoslav repre
sentative that could be accepted were the substitution
of the word "papers" for the word "documents" and the
word "designated" for the word "designed" in sub
paragraph (e).

8. The proposed insertion'of the phrase "at the national
level" in sub-paragraph (a) was superfluous and could
create difficulties. Each Government must decide for
itself what kind of co-ordinating agency it wished to
set up, having regard to its constitution and to its legal
and administrative system. That argument had pre
vailed at the first special sess.on of the Commission when
it had been decided not to include the phrase. The
Austrian amendment to sub-paragraph (a) was certainly
objectionable, because of its mandatory form.

9. Nor could he agree with the Austrian amendment
to sub-paragraph (e). Some Governments might object
to documents being transmitted direct to the competent
authorities of the parties, since they preferred all com
munications from foreign Governments to pass through
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
10. He was uncertain about the precise implications of
the proposed second paragraph. If it were inserted, some
proviso would have to be added to the effect that in the
case of a conflict between the provisions of the Protocol
and a bilateral or multilateral treaty the provisions of
the Protocol would prevail.
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mittee on Control Measures, Since it was'not possible to
say how article 14 would finally be worded, his delegation
could not take a position on the Turkish amendment.
21. His delegation supported the Austrian amendments
to sub-paragraphs (a) and (e). The position of the
developing countries should be taken into account;
those countries did not favour the introduction of a
mandatory requirement that a co-ordination agency
should be set up.
22. His delegation was favourably inclined towards the
third paragraph of the Austrian amendment but wished
to consider all the implications of that important amend
ment before taking a final decision.
23. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that his delegation
could accept the text of article 17 as it stood. In his view,
the Yugoslav amendments should be disposed of first,
since they were the furthest removed from that text.
~4. He opposed the Austrian amendment to insert an
additional paragraph. His country was a party to a
number of bilateral and multilateral agreements which
precluded mutual assistance in. criminal matters when
there were political implications or refugees were
involved; instances of that kind had sometimes occurred
in cases concerning narcotic drugs.
25. In principle, his delegation favoured the Turkish
amendment. The purpose of the change of wording
made orally by the sponsor could be achieved equally
well by. replacing the words "through diplomatic
channels" by the words "through appropriate channels".
26. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) said he supported the
Yugoslav proposal to insert the words "at the national
level". A single party to the Protocol could only co
ordinate matters within its own territory.
27. His delegation had no objection to the Turkish
amendment, now that the text had been amended.
28. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said he was in favour of
the proposal to introduce the words "at the national
level" in sub-paragraph (a). In the absence of those
words, the provisions of the sub-paragraph could be
taken to cover co-ordination at both the national and the
International levels, and thus to duplicate the following
sub-paragraphs, which dealt with.questions of interna
tional co-operation.
29. He. supported the Yugoslav proposal to replace the
words "it is desirable that they" by "they may usefully"
in sub-paragraph (a), and he therefore opposed the
Austrian amendment to that sub-paragraph.
30. In the case of sub-paragraph (e), too, he supported
the Yugoslav amendment and opposed the Austrian
aDlendment. It was undesirable to depart from the
language of the corresponding provision of the .Single
Coavention, because it might then be held that a different
meaning was intended. ..
31. His delegation was prepared to support the Turkish
proposal for the introduction of a new paragraph.
32. The Austrian proposal to insert a second paragraph
was. unacceptable to him. The proposed. new paragraph
was ptobably su~d1UOU& and might even. be confusing.
It could be read as m.eaning that the provisions of a
UQty $ucb, 8$ the Buropean Convention on Mutual

Assistance in Criminal Matters would prevail over the
provisions of the Protocol, whereas that Convention
stated that the provisions of other instruments on spe- .
cific aspects of assistance prevailed over the provisions
of the Convention. In view of those difficulties, it was
desirable that article 17 should not: deal with the effect
of the Protocol on other international instruments and
viceversa.
33. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that the opening words
of article 17 "Having due regard to their constitutional,
legal and administrative systems" meant that the parties
would do their best to abide by the principles embodied
in the article.
34. His delegation supported the Yugoslav amendments
which brought the text of article 17 closer to the corres
ponding provision in the Single Convention.
35. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that his
delegation accepted article 17 with the Yugoslav amend
ments. It could not take a position on the other amend
ments without a more thorough examination of their
implications, but it was in any case inclined to support
sub-paragraph (e) as it stood.
36. Mr. ANISCHENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that the Yugoslav amendments were
acceptable, since they advocated the adoption of wording
that was very close to that of the corresponding provision
of the Single Convention, particularly in Russian, but
his delegation could not support the Austrian amendment
to sub-paragraph (a), which departed from the text of
the corresponding provision of the Single Convention.
With regard to the Turkish amendment he would like
to see the revised Russian text before taking a position.
37. Mr. LINKE (Austria) said that in the light of the
discussion and in order to facilitate the work of the
Conference, he withdrew the Austrian amendment to
sub-paragraph (a).
38. The PRESIDENT, referring to the legal point
raised earlier by the Turkish representative, asked the
Austrian delegation whether the words "criminal pro
ceedings" used in the Austrian amendment to sub
paragraph (e) were intended to have a meaning different
from that of the words "a prosecution" used in the text
of article 17.
39. Mr. LINKE (Austria) said that no difference of
substance was intended. The term "criminal proceedings"
was intended to cover not only proceedings in court but
also a preliminary investigation, even when conducted
by the police.
40. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) pointed out that the term
"action judiciaire" used in the existing French text was
a broad one and covered more than criminal proceedings.
Since it was not the intention of the Austrian del
egation to introduce a change of substance, it would
be better to employ the same terminology as that used
in the Single Convention.
41. The PRESIDENT pointed out ·that the French
expression "action judiciaire" did not correspond to the
English "criminal proceedings". Since the changes made
orally to the text of the Turkish amendment were not
very important, he appealed to the USSR" and Bvelo
russian delegations not to insist on a written Russian
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The meeting rose at 4.50 p.m.

EIGHTH PLENARY MEETING

Monday, 1 February 1971, at 10.15 am.
President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11
.Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic

Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social CouncD
resolution 1474 (XLVDI) of 24 M8l'ch 1970 (continued)

(E/4785, chap. UI)

ARTICLE 17 (ACTION AGAINST THE ILLICIT TRAFFIC)
(continued) .

(EjCONF.58/L.l, E/CONF.58/L.l4)
1. The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to consider
the third Austrian amendment, for the addition of a

Conference "could vote on that . arrangements" was adopted by 42 votes to 1, with 7
abstentions.

The Yugoslav proposal (EiCONF.58/L.7) to rep/ace
the words "it is desirable that they" by "they may use
fully" was adopted by 34 votes to 1, with 13 abstentions.
Sub-paragraph (b) .

The Turkish amendment (E/CONF.58/L.12), as orally
amended by the sponsor, was adopted by 18 votes to 7,
with 25 abstentions.
51. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said he had voted for
the Turkish amendment because he supported it in
principle, but he was not happy about the English
version as orally amended, and hoped that the Drafting
Committee would find more satisfactory wording.
Sub-paragraph (e)

The Austrian amendment (EjCONF.58/L.1) was re
jected by 22 votes to 9, with 19 abstentions.

The first Yugoslav amendment (E/CONF.58/L.7) was
adopted by 29 votes to 1, with 19 abstentions.
52. The PRESIDENT said that the second Yugoslav
amendment to sub-paragraph (e) could be regarded as
purely a drafting amendment and could be referred direct
to the Drafting Committee. The third Yugoslav amend
ment was identical in tenor to the first, which had just been
adopted by the Conference; he suggested that the
Conference adopt it without a vote.

It was so agreed.
53. The PRESIDENT suggested that a vote should be
taken on the article as a whole, as amended, on the
understanding that if the Conference subsequently
decided to add a second paragraph, as had been proposed
by the Austrian representative, the article as a whole
would again be put to the vote. If the Conference
decided not to add a second paragraph, however, he
would take it that no fur c.~'~r vote on the article as a
whole would be required.

It was so agreed.
Article 17 as a whole, as amended, was adopted by

46 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.

version, so that the
amendment.
42. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), speaking on a point of
order, said that, if he was not mistaken, the difficulties
of the USSR delegation were due to more than the
absence of a written text of the amendment he had
proposed orally to his amendment. In the circumstances,
he moved that discussion on article 17 be adjourned and
voting deferred until the final text of all amendments were
available in writing in all working languages.
43. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lics) said he could confirm what the Turkish representa
tive had said; his delegation's main difficulty was the
uncertainly about the content of article 14, which was
referred to in the Turkish amendment. He supported
the proposal for adjournment of the discussion; the
article could be considered further when a decision had
been taken on article 14 and other relevant matters.
44. The PRESIDENT said that, under rule 31 of the
rules of procedure, he could permit two representatives
to speak in favour of, and two against, the motion for
adjournment of debate before putting the motion to the
vote. In view of the fact that the USSR representative
had already spoken in favour of the motion, he could
only permit one further representative to speak in favour
of, and two against, the motion.
45. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said he was opposed to the
adjournment of the debate. TIle Conference was in a
position to take a decision on some parts of article 17,
and, to save time, it should proceed to vote on all the
proposals except the Turkish amendment to sub...para
graph (b), which 'was the only one sti!l causing difficulty.
46. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said he was
strongly opposed to any further adjournment of the
debate ~:>D article 17.
47. Mr. TSYBENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said he supported the motion for the adjourn
ment of the debate.

The motion for the adjournment of the debate on article
17 was rejected by 31 votes to 10, with 7 abstentions.
48. The PRESIDENT informed the Conference that
he had just received the text of a sub-amendment which
the Turkish representative wished to propose to the third
paragraph of the Austrian amendment. Since the Turkish
representative's proposal involved complex legal con
siderations, he did not see how it could be adequately
discussed on the basis of an oral presentation.
49. However, the Conference might agree to vote
immediately on all the amendments proposed, with the
exception of that Turkish proposal and the paragraph of
the Austrian amendment to which it referred, which could
be dealt with once the text of the Turkish proposal had
been circulated.

It was so decided.
50. The PRESIDENT said he would put the amend
ments to the vote in the order of the sub-paragraphs to
Which they related.
Sub-paragraph (a)

The Yugoslav proposal (E/CONF.58jL.7) to insert the
words "at the national level" after the phrase "make
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second paragraph to article 17 (E/CONF.58jL.l) and the
Turkish sub-amendments (E/CONF.58/L.14). Both the
amendment and the sub-amendments had already been
introduced by their respective sponsors (7th meeting).
2. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said he would
have no difficulty in accepting the first change proposed
by the Turkish delegation, since, in his opinion, it repre
sented a marked improvement on the text proposed by
the Austrian delegation.
3. He was afraid, however, that the addition to that
text ofa new sentence worded-assuggested by the Turkish
delegation in its second sub-amendment might cause
confusion. He wondered whether, for example, if a
number of neighbouring countries concluded an agree
ment whose provisions were more severe than those of
the Protocol, an offender would then be entitled to plead
the less severe provisions of the Protocol.
4. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
observed that article 30 of the 1969 Vienna Convention
on the Law ofTreaties codified the principle ofcustomary
international law that, in the event ofa conflict between
two treaties, the provisions of the later treaty prevailed
over those of the earlier one. The Turkish representative's
proposal seemed difficult to reconcile with that principle.
5. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) agreed that his proposal
amounted to the establishment of a derogation from the
general rules ofcustomary intemationallaw; a derogation
of that kind existed, however, in Article 103 of the United
Nations Charter. He was surprised that Austria should
think it necessary to include in the Protocol a provision
which did not exist in the 1961 Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs. Moreover, he could not see in what
connexion his proposal could raise the difficulty referred
to by the Netherlands representative; any more severe
measures stipulated in an agreement signed between
particular States parties to the Protocol must of necessity
provide for the more rapid transmission of legal docu
ments, and that would certainly be a cause for satisfaction.
6. In any case, his delegation thought it unnecessary
that the paragraph proposed by the Austrian delegation
should be added to the Protocol.' Should the Conference
wish to adopt the paragraph, however, Turkey would like
to be sure that parties to the protocol which were not
parties to another international agreement could invoke
vis-a-vis the parties which were at the same time parties
to such an agreement the rights and obligations accorded
to and imposed on the latter by the Protocol.
7. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that he for
his part would like to be sure that a trader who infringed
the more severe provisions of another international agree
ment would not be entitled to relieve himself of liability
by sheltering behind the provisions of the Protocol.
8i' ······Mr.WATTLES·· (Legal Adviser'. to the Conference)
said that if some parties to the Protocol concluded a
further agreement among themselves after they had signed
the Protocol, the provisions of the new agreement would
in no way bind the other parties to the Protocol, whereas
they would bind the parties which bad signed the agree
ment Difficulties could arise between States which were
parties only to the Protocol and States Which were parties
to both the Protocol and the new agreement; the situation

would then have to be examined in detail in each par
ticular case.
9. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) remarked that del
egations had come to Vienna with their Governments'
instructions, which were based on the draft Protocol;
they would therefore have great difficulty in taking up a
position if attempts were made to add to the draft pro
visions whose implications had not been studied by the
competent national legal authorities. In his opinion, it
would be better to keep to the existing text, which was
based on article 35 of the Single Convention and not
waste time on discussions that were unlikely to have any
practical results.
10. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
pointed out that article 19 of the draft Protocol gave
every party the possibility of adopting stricter or more
severe measures of control than those provided for by
the Protocol. The question was, then, whether the
adoption of the amendment proposed by Turkey would
circumscribe that possibility.
11. The PRESIDENT said he did not think the proposed
amendment would prevent parties to the Protocol from
adopting more severe measures.
12. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said he
was afraid the changes proposed by Austria and Turkey
raised more problems than they solved, He therefore
shared the Yugoslav representative's view that it would
be prudent to keep to the existing text.
13. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) and Dr.
MARTENS (Sweden) supported the viewexpressedby the
Yugoslav and United States representatives and requested
an immediate vote onthe amendment submitted by Austria
and the sub-amendments proposed by Turkey.
14. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) suggested that, in view of
the discussion which had just taken place, the sponsors
of the proposals might perhaps wish to withdraw them.
15. NIr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he would willingly with
draw his proposed sub-amendments if the Austrian del
egation withdrew the proposal underlying them.

The first Turkish sub-amendment (E/CONF.58/L.14)
was put to the vote.

, The result of the vote was 15 in favour and 8 against,
with 29 abstentions.

The proposal was not adopted, having failed to obtain
the required two-thirds majority.

The second Turkish sub-amendment (E/CONF.S8/L.14)
was rejected by 26 votes to 8, with 20 abstentions.

The third Austrian amendment (E/CONF.S8/L.1) was
rejected by 26 votes to 11, with 14abstentio,ns.

ARTICLE 18 (PENAL PROVISIONS)
(E/CONF.58/L.2, E/CONF.58/L.8, E/CONF.58/L.I0,

E!CONF.58/L.16; E/CONF.58/C.4/L.30)

16. Mr. LINKE (Austria), introducing the Austrian
amendments (E/CONF.58/L.2), explained that the inten
tion of his delegation's amendment to paragraph 1 was
to draw a sharper distinction between the three possible
courses of action: (a) to impose adequate punishment
upon offenders, (b) to accompany that punishment with
measures of treatment, education or social reintegration,
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• See introductory note.

drug abuse effectively. But the last sentence in para
graph 1 of article 18 of the text of the draft Protocol did
not state clearly enough the need to take measures of
treatment, education, after-care, rehabilitation and social
reintegration, and the Canadian delegation had therefore
submitted its amendment to that paragraph.
22. The purpose of the amendment to paragraph 4
was to provide greater flexibility in the application of the
provisions in article 18, and in particular to enable parties
to take any measures of treatment they considered desir
able, without necessarily making the possession of a
substance in schedule II an offence.
23. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) introduced the Australian
sub-amendment (E/CONF.58/L.16). The Australian del
egation could accept the Austrian amendment to para
graph 1, but it should be specified that the measures of
treatment, education and reintegration might be applied
while the offender was serving his sentence.
24. The PRESIDENT said that the Austrian amend
ments and the Australian sub-amendment to article 18,
paragraph 1, would be referred to the Drafting Committee.
25. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia), supported by
Mr. ASANTE (Ghana), said he was surprised that sub
stantive amendments were still being proposed to the
text of article 18, which had already been submitted to
Governments and had been considered at length by the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs, where the comments had
been taken into account. He proposed that article 18 of
the draft Protocol should be considered paragraph by
paragraph, a simultaneous endeavour being made to rec
oncile differences of opinion.
26. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said that the Austrian,
Canadian and French amendments usefully supplemented
the text of the draft Protocol, inasmuch as they stressed
the need for measures of reintegration as well as penal
provisions.
27. Mr. CHENG (China)" observed that in some COUD."

tries, such as China, measures of reintegration were not
a legal requirement if no penalty was imposed. In that
respect, the Austrian amendment, supplemented by .he
Australian sub-amendment, provided greater liberty of
action than the Canadian amendment, in that it enabled
the courts to place offenders in institutions for rehabili
tation without having to pronounce a penal sentence.
28. Mr. RENK (Switzerland) said he agreed with the
Canadian .representative that it was hard to deal with
article 18 without knowing the exact scope of the limi
tations imposed on the use of psychotropic substances
or the scope of application of the control of substances,
the subject of article 2, and without knowing the final
content of the schedules. He referred to his previous
statement concerning article 16 (sixth meeting) and said
that he reserved the right to state his delegation's posi
tion after articles 2 and 4 had been considered. He would
support any motion to defer any decision on article 18.
29. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that the
text for paragraph 1 proposed by the Austrian' delegation
was better than the text in the draft Protocol. The
Mexican delegation was prepared to accept any amend-

or (c) to resort to those measures without imposing any
punishment. It was therefore a purely drafting amend
ment, which might be referred to the Drafting Committee.
The purpose of the second amendment proposed, that to
paragraph 2 (a) (iv) of the article, however, was to draw
the attention of the Conference to an omission in the
draft Protocol, the effects of which might be legally un
acceptable. The draft Protocol as at present worded
might enable an offender to evade the enforcement of
the sentence imposed upon him, by fleeing abroad. The
idea was, of course, to protect an offender against the
possibility of multiple prosecutions, but it was not for
the Conference to deal with that possibility and it would
be better to leave it to national law to settle such cases
as they arose.
17. The intention of the fourth amendment, for the
insertion of a new paragraph providing for the possibility
of seizure and confiscation was to bring the text of the
Protocol into line with article 10 of the 1936 Convention
and article 37 of the 1961 Single Convention. Lastly,
the fifth amendment, to paragraph 3 of article 18, related
only to the wording of the text and it too might be referred
to the Drafting Committee.
18. The PRESIDENT said that, in view of the Austrian
representative's explanations, only the second and fourth
Austrian amendments would be put to the vote.
19. It.fr. FEUILLARD (France), introducing the French
amendment (E/CONF.58/L.8), said he wished first of all
to make clear that the French delegation fully accepted
the substance of article 18, paragraph 2 (b). But it
considered that provision inadequate and was proposing
that a sub-paragraph (c) should be added, specifying, as
in article 44, paragraph 2, of the Single Convention,
that any of the parties to the Protocol which so wished
might, after notifying the Secretary-General, regard ipso
facto as extraditable offences under any extradition treaty
which had been concluded or might thereafter be con
cluded between the parties the offences referred to in
paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 (a) (ii), or, if they did not
make extradition contingent on the existence of a treaty
or a stipulation of reciprocity, recognize them as extradit
able offences at their own discretion. It was unlikely that
such a provision would give rise to difficulties.
20. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada), introducing the Cana
dian amendments to paragraph 1 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.30)
and paragraph 4 (E/CONF.58/L.I0), observed that it
would have been better to discuss article 4 before article
18, since it was necessary to know precisely what was the
scope of the limitations imposed on the use of psycho
tropic substances before defining the penalties.
21. The main purpose of the Protocol was not to place
restrictions on the international trade in psychotropic
substances, as in a trade treaty, but to establish an
effective system of control and administration. From
that point of view, article 18 was one of the most impor
tant in the Protocol, because it indicated to Governments
the attitude they should take towards offenders. The
medical and social causes of the problem should not be
underrated. Canada had already stated its intention of
embarking on an extensive educational, medical and socio
logical research programme with a view to combating
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ment which, without affecting the substance, would pro
vide that the competent authorities could replace a penal
sentence by measures of treatment, education or reinte
gration. A clear distinction should, however, be drawn
between drug addicts, for whom measures of treatment
were suitable, and traffickers, who should be liable to
imprisonment. Illegality should be graduated according
to whether it was civil, administrative or penal. That
would make it possible to overcome the difficulties in
article 4.. In the light of those views, he could accept
the Austrian amendment to article 18, paragraph 1. The
amendment to paragraph 2 was consistent with the prin
ciple of territoriality and introduced a useful clarification.
He had some objections, however, to the third Austrian
amendment, in which it was proposed that the words
" 10s delitos " in the Spanish text should be replaced by
"las infracciones "; legally, only serious offences could
be grounds for extradition. The same difficulty arose
over the fourth Austrian amendment, in which the word
" infracciones " should also be replaced by the word
" delitos ". He preferred the text of paragraph 3 as pro
posed in the fifth Austrian amendment, which was drafted
in more precise terms than the existing text of the draft
Protocol.

30. In short, the Austrian amendments were on the
whole acceptable, because they were couched in optional
terms and it would therefore be open to each party
to apply the relevant provisions or to refrain from
doing so.
31. The French amendment reproduced the terminology
used in paragraph 2 (b), and if it was intended to replace
that sub-paragraph, he could accept it. Ifnot, the French
proposal would need thinking over. It might perhaps
be possible to combine the Canadian amendment to .
paragraph 1 with the Austrian amendment to the same
paragraph since the Canadian amendment stressed the
alternatives open to an individual, whether convicted
or not. The Canadian amendment to paragraph 4 was
also consistent with the principle of territoriality.

32. He had some misgivings, however, about the first
sentence in paragraph 2 of the draft Protocol as it stood;
were not the terms "legal system" and "legislation"
synonymous? It might perhaps be better to amend the
text. to read: " Subject to the constitutional limitations
of a party, its legislation and its administrative system ".

33. Dr. CORR:SA da CUNHA (Brazil) said he wished
to explain his country's position with regard to the illicit
traffic in psychotropic substances. It was important to
draw a clear distinction between traffickers, who should
be prosecuted and punished, and drug addicts, who should
be subjected to' appropriate treatment under medical
supervision. It should not be. forgotten, however, that
drug addicts were dangerous patients who exercised a bad
influence by.trying to recruit new drug takers. Very often,
too, such patients refused to submit to medical treatment.
The existing. text of the draft Protocol thus reflected the
essentials of the problem quite correctly and stressed the
need for international control. Sinceeach paragraph recog
nized every party's right to lay down penal provisions in
accordance with its national requirements, he could
accept the text of article 18 as it stood.

34. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) explained the reasons why
his delegation preferred the original text of the draft'
Protocol to the amendments. His delegation would vote
against the amendments, except for the French proposal.
35. Dr. MARTENS (Sweden) said that it was essential
to make clear in' paragraph 1 that parties could choose
between penal measures and measures of treatment. The
drafting of the second sentence could certainly be im
proved; he suggested that the drafting amendments by
Australia, Austria and Canada relating to paragraph 1
should be referred to the Drafting Committee, which
might try to combine them.

> 36. The amendments relating to paragraphs 2, 3 and 4
of article 18 submitted by Austria and France affected
the substance and his delegation did not feel it could
accept them, if only because they introduced new pro
visions which had not been included in the Single Con
vention and were not necessary in the draft Protocol either.
37. Mr. FEUILLARD (France) said that his delegation
could accept the Canadian amendment to paragraph 1 if
the exemption implicit in it concerned only the offence
of abuse of psychotropic substances, but it seemed that
was not the case and that the exemption would apply
to any person guilty of any of the offences set out in
article 18, paragraph 1, namely manufacture, distribution,
offering for sale, and so on. If that was really the
meaning of the Canadian amendment, his delegation
could not accept it. On the other hand, it was prepared
to accept any amendment which would provide exemption
solely for persons abusing psychotropic substances; that
would obviously mean that the parties considered that
the abuse of psychotropic substances had to be made a
separate and self-contained penal offence. The Austrian
amendment to paragraph 1, to which there was an
Australian sub-amendment, was therefore more in line
with the views of the French delegation, to the extent
that the replacement of punishment by measures of treat
ment or education was merely optional.
38. The PRESIDENT suggested that the Conference
should consider article 18 paragraph by paragraph.

It was so agreed.

Paragraph 1
39. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
he was on the whole in favour of the original text of
paragraph 1. He recognized, however, that in the
English version the word "controlled" in the second
sentence was not very clear; the Drafting Committee
might improve the wording of that sentence. It might
be dangerous to create a special category of offences for
persons who merely abused psychotropic substances, as
distinct from those who were drug addicts. If, however,
the Conference decided to amend the second sentence of
the paragraph, his delegation could accept the Canadian
amendment.
40. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that the amendments to paragraph 1were not simply
drafting amendments but changes of substance. His
delegation preferred the original text of the draft Protocol.
41. Dr. SADEK(UnitedArab Republic)proposed'that the
amendments should be referred to the DraftingCommittee.
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The meeting rose at 1.5 p.m.

had submitted an amendment (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.34),
which the United Kingdom would support.

31

AGENDA ITEM 11
i

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/4785, Chap. ID)

Tuesday, 2 February 1971, at 10.10 am.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

ARTICLE 18
(PENAL PROVISIONS) (continued) .

(E/CONF.58/L.2, E/CONF.58/L.8, E/CONF.58/L.I0,
E/CONF.58/L.16; E/CONF.58/C.4/L.30)

Paragraph 1 (continued)
1. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) said that, although his
delegation's position remained unchanged, it would
withdraw its amendment (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.30), in view
of the way the discussion had gone at the 8th meeting.
2. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela) expressed agreement with
the views advanced by the Soviet Union representative
at the 8th meeting. His delegation would vote in favour
of the original text of paragraph 1, with any amendments
that the Drafting Committee might see fit to make to it.
3. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
his delegation would accept paragraph 1 as set forth in
the draft Protocol, but on the understanding that the
wording of the second sentence was perhaps not entirely
satisfactory and that the Drafting Committee would have
to make the necessary drafting changes. The text should
in particular make it quite clear that abusers of psycho
tropic substances who committed an offence should not
necessarily be liable to the same penalties as traffickers,
and that it lay with the competent national authorities to
decide how to deal with them..
4. Dr. JENNINGS (Ireland) approved of the wording
as set forth in the draft Protocol. He suggested that in
the second sentence of the English version the word
"controlled" should be replaced by the words "dealtwith".
5. The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to vote on
the Australian sub-amendment (E/CONF.58/L.16) 'to the
first Austrian amendment, to replace the second sentence
of paragraph 1 of article 18 (E/CONF.58/L.2, para. 1).

The result of the vote was 13 in favour and 11 against,
with 23 abstentions .

Eighth plenary meeting-l February 1971

42. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he supported
the Canadian amendment for the deletion of the last
sentence in paragraph 1, since the sentence was super
fluous and not at all clear. That sentence introduced a
new element which did not appear in article 36, para
graph 1, of the Single Convention.
43. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) said that he wished to
dispel a misunderstanding. The amendment proposed by
his delegation did not seek to deprive any party of the
right to choose between penal measures and measures
of treatment; it simply reflected the great need for flexi
bility in that connexion. He cited the case of a Canadian
high school at which three-quarters of the pupils had
been found in possession of psychotropic substances.
They could not be regarded as delinquents. It was there
fore necessary to impart some flexibility to the paragraph
and to provide for a solution to the problerr, other than
that of recourse to the traditional penal procedure. His
delegation would welcome any change in the para
graph which the Drafting Committee could make to
that effect.
44. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that he
favoured the original wording of the paragraph and asked
for it to _be put to the vote.
45. The PRESIDENT said that he would take that
request as a proposal that the list of speakers be closed.
He heard no objections thereto, and accordingly declared
the list closed. .-
46. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that his
delegation could accept the existing text of paragraph 1
if the Drafting Committee altered the last sentence so
as to make it clear that the offences concerned were the
ones specified in the first sentence of the paragraph.
47. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that the present wording
of paragraph 1 was acceptable to his delegation, though
in the English version the word " controlled " might well
be replaced by a word signifying "dealt with". But
Ghana could also agree to the deletion of the last sentence
of the paragraph.
48. Dr. MARTENS (Sweden) stressed the need for the
retention of the second sentence of paragraph 1. In view
of the difficulties involved, to which several delegations
had drawn attention, he proposed that paragraph 1
should be referred to the Drafting Committee to be
reworded.
49. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), speaking as the Chair
man of the Drafting Committee, said that he thought
the Conference would first have to agree on the inter
pretation of the second sentence of paragraph I, for,
while some delegations regarded it as an alternative, the
Netherlands delegation had said that it should relate to
the offences mentioned in the first sentence of the
paragraph.
50. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) referred to the
case cited by the Canadian representative where psycho
tropic substances had been found in the possession of a
large number of school pupils who could not be regarded
as delinquents and for whom the existing provisions of
article 18 would be too stringent. The solution to that
problem lay in article 4, to which the Canadian delegation
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The Australian sub-amendment (E/CONF.58/L.16) was
not adopted, having failed to obtain the required two
thirds majority.

The Austrian amendment to the second sentence of
paragraph 1 (E/CONF.58/L.2, para. 1) was rejected by
19 votes to 11, with 20 abstentions.

6. The PRESIDENT called for a vote on article 18,
paragraph 1, of the draft Protocol, on the understanding
that the text would be referred to the Drafting Com
mittee for any necessary drafting amendments.
7. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) moved that there
should be a separate vote on the second sentence of the
paragraph.
8. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) and Dr.
MARTENS (Sweden) opposed the United Kingdom
motion.

The UnitedKingdom motion wasrejectedby 28 votes to 8,
with 16 abstentions.

9. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), speaking on a
point of order, said that some delegations, including his
own, had said they would accept paragraph 1 of the
text in the draft Protocol on condition that major drafting
changes were made in it. In particular, he thought it
essential that the text should clearly indicate that the
national authorities of each party would be entitled to
decide on the most appropriate manner of dealing with
abusers of psychotropic substances. He therefore
proposed that the vote on paragraph 1 should be post
poned until the new wording of the paragraph was
available.
10. The PRESIDENT pointed out that the matter raised
by the Netherlands representative related to a point of
substance. Since the Netherlands was not on the list of
speakers, which had been closed at the 8th meeting, the
point was out of order.

Paragraph 1 was adopted by 52 votes to none, with
2 abstentions.

Paragraph 2
I!, Mr HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that .sub
paragraph (b) needed to be made more specific.

12. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom), supported by
Mr. SHEEN (Australia), expressed his delegation's
opposition to the 'second Austrian amendment, namely
to delete the words "and if such offender has not already
been prosecuted and judgemest given" in paragraph 2
(a) (iv), since the effect of deleting those words, which
were in the corresponding article of the 1961 Single
Convention on Narcotic Drugs, would be'that an offender
would run the risk of being prosecuted and punished
twice for the same offence. The third Austrian amend
ment, that to replace the words "extradition crimes"
in sub-paragraph (b) by the words"extraditable offences",
was a purely drafting amendment and could be referred
to the Drafting Committee.

13. With regard to the new sub-paragraph (c) proposed
by France (E/CONF.58/L.8), it was incompatible with
sub-paragraph (b), and his delegation would therefore
vote against it. It would not, however,be opposed to
another amendment which reflected the French del-

egation's desire that the Protocol should include pro
visions equivalent to those in article 44, paragraph 2" of .
the Single Convention.
14. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that his delegation
likewise would vote against the substantive amendments
to paragraph 2. It was regrettable that Governments
which had comments to make on the draft Protocol had
not offered them earlier, for their competent departments
had had ample time since 1969 to examine the draft
exhaustively. The text of the draft Protocol was com
parable to that of the Single Convention, which had
already stood the test. A further point was that if the
amendments in question were adopted, a trafficker
would be treated differently according to whether his
actions ,related to substances covered by the Single
Convention or to substances covered by the Protocol;
the situation would be even more complicated if his
activities concerned both categories of substances
simultaneously. Moreover, the adoption of the amend
ments would oblige countries which applied the same
rules to both categories, as Denmark did, to call on their
legislatures to enact separate laws for each.
15. Mrs. LINGENS (Austria)cited the caseofa country
like her-own, which, in applying the optional provision
laid down in the second sentence of paragraph 1, would
subject abusers of psychotropic substances who had
committed an offence to measures of treatment, and
which was bound by an extradition treaty with a country
in which the optional provision was not applied. If that
treaty provided that an offender could not be punished
more severely in the country to which he was extradited .
than in the country from which. he was extradited, it might
in some cases be difficult to determine which was the
more severe punishment, for example four weeks'
imprisonment with a suspended sentence or treatment
measures consisting of hospitalization for six months or
one year. The offender might regard the measures of
treatment as more severe than the sentence. Her del
egation therefore thought it necessary to specify which
measures were the most severe.
16. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) had not originally intended to intervene in the
discussion, his attitude being very close to that of the
representatives of Denmark and Yugoslavia. However;
he felt obliged to do so because of the support given by
several speakers to the Secretariat view that the third
Austrian amendment (i.e., the amendments to sub
paragraph (b) (E/CONF.58/L.2, para. 3), would not
affect the 'Russian text. Actually, the change it was
proposed to make in the English text would be bound to
affect the Russian text, for the word "crimes" had a
narrower meaning than the word "offences". and the
scope of the paragraph would thus be considerably
enlarged. In the absence of a Conference decision in that
connexion, the Drafting Committee would have great
difficulty in harmonizing the two versions.

17. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) supported the Austrian
delegation's second amendment, which ensured that no
offender could be punished twice for the same offence.
18. As to the French delegation's amendment, lie was
at a loss to understand what it wouldadd to the provisions

--
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of paragraph 2 (b). Perhaps it would be useful for the
Conference to be given some clarification"on that point
before proceeding to vote.
19. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) agreed with the United
Kingdom representative that the Austrian delegation's
third amendment did not affect the substance of the
matter.
20. With regard to the other Austrian amendments and
the French amendment, although he was not one of those
who regarded the 1961 Single Convention as infallible,
he wished to stress, bearing in mind the Danish repre
sentative's remarks, that article 36 of that Convention
had been drafted with the utmost care, so as to preclude
any difficulties with regard to extradition. It would be
better, therefore, to keep to that text.
21. Miss BALENCIE (France) explained that the
difference between the new sub-paragraph proposed by
her delegation and paragraph 2 (b) was that the latter
merely considered it "desirable" that the offences con
cerned should be regarded as extradition crimes in the
circumstances mentioned, whereas that would be man
datory under the new text in the case of parties which
regarded those offences ipso facto as extradition crimes.
22. In answer to those who might be suprised that the
new text had not repeated the actual terms of either
article 44, paragraph 2, of the Single Convention or
article 9 of the Convention of 1936, she explained that the
French delegation had wished to leave a way open for
States which were not parties to the 1936 Convention;
all they would need to do would be to make the notifi
cation to the Secretary-General.
23. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that he regarded the
introductory proviso in paragraph 2 as adequate and
would vote against the Austrian delegation's second
amendment.
24. The French proposal, on the other hand, seemed to
him extremely sensible and well calculated to express the
intentions of those who sought the utmost possible con
cordance between the Protocol and the SingleConvention.
25. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) criticized
the weakness of the present wording of paragraph 2 (b);
paragraph 2 began by formulating' a reservation and
went on, in sub-paragraph (b), to affirm that it was
"desirable", etc.
26. The French proposal was attractive but appeared,
on analysis, to lack balance, since it placed heavier
obligations on parties which made extradition conditional
on a treaty. It also appeared to render sub-paragraph Cb)
entirely meaningless. His delegation would therefore be
unable to support it.
27. With regard to the Austrian amendments, his del
egation, like the United Kingdom and Canadian del
egations, would be unable to accept other than minor
drafting changes to the present text. .

The second Austrian amendment (E/CONF.58/L.2, para.
2) was rejected by 48 votes to 1, with 5 abstentions.

The third Austrian amendment (E/CONF.58/L.2, para.
3) was rejected by 22 votes to 1, with 29 abstentions.

The French amendment (E/CONF.58/L.8) was rejected
by 32 votes to 6, with 12 abstentions.

33

Paragraph 2 of article 18 as set forth in the draft Pro
tocol, was adopted by 52 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.

New paragraph 3

28. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet SocialistRepublics)
regarded the inclusion of the new paragraph proposed by
Austria (E/CONF.58/L.2, para. 4), which incidentally
reproduced the terms of article 37 of the Single Con
vention, as highly desirable.

29. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) and Mr. NIKOLIC
(Yugoslavia) endorsed the Soviet Union representative's
opinion.
30. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) was whole-heartedly in
favour of the inclusion of the new paragraph, but noted
certain differences, undoubtedly purely of a drafting
nature, between the text proposed by the Austrian
delegation and that of article 37 of the Single Convention.
The Drafting Committee might perhaps be asked to
eliminate any divergences.

31. Mr. ANAND (India) supported the Austrian
amendment but submitted that the word "equipment"
used in the Single Convention was much broader in
scope than the word "instruments" in the Austrian pro
posal, and that the Single Convention had provided for
the seizure, not of things "intended for the commission"
of any of the offences referred to but of things "used in
or intended for the commission of any of the offences".
He suggested that the Austrian delegation should itself
revise its amendment.

32. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) supported
the Indian representative's suggestion.

33. The PRESIDENT asked whether the Austrian
delegation would be prepared to revise its amendment
in order to take account of the suggestions made.

34. Mr. LINKB (Austria) replied that his delegation
would be most happy to take the Indian representative's
comments into account. The text might then read:

Any psychotropic substance as well as any equipment used in
or intended for the commission of any of the offences referred to
in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be liable to seizure and confiscation.

35. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) asked whether it would not be
wiser simply to reproduce the text of article 37 of the
Single Convention, replacing the words "Any drugs"
by "Any psychotropic substances".

36. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) and Miss BALENCIE
(France) supported the Turkish representative's sug
gestion.
37. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) expressed
his readiness to accept the new text, amended to conform
with article 37 of the Single Convention. He drew the
Conference's attention, however, to the fact that, with
the term "equipment" as used in the paragraph, his
Government would consider itself authorized to seize and
confiscate any vehicle, lorry, vessel or aircraft which had
been used for the illicit transportation of psychotropic
substances,
38. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) would be pre
pared to vote for the inclusion of a new paragraph
reproducing, mutatis mutandis, the text of article 37 of the
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Single Convention. In that case, the word "substances",
without any adjective, would also cover precursors; it
mignt be as well to make that point, if only orally.
39. Mr. CALENDA (Italy) was in favour of the in
clusion of the new paragraph but wondered whether it
would not be as well to provide, as in Italian criminal
law, for the confiscation of profits derived from the
offences.
40. The PRESIDENT suggested that the Conference
should vote without further delay, on the understanding
that the Drafting Committee would take account of all
the views expressed in the debate.
41. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) suggested that
it would be as wed to specify initially whether the Con
ference was to vote on the amended Austrian text or
ona text reproducing that of article 37 of the Single
Convention but mentioning psychotropic substances in
the first place, followed by a reference to "substances"
and then to "equipment".
42. The PRESIDENT observed that no formal proposal
to that effect had been made.
43. Mr. STEWART (United Kingdom) submitted that
the Mexican representative had raised an important point
which the Drafting Committee would not be competent
to resolve. The Austrian representative might perhaps
be willing to revise his text once more so as to include
the term "substances".
44. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) formally proposed that
the word "substances" should be included in the text,
the final version of which would be worked out by the
Drafting Committee.
45. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) supported the Argentine
representative's proposal.
46. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, said that it was his understanding
that the text would now read:

Any psychotropic substances, any substances and any equip
ment used in or intended for the commission of any of the offences
referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be liable to seizure and
confiscation.
47. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) supported the Austrian
amendment as it stood. In his view, the term "equipment"
covered any substance, plant or the like which might be
used in the manufacture of a psychotropic substance.
He was not in favour of simply reproducing the text of
article 31of the Single Convention.
48. Mr. KOECK (Holy See) supported the amended
text read out by the Chairman of the Drafting Com
mittee, but felt it advisable to make it even more specific,
to read: "Any psychotropic substances, any other
substances and any equipment ...",
49. The PRESIDENT said that he was informed that
the Austrian representative ~. -cepted the text thus
amended, and would put that text so the vote.

The proposal to insert. in article 18 a new paragraph 3,
worded in accordance with thesuggestions by the Chairm(1,n
of the Drafting Committee and the representative ofthe
Holy See, was adopted by 52 votes infavour and2 against,
on the understanding that the Drafting Committee would
bring thevarious versions-into line.

Paragraph 3
50. The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to con
sider article 18, paragraph 3, of the draft Protocol and
the fifth Austrian amendment (E/CONF.58/L.2, para. 5).
51. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), supported by Dr.BABAIAN
(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), pointed out that
the existing text of the draft Protocol reproduced article
36, paragraph 3, of the Single ~onvention of 1961 word
for word. Hence, the Austrian amendment was not
merely a drafting amendment.
52. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) agreed. It would be
dangerous to depart from the wording of the Single
Convention, since it had been reached after lengthy
discussions,
53. Mrs. LINGENS (Austria) explained that the
Austrian delegation's intention in proposing the amend
ment had not been to amend the provisions of the Single
Convention, but simply to make the text clearer. ~he

proposed paragraph could be referred to the Drafting
Committee, if the Conference so agreed.
54. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
submitted that the concept of national law brought in
by the Austrian amendment might lead to ,prot~a~ted

discussion, whereas the concept of a party s criminal
law had already been accepted in the Single Convention.
55. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) agreed with the Soviet Union
representative. The Austrian .tex! diver~ed from t~e
traditional formulations used ID international treaties
in order to reserve the parties' sovereignty. It might be
asked for example, since all that was involved was
excluding or limiting the exercise of criminal jurisdiction,
whether the Austrian amendment might not prevent a
party from setting up special courts for offences involving
drugs.
56. Dr. JOHNSON-ROlvlUALD (Togo) said that, in
view of the foregoing comments, he thought the origi~a]

text of paragraph 3 preferable to that of the Austrian
amendment.
57. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) formally moved the
closure of the debate on the paragraph.
58. Mrs.LIN""'!.ENS (Austria) said that the Austrian
delegation prefeued to withdraw its amendment.
59. The PRESIDENT put to the vote the original text
of article 18, paragraph 3, of the draft Protocol.

Paragraph 3 was adopted unanimously.
Paragraph 4
60. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
drew the Conference's attention to the fact .that the
French text of article 18, paragraph 4, of the draft
protocol like article 36! paragraph 4, ~f tile Single Con
vention, bore no relation to the English text or t" the
other texts. It would be advisable to ask the Drafting
Committee to ensure the conformity of the French text
with the texts in the other languages.
61. The PRESIDENT said that the Chairman of the
Drafting Committee would consider the question. ,
62.·· Mr. :MILJ~ER (United States ofAmerica) supported
the Canadian amendment to paragraph 4 (E/CONF.58/
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L.lO), which he regarded as an improvement on the text
of the draft Protocol. .
63. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo), supported
by Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), expressed satisfaction
with the original text of paragraph 4.
64. Mr, KIRCA (Turkey) felt that the Canadian amend
ment might give rise to, difficulties of interpretation. The
expression "if cr-ated by the law of a Party" was not clear
if it referred t~ oriences, There might, for example, be
offences which were not created by national law and which
were subject to international law, and in such cases it
might be questionable whether such offences could be
defined, and their perpetrators prosecuted and punished.
He was therefore against the Canadian amendment.
65. Dr. MARTENS (Sweden), Mr. BARONA
LOBATO (Mexico) and Mr. KOECK (Holy See) shared
the Turkish representative's misgivings.
66. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) explained that the sole
intention in his delegation's amendment was to make the
text of''',~u'8graph4 consistent with that ofparagraphs 1and
2, the introductory words of which were a reservation
relating to the constitutional limitations of each party.
67. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that the Canadian amendment might have un
desirable legal consequences, since the text seemed to
allow of the possibility that a party might not have any
provisions in force in its territory concerning offences
connected with psychotropic substances and so authorize
that party not to apply the Protocol, as far as that
question was concerned, Moreover, the Canadian
amendment might create the impression.that a party which
had no leglslation in force in its territory would punish a
violation of the Protocol directly on the basis of the
Protocol itself. Therefore, the USSR delegation con
sidered such a amendment unacceptable.

68. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) recognized
the force of the Canadian representative's arguments in
support of his amendment. However, since the terms of
paragraph 1 would require parties to institute pro
secutions in respect of offences, if need be by creating
special laws, the Canadian amendment might be further
amended by deleting the words "defined, prosec: ....;I and
punished" and replacing them by the word "trieo .
69. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) accepted the Nether
lands representative's amendment.
70. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) was unconvinced by the
Canadian representative's explanations. In particular, he
did not believe that paragraph 1 required parties to create
offences contrary to their Constitution, since it contained
the expression "subject to its constitutional limitations".
71. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) said the problem did
not involve future legislation so much as the competence
of courts. In other words, when an offence concerned
several countries it was necessary to know what court
was competent to try it, regardless of the penalty to be
imposed. He therefore preferred the existing text of the
Protocol.
72. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) considered t.hat article 18s
paragraph 4, was consistent with the corresponding
paragraph of article 36 of the Single Convention and

required no explanation; manifestly, no international in
strument could modify a party's national law without its
assent. He was therefore against the Canadian amendment.
73. 1\1r. VALDES B'lSNEGAS (Paraguay) said that the
Canadian proposal confused the juridical problem of
competence and the administrative problem of criminal
justice. The merit of the original text of 'paragraph 4
was that it strengthened the legal principle that only such
offences as were defined by the law invoked by the court
trying the case were subject to prosecution before it.
74. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) detected a
misunderstanding. National authorities were certainly
competent to legislate in their own country, but in
accepting a protocol a party also accepted. the obligations
embodied in it, which were thenceforth integrated in its
domestic law. In the case of article 18, the amendment
to paragraph 4 introduced a concept of obligation,
which was clear enough from the use of the mandatory
word "shall" in the phrase "the offences ... shall be
defined, prosecuted and punished".
75. He would appreciate the views of the Legal Adviser
to the Conference on that question.
76. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference),
specifying that he was speaking in a purely personal
capacity, said. that the interpretation given by the Danish
representative was correct, inasmuch as paragraph 4
must be seen in the context of the article as a .whole and
of paragraphs 1 and 2 in particular, both of which
contained a reservation concerning the constitutional
limitations of parties. The meaning of paragraph 4 in
the original text was that the provisions of article 18
would be limited only by the law of each of the parties.

The Canadian amendment (E/CONF.58/L.10), as
amended by the Netherlands representative, was rejected
by 32 votes to 3~ with 19 abstentions.

Paragraph 4 was adopted by 49 votes to none, with 5
abstentions.

Article 18 as a whole, as amended, was adopted by 53
votes to none, with 1 abstention.

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.

TENTH PLENARY l\1EETING

Tuesday, 2 February 1971, at 3.5 p.m.
President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11

C(jDsideration of the revised draft Protocoi on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Ccuncil
resohttion 1474 (XLVID) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/4785, chap. DI)

ARTICLE 19
(APPLICATION OF STRICTBR NATIONAL CONTROL MEASURES

THAN THOSE REQUIRED BY THIS PROTOCOL)
(E/CONF.58/L.17) .

1. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico), introducing his
delegation's redraft of article 19 (E/CONF.58/L.I7), said
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11. Mr. MADULE (Democratic Republic of the Congo).
said he had been prepared to accept article 19 in its
original form, but had been convinced by the arguments
of the Mexican representative and was prepared to sup
port that representative's redraft, which introduced
greater flexibility.

12. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said he fully supported
the Mexican amendment, without the Netherlands sub
amendment.
13. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
his delegation entertained some doubts as to the need
for article 19, particularly the concluding words. If,
however, the majority of delegations felt it necessary to
retain the article and the concluding passage, his del
egation. would support the Mexican rewording. In the
earlier stages of the work on the draft Protocol, his
delegation had accepted for article 19 a wording based
on article 39 of the Single Convention, despite the
clumsy language used.

14. He could support the Mexican redraft without the
Netherlands sub-amendment, although he could not
conceive of a Government acting capriciously and
adopting stricter control measures for reasons other than
the protection of public health and welfare.

15. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) supported the Nether
lands sub-amendment: the concluding words were
restrictive and unnecessary from the drafting point of
view.

16. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that the Mexican
redraft was acceptable to his delegation in its original
form.

The Netherlands oral sub-amendment was rejected by
33 votes to 3, with 16 abstentions.

The Mexican amendment (E/CONF.58/L.17) was
adopted by 51 votes to n..one, with 4 abstentions.

17. The PRESIDENT said that, since the Mexican
amendment replaced the whole of article 19, the vote
on it was tantamount to the adoption of the article as a
whole, as amended.

18. Mr. ANAND (India), Vice-Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, said that the Drafting Committee
had now submitted two reports. The first contained the
Committee's text for articles 5 and 6 (E/CONF.58jL.4);
the second contained its text for articles 7, 8~ 9, 10, 13
and 15 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.1).

19. In some of those articles, the Committee had kept
the expression "retail distributors" in preference to
"retailers". That practice was only provisional, however,
because the Committee still had to take a final decision
on the question whether the term "distribution" should
be retained in the Protocol.

ARTICLE 5
(SPECIAL ADMINIS1'RATION)

(EjCONF.58/L.4)
20. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the Com
mittee on Control Measures, said that article 5 had been
approved by that Committee,

Article 5 (E/CONF.58/L.4) was adopted by 56 votes
to none.

that the provisions of that article were, strictly speaking,
not absolutely necessary, since it was a fundamental
principle of law that whatever was not prohibited was
permitted. Consequently, even in the absence of a pro
vision on the lines of article 19~ it would be open to a
party to apply stricter national control measures than
those required by the Protocol.

2. Since, however, it was felt desirable to retain article
19, his delegation had decided to propose a new version
which did not affect the substance but which expressed
it in more direct language. ~ The proposed rewording
avoided the double negative and the cumbersome formula
"or be deemed to be". Lastly, it altered the order of the
words "necessary or desirable" to "desirable or necessary",
so as to place the stronger term last.

3. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) supported the
Mexican amendment which replaced the negative for
mulation of article 19 by an affirmative one.

4. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) proposed, as a
sub-amendment to the Mexican amendment, the deletion
of the concluding words "if, in its opinion, such measures
are desirable or necessary for the protection of public
health and welfare". It was not desirable to specify the
reasons a party might have for adopting stricter or more
severe measures of control; indeed, those' reasons might
well not be connected with the protection of public health
and welfare.

5. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
supported the Mexican amendment as it stood, because it
did not affect the substance of article 19. He opposed,
however, the Netherlands oral sub-amendment; it was
essential 'that the stricter control measures that were
adopted should be desirable or necessary for the pro
tection of public health and welfare.

6. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) supported the Mexican
amendment without the Netherlands sub-amendment.
If the concluding words were deleted, the resulting pro
vision would conflict with those of other international
conventions to which Turkey and other States were
parties; those States, like Turkey, were likely to be also
parties to the Protocol.

7. Dr. ELHAKIM (United Arab Republic) noted that
article 19 followed the wording of the corresponding
article 39 of the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic
Drugs. On the whole, it was desirable to retain that
wording, but he would not «ppose the Mexican amend
ment, though without the Netherlands oral sub-amend
ment.

8. Mr. WINKLER (Austria) agreed that it was desirable
to adhere to the wording of the corresponding provision
of the Single Convention. In the present case, however,
the Mexican amendment represented a drafting improve
ment, and he would therefore support it.

9. Dr. MARTENS (Sweden) supported the Mexican
amendment, without the Netherlands sub..amendment,

10. Mr. PORTERO IBAREZ (Spain) supported the
Mexican amendment as it stood, for the reason given
by the Austrian representative.

•
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institution and be more than just an individual physician
working in his room..
31. Dr. BABAIAN(UnionofSoviet Socialist Republics)
pointed out that article 6 (0) required the prohibition of
all use of the dangerous substances in schedule I, except
for scientific and very limited medical purposes and
subject to strict conditions..
32. He drew attention to a contradiction between that
prohibition and the provisions of article 3, paragraphs 2
and 3, as approved by the Committee on Control
Measures (E/CONF.58/L.5/Add.2). Those two para
graphs enabled the parties to permit the Use of "psycho
tropic substances" for industrial purposes and for the
capture of animals respectively. In order to bring those
provisions into line with those of article 6 as now sub
mitted by the Drafting Committee, the words "other
than those in schedule I" should be inserted after the
words "psychotropic substances", as had already been
done in article J, paragraph 1, relating to the needs of
international traveliers.
33. The PRESIDENT said he had consulted the Legal
Adviser to the Conference, whose opinion was that the
general rule in article 6 should prevail over the provisions
ofarticle 3. Article 6 should not therefore be subordinated
to article 3.
34. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he was glad to have the Legal Adviser's opinion on
that point. He, too, considered that the provisions of
article 6 should prevail over those of article 3. Article 6
did not provide for any other possible usesofthe psycho
tropic substances in schedule I than those which it men
tioned. If, therefore, article 6 was adopted by the Confer
ence in its present form, none of the exceptions stated
in article 3 could apply to psychotropic substances in
schedule I. Consequently, when the Conference came
to consider article 3, the words "other than those in
schedule I" would have to be inserted after the words
"psychotropic substances" in both paragraph 2 and
paragraph 3, as had already been done in paragraph I.
35. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that in the
working group which had formulated article 6, it had
been agreed that a private hospital was covered by the
provisions of sub-paragraph (a). Of course, the hospital
had to be either directly under government control or be
specificallyapp.oved by theGovernment,which would thus
exercise close supervision over the activities mentioned.
36. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
his delegation was firmly of the opinion that the term
"establishment" referred to any place where medicaland
scientific work was being done. There was no need' to
specify its size, the type of installation or the number of
staff employed. The establishment must be directly under
th» control of the Government or specifically approved
by .~t. Governments could be depended upon to interpret
tt~(1 clause judiciously and were not likely to abuse it.
'tiie wording of the article was flexible enough to cover
future research techniques and establishments which
might later be regarded as appropriate and it would be
unwise to restrict it to the types of institutions recognized
at the present time as suitable. No mote detailed definition
of the term "establishment" should be attempted.

ARTICLE 6
.(SPECIAL PROVISIONS REGARDINO-SUBSTANCES

IN SCHEDULE I)
(E/CONF.58/L.4)

21. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the Com
mittee on Control Measures, said that the Committee
had had no difficulty in.approving article 6 as formulated
by a working group .under the chairmanship of the
Netherlands representative.
22. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said he would like to have an interpretation of the term
"medical or scientific establishments" as used in sub
paragraph (a). He wished to know whether a private
hospital operated by an individual physician could be
deemed to constitute such an establishment.
23. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the Com
mittee on Control Measures, said that he, for one, was
not prepared to give an interpretation of that term.
24. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said that in his country an individual psychiatrist oper
ating his own private hospital could obtain an author
ization to use psychotropic substances for experimental
purposes.
25. The PRESIDENT, giving his personal opinion as
a lawyer, said that a private hospital could be considered
as an establishment within the meaning ofarticle 6.
26. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) drew attention to the impor
tant words "duly authorized persons" which preceded
the words "in medical or scientific establishments". He
felt that there should be no difficulty in applying the
provisions of article 6 (a). .
27. U HLA 00 (Burma) said that in his delegation's
view a private hospital would be covered by the term
"medical or scientific establishments", and the term
"duly authorized persons" would include a doctor
practising in a hospital, regardless of whether it was
public or private.
28. Dr. EL HAI(IM (United Arab Republic) said that
the point raised by the representative of the Federal
Republic of Germany would become clearer when the
Conference adopted article 7 dealing with licences.
Article 7, paragraph 2 (a), as adopted by the Drafting
Committee (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.I), specified that the
parties to the Protocol had a duty to control "all duly
authorized persons and enterprises".
29. Mr. ANAND (India) said he had participated in
the formulation of article 6 by the working group which
had dealt with that article, and it was his impression that
sub-paragraph (a) was intended to cover the use of
psychotropic substances by "duly authorized persons",
who must be working "in medical or scientific establish
ments"; those establishments had to be directly under
government control or should have received specific
government approval. He did not believe that an in
dividual physician doing his own research could be
regarded as constituting a single-man "establishment",
even if he had obtained government approval.
30. In view of the very dangerous nature of the sub
stances in schedule I, even a "duly authorized" person
had to be required to use those substances in an approved
establishment; the establishment must constitute an
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ARTICLE 7 (LICENCES)
(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.I, E/CONF.58/L.I3)

SS. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said that, in his delegation's view, as he had stated at the
3rd meeting, the extensive measures of control that would
be imposed by the Protocol were not justified in the case
of the substances in schedule IV. Those substances had
a low dependence-producing capacity, and their abuse
potential was also rated low. His delegation had therefore
submitted an amendment (E/CONF.58jL.13), to apply
to a whole series of articles, Since he had been told,
however, that an amendment in that form might give
rise to procedural difficulties, he would withdraw it and
move his amendment to each article separately~ as it was
taken up.

56. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the use of the word
"distribution" had given rise to difficulties and it should
be regarded as provisional pending a discussion on article
1. The working group on article 7 had understood it in
the sense in which it was used in the Single Convention
and not in the sense attributed to it in article 1 of the
draft Protocol.

was most anxious that no attempt should be made to
restrict the production of substances used in religious
ceremonies.

48. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that the
omission of the word "production" would cause serious
difficulties for delegations using the French text, because
many substances were not the result of manufacture and
would then escape the application of the article.

49. The PRESIDENT suggested that the Conference
might vote on article 6 on the understanding that a final
decision on the inclusion of the word "production"
would be taken when article 1 was discussed.

50. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) pointed out that. all the
provisions of the draft were closely interlinked and it
might be necessary to make all votes provisional, lest a i!
decision on one article should affect the fate of another. it
It was difficult to see, for example, how the Conference I

could vote on article 6 (f) before dealmg with article 11. I
51.· The PRESIDENT observed that the votes in the I
Conference would have to be final, for otherwise the 11

proceedings would take too long. I i

1I52. Dr. URANOVICZ (Hungary) suggested that the I]
Conference might vote on article 6 without taking any i
decision on the inclusion of the word "production". I
53. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) I

said that representatives would wish to know whether the I)
word "production" was to be understood in the sense ~

assigned to it in article 1 or whether it or,' ~ to be defined ~ ,!
later.

54. The PRESIDENT put to the vote the Drafting
Committee's text for article 6, with the term "production"
included provisionally, on the understanding that the.
definition of it would be discussed in connexion with
article 1.

On that understanding, article 6 (E/CONF.58/L.4) was
adopted by 5) votes to 1, with 3 abstentions.

Summary records of plenary meetings

37. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic. of Germany) said
he took dote of the United States representative's inter
pretation of the term "establishment".

38. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
his delegation was unable to accept the word "production"
as used in article 6. The Technical Committee's view had
been that no definition of the term "production" should
appear in article 1, and there had been a consensus that
it was not worth attempting to impose controls on
biological substances from which psychotropic substances
could be obtained.

39.. The American Indians in the United States and
Mexico used peyote in religious rites, and the abuse of
the substance was tegarded as a sacrilege. If the process
of gathering peyote were to be regarded as production,
his delegation would have to vote against article 6 (b).
He therefore asked that the term should be put to the
vote separately, unless the article were voted on pro
visionally pending a decision on article 1.

40. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said he had the
same reservation regarding article 6, and he proposed
that the word "production" in sub-paragraph (b) should
bedeleted.

41. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said that production did
not apply only to plants but must also cover the manu
facture of synthetic substances, and consequently the
word could not be omitted.

42. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that the word "pro
duction", which applied to substances derived from
cultivated plants, must be retained. It could not refer to
peyote plants and hallucinogenic mushrooms growing
wild.
43. Mr. ANAND (India) said that a number of repre
sentatives in the Drafting Committee had reserved their
position concerning the word "production", pending
a decision as to whether or not a definition of it should
be included in article 1.
44. The Technical Committee had discussed the problem
in connexion with .the tetrahydrocannabinols, derived
from the cannabis plant. If"production" meant planting,
cultivation and harvesting, then cannabis would have
to 'b~ treated as a psychotropic substance. The Technical
r:(u: mittee had suggested that the Conference should
(1;;'" "er omitting the' word "production" from the
artl~~ I on definitions.
45. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) said that the term
"production" in article 6 (b) was unnecessary. No attempt
should be made to control biological products; for the
purposes of the Convention, it was the process of extrac
tion which was important, and that was covered by the
term "manufacture". That term would also comprise
the synthetic substances that the Liberian representative
had mentioned.
46. Perhaps a provisional vote might be taken on
article 6 on the understanding that the word "production"
might be deleted at a later stage.
47. Mr. MILLER (United States 'of America) said he
had not proposed the deletion of the word "production",
but only wished for a separate vote on it. His delegation
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57. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
pointed out that, whereas article 7 used the expression
"export and import trade", article 1 referred merely to
"import" and "export".
58. The PRESIDENT said that the Drafting Committee
might be requested to bring the two texts into line.
59. Mr. BARONA LQBATO (Mexico), Dr. WALSHE
(Australia) and U HLA 00 (Burma) said they hoped
that the word "production" in article 7 would be given
the same status as it had been given in article 6.

60. The PRESIDENT""said helthought it could be
assumed that the word would have the status of "pro
visional inclusion" in any article in which it at present
appeared, pending a decision on its definition. All
other words defined in article 1, including the word
"distribution", to which the Indian representative had
referred, would of course have a similar status.
61. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) said that the position with
regard to the word "distribution" was somewhat different
from the position with regard to "production". The
suggestion had been made that no definition of "dis
tribution" should be included in article 1, and that the
word as used in article 7 should have the same meaning
as in the Single Convention. If that suggestion was
acceptable to the Conference, there would be no need to
give the word "provisional" status when adopting
article 7 at the present juncture.
62. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he agreed with the representative of Turkey.
63. Turning to paragraph 2, he said he understood that
the English word "premises" used in sub-paragraphs
(b) and (c) had a wider connotation than the correspond
ing word used in the French and Russian versions. It
was important that the terminology employed in all
languages should have the same meaning.
64. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said he was no expert in such matters, but he would take
the English word "premises" to mean buildings and
grounds or even an open field.
65. The PRESIDENT observed that it was clear that the
Russian and French versions would have to be brought
into line with the English version.
66. There seemed to be no support for the suggestion
that the word "distribution" should be given the same
provisional status in article 7 as the word "production".
In the absence of any objection, he would accordingly
assume that adoption of the article by the Conference
would be subject to review of the word "production"
only, and to any necessary dra~ting and linguistic align
ment changes.

It was so agreed.
67. Dr. DA'N"NER (Federal Republic of Germany)
requested that a vote should be taken on whether the
words "and IV" in paragraph 1 should be retained.

By 26 votes to 12, with 4 abstentions, it was decided to
retain the words"and IV" in paragraph 1.'.

Subject to subsequent review of the word "production"
in paragraph 1 and in paragraph 2 (a) and (b), article 7
(E/CON'F.58/L.4/Add.1) as a whole was adopted by
45 votes to none, with 5 abstentions.

ARTICLE 8 (PRESCRIPTIONS)
(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.1)

68. Mr. ANAND (India), Vice-Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, drew attention to the fact that the
term "retail distributors" in paragraph 3 had been used
on a provisional basis only. Its retention or replacement
would depend on what definition, if any, was given in
article 1 of the word "distribution".
69. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the Com
mittee on Control Measures, informed the Conference
that the text of article 8 had been approved by the
Committee (18th meeting) by 37 to none, with 4 absten
tions.

Article 8 (E/CONF.58/L.4J.Add.l) was adopted by
48 votes to none, with 4 abstentions.

ARTICLE 9
(WARNINGS ON PACKAGES, AND ADVERTISING)

(EjCONF.5S/L.4/Add. 1)
70. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the Com
mittee on Control Measures, informed the Conference
that the text before it had been prepared by a working
group and unanimously approved by the Committee
(8th meeting).
71. Mr. ZETTERQVIST (Sweden) said his delegation
had some difficulty with the provision in paragraph 2,
which might be in conflict with the Swedish legislation
on the freedom of the Press. In the circumstances, his
delegation would abstain in the vote on article 9, and
when the Conference came to article 27 (Reservations)
it would request the inclusion of article 9, paragraph 2,
amongst the provisions with respect to which Sta-. s
could make reservations.
72. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that for
constitutional reasons, his delegation had similar diffi
culty with the provision in paragraph 2. Other delegations
might be faced with the same problem, which could
perhaps be solved by inserting the words "if its Consti
tution so permits" after the words "Each Party shall"
at the beginning of paragraph 2.
'73. The PRESIDENT pointed out that the insertion of
those words would make it possible for any party to change
its Constitution so as not to comply with the provision.
74. Mr. CHENG (China)* said it had been his under
standing that the word "any" had been inserted between
the words "taking into account" and "relevant regu
lations" in paragraph 1. That word was in the Chinese
version, although not in the English.
75. The PRESIDENT confirmed that the word "any"
should appear before the words "relevant regulations" in
paragraph 1.
76. Mr. ANAND (India) said he had drawn attention in
the' Committee on Control Measures (8th meeting) to
the need for warnings always to be indicated on accom
panying leaflets. He thought it had been the Committee's
intention to make such a provision and it was due to an
oversight that the necessary drafting changes had not
been made to the article by the Drafting Commiuee,
Since it was basically a matter of drafting, he hoped the
Conference would agree to make the necessary change.

• See introductory note.
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77. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said he. agreed with the
representative of India about the intention of the pro
vision, and he hoped the Drafting Committee would make
the necessary drafting changes.
78. Dr. EL HAKIM (United Arab Republic) said that,
while he agreed in principle that cautions and warnings
should be indicated both on labels and on accompanying
leaflets, he saw great practical difficulties in putting them
on labels, which were very small and had to give so many
other details. It was the accompanying leaflet, after all,
that was the main source of information for the physician.,
79. The PRESIDENT observed that there was no
formal proposal for amending article 9 before the
Conference.
80. Mr. ANAND (India) said he would like to propose
that the words "or, when this is not practicable" in
paragraph 1 should be replaced by "where practicable,
and".
81. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said he could support
the amendment, but would like to have the word "always"
added after the word "and" in the new wording proposed.
82. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he would be unable to vote on the amendment and
the sub-amendment until he had seen them in writing.
83. The PRESIDEl\TT said that, since one delegation
wished to have the texts of the amendment and the sub
amendment circulated in writing, the only course open
to him was to adjourn consideration of article 9 until
those texts were available in all working languages.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m,

ELEVENTH PLENARY MEETING

Monday, 8 February 1971, at 10.15 a.m.

President: Mr. NETIEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocolon Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission 09 Narcotic
Drugs. in accordance with Economic and Social Council

.. resolution 1474 (XLVID) Gf24 March 1970(continued)
(Ef478S, d1ap. ID) .

ARTICLE 9
(WARNINGS ON PACUGBS, AND ADVERTISING) (concluded)
(EjCONF.58jL.4/Add.l/ EjCONF.58jL.21 and L.22)
1. The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to continue
its consideration of article 9 as prepared by the Drafting
Committee (EjCONF.58/L.4jAdd.1) and the amendments
thereto submitted at the 10th meeting by the Netherlands
(E/CONF.58/L.21) and by India and Argentina (Ej
CONF.5f)jL.22).

2. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) asked that a
separate vote be taken on each of the two paragraphs
of article 9.
3. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) saw no need'
to separate the two paragraphs of article 9, as they
formed a single whole, and he opposed the Netherlands
representative's request in consequence.
4. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) expressed his opposition
to the motion for division.
5. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that, while he saw no difficulty about taking a
separate vote on each paragraph, he would support the

. views of representatives who were against the motion.
The Netherlands motion was adopted by 26 votes to 5,

with 10 abstentions.
The joint Indian and Argentine amendment toparagraph1

(EjCONF.58jL.22) was adopted by 31 votes to 10, with
5 abstentions.

Paragraph 1, as amended, was adopted by 40 votes to
6, with 2 abstentions.

The Netherlands amendment to paragraph 2 (EjCONF.
58jL.21) was adopted by 30 votes to none, with 18 absten
ti0118.

Paragraph 2, as amended, was adopted by 44 votes to
none, with 5 abstentions.

Article 9 (EjCONF.58jL.4/Add.1), as a whole and as
amended, was adopted by 48 votes to none, with 3 absten
tions.
6. Dr. GRANDE (Argentina) drew attention to his
delegation's request that' the secretariat correct the
Spanish version of the text of article 9. .
7. The PRESIDENT assured the Argentine represen
tative that the requisite steps would be taken.

ARTICLE 10 (RECORDS)
(EjCONF.58jL.4jAdd.1, EjCONF.58jL.24)

8. The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to consider
article 10 as. prepared by the Drafting Committee (Ej
CONF.58jL.4jAdd.1). The Netherlands delegation had
submitted an amendment (EjCONF.58jL.24).
9. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) announced the
withdrawal of his amendment and asked that a separate
vote be taken on paragraphs 4 and 5. The point, so far
as paragraph 2 was concerned, was whether the Confer
ence wished to retain the reference to schedule Ill, and
hence all that was needed was a vote on the words "and
IIIn

•

10. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) opposed the Nether
lands motion.
11. Mr MABILEAU (France), supported by Mr.
KIRCA (Turkey), observed that decisions of the Confer
ence on matters of substance were taken by a two
thirds majority and that abstentions were not counted.
The purpose of the Netherlands request Was to obtain
the deletion of the reference to schedule III in paragraph 2
and the deletion of paragraphs 4 and 5, and the effect
would be to narrow the scope of the Protocol. Accord..
ingly, if the Netherlands motion was adopted, he would
request that the vote be taken by roll-call.

The Netherlands motion was rejected by 19 votes to 16,
with 16 abstentions.
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12. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that, since the
Netherlands motion had been rejected, hewould withdraw
his proposal for a vote by roll-call.
13. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
asked whether the term "retail distributors" in paragraph
3 introduced a new shade of meaning, since other del
egations had proposed the words "wholesalers or re
tailers".
14. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) explained that it was purely
a drafting change which the Drafting Committee had
considered advisable.

Article 1'0 (EjCONF.58jL.4jAdd.l) was adopted by
43 votes to 10, with 2 abstentions.

ARTICLE 13 (INSPECTION)
(EjCONF.58jL.4jAdd.1)

15. Dr. BABAlAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
was uncertain as to the precise meaning of the term
"premises", and would be glad of clarification by the
Legal Adviser to the Conference on the matter.
16. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
recalled that he had already had occasion to explain the
term and said that it was not restricted to an enclosed and
covered space surrounded by walls but might denote any
place at which the activities referred to in article 13 took
place. Thus, it could apply to an open space.
17. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
wished it to be made clear that scientific researchers and
medical practitioners were not required by the provisions
of that article to disclose privileged communications
protected by the laws of many countries. As construed
by the United States, none of the provisions of article 13
or any other provisions of the Protocol would prevent a
party from authorizing or requiring scientific researchers
and medical practitioners to withhold the names and
other identifying characteristics of persons who were the
subjects of treatment or research.

Article 13 (EjCONF.58jL.4jAdd.l) was adopted unani-
mowry. '

ARTICLE 15 (REPORTS OF THE BOARD)
(EjCONF.58jL.4/Add.I, E/CONF.58jL.27)

18. The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to
consider article 15 as revised 'by the Drafting Committee
(EjCONF.58jL.4jAdd.l), and drew attention to the
amendment of the United Kingdom (E/CONF.58jL.27).
19. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom), introducing hi~'
delegation's amendment, said that its scope was limited;
its sole purpose was to ensure that the existing machinery
functioned as effectively as possible, a situation that
might be jeopardized if the Economic and Social Council
was unable to consider the International Narcotics
Control Board's reports until the Commission on Nar
cotic Drugs had transmitted them to the Council with
its comments and if the Commission's meetings were
infrequeht, Since the question of the frequency of the
Commission's meetings was outside the competence ofthe
present Conference, his delegation had deemed it advisable
that the Protocol allow for the possibility of the Board's
reporting directly to the Council when necessary, leaving
the Commission free at all times to furnish the Board and
the Council with such comments as it saw fit.

20. In addition, bearing in mind the fact that article 14
had not yet been discussed, he. would like to knowthe
exact meaning of the words "or required of" in the first
sentence of paragraph i of article IS.
21. Dr. MABILEAU (France) pointed out that article
15 had been adopted unanimously by the Committee on
Control Measures (16th meeting). He was afraid that
the last-minute amendment submitted by the United
Kingdom might have serious practical repercussions on
the functioning of the machinery set up under the '1961
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs.
22. Mr. CERECEDA ARANCIBIA (Chile), supported
by Mr. VALDES BENEGAS (Paraguay), endorsed the
views expressed by the United Kingdom representative
and said that article 15 and 14 were certainly interrelated.
23. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
recalling that his delegation had repeatedly stressed that it
was the Economic and Social Council's place to settle the
question of the frequency of Commission meetings,
regretted his inability to accept the United Kingdom
amendment. The Conference had no authority to amend
Council resolution 9 (I) of 16 February 1946, whereby
the Commission was to "advise the Council on all matters
pertaining to the control of narcotic drugs't-«a provision
which could not conceivably be claimed not to apply
equally to psychotropic substances. The fact that the
Commission at present met only biennially'doubtless
caused difficulties, but that did not justify departure
from such a fundamental principle.
24. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) pointed out
that if the United Kingdom amendment was adopted
the effect would be to have two procedures, one for
narcotic drugs and another for psychotropic substances;
that would be contrary to the spirit of the Conference
and also, in practice, deprive the Commission of one of
its basic prerogatives. He would therefore have no option
but to vote against the amendment.
25. Mr. ANAND (India) thought it would be wiser to
keep to the text which had been approved by the Com
mittee ~n Control Measures and revised by the Drafting
Committee, There would be nothing to prevent the
Secretariat, in the years in which the Commission did not
meet, from transmitting the Board's report tc Govern
ments and comn.unicating their comments to the Council.
Moreover, as the Togolese representative had pointed out,
it would definitely be undesirable to haveone procedure
for narcotic drugs and another for psychotropic sub
stances.
26. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, said that the United Kingdom
representative had introduced his amendment as being
a purely drafting change, He himself did not regard it
~s such and would therefore be obliged to vote against
It.
27. The PRESIDENT, speaking in a personal capacity,
endorsed the view expressed by the Chairman of the
Drafting Committee.. .
28. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
submitted that the effect of the United Kingdom proposal
was to obviate difficultiescaused by the present periodicity
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parties would be under an obligation to furnish the
.information requested'of them, just as they were under
the Single Convention.
37. The PRESIDENT pointed out that the Legal
Adviser had given his personal opinion, and that States
were always free to interpret a particular term as they
saw fit.
38. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
would have preferred article 15 to reproduce the exact
terms of the corresponding article of the Single Con
vention.
39. In addition, he would like tc know what construction
the Board put on the first sentence of paragraph 2 and
what happened in practice.
40. Mr. STEINIG (International Narcotics Control
Board) said in the first place, under article 15of the Single
Convention, to which the Soviet Union representative
had referred, it was not only the Commission but also the
Council which, in appropriate cases, was to have cogni-
zance of any explanations "given by or required of
Governments", Furthermore, the unrestricted distri-
bution of the reports meant that WHO and public
opinion were informed of their contents in the same way
as the Commission. l:

41. Mr. DITTERT (International Narcotics Control I..
Board), replying to the second point raised by the Soviet I
Union representative, explained that the procedure was I'

for the Board to forward its reports to Governments with \ fi
an embargo on their use by the Press or other non- li
governmental circles for approximately one month. i '.~

i~42. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that his delegation had I ~
no objections to "''te: retention of the words "or required .~ Ij
of" in article ]~ ~ {} their being interpreted in the same . 11..•..•.1
way as in artic of the Single _ .ivention, where in j
his opinion they did not imply an obligation. He did I,. I·not think that the interpretation of the words should
cause difficulties, but if it did, the problem could be
settled by the International Court of Justice.
43. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that his
delegation could accept either the words "or required of"
or the words "or requested of". He did not share the
Danish representative's view and thought it would be
unnecessary to apply to the International Court of
Justice for an interpretation of the former expression.
He felt'certain that the Court would hold that the words
implied an obligation. It was therefo.re for the Confer-
ence to decide whether in wished the provision to be
mandatory, and if it did not, it should use the words
"or requested of".
44. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that, while
it was true that the interpretation of the words "or
required of" in the Single Convention had caused no
difficulties in practice, it would nevertheless be better to
employ the verb "request", thus using a more diplomatic
style which was preferable tor the kind of provision con
cerned and at the same time would not weaken the text.

Article 15 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.l) was adopted by
51 votes to none, with 1 abstention.
45. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), explaining his' vote, said
that his delegation regarded the verb "demander", when

of Commission meetings. The proposal in no way
affected the prerogatives of the Commission, which could
always transmit its comments to the Council even
without holding a meeting; the important point was that
the Board's report be examined by the Council each
year. The best solution, obviously, would be for the
Commission.to revert to its former practice of meeting
once a year.
29. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), while appreciating the
United Kingdom delegation's concern, likewise felt the
only solution would be far the Commission to revert to
its former practice as.regards holding meetings.

30. He found no difficulty with the term "demander"
which he took as implying the imposition of an obligation

. on the parties in the same way as in the SingleConvention.

31. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
was at a loss to understand how the Commission would
be able to furnish the Council with comments on the
Board's reports if the reports were transmitted directly
to the Council, Le, without Governments having an
opportunity to take cognizance of them; to him, that
represented an impossibility and a contradiction in terms.
Furthermore, the functions of the Commission, as
specified in article 8 (b) of the Single Convention, would
be considerably curtailed. The amendment proposed by
the United Kingdom could moreover have serious legal
implications.
32. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) was opposed to
the United Kingdom amendment for the reasons advanced
by previous speakers.
33. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that his
intention had not been to propose a purely drafting
amendment but to remove an inflexibility in the pro
cedural provision of article 15 which might be found
to be obstructive to sensible collaboration between the
Board, the Commission and the Council in the future.
He noted that many delegations with experience of the
application of the Single Convention opposed his pro
posal, which he 'Would therefore withdraw.
34. At the same time, he would like to know what
interpretation the Legal Adviser gave to the word
"required".
35. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
did not think the Committee on Control Measures had
intended the words "request" and "required" to have
the same force.. The former appeared in article 14,
paragraph 5, in connexion with supplementary informa
tion on exports and imports of substances in schedules
ill and IV, and not in connexion with. explanations.
Moreover, an amendment to make the communication
of that information mandatory had been rejected (21st
meeting of the Committee), from which it could be
concluded that the implication of the term "request"
was that the party concerned remained free to comply
or not with the request. The word "required", on the
othee hand, undoubtedly imposed an obligation on the
person subjected to the "requirement".
36. Mr. KIRCA(Turkey) had derived quite' a different
impression fi'om the discussion in the Committee on
Control Me-ctsures, namely that under article 14 the
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53. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) requested that consideration
of article 18 be deferred until the afternoon meeting so
as to give the delegations time to study the rather large
number of drafting changes made by the Drafting Com
mittee.

The proposal for the adjournment of the debate was
adopted by 21 votes to 10~ with 18 abstentions.

T.he meeting rose at 12.20 p.m.

1. Mr. SHEEN (Australia), reverting to a point he had
raised at the l lth meeting, requested some explanation

ARTICLE 18
(PENAL PROViSIONS) (concluded)

(E/CONF.58/LA/Add.2)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVID) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/4785, chap. D1)

AGENDA ITEM 11

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

ARTICLE 18
(PENAL PROVISIONS)

(resumed from the 9th meeting)
(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.2)

ARTICLE 17
(ACTION AGAINST THE ILLICIT TRAFFIC)

(resumed from the 8th meeting and concluded)
(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.2)

51.. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, drew the Conference's attention
to the foot-note to sub-paragraph (b) of article 17 stating
that the Drafting Committee had reserved its opinion
regarding the placement of the part of the sub-paragraph
beginning with "and in particular" until it had considered
the text of article 14.

52. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
informed the Conference that his delegation would be
handing the Secretariat various drafting amendments
which affected only the Russian text of article 17.

Article 17 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.2) was adopted unani
mously, subject to the reservation made by the Drafting
Committee.

Monday, 8 February 1971, at 2.40 p.m.

it corresponded to the verbs "request"_.or ~require" as
having the same meaning both in articles 14' and 15 of the
draft Protocol and in the corresponding articles of the
Single Convention, and as implying an obligation for
a party to which the request was made' to furnish the
information requested. His delegation was nevertheless
prepared to be guided by international practice and
jurisprudence in that connexion. However, his Govern
ment reserved the right, if the words were given a different
construction in the application of the Protocol, to inter
pret them in the corresponding articles of the Single
Convention in the same sense as they were interpreted
in international practice and international jurisprudence
in the application of the Protocol.
46. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America),
explaining his delegation's vote in favour said that it was
completely satisfied, in the first place, with the current
interpretation of the word "require" in the Single Con
vention. In addition, it interpreted the second sentence
in paragraph 1, adopted from the Single Convention, as
providing for the submission of the Board's report to the
Council on an annual basis. That was despite .the fact
that the Commission at present met only biennially.
That procedure would be in consonance, moreover, with
the precedent established under the Single Convention.
47. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom), explaining his
delegation's vote in favour, said that the United Kingdom
delegation did not interpret the words "or required of"
in the light of article 15 of the Single Convention; in its
opinion, the interpretation would depend on what text
was finally adopted for article 14.
48. Dr. BABAIAN (Union ofSoviet Socialist Republics)
said that his delegation had voted in favour of article 15
on the understanding that the words "or required of"
were used in the same sense as in article 15 of the Single
Convention, quite apart from article 14 of the draft
Protocol. With regard to the distribution of the Board's
reports, his delegation took it that the reports must first
be transmitted to the Board by the parties, together with
their comments, and could not be published until after the
comments had been taken into consideration. Further
more, it was the duty of the Commission to transmit the
reports to the Council in accordance with the procedure
laid down for it by the latter.
49. Mr. CHENG (China) *explained that his delegation
had voted in favour ofarticle 15on the understanding that
the words "or required of" were to be interpreted solely
in accordance with the meaning to be given to them in
other articles of the Protocol, in particular article 14, and
not in the light of another international instrument not
concerned with psychotropic substances.
50. Mr. ANAND (India) said that his delegation inter
preted the verb "require" in the same way as in article 15of
the Single Convention. In its opinion, the phrase had no
connexion whatsoever with article 14ofthe draft Protocol.
ARTICLE 16 (MEASURES AGAINST THE ABUSE OF PSYCHO-

TROPIC SUBSTANCES) (resumed from the 6th meeting
and concluded) (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.2)
Article 16 (EICONF.58/L.4/Add.2) was adopted unani

mously.

• See introductory note.
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offences only if, in its opinion, they were "contrary to the I

provision of this Protocol".

9. Offering for sale would seem to be covered by the
provisions of [paragraph 2 (a) (ii) on the subject of "at
tempts to commit any of such offences, and preparatory
acts". Offering for sale, if contrary to the provisions of
the Protocol, would at least constitute an attempt to
commit an offence.

10. Another change had been made in the wording of
article 18. The original text, which followed in that
respect the corresponding provision of the Single Con
vention, used the formula "contrary to the provisions of
this Protocol". In fact, the provisions of the Protocol had
never been intended to be self-executing, and that point
was made clear by paragraph S, which stated that the
offences in question "shall be defined, prosecuted and
punished" in conformity with the domestic law of the
party concerned. For that reason, the Drafting Com
mittee had replaced the formula "contrary to the pro
visions of this Protocol" by the wording "contrary to a
law or regulation adopted in pursuance of its obligations
under this Protocol".
11. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) thanked the Legal Adviser
for his explanation. Though admittedly somewhat
elaborate, the original list could nevertheless, his del
egation had felt, provide useful guidance.

12. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that he,
too, had at first had misgivings about the departure from
the wording of the Single Convention; but after careful
reading, he felt that the new text was an improvement.

13. The important proviso at the beginning of para
graph 2, "Subject to the constitutional limitations of
a Party, its legal system and domestic law", implied that i :

the national legislation to be enacted in pursuance ofarti- :
cle 18 would be conditioned by the provisions of the
Constitution of the party concerned.
14. The essentially territorial character of criminal law
was well brought out by the provisions of article 18,
paragraph 5, which made it clear that it was for the
domestic law of the party concerned to define each
offence, to lay down the procedure for prosecution and to
specify the punishment applicable.
15.. The Spanish version of article 18 required some
adjustments in order to bring it into line with the
English, and he suggested that the Spanish-speaking
delegations should establish the final Spanish text in
consultation with the Secretariat.

16. The PRESIDENT said that the suggested procedure
was acceptable.
17. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
pointed out that, in the Russian text ofparagraph 2 (a) (iv),
the word "Party" had been rendered as "country". He
suggested that the Russian text should be brought into
line with the 'English.

18. In addition, he suggested that, in all the language
versions, the cross-references to paragraphs 1 and 2
contained in article 18should be made clearer by inserting
theJwords "of this article" as had been done in para
graph 3.

44

of the new text of paragraph 1 (a) to reassure his del
egation that the substance of the original sub-paragraph
had not been changed.

2. Mr.. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, explained that the original text of
paragraph 1 had been based on the corresponding para
graph of article 36 of the 1961 Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs. The text in question, however, had been
criticized as unnecessarily cumbersome; the Yugoslav
delegation itself, although in principle it favoured
adherence to the text ot: the Single Convention, had
shared that view. The Drafting Committee had therefore
requested the Legal Adviser to the Conference to assist
it in preparing an improved drafting which would not
in any way change the substance. The Committee had
been unanimous in accepting the text now submitted
(E/CONF.S8/L.4/Add.2).

3. Mr. TORRES GONZALEZ (Spain) said that, in
order to bring the Spanish text into line with the English,
it was necessary in paragraph 1 (a) to replace the words
"hecho punib/e" by the word "delito", In paragraph 2
(a) (ii), the word "delitos", which appeared in three
places, should be replaced by the words "hechospunibles"
in the first two places only.
4. The PRESIDENT said that the Secretariat would
take note of those changes in the Spanish text.

S.Mr. CERECEDA ARANCIBIA (Chile) expressed
agreement with the drafting changes suggested by the
representative of Spain, which did not affect the subs
tance. In addition, he drew attention to the vicious circle
created by the attempt to adopt article 18, which dealt
with penal provisions, at a time when neither the
text of article 4 nor the composition of the various
schedules had been finally settled. Provision was being
made for the treatment as offences of acts which were
not yet clearly defined, and for penalties in respect of
infractions.

6. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) suggested that in paragraph
1 (a) the words "contrary to a law or regulation" should
be replaced by "contrary to its domestic law", In his
own country, there would be some difficulty in acknow
ledging as punishable an act which infringed only a
regulation. He felt that in many countries the suggested
change would' facilitate parliamentary acceptance of
article 18.
7. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that he would still like
to have some explanation from the Legal Adviser. He
could not see how the new text provided for the punish
ability of such acts as offering for sale or brokerage,
which were mentioned in.the original text ofparagraph 1.

8.Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference) ',.
said that the Drafting Committee had felt that the long
enumeration of acts contained in the original version
of paragraph 1 was not likely to prove very useful to
Governments. The list was not exhaustive, since it was
folIowed by the formula' "and any other action which
in the opinion of such Partymay be contrary to the
provisions of this Protocol'; ~ It could therefore be dis
pensed with without any great loss. Moreover,a party
WaS' required to make .the acts in question criminal

~ ........O\.:,.
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ARTICLE 19 (ApPLICATION OF STRICTER NATIONAL
CONTROL MEASURES THAN THOSE REQUIRED BY THIS
PROTOCOL) (resumed from the 10th meeting and con
cluded) (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.2)

37. The PRESIDENT said that the Conference had
already adopted article 19 at its 10th meeting; it now
had before it the Drafting Committee's text prepared in
accordance with that decision (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.2).

38. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) reminded the
Conference that it had adopted the present text of
article 19 almost unanimously. He did not believe there
was any need to add to that text the words "subject to
paragraph 1 of article 3", as proposed by some del
egations-a proposal to which the Drafting Committee
had drawn attention in a foot-note. The various pro
visions of any legal instrument were always interpreted
in relation to each other and not in isolation. The
suggested proviso was therefore superfluous. If it was
desired to include it, it should be placed at the end of
the paragraph and not at the beginning.

39. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that his delegation did not favour the inclusion of
those additional words, which could be taken to limit
the freedom of a party to adopt stricter measures of
control. In his view, it was rather the provisions of

might prove too wide. There was, he hoped, no intention
of impairing freedom of speech, for example.

29. He suggested that the point raised by the Indian
representative should be met by replacing the words "in
addition to punishment" by the words "in addition
thereto".
30. Mr. ANAND (India) accepted that suggestion.

31. The PRESIDENT said that, if that were to be con
sidered as a purely drafting suggestion, it could be
referred to the Drafting Committee.

32. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, said that the Drafting Committee
had already taken a decision on article 18; it was now
for the Conference to consider any amendments that
might be proposed.

33. Mr. SEMKEN (United Kingdom) said that,
speaking as a member of the Drafting Committee, in his
opinion the suggested change did not constitute an
improvement.

34. The PRESIDENT noted that no formal amendment
had been proposed to article 18. He therefore put to the
vote the text of that article as proposed by the Drafting
Committee.

Article 18 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.2) was adopted by
50 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.

35. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of 'the
Drafting Committee, drew attention to the two foot
notes relating to paragraphs 4 and 5 of article 18.

36. The PRESIDENT explained that the Conference
had just adopted article 18 with the words "domestic
law", used as indicated in those foot-notes.

Twelfth plenary meeting-8 February 1971

19. The PRESIDENT pointed out that, in modern
legal.drafting, it was no longer customary toinsert those
words; the mention of paragraph 1 (or 2) would be taken
as a clear reference to paragraph 1 (or 2) of the present
article.

20. The Secretariat would consult with the USSR
delegation on all points of language relating to the
Russian text.

21. Mr. ANAND (India) said that paragraph 1 (b)
seemed to draw a distinction between "conviction" and
"punishment". He ~herefore suggested that, in that sub
paragraph, the words "or in addition to punishment"
should be expanded to read "or in addition to conviction
or punishment". It would thus be made clear that, in
cases of conviction also it was possible to make provision
for measures of treatment, education, after-care, re
habilitation and social integration. With the text as it
stood, it appeared that such measures could be resorted
to as an alternative to or in addition to punishment but
could not be resorted to where the offender had been
convicted but no other p!.n~'shment had been imposed.

22. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman' of the
Drafting Committee, said he believed there was no

.mistake in the text adopted by the Drafting Committee.

23. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
agreed.

24. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
pointed out that the term "offence" was used throughout
article 18, except in paragraph 2 (b), the second line of
which referred to "extradition crimes". It would perhaps
be preferable to use the term "crime" throughout.

25. The PRESIDENT pointed out that a specific
decision had been taken to use in paragraph 2 (b) the
expression "extradition crime" because it already ap
peared in the Single Convention, although the more usual
expression was "extraditable offence". No specific
decision had been taken regarding the terminology to
be used elsewhere.

26. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the decision to use the term "extradition crimes"
in paragraph 2 (b) had been taken for special reasons,
since extradition was usually possibly only for serious
matters, and the word "crimes" was used in order to
assimilate the offences in question to those serious matters.
Elsewhere, the term "offence" had been used because it
corresponded to the normal English terminology. The
term "offence" was broader than "crime", which in
many legal systems applied only to the most serious
breaches of criminal law.

27. The use of tne term "offence" was in keeping with
the wording of the corresponding article 36 of the Single
Convention. It was most important that the same word
should be used in each language throughout article 18,
at least elsewhere than in paragraph 2 (b), since otherwise
its provisions would be very difficult to apply.

28. Dr. JENNINGS (Ireland) said that the expression
"any action" used in paragraph 1 (a), which was more
comprehensive that the wording in the original draft,
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article 3 which should be made subject to those of
article 19.
40. He noted that, in the English version, the word
"Party" was in the singular, whereas in the Russian ver
sion it was in the plural.

41. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the word was in the singular in the corresponding
article of the Single Convention, article 39. In English
there was no difference of substance, whether the singular
or the plural was used.

42. Mr. SEMKEN (United Kingdom) said he preferred
the Drafting Committee's text If the word "Party" were
in the plural, it might be misconstrued an meaning that
the parties must combine together in some way; actually,
the intention was that each party should be free to adopt
stricter measures.

43. Tl..e proposed addition of the words "subject to
paragraph 1 of article 3", would not make any difference
in law; it was purely a drafting matter. Article 19 must
necessarily be subject to the mandatory provisions of
paragraph 1 of article 3. According to the elementary
principles of interpretation, it would be inferred that the
provisions of article 19 were subject to those of para
graph 1 of article 3.

44. Dr. MABILEAU (France) suggested that, in the
French text, the words "Les Parties pourront" should be
replaced by "Une Partie pourra", in order to bring that
text into line with the English.

45. The PRESIDENT said that the Secretariat would
bear that point in mind.

46. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that if the Conference were now to adopt article 19
as it stood, that decision would require the consequential
amendment of paragraph 1 of article 3 so as to make the
provisions of that paragraph subject to those of article 19.

47. The PRESIDENT suggested that the Conference
should vote on the text of article 19 as it stood, without
the additional words referred to in the foot-note.

It was so agreed.

who might be experts in cattle breeding but knew little
about the dangers of such substances to public health.
Controls in the case of such practices would be practically
unworkable.
49. Psychotropic substances normally used in animal
feeding-stuffs were often easily recoverable and had not
even been chemically amalgamated with the feed.

50. Mr. ASHFORTH (New Zealand) said he fully agreed
with the principle behind the Italian amendment, but it
did not go far enough. Any animal to which psychotropic
substances had been administered should be held back,
and possibly subjected to veterinary examination, before
it was slaughtered, so as to make sure that there was no
danger of its containing psychotropic substances. Milk
was liable to contamination as well as meat.

51. Perhaps a detailed provision on the matter could
not appropriately be included in the draft Protocol.
The FAO/WHO Codex Alimentarius Commission would
be the right body to draw up a statement of intent.

52. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, said that the Drafting Committee
had been informed by the United Kingdom representative
that the word "animals" which it had finally been decided
to use in paragraph 3 would cover domestic and wild
animals, but not fish or birds.

53. Mr. GATTI (Holy See) said that, speaking as a
technician, he supported the Italian amendment. it
would be extremely dangerous for human beings if
certain psychotropic substances were administered to
animals slaughtered for human consumption.

54. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that it would be an
im.provement if the word "animals" in paragraph 3 were
qu alified by the word "wild".

55. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that, following the adoption of article 19, he wished
to propose a drafting amendment to article 3, para
graph 1, whereby the words "Notwithstanding the pro
visions of this Protocol" would be replaced by the words
"Taking into account the provisions of article 19 of this
Protocol".

56. The PRESIDENT suggested that, as the amendment
was quite clear, the 24-hour rule for the submission of
amendments might be waived.

It was so agreed.

57. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said he sup
ported the Italian amendment. No gap should be left in
the Protocol that could lead to the ingestion of psycho
tropic substances through contaminated meat.

58. The USSR amendment was certainly acceptable,
because parties undoubtedly had the right to apply
stricter measures of control.

59. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) drew attention
to the. provisions of article 4; paragraph 3 of article 3
seemed to contemplate a use of psychotropic substances
which was neither medical nor scientific.

60. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that both
the USSR and Italian amendments were acceptable.
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75. Mr. TALIANI (Italy) considered that paragraph 1
should remain unchanged; if the provision were made
permissive instead of mandatory, there would be con
fusion and international travellers would not know
whetheror not they were entitled to carry smallquantities
of preparations containing psychotropic substances. If
the USSR amendment were adopted and paragraph 1
made subject to article 19, that paragraph might just as
well be omitted altogether.
76. His delegation's main reason for submitting its
amendment was not so much the possibility of food
contamination as the danger of allowing considerable
quantities of psychotropic substances to be distributed
to cattle breeders. Such action would be anomalous, in
view of the strict controls imposed upon their distribution
to pharmacists. Moreover, it would be extremely difficult
to impose effective controls in the case of cattle breeders
in distant regions, because inspection would not be
easy.

77. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said he was unable to
accept the Italian delegation'samendment to paragraph 3,
for three reasons. In the first place, the wording was
very vague and it was difficult to see what would be the
practical consequences and the implications of the pro
posal. Secondly, the provision migbt be construed as an
attempt to prevent the contamination of food, even if
that was not its purpose, and the prevention' of food
contamination was outside the scope of the present
Conference. Thirdly, the provision might infringe the
right of veterinary surgeons to use psychotropic sub
stances in whatever manner they considered necessary.
The Conference had taken care to avoid infringing the
right of medical practitioners to use those substances
in the treatment of patients, and it should not adopt any
measures that would infringe the right of veterinary
surgeons :0 do likewise.

78. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said he supported the
amendment to paragraph 1 proposed by the United
Kingdom representative. He was not in favour of
making it obligatory for Governments to permit inter
national travellers to carry small quantities of prepa
rations containing psychotropic substances in" all circum
stances; the individual's actual state ofhealth, theduration
of his journey and the distance he must travel to reach
the country to which he was going were all factors that
should be taken into account before such permission
was given.

79. He agreed that care should be taken to ensure that
meat or milk intended for human consumption should
not contain residues of psychotropic substances. But
much more important than that possibility was the
question of the quantities of substances which would be
made available to those who were to use them for the
stated purposes, and the diversion from such purposes
which might be facilitated. tne absence of any provision
relating to that problem might provide a loop-hole for
abuse. \ •

80. Mr. GATTI (Holy See) said that, while it was true
that the contamination of food by drug residues was a
matter for national health authorities, it should be borne

61. He proposed the deletion of-the words "abused or"
in the first sentence of paragraph 2. Those words were
redundant because if a substance could not be recovered
it could not be abused.
62. The PRESIDENT suggested that, as the Mexican
amendment was simple, it should be considered as
admissible.
63. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he had no objection to
the USSR amendment, but considered that the opening
phrase "Notwithstanding the provisionsof this Protocol"
in paragraph 1 should also be retained.
64. Dr. BABAIAN(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he was opposed to the Mexican amendment because
there could be instances when a psychotropic substance
could not be recovered but wasnevertheless liableto abuse.
65. He had no objection to the Italian amendment.
66. Mr. STEWART (United Kingdom) suggested that
the purpose of the USSR amendment could be achieved
by substituting the word "may" for the word "shall"
in the first line of paragraph 1. It would then be open
to any party to apply a stricter regime to international
travellers and not to allow them to carry small quantities
of preparations containing psychotropic substances.
67. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that the wording
of the first sentence of paragraph 2 had been carefully
considered by the Drafting Committee and should be
left unchanged.
68. He preferred the United Kingdom amendment to
that proposed by the USSR representative.
69. Referring to the foot-note to paragraph 3, he said
that the addition of the words "other than those in
schedule I" would certainly be a change of substance.
70. Mr. ANAND (India) said he was not certain what
was the real purpose of the Italian amendment. Perhaps
the question of food contamination should be tackled by
individual Governments as they thought fit.
71. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said that, in his view, the
words "Notwithstanding the provisions of this Protocol"
were comprehensive and no further proviso concerning
the need to take account of article 19 was necessary.
72. He could not support the United Kingdom amend
ment, because paragraph 1 had been made mandatory
on purpose.
73. He agreed with the USSR representative that the
words "abused or" in paragraph 2 should be retained,
because although a substance might not be recovered, it
was liable to abuse if mixed with other substances.
74. Referring to the Italian amendment, he said that
meat, milk, eggs or other food-stuffs should not be
allowed to contain residues of psychotropic substances
or any other drug. The health authorities of many
countries were aware of the problem and were trying to
reduce it to a minimum. As the New Zealand represen
tative had indicated, animals to which psychotropic
substances had been fed should be kept long enough for
the substances to disappear. It was a matter for the
health authorities; there was no need to be more specific
than the wording of paragraph 3 of the Drafting Commit
tee's text.
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The meeting rose at 5.55 p.m.

not accept the Mexican representative's amendment to
paragraph 2. He appreciated the motives underlying
the Italian representative's amendment to paragraph 3,
but thought that it went too far.

88. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he would withdraw the
suggestion he had made earlier in connexion with the
wording of paragraph 1. He supported the USSR
amendment to that paragraph and also the replacement
of the word "shall" by "may".

89. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that provided the words he had proposed were
included at the beginning of paragraph 1, he could
accept the replacement of "shall" by "may". He thought
that a definition should be given of the expression "inter
national traveller", which included persons travelling
on duty, persons travelling on private business and
tourists.

90. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that in a
spirit of co-operation and in order to facilitate the
work of the Conference, he would withdraw the amend
ment he had proposed to paragraph 2.

91. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said he was in favour
of maintaining paragraph 1 as it stood. It must be made
clear that parties should permit international travellers
to carry small quantities of preparations containing
psychotropic substances if tbey required them for per
sonal use.

92" The PRESIDENT said that he would n~w put the
amendments to the vote. He suggested that the United
Kingdom amendment should be regarded as being an
amendment independent of the USSR proposal.

It was so agreed.

93. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) drew at
tention to the foot-note relating to paragraph 3, which
required a d~cision by the Conference.

94. The PRESIDENT said that foot-notes were included
in reports for consideration by the Conference, but no
proposal had been made to add the words mentioned in
the foot-note to paragraph 3, and it was now too late for
any amendment to be admitted.

The USSR proposal to .replace the opening phrase in
paragraph 1 by the words "Taking into account the pro
visions of article 19 of this Protocol" was adopted by 32
votes to 16, with 7 abstentions.

The United Kingdom proposal to replace the word
"shall" by the word "may" in paragraph 1 was adopted
by 35 votes to J3, with 7 abstentions.

The Italian amendment to paragraph 3 (E/CONF.58/
£.19) was rejected by 23 votes to 15, with 16 abstentions.

Article 3 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.2) as a whole, as
amended, was adopted by 49 votes to none, with 6 ab
stentions.

95. The PRESIDENT said that article 3 would be
referred back to the Drafting Committee. It would be
resubmitted to the plenary Conference for final adoption:

in mind that the dosage of drugs for anlmals was calcu
lated in grammes, whereas that for human beings was
calculated in milligrammes, It was a question of large
quantities of substances which might be used by persons
unaware of their dangers; and those persons might in
all innocence allow the substances to pass into the
illicit traffic. Unless some provision on the lines of the
Italian proposal was included in the protocol, a loop
hole would be left in the control ofpsychotropic substances.

81. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that, in general, he agreed with the USSR amendment
to paragraph 1, which would enable parties to establish
stricter controls for travellers than those at present
provided for, His Government wished to have the right
to prohibit the carrying of even small quantities of any
psychotropic substance if that substance was considered
a danger to public health in the United States. He thought
there was some inconsistency between the present open
ing phrase of paragraph 1 and the substitute wording
proposed by the USSR representative, and he could not
therefore agree to the retention of both phrases, as the
Turkish representative had proposed. He had no parti
cular objection to the replacement of the word "shall"
by "may",
82. He agreed with the French representative that the
words "abused or" in paragraph 2 should be retained.

83. He could not accept the Italian amendment to
paragraph 3. If its purpose was to prevent diversion, it
would not beeffective, since diversion took place before
'Use. If, on the other hand, it was intended to prevent
food contamination, then it dealt with a matter outside
the scope of the present Conference, as the Danish
representative had said.

84. Mr. HUYGHE (Luxembourg) said he supported
the text of paragraph 1 as it stood; it should be accepted
that some travellers might require to carry medicaments
with them. He also supported the text of paragraph 2
as it stood. With regard to paragraph 3, he thought that
the Italian representative's fears were groundless; per
mission to use psychotropic substances would be granted
only to "persons specifically authorized to do so by the
competent authorities"! and the" question of abuse should
not arise. The use of psychotropic substances before the
slaughtering of animals for human consumption was a
matter to be covered by food regulations.

8S. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said he could accept article 3
as it stood. As to paragraph 3,he was sure that national
health authorities would ensure that the use of psycho
tropic substances would be controlled in accordance
with the provisions of the Protocol.

86. U HLA 00 (Burma) said he supported the USSR
amendment and also the.replacement of the word "shall"
by "may" proposed by the United Kingdom representa
tive. Although the purpose of the provision was to make
matters easier for travellers, care must be taken to prevent
leakages of substances into the illicit traffic as a result.

81~ Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said he preferred the
United Kingdom amendment to paragraph 1 to that
proposed by the USSR, because it was simpler, He could
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9. The PRESIDENT said that the Secretariat would
take into account that question of wording when drawing
up the final text.
10. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said tha; his delegation
fully supported the text of article 3 now submitted by the
Drafting Committee.

Article 3 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3) was adopted by
56 votes to 1.

ARTICLE 4
(LIMITATION OF USETO MEDICALAND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES)

(E/CONF.S8/L.4/Add.3)

11. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, explained that only drafting changes
had been made to article 4.
12. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
pointed out that, in the Russian text at least, the con
cluding proviso' of paragraph 3 "except under legal
authority" differed from the formula used in the 1961
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs for the same
purpose.
13. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) requested a
separate vote on the concluding words of paragraph 2:
"having regard to the requirements of the normal course
of business to the extent that trade in these substances
is permitted". His delegation had arrived at the con
clusion that those words were really meaningless.
14. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
moved that a separate vote be taken on the words "and
IV" in paragraphs 2 and 3. For the reasons already
stated in the course of the previous discussions, his
delegation believed that the Protocol should' not cover
substances in schedule IV.
15. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that the delegation
of the Federal Republic of Germany would no doubt
request a separate vote on all references to schedule IV
throughout the Protocol. The purpose was clearly to
weaken the Protocol by making use of the two-thirds
majority rule. If the motion for division was upheld,
he would ask for a roll-call vote on the words to be
voted on separately.
16. Dr. JOHNSON~ROMUALD (Togo) said that the
separate vote in question would mean that if one-third
of the delegations plus one wished to delete- the reference
to schedule IV, they could impose their views on the
majority. He therefore raised formal objection to the
motion for division.
17. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) and Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugo
slavia) opposed the motion.

The motion of the Federal Republic of Germany was
rejected by 25 votes to 18, with. 16 abstentions.
18. The PRESIDENT said that, since no objection
had been made to the United Kingdom motion for
division, he would put to the, vote separately the con
cluding words of paragraph 2.

By 30 votes to 14, with 11 abstentions, it was~ decided
to delete the concluding words of paragraph 2, "having
regard to the requirements of the normal course of
business to the extent that trade in these substances is
permitted".

Thirteenth plenary meeting-l0 February 1971
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AGENDA lTEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocolon Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in aeeordanee with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVDI) of 24March 1970 (continued)

(E!4785, cbap. D.I)

ARTICLE 3
(OTHER SPECIAL PROVISIONS REGARDING ThE SCOPE OF

CONTROL) (concluded)
(EJCONF.S8/LA!Add.3)

1. The PRESIDENT said that the Conference had
already adopted article 3 at its 12th meeting; it now
had before it the Drafting Committee's text prepared
in accordance with that decision (E/CONF.S8/L.4/Add.3).
2. Mr NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the Draft
ing Committee, recalled that the Conference, at its
12th meeting, had adopted the proposal to replace the
original opening phrase "Notwithstanding the provisions
of this Protocol" by the words "Taking into account the
provisions of article 19 of this Protocol". At the same
meeting, however, the Conference had also adopted the
proposal to replace in the first sentence the words "the
Parties shall" by the words "the Parties may".
3. The Drafting Committee had arrived unanimously
at the conclusion that the change of wording from "the
Parties shall" to "the Parties may" rendered super
fluous the reference to article 19. It had therefore decided
to begin article 3 with the governing sentence: "In respect
of psychotropic substances other than those in schedule I,
the Parties may permit:". That sentence was followed by
the three sub-paragraphs (a)~ (b) and (c), containing the
substance of paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 in the earlier version
of article 3 (E/CONF.S8/L.4/Add.2).
4. In sub-paragraph (c), the former concluding words
"authorized to do so by the competent authorities"
had been replaced by the longer and more explicit phrase
"authorized by the competent authorities to use such
substances for that purpose".
S. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that the new text submitted by the Drafting Com
mittee represented a great improvement on the earlier
one and could be accepted by his delegation without
difficulty. '
6. U HLA 00 (Burma) suggested that, in sub-paragraph
(a), the word "carriage" should be replaced by a more
suitable one.
7. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that the point
might perhaps be met by replacing the word "carriage"
by the word "carrying";
8. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, said that there had been no dis
cussion in the Drafting Committee on that question; none
of the English-speaking delegations represented on that
Committee had raised the problem.
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Article 4 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3) "as a whole, as
amended, was adopted by 51 votes to none, with 6 ab
stentions.

ARTICLE 12
(PROHIBITION OF AND RESTRICTIONS ON THE EXPORT AND

IMPORT OF PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES)
(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3)

19. The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to
consid~r the text of article 12 submitted by the Drafting
Committee (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3) following the adop
tion of that article by ~ the Committee on Control
Measures (23rd meeting).
20. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, explained that only drafting prob
lems had arisen in connexion with article 12.
21. ~:r. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
tha~ he wished to refer to a hidden feature of article 12,
which he had not so far mentioned during the discussions
on that article.
22. His delegation had voted in favour of article 12 in
the Committee on Control Measures on the under
standing that its provisions would not be used in a
discri~inatory manner. The provisions of paragraph 1
of article 12 enabled a party to prohibit the importation
of a subs!ance listed in schedule 11, III or·IV. The party
was required to specify the substance in question in its
notification to the other parties, to be made through
the Secretary-General.
23. It had been his delegation's understanding that a
party taking action under paragraph 1 would have to
specify the prohibited substance by referring not to its
trade name but to its non-proprietary name. Since the
approval of article 12 by the Committee on Control
Measures, however, his delegation had been informed of
the belief in some quarters that a party could refer to
the trade name of a substance when prohibiting its
importation, thereby discriminating in favour of other
trade names for the same substance.
24. If the provisions of paragraph 1 could be used in
that way, the result would be that the importation of the
same substance would be prohibited under one trade
name but permitted under any other name, thus favouring
some manufacturers against a competitor, possiblyin one
and the same exporting country. He would be glad to
have the views of the Legal Adviser to the Conference
on that point. If there was any possibility that the pro
visionsofparagraph 1could beusedin that discriminatory
manner, his delegation would have to submit an amend
ment to the effect that a party prohibiting, under para
graph 1, the importation of a substance must, in its
notification, describe the substance by using the name
under which it appeared in the appropriate schedule.
25. Mr. CHENG (China) * pointed out that the fourth
word in the English version of paragraph 1 should be
"notify", not "inform".
26. The PRESIDENT said that error would be noted.
27. Dr. BABAIAN(Union of SovietSocialistRepublics)
said his delegation shared the United States delegation's
concern that the provision in paragraph 1 might give

'" See introductory note.

rise to discriminatory practices. In voting for the para
graph, his delegation's understanding would be that all
parties to the Protocol would be notified that the import
ation into a country of any of the substances in question
was prohibited, that the prohibition of importation would
be total and that the provision would not be used for
purposes of discrimination.
28. Perhaps it would be possible to insert the word
"generally" before the words "prohibits the import" in
paragraph 1.
29. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) said that the interests of
countries wishing to import substances must be pro
tected, but his delegation had the same difficulty with the
provision in paragraph 1 as that experienced by the
United States and USSR delegations. It would be wise
to change the text.
30. His delegation also considered that the provisions
of article 12 should not be applicable to exempted
preparations; the matter could, however, be dealt with
under article 2 bis.
31. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said his delegation
did not consider that the provisions of the article should
be applied to substances in schedules III and IV. In the
case of those substances, it should be left to Govern
ments to inform their importers and Customs authorities
of any import prohibition and to impose penalties for
non-compliance; the measures of control should not be
imposed on the exporting countries.
32. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany) said
his delegation considered that the provision. in para
graph 2 would be impossible to carry out and, conse
quently, it could not accept it.
33. He asked for a separate vote on the words "or IV"
in paragraph 1.
34. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he agreed with the views
of the United States and USSR representatives. He
suggested, to, clarify the text, that the word "all" should
be inserted before "the other Parties" in paragraph 1.
35. He opposed a separate vote on the words "or IV"
in paragraph 1.
36. Dr. MABILEAU (France) and Mr. NIKOLIC
(Yugoslavia) said that they too opposed a separate vote
on those words.
37. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said that his
delegation did not interpret the phrase "shall take
measures to ensure ... " in paragraph 2 as meaning that
the Customs authorities of a country would necessarily
be obliged to hold back packages containing the sub
stances in question that were being despatched to a
country where there was an import prohibition. It was
~nly on that understanding that his delegation could
vote for the provision in paragraph 2.
38. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that his Government
would interpret the provision in paragraph 2 in the same
way as it interpreted the provisionin article8,paragraph2.
39. Mr. WINKLER (Austria) said that his delegation
could only accept the provision in paragraph 2 on the
understanding that the expression "shall take measures
to ensure" did not place any obligation on Customs
authorities to stop the despatch of consignments of
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51. The PRESIDENT said that, in the absence of any
opposition to that proposal, he would assume that the
Conference was in favour of adjourning the debate on
article 12. He would consider that the procedure for
opposing the motion for a separate vote on the words
"or IV" in paragraph 1 was complete and would put the
motion to the vote when the debate on the article was
resumed. Any amendments to article 12 should be sub
mitted by 11.30 on the following morning.

It was so agreed.

ARTICLE 12 his (SPECIAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE
CARRIAGE OF PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES IN FIRST-AID
KITS OF SHIPS, AIRCRAFT OR OTHER FORMS OF PUBLIC
TRANSPORT ENGAGED IN INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC)
(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3)

52. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, said that, apart from purely
drafting improvements, the only change was in the title,
where a reference had been added to other forms of
public transport.

Article 12 bis (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3) was adopted
by 56 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.

ARTICLE 14
(REPORTS TO BE FURNISHED BY THE PARTIES)

(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3, E/CONF.58/J.J.~9,
E/CONF.58/L.34)

53. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, introducing the Drafting Com
mittee's text for article 14 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3), said
that the only changes made were of a drafting character.
54. Mr. KOCH (Denmark), introducing his delegation's
amendment (E/CONF.58/L.34), said that there was very
little difference between the control measures envisaged
for substances in schedule III and those for substances
in schedule IV. But there was a strong argument for
distinguishing between substances in schedules III and
IV in regard to the international trade statistics to be
furnished to the International Narcotics Control Board.
55. His Government had always been in favour of
strict controls but considered that they must serve a
useful purpose and that the results obtained must justify
the burden imposed on administrations, manufacturers
and producers. .
56. Article 11 would establish a complex and onerous
system of export declarations for substances in schedules
III and IV. Schedule IV substances might easily include
a wide range of valuable medical remedies in which there
would be an extensive international trade that might be
hindered by an elaborate system of export declarations.
57. . He seriously doubted whether there was any point
in Governmentsprovidingstatisticsof total manufactures,
imports and exports and even of imports and exports
according to destination for such substances. Was it
the intention that the Board should use those figures in
the execution of its function as an international control
organ and in order to provide information about' total
consumption? Presumably the only interest in following
general trends in consumption was to note any warning
signals that would necessitate initiating the procedure

Thirteenth plenary meeting-10 February 1971

psychotropic substances to countries which had notified
an import prohibition in respect of those substances, In
his view, it should be left to individual countries to
decide how they could best comply with the provision.
40. Mr. BEEDLE. (United Kingdom) said he shared
the concern of the United States and USSR represen-

. tatives. Moreover, there appeared to be a possibility
that discrimination would arise under the provisions of
paragraph 3. If no assurance could be given that dis
crimination could not take place under that provision,
his delegation would propose adjournment of the debate
on article 12 to enable an additional paragraph to be
drafted that would prohibit discrimination.
41. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the questions raised by the United States and
United Kingdom representatives were very complicated,
and he was unfortunately unable to provide an answer
to them. If commercial discrimination was not to be
allowed under the provisions of the article, he thought
it would be wise to say so specifically.
42. Mr. ANAND (India) said that, in general, he sup
ported the views ofthe United States, USSR and United
Kingdom representatives. He did not consider that the
intention of paragraph 1 was that discrimination should
be allowed.
43. If in the normal course of their duties Customs
officials found packages addressed to a country where
the import of the contents was prohibited, surely they
would stop despatch in the interest of the exporters of
their own countries.
44. He opposed a separate vote on the words "or IV"
in paragraph 1.
45. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he agreed that
the provisions in paragraphs 1 and 3 lent themselves to
discriminatory practices.
46. With regard to paragraph 1, he thought it might
be better to change the provision so that parties could
inform other countries of the substances they were
prepared to import during a given year.
47. The PRESIDENT said that such a change would be
a change of substance.
48. Mr. TALIANI (Italy) said that there was another
possible danger: countries could use the provision in
paragraph 1 to protect their own pharmaceutical indus
tries against foreign competition by prohibiting the
importation of substances while allowing them to be
manufactured locally. His delegation was ready to
propose an amendment which would oblige any country
prohibiting the importation of a given substance to
prohibit its manufacture in its own territory.
49. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary to the Confer
ence) said that paragraph 1, as he understood it, enabled
countries to state which substances they wished to
import. In other words, countries could state that they
wished to import no substances except those appearing
on a particular list.
50. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) formally proposed the
adjournment of the debate on article 12 to enable an
amendment to be prepared along the lines suggested by
the United Kingdom representative.
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..though it would have been preferable, in his opinion,
to retain the reference to the quantities of substances
in schedules I and IIheld in stock by wholesalers. In
any case, he hoped that the existing text would not be
weakened any further, and he was therefore oppcsed
to the Danish amendment (E/CONF.S8/L.34)-. Referring
to the Danish representative's argument (13th meeting)
that a distinction should be drawn between the measures
of control applicable to substances in schedule IV and
those in the other schedules, he said it would be more
appropriate to make that distinction in the schedules
themselves than in the information and statistical reports
to be furnished by the parties, which were extremely
useful. The information should not give rise to any
difficulties, since all persons engaged in the import and
export of those substances necessarily kept a record of
their transactions. He was in favour of the Indian
amendment (E/CONF.S8/L.29). .

2. Sir Harry GREENFIELD (international Narcotics
Control Board) said that, if it was to perform its functions
fully within the system to be set up by the Protocol, the
Board must have sufficient information. For the sub
stances in schedule IV, information on the total quantity
manufactured alone would be insufficient. The Board
needed to know at least the total quantities exported
and imported, so as to be in a position to detect an
unjustified increase. As he had already stated at the
13th meeting of the Committee on Control Measures
those were minimum requirements. The Board welcomed
the Indian amendment, for it had the merit of dispelling
the ambiguity surrounding the word "request"
("demande".) The Board would not necessarily, of
course, request all parties to furnish additional statistical
information, and it would give the reasons for which . ~ ~
it wi~hed to have the information. To sum up, the Board ~..
was In favour of the text for article 14 proposed by the
Drafting Committee, amended according to the Indian
proposal.
3. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina), Dr. JOHNSON
ROMUALD (Togo) and Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran)
said they were in favour of the text for article 14 proposed
by the Drafting Committee and the Indian amendment
thereto. They were opposed to the Danish amendment
and they stressed the desirability of information on the
quantities of substances in schedule IV exported and
imported,
4. Dr. SHIMOMURA (Japan) said he supported the
Danish amendment, because he did not believe the
International Narcotics Control Board would find
statistical information on the quantities of substances
in schedule IV exported and imported of any particular
use, and because compiling that information would saddle
the parties with heavy administrative burdens.
S. Dr. MABILEAU (France) observed that the Drafting
Committee's text was the result of arduous negotiation
and represented a limit of compromise beyond which the
French delegation could not go. He was therefore
opposed to the Danish amendment and welcomed the
Indian amendment, especially paragraph 1.
6. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said he supported
the Danish amendment. If schedule IV was retained,

FOURTEENTH PLENARY MEETING

Thursday, 11 February 1971, at 9.40 am.
President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

The meeting rose at 7.35 p.m.

for the transfer of a substance to another schedule
sUbject to stricter controls. For that purpose, figures on
total quantities manufactured would surely suffice.
58. His amendment would make for greater flexibility,
would eliminate controls that imposed too great a burden
and would render the Protocol more acceptable to
Governments.
59. Hthe amendment were adopted, article 14and article
11, paragraph 2, would impose a graduated control
regime. The substances in schedule IV would be kept
under observation and would be controlled at the national
level.
&t Mr. ANAND (India) said that the purpose of his
amendment (E/CONF.S8/L.29) was to eliminate certain
ambiguities in the text of article 14 which had become
apparent during the discussion in the Committee on
Control Measures. There had been some doubt whether
the words "request" in paragraph S was mandatory or
not, The Turkish representative had contended that the
words used in the French text were mandatory. The
Indian amendment followed the wording of article 18 of
the Single Convention, according to which parties were
required to furnish the Board with supplementary
information at its request.
61. The Yugoslav representative had asked whether
such a request was likely to be directed only to one party
or to several parties. That would have been discriminatory
and therefore the Indian amendment made it clear that
the request would be addressed to all parties. Again,
the wording followed that of article 18 of the Single
Convention.
62. To avoid misapprehension, the Indian amendment
madeit clear that the information would relate to future
periods and to individual substances. It would therefore
be limited in volume.
63. The amendment to paragraph 6 was intended to
ensure that the requirement in paragraph 5 was not
overlooked.

AGENDA ITEM 11

Coa9ideratioDOf the revised draft Protocol OD Psychotropic
SabstaDces adopted by the Commission' on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolation 1474 (XLVID) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

<E/4785, chap. Ill)

ARTICLE 14
(REpOR.TS TO BE FURNISHED BY THE PARTIES) (continued)

(E/CONF.S8jL.4/Add.3, E/CONF.S8/L.29,
E/CONF.S8/L.34)

1.. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said he considered the text
of article 14 proposed by the Drafting Committee
(E/CONF.S8/L.4/Add.3) satisfactory on the whole,
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many countries would have the greatest difficulty in
getting the Protocol ratified by their parliaments. The
difficulty would be even greater for countries which were
members of the European EconomicCommunity because,
under the Treaty of Rome, they had to reach a common
position before submitting the Protocol to their parlia
ments.

7. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said he was in favour of
the text of article 14 as proposed by the Drafting Com
mittee and without amendment.

8. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) drew attention to the con
siderable possibilities of abuse that existed in the case of
substances in schedule IV and to the need for placing
those substances under at least a minimum of control.
He was not convinced by the argument advanced by
some delegations that article 12 gave adequate protection
to importing countries, and especially to developing
countries whose administrative machinery was not
sufficiently evolved to enable them to set up their own
system of control. In point of fact, articles 11 and 12
enabled countries to supervise the licit traffic, but not
to protect themselves against the illicit traffic; article 14,
on the other hand, was designed to protect countries,
particularly developing countries, against the effects of
the illicit traffic.
9. As to the Danish amendment, information relating
only to the total quantity manufactured would be quite
pointless where substances in scheduleIV were concerned,
the Board could not detect the existence of an illicit
traffic unless it could compare the total quantity manu
factured with the total quantities exported and imported.

10. With reference to the statement by the Netherlands
representative, he said the suggestion' seemed to be that
it would be difficult for the six member countries of the
European Economic Community, which had abolished
Customs frontiers among themselves, to obtain statistical
information on trade in the territories covered by the
Rome Treaty. If that were so, he thought it would
suffice for those countries merelyto make ajoint statement
to the effect that they regarded themselves, in accordance
with article 23 his, paragraph 2~ of the draft Protocol, as
constituting a single territory for the purposes of articles
6, 11, 12 and 14. In any case, France, which was a
member of the Community, had seen no objection to
article 14 as proposed by the Drafting Committee.
Moreover, it would be wrong to exaggeratethe difficulties
that might arise in connexion with the ratification of the
Protocol; his delegation took the view that the collective
conscience of the international community would sooner
or later oblige all countries to ratify it.
11. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland), supported
by Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany),
spoke of the need to provide for a graduated system of
control which differentiated between substances in
schedules III and IV; many delegations had pointed that
out in their general statements at the beginning of the
Conference. Switzerland and the Federal Republic of
Germany therefore supported the Danish amendment.

12. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
he sympathized with the desire of some delegations to

distinguish between substances in schedule III and IV
as far as the applicable measures of control were con
cerned, and he agreed that parties should not have an
unjustifiable burden of work imposed on them. Never
theless, the information called for under article 14 as
proposed by the Drafting Committee was .considered
essential to the Board for the discharge of its functions.
Consequently, and bearing in mind the possibility of the
diversion of substances in schedule IV into the illicit
traffic, his delegation could accept the Drafting Com
mittee's text. It would also accept the Indian amendment,
since it referred only to future periods.

13. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom), commenting on
the argument of some delegations that export and import
statistics already existed, said that the processing of that
information was a complicated operation involving a
considerable expenditure of effort, manpower and funds.
In that connexion, he would appeal to the International
Narcotics Control Board to keep a careful eye on the
whole question of statistical reports and to ensure that
none ofthe statisticalinformation referred to in paragraphs
4 and 5 was asked for unless it had been found to be of
practical value. All the same, it would be wise, for safety
reasons, to retain the obligation to supply such inform
ation for substances in schedule IV. His delegation
therefore opposed the Danish amendment.

14. So far as the Indian proposal was concerned, he
assumed, in view of what the Board's representative had
said, that the use of the word "Parties" meant that the
Board would request one party, or perhaps two or three,
or even, in exceptional cases, all parties, to furnish sup
plementary statistical information, and that it would
offer explanations which would encourage parties to
comply with its request. He would be prepared to support
the amendment if he had some assurance that his inter
pretation was correct. He would like to know what
construction the Board would place on the second
sentence of paragraph 5 in the event of the first sentence
of the paragraph being replaced by the sentenceproposed
by India; he wondered whether a party could require the
Board to treat as confidential the information the parties
were to furnish under the terms of that version of the
paragraph. If it could, his delegation would be able to
support the Indian proposal for paragraph ~.

15. Mr. HUYGHE (Luxembourg) observed that, his
country being an importer of psychotropic substances,
his attitude was not dictatedbycommercialconsiderations.
Schedule IV should be a waiting list, for otherwise it
had no raison d'etre. He fully endorsed the view of the
Netherlands representative, and he supported the Danish
amendment.

16. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said that, in his
opinion, the Drafting Committee had submitted an
extremely well-balanced and sensible text. He was
opposed to the Danish amendment, the effect of which
would be to weaken the system of control measures in
general and to jeopardize the effectiveness of the Protocol.

17. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said he regarded the
measures contemplated in the Drafting Committee's
text as an irreducible minimum; he would therefore be
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unable to support the Danish amendment. As to the
Indian proposal, he thought the first part represented
an improvement on the existing wording of paragraph 5,
but, like the United Kingdom representative, he would
like to know how the Board would interpret the second
sentence of the paragraph.

18. Sir Harry GREENFIELD (International Narcotics
Control Board) said that the Board would observe the
usual diplomatic courtesies and treat any "request" from
a party as though it meant "require".

19. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that, if it was true that
the Board would not derive any benefit from statistical
information that was limited, as far as schedule IV was
concerned, to quantities manufactured, he found it
difficult to understand what use it could make of any
of the information called for in article 14 as at present
proposed, particularly since paragraph 4 (c) referred to
quantities of substances in schedules II and III used in
the manufacture of exempt preparations. Besides, the
Conference had not yet decided on the apportionment
of substances among the four schedules; for the time
being, it was a question of establishing nothing more
than a structure-the structure, in fact, on which that
apportionment would be based. Consequently, his
delegation would not withdraw its proposal even if it was
asked to do so.

20. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that,
since nothing new seemed to be emerging from the debate,
the list of speakers might perhaps be declared closed.

21. The PRESIDENT declared the list of speakers
closed and said that only the United Kingdom and
Turkey remained on it.

22. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he was sorry
not to have had the explanation he had been hoping for
from the Indian representative. He proposed that the
first part of the Indian proposal should be amended
to read: "A Party shall furnish the Board, on its request,
with supplementary statistical information ... ", with
the rest of the sentence unchanged.

23. Mr. KlRCA (Turkey) supported the United
Kingdom proposal.

The Danish. amendment (E/CONF.58/1,.34) was re
jected by 26 votes to 22, with 8 abstentions.

The United Kingdom sub-amendment to the Indian
amendment was adopted by 41 votes to 1, with 17 ab
stentions.

24. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
asked that the words "and IV" in the Indian amend
ment should be voted on separately, in view of the fact
that the Danish amendment had been rejected.

25. The PRESIDENT' pointed out that paragraphs
4 (b) and 5 of the text submitted by the Drafting Com
mittee contained the same words.

26. Dr. MABILEAU (France), supp-orted by Mr.
KIRCA (Turkey) and Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia),
opposed the motion of the representative of the Federal
Republic of Germany.

At the request of the Netherlands representative, the
vote on the motion of the Federal Republic of Germany
was taken by roll-call.

Canada, havfng been drawn by lot by the President, was
called upon to vote first.

In favour: Chile, Congo (Democratic Republic of),
Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican Republic, El Salvador
Federal Republic of Germany, Guatemala, Hungary,
Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Nicaragua,
Paraguay, Republic of Korea, Rwanda, Spain, Switzer
land, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, Austria, Belgium.

Against: Canada, Czechoslovakia, France, India,
Iran} Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Monaco, New
Zealand, Pakistan, Sweden, Thailand, Togo, Tunisia,
Turkey, United States of America, Venezuela, Yugo
slavia, Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Bulgaria, Burma.

Abstaining: China,* Finland, Holy See, Ireland, Nor
way,'~'\Jland, South Africa, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, Brazil, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Cameroon.

The motion of the Federal Republic of Germany was
rejectedby 25 votes to 22, with 13 abstentions.

The Indian proposal (E/CONF.58/L.29), as amended,
was adopted by 33 votes to 11, with 12 abstentions.

Article 14 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3), as amended, was
adoptedby 38 votes to 8, with 12 abstentions.

ARTICLE 20
(EXPENSES OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANS INCURRED IN

ADMINISTERING THE PROVISIONS OF THE PROTOCOL)
(E/CONF.58/L.6, E/CONF.S8/L.9,

E/CONF.S8JL.11/Rev.l)

27. Dr. BAB.t\IAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Rc
publics), introducing the amendment of which his del
egation was one of the sponsors (E/CONF.S8/L.6),
explained that the intention was to replace article 20 of
the draft Protocol by a text reproducing the corresponding
provisions of the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic
Drugs. For the purposes of the Protocol, WHO and the
United Nations organs had the same functions as they
had in the Single Convention, and there was therefore no
need to make any financial provisions other than those
in article 6 of the Single Convention.

28. It would be remembered that the original text of the
draft Protocol," in particular articles 2, 2 (a) and 9, had
vested very broad powers in WHO, and had consequently
included provisions relating both to the WHO budget and
to that of the United Nations. Nevertheless, the draft
subsequently prepared, and now before the Conference
(E/478S, csap. Ill), had greatly diminished those powers
without. changing the provisions relating to finance.
It should not be forgotten that the activities of the WHO
specialized services which might be concerned with the
application of the Protocol formed part of the routine

• See introductory note.
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titution and would communicate the necessary inform
ation to Governments. Consequently, the provisions
of the Protocol did not constitute an additional and
unduly heavy burden on WHO, and there was no need
to lay down special provisions relating to the expenses
of that Organization in article 20.

29. Furthermore, none of the previous international
treaties regulating narcotic drugs contained any clause
concerning the financing of the expenses of WHO. He
did not see, therefore, why the Conference should create
a precedent.

30. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) expressed agreement with the
representative of the USSR, and further observed that
the original text of article 20 in the draft Protocol con
flicted with Article 17 (paragraph 3), of the United
Nations Charter, under which the General Assembly was
authorized to make recommendations to the specialized
agencies on budgetary matters, but not to determine the
methods bywhichthe agencies wereto bear their expenses.
That text should therefore be discarded. Nevertheless, the
position of States which were not members of WHO,
yet benefited from its services, must be taken into account.
It was only fair that such States should participate in the
financing of the expenses incurred by WHO in adminis
tering the provisions of the Protocol, and it was for that
reason that his delegation had submitted its amendment
(E/CONF.58/L.l1/Rev.l).
31. Dr. MABILEAU (France) withdrew his amendment
(EjCONF.58jL.9) and said he would support the amend
ment introduced by the USSR representative.

32. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) observed that performance of the functions set out
in the Protocol would entail additional expense for the
secretariats of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs and
the International Narcotics Control Board, and he asked
whether those expenses would be included in the budgets
of the two bodies.

33. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that in practice the provisions of article 6 of the
Single Convention were regarded as applying also to
the expenses of the Commission and Board secretariats.

34. Mr. BROWN (Australia) raised the question
whether a provision on expenses was required, since
article 6 of the Single Convention, which provided for
the expenses of the Commission and the Board, did not
appear to be limited only to expenses incurred under the
Single Convention. Those bodies already' had responsi
bility for the administration of some other international
agreements, and it was debatable whether it would be
sound administrative practice to introduce separate
accounting systems for every agreement administered
by the Board and the Commission,
35. He agreed with the USSi"" representative that the
activities of WHO envisaged under the Protocol were
within its constitutional authority, and the Worid Healh
Assembly had power to decide on the method of financing
costs. Those costs were not likely to be great, since the
Protocol provided for a procedure whereby WHO could
make available its expertise on questions of drug abuse
to the Commission and to parties.

Fourteenth plenary meeting-ll February 1971

work laid down for WHO by its Constitution.particularly
that relating to the protection of public health and of the
mental health of individuals, problems concerning the
safety of drugs, and efforts to eliminate the side-effects.
Those tasks were in fact specifically defined in article 2
of the WHO Constitution, which stated that the functions
of the organization were to propose regulations and
make recommendations with respect to international
health matters and to foster activities in the field of
mental health with a view to promoting the harmony of
human relations. Similarly, under article 21 of the
Constitution, the World Health Assembly had authority
to adopt regulations concerning (a) standards with
respect to the safety, purity and potency of biological,
pharmaceutical and similar products moving in inter
national commerce, and (b) the advertising and labelling
of those products. Other documents, such as resolution
WHA5.76 of the World Health Assembly, stressed the
desirability of adopting appropriate measures to ensure
that publicity for certain drugs did not result in jeop
ardizing the health of human beings. Furthermore,
the World Health Assembly in its resolution WHA15.41
had requested WHO, in viewof the increase in the 'number
of new pharmaceutical preparations appearing on the
market and the serious side-effects they might have, to
secure prompt transmission to national health authorities
of new information on serious side-effects of pharma
ceutical preparations. At the beginningof 1963,the WHO
Executive Board had adopted resolution EBJl.R6, in
which it emphasized the need for early action in regard
to the rapid dissemination of information on adverse
drug reactions and, considering that international co
operation was essential, had recommended to the six
teenth World Health Assembly that States should be
invited to make available to WHO information on any
action taken to prohibit or limit the use of any drug
likely to constitute a hazard to public health. In ac
cordance with that recommendation, resolution WHA
16.36requested the member States of WHO to communi
cate information on any decision to prohibit or limit the
availability of certain drugs and on any decision to
approve, or to refuse approval of, a new drug, and to
arrange for a systematic collection of information on
serious adverse drug reactions observed during the
development of a drug and after its releasefor general use.
In later resolutions, the WHO Executive Board and the
World Health Assembly asked Governments to continue
the systematic collection and analysis of information on
the harmful effects of drugs pursuant to resolution WHA
16.36. Those documents manifestly showed that the
normal activities of WHO embraced all problems of
mental health and, consequently, the prophylaxis and
treatment of drug addiction. The competence of WHO
also extended to the study of the side-effects of pharma
ceutical substances, including drugs liable to produce
dependence, the possibilities of prophylaxis, programmes
and standards to determine the degree of toxicity of
drugs, labelling procedures and the collection and dis
semination of information and material by the countries
members ofWHO and other organizations responsible for
public health. Drugs obviously included psychotropic
preparations. Thus, even if the Protocol did not exist,
WHO would perform the work laid down in its Cons-
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36. While doubtful whether any new prOVISIon was
needed in the Protocol, Australia could support the
amendment introduced by the representative of the
USSR. It did not favour reference to parties to the
Protocol which were not members of WHO, because of
the WIde membership of that Organization, and the
technical complications caused by the existence of
"inactive" members of WHO.
37. Dr.l REXED (Sweden) said that, though recognizing
that WHO should be given all the resources it needed to
perform its functions effectively, he considered th,lt in
the particular case at issue-there was no need to mension
the financing of its activities, since, as the USSR repre
sentative had pointed out, its functions with respect to
information and research under the .Protocol formed
part of its ordinary work. The purpose of the Protocol
was not to give instructions to WHO but to establish a
useful collaboration between that agency and the Com
mission on Narcotic Drugs. ConsequentlY,:he would
support the amendment introduced by the USSR repre
sentative. The Turkish amendment dealt only with a
theoretical possibility, in view of the large number of
States which were members ofWHO. As to the suggestion
by the Australian representative that article 20 should be
deleted, the Conference should know the views of the
Secretary-General before it took a decision.
38. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) acknowledged the force of
the Australian representative's argument that the existence
of inactive members of WHO might create practical
difficulties if the financing system proposed in the
Turkish amendment was adopted. He therefore withdrew
that amendment.
39. However, he pointed out that the position of the
inactive members of WHO was a de facto one and that
legally they were obliged to meet all their obligations to
WHO. If, for example, they refused to pay their contri
bution to the WHO budget, the World Health Assembly
could decide to apply sanctions against them. That had
not happened up to the present, because the Assembly
had not thought fit to exercise its discretionary powers
against them in that connexion. On the other hand, the
difficulties referred to were partly the consequence of
that situation.
40. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) and Mr. BEB a DON
(Cameroon) said that, since the budget of WHO must
be fixed by that Organization itself, they supported the
amendment introduced by the USSR representative.
41. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said he woud
be glad to hear the views of the WHO representative
before taking a final position.
42. Dr. FATTORUSSO (World Health Organization)
said it was hard to estimate the financial implications of
the functions which would be attrib ted to WHO under
the Protocol, as it all depended on the amount of in
formation to be compiled.' The procedure would be that
the Protocol, together with a report by the Director
General, would be laid before the World Health As
sembly, which would take a decision in the light of the
estimate for the proposed' programmes.
43. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina), supported by Dr.
JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo), Dr. AZARAKHCH

(Iran) and Mrs. NOWICKA (Poland), said that WHO
was competent to take the necessary financial decisions
within the framework of its own programmes, and he
was therefore in favour of the amendment introduced by
the representative of the USSR.
44. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said he was in favour of the
deletion of article 20, as proposed by the Australian
representative.
45. Mr. CHENG (China) * observed that the provisions
of the Protocol relating to financing ought to be similar
to those of the Single Convention. Any unnecessary
increase in expense owing to duplication should be
avoided; there was an inter-agency advisory body which
could ensure co-ordination on budgetary matters of
concern to the United Nations and WHO. In view of
those considerations, it would be better to delete ar
ticle 20.
46. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) drew the Conference's
attention to the danger inherent in the deletion of the
whole ofarticle 20 as set out in the amendment introduced
by thf. USSR representative. Though the first sentence,
might well be deleted in view of Article 17, paragraph 1,
of the Charter, that was not true of the second sentence
concerning parties which were not Members of the
United Nations, since no provision was made fer their
case in any other international instrument.
47. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that he attributed great importance to the role of WHO
under the Protocol. Nevertheless, it was clear .from the
comments of the representative of the USSR that it was
not necessary to include a clause in the Protocol relating
to the expenses of WHO. If he could be assured that
article 6 of the Single Convention covered the expenses
of the secretariats of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
and the International Narcotics Control Board, he could
accept the amendment introduced by the USSR rep
resentative.
48. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that article 6 of the Single Convention, which was
general in scope, might be interpreted to mean that all
the expenses of the Commission and the Board would be
borne by the United Nations. It might perhaps be pos
sible, however, to obtain a more precise idea of the
implications from the preparatory work for that article.
49. Mr. TALIANI (Italy) said he wondered, in view of
the explanations given by the Legal Adviser to the
Conference, whether it would not be wise to defer the
decision on article 20 pending more exhaustive study.
50. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) and Dr.
JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that they were
opposed to an adjournment of the vote on article 20.

Article 20, as amended (E/CONF.58/L.6) , was adopted
by 46 votes to none, with 6 abstentions.

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m,

• See introductory note.
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Commission on Narcotic Drugs and in the Conference
and its Committees, working groups and informal
meetings, and the results had shown that there had
been no question of a minority trying to impose its wishes
by devious means. .
7. Furthermore, if all the developing countries could
have been represented at the Conference, they would
have clearly expressed from the outset their wish to be
protected by the Protocol from the risks to which the
substances in schedule IV might expose them in the
future.
8. Mr. BEB a DON (Ca.meroon) expressed whole
hearted agreement with the Togolese representative.
9. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the Togolese repre
sentative had made his point extremely well. He himself
would add that the Conference had already decided to
retain references to substances in schedule IV in other
articles of the Protocol, which had to form a composite
whole. He could therefore see no point in a separate vote
on the retention of the words "and IV" and "or IV"
simply in article 11.

At the request of the Danish representative, the vote on
his motion for a separate vote was taken by roll-call.

The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, having been
drawn by lot by the President, was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United States of America, Venezuela, Yugoslavia,
Austria, Belgium, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Canada, Chile, Costa Rica, Denmark, El Salvador,
Federal Republic of Germany, Guatemala, Hungary,
Iraq, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, Nether
lands, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Poland, Republic of Korea,
South Africa, Spain, Switzerland.

Against: Argentina, Australia, Burma, Cameroon,
Congo (Democratic Republic of), India, Iran, Lebanon,
Togo, Tunisia.

Abstaining: Brazil, Bulgaria, China," Finland, France,
Ghana, Holy See, New Zealand, Rwanda, Sweden,
Thailand, Turkey.

The Danish motion was adopted by 32 votes to 10,
with 12 abstentions. . .
10. Dr. MABILEAU (France) requested that the vote
on the retention of the words "and IV" and "or IV"
should be taken by roll-call; that would show quite
clearly which delegations were trying to weaken the
Protocol. It was no secret that some of them had set
their minds on that, and in his view it was preferable for
the final decision to be taken by a simple majority rather
than blocked by one third.
11. Mr. VALDES BENEGAS (Paraguay) said that
he could not accept such a sweeping statement as the
French representative had just made.
12. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) observed that
the Protocol had not received such lengthy preparation
as the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, and
that the available scientific data did not provide precise
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Friday, 12 February 1971, at 10.15 am.
President: Mr. NETIEL (Austria)

FIFfEENTH PLENARY MEETING

AGENDA ITEM 11 ,..:.

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(Ef4785, chap. Dl)

ARTICLE 11
(PROVISIONS RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL TRADE)

(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.4, E/CONF.58/L.36)
1. Mr. KOCH (Denmark), introducing his delegation's
amendment (E/CONF.58/L.36), said that he had pleaded
in vain at the 13th meeting, in connexion with article 14,
for the establishment of a fourfold system of control
measures which would take account of the different
degrees of harmfulness of the substances listed in the
four schedules. He had pointed out that such a procedure
would facilitate the adoption of the Protocol by the
largest possible number of Governments.
2. In a spirit of co-operation, his delegation was now
prepared to withdraw its amendment; at the same time,
it was most anxious to ensure that the Protocol would
be ratified as widely as possible. He therefore moved
that a separate vote be taken on the words "and IV" and
"or IV" in sub-paragraphs (a) and (c) respectively of
paragraph 2.
3. Since some representatives would presumably oppose
his motion, he wished to point out that in his view the
real reason for any such opposition would not be to
speed up the work of the Conference, as would be most
desirable, but the fear that a separate vote would reveal
all too clearly that the retention of the reference to sub
stances in schedule IV would not secure a two-thirds
majority. The purpose of the Danish motion was pre
cisely to show whether such a majority existed.
4. Article 42 of the rules of procedure, which provided
for a two-thirds majority on all matters of substance,
had never been questioned, yet there now seemed to be
an attempt to get round it by passing off something which
was a matter of substance as a matter of procedure. The
fact, however, that the number of Governments partici
pating in the Conference was rather limited made it
absolutely essential that important decisions should be
taken by a really large majority, so that States not re
presented could ratify the Protocol without hesitation.
5. If his motion for a separate vote was opposed, he
would be obliged to ask for the vote on it to be taken by
roll-call.
6. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo), said that, while
he appreciated the eloquence with which the Danish
representative had argued his point of view, he regretted
he could not agree to a separate vote on the question of
substances in schedule IV. That was an important matter
which had already been debated at length both in the
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information on the dangers that could arise from sub
stances in schedule IV. The schedules drawn up by WHO
in 1969had been accepted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs as no more than provisionally indicative. The
evidence considered by the WHO Expert Committee on
Drug Dependencein 1969 had not been circulated until
a few days before the opening·of the Conference, and
future generations would find it hard to perceive in the
publication or in the work of the Technical Committee
that the Conference had h~.~ an adequate basis for
adopting sensible measures with regard to international
trade.

13. The Indian representative had maintained that the
text of the Protocol formed a composite whole and could
only be accepted or rejected as such. In that connexion,
it seemed relevant to point out that a number of delega
tions had expressed the view from the beginning that a
clearcut distinction had to be established between sub
stances in schedule III and those in schedule IV, either by
making declarations concerning substances in schedule IV
optional or by automatically applying exemptions under
article 2 his to preparations of substances in schedule IV.
Although those suggestions had not been accepted, the
report of the WHO Expert Committee showed that it
was more important to differentiate between substances
in schedule III and substances in schedule IV than
between those in schedule I and those in schedule 11;
yet the measures of control proposed for substances in
schedules III and IV differed so minimally that countries
desirous of ratifying the Protocol in the future might
well fail to grasp what the Conference had been aiming
at. What was more, international co-operation would
not be weakened merely by the adoption of a more
flexible instrument.
14. In the light of the considerations he had advanced,
his delegation would welcome the Danish amendment.

15. The PRESIDENT remarked that the Danish repre
sentative had withdrawn his amendment.
16. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said he could
discern new forces at work in the Conference, which had
previously seemed to sympathize with the weak, im
poverished and under-developed countries. Admittedly,
the producing countries, which were industrialized
nations, had to consider their own needs, which their
representatives were entitled and obliged to take into
account, but there could be no question of international
solidarity unless equal consideration was given to the
requirements of the underprivileged countries. It seemed
to him that the advanced nations, at a given stage in
their evolution, had likewise been underdeveloped, and
that some areas in the developed countries still justified
that description.
17. International trade in substances in schedule IV was
a major problem, since their therapeutic value must not be
a cover for unnecessarily introducing them into consumer
countries where they might degrade human dignity.
The argument that it was necessary to ensure the widest
possible ratification ofthe Protocol did not apply, because
many developing countries would be prepared to ratify
it if it guaranteed them against being forced to accept
psychotropic substances.

18. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that the provisions of the Drafting Committee's
text would not give rise to any difficulties for his Govern
ment, which had in fact been one of the first to request
that dangerous substances other than narcotic drugs
should be subjected to very strict control.

19. He would draw the Conference's attention, however,
to the fact that the obligations imposed on importing
countries could in no way bind countries which did not
ratify the Protocol.
20. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, said he must protest against the United
Kingdom representative's assertion that the Conference
did not have a firm basis for its decision regarding the
substances in schedule IV. National health authorities
had reported a very large number of cases of abuse of
those substances, and several members of the Technical
Committee had concluded for that reason that they should
be regarded as really dangerous; furthermore, they met
the criteria for substances in group (c) laid down by the
WHO Expert Committee on Drug Dependence in its
seventeenth report, that they were "drugs recommended
for control whose liability to abuse constitutes a smaller
but still significant risk to public health"." It could not
therefore be asserted that the Conference had not had
at its disposal sufficient scientific and medical information
to enable it to decide with all the facts before it on the
control measures to be applied to those substances.

21. The Swedish delegation, for the reasons explained
by several delegations, and in particular by the delegation
of Togo, would vote in favour of maintaining the refer
ence to schedule IV in article 11, convinced as it was that
public health everywhere was at stake-in the developing ..
countries just as much as in the developed countries-. '
and that commercial and industrial interests should not
weight the balance against the vital interests of human
beings. He was quite sure that the industrialized countries
would assume the heavy responsibility incumbent upon
them in that regard.
22. Dr. CORR:aA da CUNHA (Brazil) observed that,
burdensome though they were, the expenses entailed by
the measures of control laid down for the substances in
schedule IV in article 11 were not so very great in 'com
parison with the expenses involved in any case in ap
plying the Protocol. In any event, not only countries but
also WHO would have to make provision for additional
expenses. Those difficultieswere, however, inconsiderable
in relation to the danger to public health which the
substances represented, a danger which had been clearly
established by the WHO experts, Out of consideration
for those experts and national public health authorities,
the Conference was bound to provide for adequate
control measures for the substances in schedule IV. The
Brazilian delegation would therefore vote for the re
tention of the reference to that schedule in article 11,
paragraph 2.
23. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he endorsed the views
expressed by the representative of Togo, and hoped that

11 World Health OtganizatiOD, Technical Report 'Series, 1970,
No. 437, sect. 4.4, p. 16.
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the scientific arguments put forward by the Swedish
representative would convince all delegations. Any
countries which had any doubts about the substances in
schedule IV and the rules to be applied to them should
raise their objections during the consideration, not of
article 11, but article 27, concerning reservations.
24. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said he supported the
Swedish representative's statement and considered that
an international control system must certainly be set up
for the substances in schedule IV. He would therefore
vote for the retention of the reference to that schedule
in article 11, paragraph 2.
25. U HLA 00 (Burma) said that the arguments
advanced by the Swedish representative had convinced
him of the need to retain the text of article 11 as it stood.
26. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said he must protest against
the interpretation which implied that countries opposed
to the retention of the reference to schedule IV were
hostile to the developing countries. Any such view was
wholly incorrect. What had to be done was not to form
hostile groups, but to find a way of striking a balance
between article 11 and article 12. The Conference's
purpose was to adopt a Protocol that would provide
protection for all countries and could be accepted in
practice by the producing countries.
27. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said he warmly sup-
ported the Togolese and Swedish representatives. .
28. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the statements by
the Togolese and Swedish representatives should leave
no one in any doubt about the importance of retaining
the reference to schedule IV in article 11, paragraph 2.
29. Although the developing countries had not as yet
been confronted with any seriousproblems caused by the
abuse of the psychotropic substances in schedule IV, that
did not mean that they took no interest in the matter.
Even if the risk of the abuse of those drugs was slight as
yet in the case of certain countries, the situation might
change in the future, for experience showed that addicts
might very well change from one substance to another.
In India, for instance, although the barbiturates in
schedule III were the only substances at present repre
senting a danger to public health, there was no guar
antee that addicts would not in the near future resort
also to substances in schedule IV. That was all the more
likely because, owing to the strict control over amphet
amines, the manufacturers were trying to produce
preparations which were not subject to any control.
Consequently, every country was menaced, though to
a different degree, by the spread of addiction, and the
developing countries did not wish measures introduced
in the interests of the developed countries to be taken at
their expense.
30. It had been objected that the control measures over
schedule IV substances provided for in article 11 would
lead to additional expenditure. But it should be borne
in mind in that connexion that the provisions of the
Single Convention had also led to considerable expen
diture, much of which had been borne by the developing
countries. India, for example, had spent a great deal of
money on limiting the cultivation of the opium poppy
and on export control; but it had had 110 hesitation in

doing so, because it considered that the welfare of
mankind was more important than money.
31. The present text of article 11 was a compromise
arrived at after lengthy discussion, and it should there
fore be maintained.
32. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said that it was not a
question of taking measures that were appropriate to
the situation of particular developed or developing
countries which were importers or exporters of pharma
ceutical products; the aim was to draw up an instrument
which could be of value to the whole world and would
contribute effectively to the welfare of mankind by pre
venting a further spread of drug abuse. In the present
text of article 11, an attempt had been made to establish
a balance between the obligations to be complied with,
the provisions to be drafted and the measures that should
be taken, and that balance would be jeopardized if the
Conference were to delete provisions of fundamental
importance such as those dealing with the control of
imports and exports. The harmful nature of the sub
stances in all the schedules had been amply demonstrated
and there was scientific evidence in that connexion, as
the Swedish representative had already stated. The
substances in schedule IV were no less dangerous than
the others, in view of the less rigorous control measures
applied to them and the fact that they could be so easily
acquired and used.
33. Too much importance should not be ascribed to the
financial aspect of the question. The money spent on
effective control measures in fact represented an invest
ment in public health and social welfare which would
yield results more especially in the long term. Burdens
accepted now would bring benefits to future generations,
and that was the purpose which the Conference was
seeking to achieve. In the light of those considerations,
he considered that the reference to schedule IV should
be retained in article 11 and in all the other provisions
of the Protocol.
34. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
reminded the Conference that the WHO Expert Com
mittee on Drug Dependence had classified psychotropic
substances in five groups on the basis of the following
criteria: (a) the danger to public health presented by
abuse of the substance in question; (b) the possibility
that it would induce dependence; (c) its therapeutic
value.13 Group (c), which corresponded to schedule IV
of the draft protocol, included "drugs whose liability
to abuse constitutes a smaller but still significant risk to
public health, and having a therapeutic usefulness
ranging from little to great". What had to be established
was whether the risk represented by those substances
was sufficiently serious to justify the administrative
burdens imposed by the control measures provided for
in article 11. Experience in his country showed that
the reply to that question was in the negative. The
statistics which countries at present collected were
adequate for an appreciation of the situation, and there
was no justification for the measures provided for in
article 11.
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35. In his view, the article had nothing to do with the
stage of development reached by a country; the two
issues should not be confused.
36. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
said he too thought that a distinction should be made
between the control measures applicable to schedule III
substances and those applicable to schedule IV. But
article 11 was concerned only with international control
and it did not seem to him to be the right place for making
that distinction. He was in favour of the Drafting Com
mittee's text of the article. '

37. Mrs. NOWICKA (Poland) said that, although
control measures should be introduced to prevent the
abuse of psychotropic substances, those measures must
notmake it difficult to obtain those substances for medical
purposes. Her delegation had no objection to the inter
national control measures prescribed in the draft Pro
tocol for the substances in schedules I, 11 and Ill, because
those substances did in fact lead to drug dependence,
and there was illicit traffic i~ them, and illicit manufacture.

38. In the case of the schedule IV substances, it had
been established in Poland, as a result of several years of
experience, that strict control of the manufacture of
those products, of the trade in them and of their dis
tribution .against medical prescription could in practice
prevent their being abused and diverted into the illicit
traffic. In any case, if one of those substances did give
rise to drug dependence and illicit traffic, it could be
transferred to schedule III or schedule 11. Morec-"::
adequate international control could be exercised UL._"'c
article 12. For those reasons, Poland considered that
the provisions relating to international trade should be
applied to schedule IV substances, without too strict
a control.
39. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) pointed out that his del
egation had always taken the view that international
control was not a substitute for strict national control.
He was sorry to see that there was a tendency to weaken
some of the provisions of the draft Protocol concerning
national control-for instance, the right ofnon-acceptance
could apply even to substances in schedules I and 11
and at the same time to strengthen unduly international
control measures of doubtful value. His delegation was
convinced that, by applying a reasonable degree of
national control, abuse of schedule IV substances could
be prevented; moreover, considerable use had been made
of those substances for many years in therapy. The
question of protecting the developing countries was
covered by article 12.

40. Mr. HUYGHE (Luxembourg) said "that his del
egation had at all times affirmed that it was necessary to
draw a clear distinction between the control measures
applicable to schedule III substances and those applicable
to schedule IV substances, and that if the same control
measures were applied to the substances in both schedules,
the two schedules might as well be replaced by a single
one. Since that principle had not been accepted,he
objected to the inclusion of a references to schedule IV
in article 11, because in his view the best way ofpreventing
'abuse of those substances was to apply strict control at
the national level.

41. His country fully understood the difficulties of the
developing countries, and it would not fail to help those
countries, through the measures provided for in article 12.
42. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said he ap
preciated the difficulties' that would be created by the
application of the control measures to schedule IV
substances, but would point out that those difficulties
were not peculiar to the. producing countries. He would
remind those representatives who seemed to be mainly
concerned with their own interests that it was to the
advantage of every country to protect the health of the
inhabitants of other countries, especially when they were
consuming countries; expenses incurred in that connexion
were in fact a long-term productive investment.
43.· It had been frequently argued by certain delegations
that it was desirable to produce a Protocol which every
country could ratify. His reply to them was that the
Protocol would also have to be ratified by the developing
countries, and they too could only do that if they
considered it satisfactory.
44. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) and Mr. KOFI
DAVIES (Ghana) said they supported the views ex
pressed by the Togolese and Swedish representatives.
45. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) observed that
there was not much difference between the control
measures laid down for the substances in schedules I-IV;
in particular, those for substances in schedules III and
IV were practically identical, apart from a few provisions
dealing with records (article 10) and the reports to be
furnished by parties (article 14). That being so, it did not I·.~
seem to him to be realistic to require a declaration in the ~

case of schedule IV substances as well. He found it 1,1
difficult to see how the parties or WHO or the Com-. ~ !~,
mission on Narcotic Drugs could be expected to apply I
the complicated procedure outlined in article 2 for H
transferring a substance from schedule IV to schedule Ill, 1
when the control measures applicable to those two
schedules differed only in two relatively minor respects.
46. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said that
the Conference should act in accordance with the views
expressed by the WHO Expert Committee on Drug
Dependence. That Committee had deemed it necessary
to establish a clear distinction between two groups of
substances: group (b), corresponding to schedule Ill,
and group (c), corresponding to schedule IV.14 The
question before the Conference was not an administrative
one, but a scientific and technical question, with regard
to which the Conference would be well advised to follow
the opinion of WHO.
47. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that his
delegation's position was very similar to that of the
Danish delegation. He himself was convinced that if
the principal producing countries ratified the Protocol,
the Netherlands Government and Parliament would be
able to ratify it also, even if schedule IV were retained
in it, for his country had always had a high sense of
international discipline. But it was no good trying to
achieve the impossible; on the contrary, an effort should
be made to find out what was possible and-to bear in
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ARTICLE 12 (PROHIBITION OF AND RESTRICTIONS ON THE
EXPORT AND IMPORT OF PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES)
(resumed from the 13th meeting and concluded) (El
CONF.58/L.4/Add.3, E/CONF.58/L.37-L.40)

4. Mr. TALIANI (Italy) said that his delegation's
purpose in submitting its amendment (E/CONF.58/L.39)
to the text prepared by the Drafting Committee for article
12 CE/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3) had been to draw attention
to the possible misuse by parties of the provision in
paragraph 1 in order to protect their pharmaceutical
industries against foreign competition. However, since
the proposal submitted by Hungary, the United Kingdom
the United States and the USSR for a new article 12 ter
(E/CONF.58/L.38) was more comprehensive and. par
tially allayed his delegation's misgivings, he would

meeting for article 11, as amended, but it wished ex
pressly to reserve the right of the Turkish Government
to require, by unilateral decision, the importer of a
substance in schedule IV, or of a preparation containing
one of those substances, to furnish to the competent
authorities in Turkey, as a condition for the issue of an
import licence, a declaration by the exporter containing
the information mentioned in paragraph 2 (a) of article 11
of the Protocol. That was entirely in conformity, as far as
parties to the Protocol who were bound by the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade were concerned, with the
safeguard clause relating to the protection of public
health in article XX of that Agreement." Such a measure
would, moreover, be entirely in conformity with article
19 of the Protocol as finally adopted by the Conference.
2. Mr. ANAND (India), explaining his vote, said that
his delegation's abstention in the vote on article 11 had
had nothing to do with its views on the merits of the
article. It had willingly taken part in the work of the
committees, working groups and sub-working groups
which had spent so many hours preparing the draft,
because it had believed that it was worth spending time
to arrive at a compromise which could be accepted by
all. The deletion of schedule IV substances from the
article had caused considerable sorrow and disappoint
ment to his delegation, not because India had any prob
lem with those substances-actually India itself was
an exporter of certain substances in schedule IV-but
because of the methods that had be.u employed to
obtain the deletion. He wondered if all the long hours
spent at the Conference had not merely been a waste of
time. If all the careful balances that had been achieved
were now going to disappear, it might have been better
if, from the outset, delegations had merely stated their
views and an immediate vote had been taken.
3. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togv) associated him
self with the remarks of the Indian representative. He
was grateful to those representatives who had supported
his delegation's views and who had defended the rights
of new States. It was heartening to know that some
industrialized countries put the welfare of mankind
before material interests.

15 General Agreement 011 Tariffs and Trade, Basic Instrumentsand selected documents, voI. Ill, Text of the General Agreement1958, pp. 43 and 44.
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AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Seclal Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/4785, chap. ID)

ARTICLE 11
(PROVISIONS RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL TRADE)

(concluded) (E.CONF.58/L.4/Add.4)
1. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), speaking in explanation of
his vote, said that his delegation had voted at the 15th

• See introductory note.

SIXTEENTH PLENARY MEETING

Friday, 12 February 1971, at 8.45 p.m.
President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

mind the genuine difficulties experienced- by certain
countries. He cited examples to show that his delegation
had taken into account the difficulties and objections of
other delegations and accepted compromises. His
country had always had a great admiration for the work
done by WHO, and it had always supported that Organ
ization. After the unfortunate decision on article 14
taken at the 14th meeting, however-a decision which
in his view should be reconsidered-he would in future
comply strictly with his Government's instructions.

At the request of the French representative, the vote on
the retention of the words "and IV" in paragraph 2 (a)
and of the words"or IV" in paragraph 2 (c), on which the
Danish representative had asked for a separate vote, was
taken by roll-call.

Chile, having been drawn by lot by the President, was
called upon to vote first.

In favour: China,* Congo (Democratic Republic of),
Finland, France, Ghana, India, Iran, Lebanon, Mexico,
New Zealand, Republic of Korea, Rwanda, Sweden,
Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, United States of
America, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Argentina, Australia,
Brazil, Burma, Cameroon, Canada.

Against: Chile, Costa Rica, Denmark, El Salvador,
Federal Republic of Germany, Guatemala, Hungary,
Iraq, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Nicaragua, Paraguay, Poland, South Africa, Spain,
Switzerland, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
Austria, Belgium, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic.

Abstaining: Holy See, Bulgaria.
The result of the vote was 26 in favour and 26 against,

with 2 abstentions.
The words "and IV" in paragraph 2 (a) and "or IV"

in paragraph 2 (c) were therefore deleted.
Article 11 (E/CONF.58IL.4/Add.4), as amended, was

adopted by 47 votes to 1, with 6 abstentions.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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withdraw his delegation's amendment-and support the
joint proposal.
5. Mr. HUYGHE (Luxembourg) said that his delegation
had already stated on previous .occasions that it would
collaborate fully with any country wishing to apply the
provisions of article 12. It had two difficulties with the
text submitted by the Drafting Committee, however.
In the first place, it considered that before asking other
countries to implement the provisions of the article in
respect of any substance, the requesting country should
take steps to protect its own population against that
substance. Secondly, it considered that the wording of
paragraph 1 should leave no room for possible discrim
ination. The delegations of Belgium and Luxembourg
had therefore submitted an amendment (EjCONF..58j
L.37) which not only dealt with those two points, but
also met the views expressed during the discussion of
article 12 in the Committee on Control Measures (11th
and 23rd meetings).
6. Mr. BEVANS (United States of America), intro
ducing the joint proposal for a new article 12 ter on
behalf of the sponsors, said that the purpose was to make
it clear that none of the provisions of article 12 could be
used as a basis for discrimination.
7. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that, while
his delegation was prepared to accept article 12 and even
to strengthen it by calling on parties to take all appro
priate measures to prohibit the export of any substances
to countries which had notified that the importation of
those substances into their territories was prohibited, it
did not consider that the article would be of any value as
a protection for importing countries. No exporting
country could control the export of its products beyond
the first destination, and it would be unfortunate if any
importing country believed that the article would afford
it full protection. The provisions ofthe article provided no
safeguard against bad faith in the country of first
destination.
8. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he could accept the amend
ment to paragraph 1 submitted by Belgium and Luxem
bourg, but he hoped that those delegations would agree
to withdraw their amendment to add a new paragraph 4
to article 12, in favour of the joint proposal to add a new
article 12 ter, which he supported..He also supported
the joint proposal by Hungary, the United Kingdom,
the United States and the USSR (EjCONF.58jL.40) to
add a sentence to paragraph 1.
9. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said he hoped
that the Netherlands representative's remarks were not
a prelude to a request for the deletion of the article. His
delegation strongly supported article 12 and was pre
pared to accept any amendment which would ensure
that discrimination was avoided.
10. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that, in general, his
delegation supported article 12 as it stood. With regard
to the proposal of Belgium and Luxembourg, he could
accept the insertion of the word "all" after "inform"
in paragraph 1, but the addition of the word "totally"
gave rise to certain difficulties. A restriction on imports
need not necessarily be total; it might perhaps be based
on limited therapeutic use.

11. The addition of a paragraph 4 proposed by Belgium
and Luxembourg had the same objectivesas the proposal
to insert a new article 12 ter. He was prepared to accept
either, but preferred the proposal by Belgium and
Luxembourg because it was simpler. He was also pre
pared to accept the addition to paragraph 1 of the
sentence proposed in the joint amendment to paragraph 1.
12. With reference to the remarks of the Netherlands
representative, he felt bound to say that, in his view, it
was necessary to include the provisions of article 12 in
the Protocol.

13. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he thought the two amendments submitted jointly
by the representatives of four countries, including his
own, reflected the general view expressed in the Com
mittee on Control Measures.
14. The value of article 12 should not be underrated.
Its provisions would be particularly valuable now that
the right of non-acceptance had been included in the
Protocol.

15. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that his delegation
fully supported the principles underlying article 12.
The assumption that that article would be retained had
governed his delegation's attitude towards article 11.
16. His views on the amendment of Belgium and
Luxembourg were the same as those of the Turkish
representative; he could accept the proposal regarding
paragraph 1, but found the addition ofa new article 12. ter
preferable to the addition of a new paragraph 4 as pro
posed by Belgium and Luxembourg.
17. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he supported
the amendment by Belgium and Luxembourg. He dis
agreed entirely with the views of the Netherlands rep
resentative.
18. Dr. AZi\RAKHCH (Iran) said he could not agree
that an import prohibition on a substance must apply
to all proprietary brands of products containing that
substance, and that otherwise there would be discrimin
ation. Nor could he agree that if a country had entirely
prohibited the importation of a substance and wished to
import a few milligrammes of it for scientific research, it
would have to annul its total prohibition on imports of
that substance or be accused of discrimination. The
prohibition of the importation of a given substance was
a matter of state sovereignty.
19. In Iran, pharmaceutical products could only be
imported with the authorization of a technical com
mittee established under national legislation. That
committee was not under any obligation to authorize
the importation of all preparations containing a given
substance. No one knew all the trade names under which
a substance was sold; persons applying for import
authorizations gave the proprietary name of the prep
aration they wished to use. The same applied to pro
hibition; if there was evidence of abuse, it was the
proprietary name of the substance being abused that was
known. In practice, the committee would give no import
licence for a substance it thought dangerous or which
had no therapeutic value.
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29. He supported the joint amendment to paragraph 1.
30.' Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that article 12

. was important and effective. The fact that the article
afforded a real safeguard had greatly contributed to his
delegation's agreement to the removal of schedule IV
from the application of article 11. He was 'opposed to
the introduction of the word "prohibit" in paragraph 1
of article 12; it would impose an absolute obligation on
Governments to give legislative effect to every change.
The words "take measures to ensure" in paragraph 2
were appropriate, because they enabled Governments to
take such legislative or administrative action as the
situation demanded. He would emphasize that his
Government was resolved to co-operate in any way
required under article 12.
31. Mr. TALIANI (Italy) said that he was in favour of
article 12 and all the amendments thereto.
32. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said he supported
article 12 and the joint amendment to paragraph 1,
which would eliminate discrimination. International
control must be based on good faith between the parties,
each Government having the right to impose such
national controls as it deemed necessary. The exchange
of information between the parties about the substances
which were regarded as dangerous at any given moment
would be valuable.
33. Dr. SADEK (United Arab Republic) said that
article 12 would be one of the most effective in the
control system. He could accept the amendment of
Belgium and Luxembourg, the joint amendment to
paragraph 1 and the proposed article 12 ter. .
34. He understood that it had been agreed to use the
word "notify" instead of "inform" in paragraph 1.
35. The PRESIDENT confirmed that that was so; the
word "notify" would be used in the final version.
36. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) said that, during the dis
cussion on article 11, some representatives had sought
to allay the fears of developing countries by arguing that
article 12 was a safeguard against illicit traffic, so the
statement by the Netherlands representative had come
as a surprise. If that representative were right, there was
little purpose in their meetingat all, since his views about
fraud could apply equally well to the whole Protocol.
37. Article 12 was important and he could support it.
He also supported the amendment of Belgium and
Luxembourg and the joint amendment to paragraph 1.
38. Mr. HUYGHE (Luxembourg) said that the sponsors
of the Belgian and Luxembourg amendment wished to
withdraw their proposal to add a new paragraph 4;
its purpose was the same as that of the proposed new
article 12 ter. They would like to join the sponsors of
that proposal.
39. The sponsors also withdrew their proposal to
insert the word "totally" in paragraph 1.
40. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said he could
assure the Yugoslav representative that his delegation's
attitude to article 12 was a constructive one and he was
willingfor it to apply to all the schedules.
41. He had a long experience of foreign trade and he
would urge the Conference not to be under any illusion
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20. Paragraph 3 was concerned simply wjth international
co-operation. He was in favour of article 12 as it stood.
21. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said his delegation was
not so pessimistic about the value of article 12 as the
Netherlands representative; it supported the article.
22. With regard to paragraph 2, his delegation would
like the words "shall take measures to ensure" to be
retained. Canada would have constitutional difficulties in
introducing legislation to prohibit the export of sub
stances to a country on the basis of a notification of an
import prohibition from that country if those substances
were on sale in Canada. However, he could assure the
Conference that if Canada ratified the Protocol, it
wouldtake measures to ensurethat none of the substances
notified to it by a party as prohibited imports would be
exported from Canada to the country of that party, and
he was sure that those measures would be effective.
23. He had no serious objection to the proposal to
amend paragraph 1 contained in the amendment of
Belgium and Luxembourg, but he doubted if the addition
of the words in question would significantly change the
meaning of the text. Indeed the addition of the word
"totally" might lead to confusion. He supported the
two joint amendments.
24. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said his delegation could
accept article 12 as it stood. It could also accept the
joint amendment to paragraph 1.
25. He considered article 12 to be extremely important
because it recognized the right of each country to do
what it could to ensure that it only received the quantities
of psychotropic substances required to meet its needs
for medical purposes. Recognition of that right was a
great step forward. Countries which wanted to do so
could protect themselves against an inflow of poisonous
substances from factories engagingin what wasconsidered
legitimate trade. Times had indeed changed since
Governments had even been prepared to go to war to
protect the commercial interests of such factories, which
used to flood the markets of distant countries with
heroin, regardless of its effects on the local population.
Amphetamines and barbiturates, which were even more
dangerous, were at present being exported by the ton to
thosesame distant countries,and that trade waslegitimate.
It was essential to give those distant lands the right to
protect their people.
26. He agreed with the Netherlands representative that
the provisions of article 12 would afford no protection
against the unscrupulous or against the illicit traffic; but
the provisions had been drawn up in good faith and were
directedat people of good faith.
27. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said that article 12 was
a very important element in the machinery of control
and he was in general agreement with the Drafting Com
mittee's text.
28. In the Spanish text of the first amendment by
Belgium and Luxembourg, the words"Una Parte" should
read "Cada una de [as Partes". He did not favour that
amendment, because each party must determine the scope
of the prohibition, as it would vary according to national
conditions. The Drafting Committee's text was prefer
able.

..
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that it had achieved protection when it could only
control exports and imports to countries of first desti
nation. In fact, what was needed was a firm guarantee
against re-exports; that did not exist in the 1961 Single
Convention on Narcotic Drugs.
42. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
asked for a separate vote on the reference to schedule IV
in paragraph 1.

The motion ofthe representative of the Federal Republic
of Germany was rejected by 25 votes to 19, with 8 ab
stentions.

The amendment of Belgium and Luxembourg (El
CONF.58/L.37) to insert the word "all" after the word
"inform" in paragraph 1 was adopted by 43 votes to none,
with 7 abstentions.

The joint amendment to paragraph 1 (EICONF.58/L.40)
was adopted by 47 votes to none, with 6 abstentions.

Article 12 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.3), as amended, was
adopted by 47 votes to none, with 6 abstentions.

PROPOSAL FOR NEW ARTICLE 12 ter
(E/CONF.58/L.38)

43. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said that he could not
vote on the proposal for a new article 12 ter at once,
since it had not yet been discussed. Its content appeared
to be contrary to the principle of sovereignty and would
hamper the development ofchemical industries in develop
ing countries. He doubted whether Governments would
be willing to ratify a Protocol containing such a clause.
It would oblige a party to admit imports of any dangerous
substance, including those manufactured for export only
and it nullified article 11 and article 12, paragraph 1.
The last phrase was certainly open to differing inter
pretations. If the proposal were adopted, either he
would have to make a reservation or his Government
might find itself unable to ratify the Protocol.

44. Mr. ANAND (India) said he understood the text to
mean that under the Protocol parties should not exercise
discrimination of the kind mentioned but would not be
precluded from following the policy they regarded as
appropriate in accordance with their national laws and
regulations on export and import control.

45. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) disagreed with the Iranian
representative. The authors of the proposal had drafted
it in such a way that even parties to the Protocol which
were also members of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade might have recourse to the various safeguard
clauses in that Agreement, in order to protect their
infant industries or to cope with balance-of-payments
difficulties. They could not do so on the basis of articles
11 and 12, but they could do so by relying on other rules
of international law and on the grounds acknowledged
as valid in those rules. .

46. It would be better if the word "power" were trans
lated by "droit" or "competence" in the French text.
47. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he could support
article 12 ter, provided it left his Government free to
protect the interests of Yugoslav enterprises. From
that point of view, the last phrase was unsatisfactory and

was certainly objectionable if it meant that a party was
bound to choose the more expensive of two \identical ..
products.

48. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) asked whether
the legal Adviser could elucidate the implications of the
text.

49. Mr. LAVALLE-VALDES (Assistant Legal Adviser
to the Conference) said that the text was very general in
character and was in line with the other provisions of
the Protocol, which was not intended to deal with com
mercial matters but with the protection of public health
and the prevention of abuse.

SO. t Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that
though the text might be acceptable to industrialized
countries, it was not acceptable to developing countries
which might wish to protect their national industries
against imports from abroad. Perhaps the words "or
domestic" could be dropped. -,

SI. Mr. ANAND (India) said he thought there was no
need to refer to article 11 in sub-paragraph (b), since
that article dealt with the procedure of import and
export authorizations.
52. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) moved the closure of
the debate. During the discussion of article 12, repre
sentatives had expressed their views on the proposal
for an article 12 ter and the Belgian and Luxembourg
proposal to add a paragraph 4 to article 12 had been
withdrawn in favour of that proposal. ~

53. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) opposed that motion.
Many delegations, including his own, favoured the idea
embodied in article 12 ter, but not the wording in the
proposal before the Conference. If the debate continued. '
it might be possible to arrive at a generally acceptable
formulation.

54. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
also opposed the motion for the closure of the debate.
As one of the sponsors of h...: proposed article 12 ter,
he wished to have an opportunity of providing some
explanations.

The motion for the closure of the debate was rejected
by 37 votes to 2, with 9 abstentions.
SS. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that he was surprised at the reaction of some repre
sentatives to the proposal for an article 12 ter, which was
simply. intended to ensure that the right given in para
graph 1 of article 12 was not used merely to discriminate
and favour one manufacturer at the expense of another.
During the discussion of article 12, it had been generally
agreed that the purpose of the right set forth in paragraph
1 was to protect a country from a threat to its public
health. The proposed article 12 fer made it clear that,
where such a threat existed, the country concerned could
prohibit imports from all sources, but not selectively.
56. The wording could of course be improved. In order
to allay the concern of some representatives who had
referred to the need to protect national industries, the
concluding words could be amended so as, to drop the
reference to "domestic" enterprises. It would also be
possible to bring the wording closer to the text of the new
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paragraph 4 which Belgium and Luxembourg had
proposed should be added to article 12. -, >. -

57. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that he had
at first viewed with favour both the proposal for an
article 12 ter and the amendment to article 12 proposed
by Belgium and Luxembourg. On reflection, however,
he had come to the conclusion that the proposed article 12
ter was really concerned with international trade and had
no place in the Protocol. Developing countries were
entitled to protect their newly- established industries,
and could go so far as to prohibit certain imports al
together.
58. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) pointed out that a developing
country which was a Contracting Party to the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade could invoke sections B,
C and D of article XVIII16 of that Agreement to impose
such quantitative restrictions of imports as might be
necessary to create a new branch of production or to
cope with balance-of-payments difficulties. Also, article
XXIV of that Agreement relating to Customs unions and
free-trade areas and article XXV of the same Agreement
concerning waivers should be cited in that connexion."
59. In the case of a country which was not a Contracting
Party to GATT, measures of the same kind could be
taken in the normal exercise of its sovereign rights.
60. There was nothing in the proposed article 12 ter to
prevent a country from imposing such import restrictiorrs
or prohibitions for such reasons. All that the new article
sought to achieve was to preclude the use of the machinery
of articles 11 and 12 of the Protocol for those purposes.
The text had been carefully drafted so as to make that
intention clear and he therefore supported it.
61. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that, having carefully
considered the proposed article 12 ter, he no longer
supported it, because it could give rise to confusion.
The. absence of a similar provision in the Single Con
vention had not caused any difficulty.

62, Mr. HUYGHE (Luxembourg) said that he was
surprised at the course which the debate had taken. He
now regretted having withdrawn the proposal to add a
paragraph 4 to article 12 contained in the Belgian and
Luxembourg amendment; that paragraph was clearly
worded and had the same aim as the proposed article 12
ter.
63. The purpose of the Protocol was to enable the parties
to protect public health and to deal with the social
problems of drug abuse. His intention in submitting
the proposal to add a new paragraph 4 had been to
ensure that the Protocol was not used for commercial
purposes. He would point out that he represented a
country which did not have a pharmaceutical industry
of any size and did not export pharmaceutical products.
64. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that he favoured
the idea of non-discrimination but preferred the text of
the Belgian and Luxembourg proposal to that of the
proposed article 12 ter. A Government was fully
entitled to impose import prohibitions to protect its

16 Ibid., pp. 35-41.
17 lbid., pp. 47-51.

domestic industry or to safeguard the interests of con
sumers in its country.
65. Mr. SEMKEN (United Kingdom) pointed out that
the provisions of the proposed article 12 ter concerned
not the individual importer but the Government of
the importing country. Of course, an importer exercised
discrimination and decided what he would buy and st
what price, and there was nothing in the proposed article
to prevent him from doing so; its purpose was simply to
preclude the Government of the importing country
from using the machinery of articles 11 and 12 of the
Protocol to interfere with the importer's freedom of
choice.
66. Nor would the proposed article prevent a Govern
ment from enacting any import restrictions or prohibi
tions which it might choose to impose, provided that it
did not invoke articles 11 and 12 of the Protocol. If a
Government were to issue a notification under paragraph
1 of article 12 for purely commercial reasons, it would in
effect be asking the exporting country concerned to make
its own exporters liable to criminal prosecution. No
exporting country could be expected to take such action
in order to help the importing country to confer some
commercial advantage upon a particular enterprise or
class of enterprises.
67. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
thanked the Turkish representative for his clear analysis
of the legal position, which had been somewhat obscured
by the arguments brought forward during the discussion.
68. The adoption of the Belgian and Luxembourg pro
posal to insert the word "all" after the word "inform" in
paragraph 1 of article 12 had given satisfaction to his
delegation and, in the interests of simplifying the debate,
his delegation would be prepared to withdraw its sponsor
ship from the proposal for an article 12 ter.

69. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that, in
principle, it was unanimously agreed that the provisions
of' article 12 should not be used in a discriminatory
manner. Difficulties had arisen because of the wording
of the proposed article 12 ter; he preferred the text
proposed by Belgium and Luxembourg and would be
prepared to reintroduce it.

70. The PRESIDENT pointed out that the time-limit
for the introduction of amendments had expired.

71. Mr. ANAND (India) noted that no explanation had
been given of the relevance of the reference to article 11
in the proposed article 12 ter. His delegation favoured
the idea of non-discrimination but had strong misgivings
regarding the wording in which it was proposed to
express that idea. Even in the text which had been
proposed by Belgium and Luxembourg, the words
"discriminatory measures in international trade" could
lead to misunderstanding. In India, for example, because
of the shortage of foreign exchange, it was simply not
possible to allow an importer to import goods from
whatever country he liked.
72. After a brief discussion in which Mr. KOCH
(Denmark), Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Mr. KIRCA
(Turkey), Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) and Mr. SEMKEN
(United Kingdom) took part, Mr. INGERSOLL (United
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States of America), speaking as one of the sponsors of
the proposed article 12 ter, said that a short suspension
of the meeting might enable the sponsors to reword their
proposal.

73. The PRI~SIDENTsaid that the expiry of the time
limit did not preclude the sponsors from reviewing the
text of an existing proposal.

The meeting was suspended at 11.50 p.m. and resumed
at 12.10 a.m.
74. Mr. INGERSOl,L (United States of America), on
behalf of the sponsors of. the proposal for a new article
12 ter (E/CONF.58/L.38), said that they were prepared
to withdraw it on the understanding that the rights
enjoyed by a party under articles 11 and 12 would not
be used for discriminatory purposes but would be
exercised only for the purposes for which the Protocol
was intended.

75. Mr. SEMKEN (United Kingdom) anu Dr. BOLeS
.(Hungary) confirmed that statement.

76. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
also confirmed it was understood that article 12 COuld
not be used for discriminatory purposes against the
parties or any other State, but only for the protection of
public health.

77. Mr.HUYGHE (Luxembourg) said that when he
had withdrawn the proposal submitted by Belgium and
Luxembourg he had not expected the proposal for a new
article 12 ter to be withdrawn.

The meeting rose at 12.20 a.m.
on. Saturday, 13 February 1971.

SEVE1\ .&J£ENTH PLENARY MEETING

Saturday, 13 February 1971, at 10.20 a.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the Irevised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Dmgs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVllI) of 24 March 1970(continued)

(E/478S, coop. m)

ARTICLE 2
(SCOPE OF. CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES)

(E/CONF.58/L.5/Add.7)

1. The PR.ESIDENT invited the Conference to con
sider the text of article 2 proposed in the report of the
Committee on Control Measures (E/CONF.58/L.5/
Add.7). Two corrections of a purely drafting nature
should be made in the English version of the document:
the figure "I" should be inserted before the first para-

graph, immediately after the title, and article 2, para
graph 3, should not have a sub-paragraph (a), since there ~
was no sub-paragraph (b).

2. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the Com
mittee on Control Measures, introduced the report of
that Committee. He said that article 2 was one of the
articles which had met with the most opposition in the
Committee, and it had taken four weeks of discussion to
establish the final text. The article could be divided into
two sets of paragraphs, namely paragraphs 1-6 and
paragraphs 7 and 8. The first three paragraphs had
been adopted without much trouble. Paragraphs 4 and
5 had occasioned greater difficulty because of the impor
tant criteria they laid down as a basis for decisions by
the. Commission on Narcotic Drugs to place substances
under control or to move them from one schedule to
another. However, the conclusions reached by the
working group which had examined those paragraphs
had enabled the Committee on Control Measures to
adopt them. Paragraphs 7 and 8 had been considered
by a special working group but had not been formally
adopted by the Committee, which had merely expressed
the view that the text drawn up by the working group was
the most satisfactory wording possible and had added
foot-notes mentioning reservations by delegations (26th
meeting). n was for the plenary Conference to take a
final decision on those paragraphs. The same comments
applied to article 15 bis. .

3. The PRESIDENT suggested that the Conference ~

should consider article 2 paragraph by paragraph.

4. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said he thought it might
be possible, in the light of the statement he had just made,
for the article to be dealt with in two parts, namely para- -,
graphs 1-6 and paragraphs 7 and 8. .

5. The PRESIDENT said that in his view it would be
preferable to proceed paragraph by paragraph, for prac
tical reasons.

It was so agreed.

Paragraph 1
6. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that, although he had had difficulty in accepting the
paragraph earlier, he had decided, after consultation
with the representative of WHO and in a spirit of con
ciliation, to suppoi .. the text submitted by the Committee
on Control Measures.

Paragraph 1 was adopted,

Paragraph 2
Paragraph 2 was adopted.

Paragraph 3
7. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) pointed out that the
words "meets the criteria" had been taken from the
original wording of the paragraph. He proposed that they
should be replaced by the words "is suitable". That
would be merely a drafting change and it would not alter
the meaning of the paragraph.

8. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) disagreed; in his view,
the Conference should take a decision on the United
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• See introductory note.

addiction", the meaning of which was very different from
that of the word "dependence".

19. Mr. CHENG (China) * said that the word "de
pendence" also caused difficulties in the Chinese version.
The translation at present used was lacking in precision;
it could mean economic dependence as well as medical
dependence. Some other expression should be found,
and he therefore suggested that the Drafting Com
mittee should be authorized to seek a solution that would
bring the five language versions of the Protocol into line.
It might be useful to know what translation WHO used
for the word "dependence" in its Chinese documents.

20. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) supported the
Chinese representative's * suggestion that the text of the
paragraph should be referred to the Drafting Committee.

21. Dr. FATTORUSSO (World Health Organization)
said that the word "dependence" was used in all the
official documents of his Organization. He could provide
information at the next plenary meeting about the
translation officially used in Russian and Chinese
documents.

22. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said he attached great
importance to paragraph 4, which drew attention to the
criteria determining the harmfulness of the substances
in question and the public health a1!1 social problems to
which they could give rise.
23. As to the word "dependence", the equivalent word
used in the Spanish text was entirely appropriate; it
described a condition that was well known to scientists
and physicians, and it was moreover the term officially
adopted in WHO's reports.
24. He did not think that the various symptoms enu
merated in sub-paragraph (1) (a) (ii) should be separated
by the insertion of the word "or", since they were
phenomena which could exist concurrently; they should
not be regarded as being independent.
25. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said that his delegation
considered the word "dependence" satisfactory. In any
case, it would be better to keep to the terminology used
in WHO reports.
26. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
explained that in Russian the word "narkomaniya",
which had originally been used in a medical sense, had
now acquired a more general meaning and had a medical,
sociological and legal significance. As a solution that
would be satisfactory to all, he would suggest using the
expression "a state of dependence".
27. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium), referring to the Turkish
representative's suggestion that the word "OU" should
be replaced by the words "donnant lieu d", pointed out
that psychotropic substances were divided into thr~e
categories according to whether they were analeptic,
cataleptic or dysleptic; it could not be said that all the
effects referred to in the remainder of the sub-paragraph
were caused by central-nervous-system stimulation or
depression. From the scientific point of view, the text
of the draft Protocol, which had been used in the French
version of the new draft, was more accurate.
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Kingdom proposal, which was more than a purely
drafting alteration. >

9. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he could accept the United Kingdom proposal,
which would not affect the substance as far as the Russian
version was concerned.
10. Mr. CHAPMAN.(Canada) supported the United
Kingdom proposal.
11. The PRESIDENT suggested that the Drafting
Committee should be asked to review the wording of
the paragraph.

It was so agreed.

Paragraph 4
12. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
observed that he had already objected in a number of
different bodies to the word "dependence", which had a
very precise meaning in the Russian and was used only
to describe the clinical symptoms of drug addiction and
the changes it produced in the metabolism of the addict,
For that reason he had preferred to keep the word
"narkomaniya" in the Russian text of the document;
there should be a foot-note to that effect to sub-paragraph
(1)(a) (i).

13. The drafting of sub-paragraph (1) (a) (ii) gave the
impression that the phenomena referre~ t~ to.ok p!ace
simultaneously, whereas they could exist In isolation,
It would therefore be better to replace the commas after
the words "perception" and "thinking" by the word "or"
in each case.
14. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) said that the point referred to by the USSR re~re

sentative raised a linguistic problem for the Secretariat,
It was desirable that the text in each of the five languages
should be brought into line; perhaps the word "de
pendence" could be replaced by "drug addiction".
15. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) pointed out that the French
text of sub-paragraph (1) (a) (ii) did not follow the
English text. In order to translate the English words
"resulting in", ~he word "ou" after the words "systeme
nerveux central" should be replaced by the words
"donnant lieu d".
16. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said he agreed with the
Turkish representative.
17. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that as Serbo
Croat was a language akin to Russian, he would rely on
the Russian text as finally adopted. He would prefer the
expression "drug addiction", which was applicable to
psychotropic substances, to the Russian word "nark~

maniya", which suggested rather the abuse of narcotic
drugs.
18. Dr. REXED (Sweden) said that, in his view, the
text produced by the Committee on Control ~easures,,:as
an improvement on the original. He had no ddficulty wl!h
the word "dependence", which was commonly us~d In

the Swedish medical and scientific world. He appreciated,
however that the word might have a different meaning
in Russian and that the USSR representative might prefer
"narkomaniya", But in any case that term m~st ~?t be
rendered in the other languages by the expression drug

...
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28•. He thought that the expression "a 'state of depend
ence" would be an excellent solution and would avoid
any translation difficulties.

29. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said that he un
hesitatingly supported the use of the words "a state of
dependence".

30. On the other hand, the replacement of the commas
after the words "perception" and "thinking" 'by the
conjunction "or" seemed unnecessary, since all the
symptoms did not appear at once.,
31. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that he too fully concurred in the use of the expression
"a state of dependence", which had undeniable ad
vantages, even if only for translation purposes.

32. He had no objection to the insertion of the word
"or" after the words "perception" and "thinking" in
place of commas, and he could therefore accept the
proposed text with those amendments.

33. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) supported the
Argentine representative's statement. He would be glad
to accept the thoroughly constructive suggestion by the
USSR representative.

34. Dr. FATTORUSSO (World Health Organization)
said that the expression "a state of dependence" was
perfectly clear technically.

35. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said that the words "a
state of dependence" would be perfectly acceptable,
though the term "dependence" was well established in
scientific usage and had been used in all official documents
so far.

36. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) said that paragraph 4
had been greatly improved by the working group of the
Committee on Control Measures.

37. If the expression'"a state of dependence" was not
adopted by the Conference, she thought the word "a"
should be deleted at the beginning of sub-paragraph (1)
(a) (i).
38. The substitution of tl,e word "or" for the commas
after the words "perception" and "thinking" in sub
paragraph (1) (a) (ii) would not alter the meaning of the
passage. However, her delegation would accept the
majority view on that point.

39. Dr. CORRaA da CUNHA (Brazil) said that he
could accept paragraph 4 as amended by the Soviet
Union representative's proposal.

40. The PRESIDENT suggested that .paragraph 4
might be adopted, the words "a dependence" in sub
paragraph (1)(a) (i) being replaced by the words "a state
of dependence". The Drafting Committee would be
asked to decide whether the commas after the words
"perception" and "thinking" in sub-paragraph (1) (a) (ii)
should be replaced by the conjunction "or".

Subject to that understanding, paragraph 4, as amended,
was adopted.

Paragraph 5
Paragraph 5 was adopted.

Paragraph 6
41. The PRESIDENT reminded the Conference that
the Committee on Control Measures (25th meeting) had
in principle adopted paragraph 6 as worded in the revised
draft protocol and had sent that text to the Drafting
Committee, with the request that it be brought into line
with the provisions of the new text of paragraphs 4 and 5.

On that understanding, paragraph 6 was adopted.

Paragraph 7
42. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that, in the Committee
on Control Measures, his delegation had been prepared
to oppose the new wording proposed for paragraph 7.
However, that opposition h.ad been abandoned, in order
thatproper consideration might be given to, the comments
'of the Indian and United States representatives.
43. After full consideration of the matter, the Australian
delegation was unable to accept the new text. He re
ferred to the dangers associated with the abuse of the
substances, particularly those in schedule I, which had
very limited therapeutic uses. There was a need for a
strong Protocol with full obligations incumbent on the
parties, in order that the problems of the future could be
anticipated. Furthermore, the availability of substances
in schedule IV without prescription could create a source
of supply for the illicit market. The Australian delegation
could not accept the new wording of paragraph 7, which
would greatly weaken the Protocol, and it definitely
favoured the retention of the original text.
44. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that his delegation might wish to comment later on
points of detail. At the start, his delegation had been
opposed to allowing a right of non-acceptance, but
during the Conference it had become aware of the .
difficulties that the adoption of too strict a system would
cause to some countries, and it had agreed that the right
should be allowed in a few exceptional circumstances
and within clearly defined limits.

45. He drew attention to foot-note 1, which reminded
the Conference once again of his delegation's insistence
that the Secretary-General should communicate the
Commission's decisions to all States without any dis
crimination.

46. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that in the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs he had strongly opposed
the idea of a right of non-acceptance for substances in
schedules I and 11, but after hearing the statements in
the working group he had eventually become a firm
supporter of the idea and had fortunately been able to
persuade his colleagues to make allowances for national
pride and to permit the right in principle, subject to
strict limitations on its exercise. As it stood, the new
text might have its defects, but it seemed to provide
adequate protection for the possible victims of any
State's unconsidered conduct.

47. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) said that he had not
participated in the discussions in the working group,
but he was surprised to find that those very representatives
who had shown themselves most hostile to a flexible
attitude with regard to the substances in s~hed1l1e IV
were willing to contemplate a possibility of derogation
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also apply to the substances in schedules I and II-which
remained subject to strict measures under the other
provisions of paragraph 7 itself-only because it had
realized, as a result of the working group's discussions,
that the constitutional provisionsof a number of countries
made the right ofnon-acceptanceclauseessential to them.
And those countries had givenassurances that they would
resort to the clause ouly in extremely rare cases.
56. It would be remembered that at the Conference's
plenary meetings, in particular during the past few days,
a number of countries had stated that since the control
measures adopted for the substances in schedules III and
IV were far less strict than those for the substances in
schedules I and 11, they would find great difficulty in
accepting the Protocol. Now other countries were
declaring, in connexion with paragraph 7, that if the
control of the substances in schedules I and Il was not
strict enough, they could not accept the Protocol. He
was surprised that countries which had at one time been
favourable to looser control were now advocating
stricter control. He feared that if the Conference re
jected the compromise text for paragraph 7, any Pro
tocol that was signed would be neither accepted nor
ratified by important countries in both Europe and
America. A Protocol of that kind would be valueless,
and all the work done by the Commission and the
Conference would have been in vain. He urgently
appealed to all countries to accept the compromise text
submitted by the United States.
57. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that he fully
supported the text submitted by the United States. The
right of non-acceptance, in his view, provided a useful
safety-valve, over and above the right of resort to the
Economic and Social Council. Unlike the treaties
concerningnarcotic drugs, the Protocol was to be a means
of coping with urgent "epidemic" problems which
required speedy decisions, and that virtually excluded
the possibility of inserting transitional provisions.
58. The text proposed made it clear that the non
acceptance clause could be applied only in exceptional
cases; furthermore, any party which wished to exercise
that right must declare publicly that it was doing so.
Moreover, the right of non-acceptance related only to
very few measures of control. For all those reasons and,
in view of the need to conclude a widely acceptable
treaty as speedily as possible, the United Kingdom
delegation would vote for the text submitted by the
United States.
59. Dr. SHIMOMURA (Japan), Dr. DANNJ1J!
(Federal Republic of Germany) and Mr. BA:RONA
LOBATO (Mexico) said they were in favour of the text
submitted by the United States.
60. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina) said that his delegation
could accept the idea of the right of non-acceptance
for the substances in schedules III and IV, but not for
those in schedules I and Il, because that would greatly
weaken the Protocol.
61. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said that, although in
principle he did not consider such a course desirable,
he could, in a spirit of compromise, accept the right of
non-acceptance for the substances in schedules In and
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for the substances in schedules I and 11, since that must
inevitably weaken the Protocol very greatly•. - How was
it possible to be sure that a country which had refused
to comply with the general rules for such dangerous
substances would fulfil the obligations incumbent upon
it under articles9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17and 18?
48. The Belgian delegation therefore considered itself
bound to express the strongest possible reservations
about both the substance and the form of the new text
of paragraph 7.
49. The PRESIDENT, concurring in a comment by
Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), said he wondered
whetherthe newtext ofparagraph 7, whichthe Committee
on Control Measures had transmitted without expressing
any opinion on it, should not be regarded as an amend
ment to the original text. If that was so, it would of
course have to be formally submitted as such.
50. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that his delegation formally submitted the text proposed
by the working group, as it appeared in the report of the
Committee on Control Measures as an amendment to
article 2, paragraph 7.
51. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) observed that
the exercise of the right of non-acceptance would lead to
a situation in which every country would not apply the
same control measures and in which it would be neces
sary, if that inequalitywas to be removed,for all countries
to follow the example of those which had exercised the
right of non-acceptance. The Netherlands delegation
could accept that situation with respect to the substances
in schedules III and IV, but not with respect to the
substances in schedules I and 11.

52. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) said that his delegation had
been opposed to the right of non-acceptance, but had, in
a spirit of compromise, accepted the new text prepared
by the working group, and now submitted by the United
States delegation. It must, however, state clearly that
it interpreted that right as applicable only in genuinely
exceptional cases.
53. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said that his del
egation could not agree that the right of non-acceptance
could apply to the substances in schedules I and 11. It
supported the USSR proposal in foot-note 1of the report.
54. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said that he
had alwaysheld the view that the right of non-acceptance
should apply only to the substances in schedules III and
IV. Nevertheless, by way of compromise, he would have
been able to accept the notion that that right should
apply to the substances in all the schedules, but the new
article 15 his would give rise to great difficulties for his
Government. The Swiss delegation, therefore,maintained
that the right of non-acceptance should be restricted to
the substances in schedules III and IV.
55. Dr. REXED (Sweden) said that the turn which the
Conference's discussions were taking aroused his worst
misgivings. No country had emphasized the danger of
the substances in schedules I and II more strongly than
Sweden or had fought more strongly to ensure that they
were subjected to strict control. In the working group
it had agreed that the right of non-acceptance should

I
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IV, but not for those in schedules I and 11, for reasons
similar to those given by the Argentine representative.
62. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) recalled that, like other
delegations, the Danish delegation had been opposed in
principle to the right of non-acceptance, but after hearing
the cogent arguments of the countries which considered
it essential to provide for that right in the Protocol, it
had accepted the compromise text. The right of non
acceptance was formulated in such a way that parties had
an assurance that it would be exercised only in exceptional
cases and without prejudice to countries which did not
invoke the clause. That was the purpose of the pro
visions of the new article 15 bis, which was an integral
part of the United States amendment to article 2 para
graph 7, itself a compromise text. In view of the safe
guards embodied in article 15 bis and convinced that the
Board would exercise the powers vested in it under that
article in the interests of all parties, the Danish delegation
whole-heartedly supported the text submitted by the
United States.
63. Referring to the statement by the Swiss repre
sentative, he said that his delegation would not have any
objection to the idea that a party which could not accept
the powers conferred on the International Narcotics
Control Board by article 15 bis should make a reser
vation under article 27, on condition of course that that
party would not be able to invoke the right of non
acceptance.

64. Mr. SHIK HA (Republic of Korea) said that his
delegation too had considered that the right of non
acceptance ought to be restricted to the substances in
schedules III and IV, but after hearing all the arguments
put forward by the representatives who were in favour
of the compromise text, particularly the Swedish repre
sentative, his delegation was prepared, in a spirit of
compromise and co-operation, to support the text sub
mitted by the United States. The right should be exercised
only in exceptional cases and parties which availed
themselves of the clause would have to enforce the strict
national measures of control mentioned in the relevant
articles of the Protocol.

65. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said that his del
egation was opposed in principle to the notion that the
right ofnon-acceptancecould be applied to the substances
in schedules I and 11, since the danger of their abuse was
very great, but, in a spirit of co-operation and in view
of the fact that the inclusion of that right was essential
for certain delegations. and would be applied only in
exceptional cases, the Austrian delegation would confine
itself to abstaining in the vote on the clause.

66. The Austrian delegation considered that the sub
stances in schedules III and IV should be subject only
to a minimum of control and that the control should be
stricter only where the abuse of one of those substances
raised a public health problem in a country. In its
opinion, the provisions of articles .11 and 12 did not form
part of the necessary minimum of control. The Austrian
delelgation was therefore opposed to sub-paragraph (b)
(Hi) and (iv) and to sub-paragraph (c) (ii) and (iii) of
paragraph 7. On the other hand, it considered it essential
to specify paragraph 7 (c) that the production of medical

prescriptions for schedule IV substances was obligatory, '!l

because that was one of the most effective means of
preventing the abuse of those substances.

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m.

EIGHTEENTH PLENARY MEETING

Monday, 15 February 1971, at 9.45 a.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

A~~Ammll 1
Consid~ration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic

Substances adopted by the Commission Oil Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social CountU
resolution 1474 (XLVDI) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/4785, chap. m)

ARTICLE 2
(SCOPE OF CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES) (continued)

(E/CONF.S8/L.S/Add.7)

Paragraph 7 (continued) ~

1. Mr. NIKOI..IC (Yugoslavia) said that the Conference
would remember that his delegation had been opposed
to the principle of the right of non-acceptance, for the
reasons it had given at length during the first special ~

session of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs. Although
it was still not convinced of the practical efficacy of the
provisions of the new article 15 bis and although the
arguments. concerning constitutional difficulties put
forward by the delegations in favour of the right of
rejection had not fully convinced it, the Yugoslav
delegation would, in a spirit of compromise, vote for the
non-acceptance clause applying to the substances in
schedules III and IV and would abstain from voting on
the remainder.

2. Mr. CERECEDA ARANCIBIA (Chile) said he was
in favour of the text proposed by the United States
(17th meeting) for article 2, paragraph 7 (E/CONF.SS/
L.S/Add.7), since it clearly established that the right of
non-acceptance could be exercised only in exceptional
cases. He supported the USSR proposal that the Secre
tary-General should communicate the Council's decisions
to "all States" without exception, not just to Member
States and to the States parties to the Protocol, for its
purpose was to protect the health of all human beings
and not only those who lived in one or other particular
State.
3. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said that it was absolutely
necessary to provide for a partial right of non-acceptance
for the substances in all the schedules and, in particular,
for previously uncontrolled substances .which were
subsequently added to schedule I. In Canada, for
example, it might well happen that a new psychotropic
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substance which had successfully undergone all the
rigorous tests imposed on new drugs by Canadian law
was placed on the market and was regarded by the medi
cal profession as.a powerful but useful,drug giving good
results under strictjcontrol. If, after the. substance had
been on the Canadian market for several years, a party
informed the Secretary-General that, in its opinion, it
should beplaced under internationalcontrol becauseit was
being abused in that country and therefore gave rise to a
public health and social problem and if, after thorough
consideration, WHO and the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs proposed that that substance should be added to
schedule I, the Government of Canada would then, if
the right of partial non-acceptance was not recognized,
have to inform the Canadian medical profession that
it was obliged to prohibit the general use of that substance
except on the conditions lai' down in article 6, though
the substance in question did not constitute a public
health problem or a social problem in Canada. It was
because of exceptional cases of that kind that the Cana
dian Government considered it necessary to stipulate the
right of partial non-acceptance. Canada would of course
apply all the measures laid down in paragraph 7 (a) to
protect the other parties; if they did not prove adequate,
it would adopt any other measures that might be neces
sary.
4. He could give an assurance that in the circumstances
he had just mentioned the Canadian Government would
keep a very close watch on the situation, and if it found
that the substance in question was being abused and
was giving rise to a public health and social problem,
it would immediately withdraw its notification and apply
all the provisions of the Protocol, in accordance with
the Commission's decision. That method would ad
equately protect the interests of the other parties to the
Protocol without, however, obliging the Canadian
Government to take domestic measures which it would
find hard, if not impossible, to justify.
5. The Canadian delegation therefore supported the
text of paragraph 7 as submitted by the United States,
because it considered that text essential in order to
achieve a Protocol which would be acceptable to a
reasonably large number of countries and which would
be an effective international instrument.
6. Mr. ANAND (India) said that his delegation had
always been opposed to the principle of the right of non
acceptance. In his opinion, the matter should be left
entirely to the World Health Organization, the Commis
sion on Narcotic Drugs and the Economic and Social
Council; there was no need for the parties to be ap
prehensive, for the system laid down in the Protocol
required intervention by those three bodies before any
decision became final. The Indian delegation had,
however, stated at the 25th meeting of the Committee
on Control Measures that if the right of non-acceptance
was to be recognized, it could accept that, provided it
applied only to the substances in schedules III and IV
but not to the substances in schedules I and H, because
they were far more dangerous. In respect of those
substances, there should be no deviation from the
decisions of the international community. The Indian
delegation's position remained unchanged.

7. Nevertheless his delegation, like others, was anxious
that, for the sake of the wide acceptance of the Protocol,
a compromise solution should be arrived at. He explained
how, if the right of non-acceptance was to extend to
substances in schedules I and 11 also, the text of para
graph 7 of article 2 and of article 15 bis, evolved by the
working group of which he was Chairman, constituted a
reasonable compromise solution. It ensured that the
right of non-acceptance could be resorted to only in
exceptional circumstances, for reasons to be stated. It
also ensured that such a decision remained before public
opinion in that it could be scrutinized by the International
Narcotics Control Board and corrective action could be
taken where necessary.
8. Since the 17th meeting, his delegation had again
carefully studied the new text of paragraph 7. It could
perhaps be improved further; for instance, the wording
of the introductory part of paragraph 7 could be amended
so as to indicate clearly that the control measures listed
represented not a maximum but the minimum of control
that should be applied by the party exercising the right
of non-acceptance. It could also be clearly spelled out
there that that right could be exercised only in really
exceptional circumstances.
9. It was his understanding that the delegaticns which
wished to see the right of non-acceptance for substances
in schedules I and 11 included in the Protocol were
mainly concerned about the substances which would be
placed in schedule I in the future because they felt that
there could be some genuine differences of medical
opinion about the utility of such substances for medical
or industrial purposes. He could appreciate that attitude,
in view of the phenomenally rapid and sometimes un
predictable advances in medical and scientific research.
There could well be developments in substances which
found use in medical therapy in one country and not
in another. Even with respect to narcotic drugs, for
example, heroin was a drug which was used in medicine
in a few countries, even though its use in medicine was
prohibited in most countries. He therefore appreciated
the need to give the Protocol some degree of flexibility
as far as the schedule I substances were concerned, but
he himself did not believe that similar provisions were
really necessary for the substances in schedule 11. He
therefore suggested that perhaps the introductory part of
paragraph 7 could be amended in such 'a way as to
specify that the right of non-acceptance could be invoked
for substances in schedules I, III and IV, but not for
substances in schedule 11, and that the words "and 11"
could be deleted from paragraph 7 (a). The text thus
amended would perhaps be more readily acceptable to
countries which hesitated to recognize the right of non
acceptance for substances in schedules I and 11. He was
not submitting any formal amendment, because he would
fall in with the general consensus of opinion in the
matter. If he found, however, that his suggestions com
manded fairly wide support, he would be prepared to
submit a formal amendment later.
10. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that the French
delegation, which had also been against the right of
non-acceptance, now supported the compromise text
submitted by the United States. It was regrettable that

..
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a delegation which had accepted a compromise should
subsequently re-open the discussion.

11. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
said that he w.~shed once again to give an assurance that
the right of non-acceptance would be exercised only
in exceptional circumstances; in fact the right might
perhaps bereferred to as the "right ofexceptional action",
so as to emphasize its exceptional nature.

12. He agreed with the Indian representative that the
introductory part of paragraph 7 should be improved.

13.' He proposed that the second and third sentences in
paragraph 7 should be amended to read:

Such decision shall become fully effective with respect to each
Party 180 days after the date of such communication, except for
any Party which, within that period, in respect of a decision adding
a substance to a schedule, has transmitted to the Secretary-General
a written notice that it is not in a position to accept all of the pro
visions of the Protocol applicable to that schedule. The notice
must state the reasons for this exceptional action. Notwithstanding
its notice, each Party shall apply, as a minimum, the control
measures listed below:

The amendment could be referred to the Drafting
Committee to be put into final form.

14. The Protocol should look to the future. It might
happen that substances without therapeutic utility today
might acquire it tomorrow, or that science might develop
new substances which, though dangerous, might have
a definite therapeutic utility. The decisions of the inter
national organizations would certainly be soundly based,
but delegations must be able to give their Governments
and the medical and scientific community an assurance
that, should that not be the case, they would still be able
to make use of the substances inquestibn, provided that
they were made subject to the measures of control
necessary to guarantee that their production and manu
facture for medical and scientific purposes in one country
would not give rise to abuse in other countries.

15. The United States delegation desired to make it
clear that the exercise of that exceptional right con
cerned only the future and that the proposed paragraph
did not create a right to reject any of the control measures
applicable to the substances in the various schedules of
the Protocol at the time of signing.

16. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that he noted that a change had occurred in the views
of some delegations which, during the first special session
of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, had been in
favour of a strict Protocol and had strongly opposed the
right of rejection. The U3SR had taken that position,
not because psychotropic substances were a serious
problem in that country, but because of the scientific
information it had collected and of the situation which
had been observed in some countries. At the Conference,
however, those delegations had adopted a more flexible
attitude towards the right of rejection and, after listening
to the reasons they rad given, he thought that he too
could accept that right, provided that it was exercised
only in exceptional circumstances to meet special situ
ations and that the text explicitly stipulated that that was
so.

17. In the case of the schedule IV substances, which
were well known and in current use, the acceptance of the 111

right of rejection did not seem to present any difficulty
to most delegations; that was also true of the substances
in schedule Ill. The situation was not so clear in the
case of the substances in schedules II and I, with regard
to which a working group had stated that it had not been
possible to accept a compromise. But even in the case of
those substances it was noteworthy that several del
egations, such as those of Sweden, India and France, had
become more conciliatory. In his own view, a clear
distinction should be drawn between the substances in
'schedule I-really dangerous substances without thera- •
peutic value-and the substances in schedule 11, and
there should be a graduated scale for them similar to that
established ill the paragraph under consideration between
the substances in schedule III and those in schedule IV,
based perhaps on the provisions of article 6 relating to
the schedule I substances. If countries like Sweden,
where the schedule II substances were a problem, were
prepared to accept a compromise in the case of the first
two schedules, the Soviet delegation could accept the
compromise.

18. The USSR. delegation, as the foot-note to the
paragraph indicated, had proposed that the Secretary
General should communicate the Commission's decisions
to all States, including those which were not parties to
the Protocol.

19. He could accept the United States amendment, but,
in view of earlier comments, he proposed that .the words
"in view of exceptional circumstances" should be in
serted after the words "not in a position". With regard
to the voting procedure, he proposed that a separate vote
should be taken first on the introductory part, then on "
each of the references to schedule I and schedule 11, and;
thirdly, on the reference to schedules III and IV together.

20. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
he accepted· the USSR representative's sub-amendment.
21. The PRESIDENT suggested that the Conference
should vote by division as proposed by the USSR repre
sentative. The Drafting Committee could be asked to
deal with any rewording that the text might subsequently
require.
22. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), speaking on a point of order,
observed that, in view of the importance of the vote on
paragraph 7, it would be desirable for delegations to agree
on a definitive compromise text. He therefore proposed
that the meeting should be suspended for the purpose for
as long as the consultations required. "

The Turkish representative's motion was adopted by
37 votes to 1, with 17 abstentions.

The meeting was suspended at 11.10 a.m. and resumed
at 12 noon.
23. The PRESIDENT informed the Conference' that,
following the suspension of the meeting, he had received
the text of a new amendment to paragraph 7, reading
as follows:

7. Any decision of the Commission taken pursuant to this
article shall be communicated by the Secretary-G~nera1 to al1
States Members of the United Nations, to non-member States
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32. The PRESIDENT said he was anxious not to
complicate the procedure. He would suggest that a
decision be taken forthwith on the whole of paragraph 7,
on the understanding that the wording of the first sentence
would be revised, if necessary, in accordance with
whatever decision was taken on paragraph 21. The
Conference would, however, remember that the Yugo
slav representative had asked for a separate vote on the
first sentence.
33. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) withdrew his motion.
34. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that the
United Kingdom delegation was usually in favour of
separate votes, but he regretted that he must formally
oppose the proposal to vote first on sub-paragraph (a)
and then on sub-paragraphs (a) bis, (b), (c) and (d). In
his view, those sub-paragraphs formed a homogeneous
whole, and a decision to take them separately might
seriously jeopardize the success of the Conference.
35. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
supported the United Kingdom representative. He too
was opposed to a separate vote on sub-paragraph (a).

The Soviet Union representative's motion for a separate
vote was rejected by 31 votes to 13, with 16 abstentions.
36. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), supported by
Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) and Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium),
said that the reference to article 11 in sub-paragraph (c)
(H) was unnecessary, since the Conference had decided
that article 11 did not concern the substances in schedule
IV.
37. The PRESIDENT said he noted that the discussion
was tending to deal with matters of substance. He would
like to know whether the Conference wished to re-open
the debate. In the absence ofany objection, he concluded
that it did.
38. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he was in favour of the new sub-amendment to the
introductory part of paragraph 7.
39. In his opinion, the separation of the measures
concerning the substances in schedules I and 11 definitely
improved the compromise solution, and the Soviet Union
delegation could therefore support it. It maintained its
request for a separate vote on sub-paragraph (a), however.
40. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom), supported by
Dr. MABILEAU (France), Mr. CHENG (China)** and
Mr. KOCH (Denmark), observed that sub-paragraph (a)
(iv) was redundant, since the provisions of article 12 did
not apply to the substances in schedule 1.
41. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), supported by Mr. ANAND
(India), Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
and Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
said that the deletion of sub-paragraph (a) (iv) would
not be a drafting amendment but a substantive amend
ment and would be likely to give rise to a false and
dangerous situation. A party which did not agree to
apply to a particular substance the treatment laid down
for substances in schedule I ought at least to be required
to apply to it the measures laid down in article 12.
42. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) proposed that
the President should ascertain the feeling of tHe Con-

•• See introductory note.

Parties to this Protocol, to the World Health Organization and to
the Board. Suc'.1 decision shall become fully effective with respect
to each Party 180 days after the date of such communication,
except for any Party Which, within that period, in respect of a
decision adding a substance to a schedule, has transmitted to the
Secretary-General a written notice that it is not in a position, in view
of exceptional circumstances, to give effect to allof the provisions
of the Protocol applicable to that schedule. The notice must state
the reasons for this exceptional action, Notwithstanding its notice,
each Party shall apply, as a minimum, the control measures listed
below:

(a) A Party having made such notice with regard to a previously
uncontrolled substance added to schedule I, and bearing in mind
the special control measures enumerated in article 6, shall:

(i) to (vi) [Text unchanged.]

(a) his A Party having made such notice with regard to a pre
viously uncontrolled substance added to schedule 11, and bearing
in mind the special control measures enumerated in article 6,
shall:

(i) to (vi) [Reproduces the corresponding text in sub-paragraph
(a).]

[Sub-paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) remain unchanged.]

24. It would certainly be hard for some delegations to
take a decision on such important changes submitted
orally at the last moment; he hoped, however, that at
that stage in the Conference's work, they would not
insist on the new text being communicated to them in
writing in the five working languages, in accordance
with the rules of procedure. He hoped, too, that the
Conference would take the view that, in essence, they were
purely drafting amendments and that it would not wish
to re-open the debate.
25. The USSR representative had asked for a separate
vote on the introductory part of the paragraph, on sub
paragraph (a) and on sub-paragraph (a) bis, (b) (c) and
(d) together.
26. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia), speaking on a point
of order, asked for a separate vote on the first sentence
in the introductory part of the paragraph also. In the
second sentence, it would be more accurate to say
"exceptional motives" than "exceptional circumstances".
21. The PRESIDENT suggested that the Yugoslav
representative's second point should be left to the Drafting
Committee.
28. Mr. CHENG (China),* speaking on a point of order,
asked why in some paragraphs only the control of
imports was mentioned and in others only the control
of exports.
29. Mr. ANAND (India), speaking as the Chairman
of the working group which had prepared the compro
mise text, replied that that was a mistake. Wherever the
text referred to articles 11 and 12, it should read, "export
and import" or "exports and imports", as the case
might be.
30. The PRESIDENT took note of the Indian repre
sentative's explanation.
31. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), speaking on a point of order, asked that the
first sentence of the paragraph should not be put to the
vote before the Conference had taken a decision on
article 21.

See introductory note.
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ference on that matter by taking a vote. The text could
then be referred to the Drafting Committee.

43. The PRESIDENT said that, in any case, the whole
text would be submitted to the Drafting Committee.
It would be better if the Conference took a. definite
decision forthwith.

44. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
observed that he had formally requested a separate vote
on sub-paragraph (a).

45. The PRESIDENT reminded the Soviet Union
representative that that motion had been rejected a few
minutes earlier by 31 votes to 13, with 16 abstentions.
46. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that that vote had been on the previous motion he
had submitted for a separate vote on each sub-paragraph.

47. The PRESIDENT said that he regretted the mis
understanding. .

The Soviet Union representative's motion was rejected
by 32 votes to 13, with 14 abstentions.

The introductory part of paragraph 7 was adopted by
58 votes to none, with 3 abstentions, on the understanding
that the first sentence would be brought into line with
whatever decision was reached on article 21.

Sub-paragraphs (a), (a) bis, (b), {c) and (d) .were
adopted by 47 votes to none, with 13 abstentions.

Paragraph 7, as a whole, as amended, was adopted by
48 votes to none, with 13 abstentions.
48. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), explaining his vote, said that he had abstained
for two reasons: firstly, because the first sentence of the
paragraph was unacceptable to his delegation and,
secondly, because he had some doubts about the need
for the measures provided for in the case of the sub
stances in schedule I in sub-paragraph (a), on which he
had asked for a separate vote.
49. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) explained that he had
voted in favour of paragraph 7, despite the reservations
he had expressed about it. He had changed his position,
for the sake of co-operation and compromise, after
hearing the representatives of Sweden, the Soviet Union
and India; he hoped that the other delegations would
appreciate his action and understand his Government's
difficulties.
SO. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that he
had voted for the adoption of paragraph 7 in the same
spirit as the Belgian representative.
51. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said that he had finally
come to support the text of the compromise because of
the improvements made to the introductory part of the
paragraph and, in particular, because the right of non
acceptance would be recognized only in excep!ional
cases. He must stress 'that religious precepts constituted
such a case.
52. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela) said that, despite his del
egation's decided preference for the original text, he had
abstained after hearing the statements by the representa
tives of the United States and the Soviet Union.

The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m,

NINETEENffi PLENARY MEETING

Monday, 15 February 1971, at 9.15 p.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

A(7ENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVllI) of 24 March 1970(continued)

(E/478S, chap. ID)

ARTICLE 2 (SCOPE' OF CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES) (con
tinued) (E/CONF.58/L.5/Add.6/Rev.l and L.5/Add.7,
E/CONF.58/L.46, E/CONF.58/C.3/L.l0/Add.4)

Paragraph 8

1. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
reiterated his reservation regarding paragraph 8 (c), which
was expressed in foot-note 5 of the report of the Commit
tee on Control Measures (E/CONF.58/L.5/Add.7).

Paragraph 8 of the revised draft protocol (E/4785,
chap. Ill) was adopted.

Proposal regarding a new paragraph 9

2. Dr. MARTENS (Sweden), introducing the Danish
and Swedish amendment to add a new paragraph 9 to ~

article 2 (E/CONF.58/L.46), said his delegation had
pointed out both in the Technical Committee and in
the Committee on Control Measures (25th meeting) that
some kind of control over precursors was necessary. In
that connexion, he drew attention to the recommendation, .,
made by the WHO Expert Committee on Drug Depen
dence in section 4.7 of its seventeenth report." The
Committee on Control Measures had decided at its 25th
meeting that no mention should be made of precursors
in the Protocol, but that ran counter to the recom
mendation in operative paragraph 3 of Economic and
Social Council resolution 1294 (XLIV) of 23 May 1968,
which read: "[The Council] Recommends Governments
to consider also appropriate measures to prevent the use
of lysergic acid and other possible intermediate and
precursor substances for the illicit manufacture of LSD
or similar hallucinogenic substances".

3. That recommendation had been widely publicized,
and it would be considered strange if the Conference were
to ignore it.

4. He was aware of the difficulty of controlling pre
cursors,but a solution might be found in a formula
similar to that used in article 2, paragraph 8, of the 1961
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, which, though
couched in general terms, would at least serve as a
warning to the parties of the dangers of precursors being
used in illicit traffic. The joint amendment therefore
reproduced the wording of that provision, with .the
substitution of the words "psychotropic substances" for

18 World Health Organization, Technical Report Series, 1970,
No. 431.
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14. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that the Committee's text was based on a United States
proposal which was designed to provide the International
Narcotics Control Board with authority to ensure the
proper execution of the Protocol. The International
Opium Convention of 1912, which had been the first
international instrument on the subject, had failed to
provide international machinery for supervising its
application and it had soon been found to be of little
effect. That omission had been made good in the Inter
national Opium Convention of 1925, which had achieved
substantial progress in the control and suppression of
illicit traffic.

15. The proposed new article followed article 14 of the
Single Convention, which had proved its worth.

16. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), introducing his amendments (E/CONF.58/L.44),
said that he had great respect for the useful work being
done by the Board and recognized the part it had to play
in the application ofthe Protocol, but he doubted whether
article 14 of the SingleConvention or article 15 bis of the
draft Protocol were particularly useful, and he could not
remember any occasion when the Board had had to
resort to such extrememeasures as asking for explanations
from a Government or territory when it had reason to
believe that the aims of the Single Convention were
being seriously endangered by the failure of a country or
territory to carry out its provisions.

17. Some delegations seemed to regard such an article
as important, particularly in view of the right of non
acceptance as provided for in article 2, paragraph 7.

18. In his view, article 15 bis gave the Board excessively
wide powers, which Were incompatible with article 21.
The Board should not be able to impose an embargo or
take other action affecting non-parties, including States
that had no right of accession to the Protocol, for in that
case such States would be the victims of discrimination.
His amendments, which were based on legal considera
tions, were designed to render article 15 bisacceptable
and to bring it into line with article 14 of the Single
Convention.

19. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) expressed agreement
with the USSR representative. He wondered What would
be the position of States which were free to ratify but
did not so far as article 15 his was concerned.

20. Mr. INGERSOLL (United. States of America) said
that the Conference had frequently sought to resolve
controversial issuesby reference to the SingleConvention.
The idea of the Board communicating with a country or
territory whose acts imperilled an international treaty was
long established and had been applied since 1925 even
to non-parties, irrespectives of the reason for their not
being parties. Apart from article 14, the Single Con
vention contained several provisions that might be
applied to non-parties, such as articles 12, 13,21 and 24,
and the USSR was a party both to the 1925 International
Opium Convention and to the Single Convention.
Article 15 bis did not attempt to impose any legal obli
gations on non-parties, but only permitted the Board
to act so as to avoid the frustration by non-parties of

Nineteenth plenary meeting-IS Febl1lsry 1971

• See introductory note.

the words "drugs". Without such a clause, the Protocol
would be incomplete. _. -
5. The representatives of Tunisia, Iran, Yugoslavia,
Spain, the United Kingdom, Argentina, the United
States, the United Arab Republic, Turkey, the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, the Republic of Korea, Chile
the Democratic Republic of the Congo and China*
supported the amendment.
6. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that the amendment
was useful, and he expressed regret that for technical
reasons and because of lack of time the Conference had
not been able to devise an article on precursors.
7. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela) said that it had been a
fundamental error not to include a provision on pre
cursors, but at least something would have been achieved
by the adoption of the joint amendment.

The Danisb and Swedish amendment (E/CONF.58/L.46)
was adopted.

The question ofprecursors
8. The PRESIDENT drew attention to the report of
the Committee on Control Measures (E/CONE.58/L.5/
Add.6/Rev.l) concerning the question of precursors, and
suggested that the Conference should vote on the Com
mittee's decision that there should be no provision
regarding precursors in the Protocol and that there should
be a consequential deletion of the two new definitions
(e) bis and (h) bis in the report of the Technical Com
mittee (E/CONF.58/C.3/L.I0/Add.4).

The decision of the Committee on Control Measures
(E/CONF.58/L.5/Add.6/Rev.1) was approved by 44 votes
to 2, with 11 abstentions.
9. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said he had voted in
favour of the Committee's decision because there was
no alternative, but he regretted that it had been impos
sible to deal with precursors in the Protocol, for the
failure to do so left open the possibility of illicit pro
duction and abuse.
10. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he had abstained from
voting,for the reasons givenby the French representative.
11. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela) said he was opposed to the
Committee's decision, becauseprecursors must be brought
under control if the Protocol was to be effective. Lysergic
acid did not appear in the schedules and could be freely
imported. It was easily convertible, even in clandestine
laboratories with rudimentary equipment. At least that
substance should have been included in the schedules.
12. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) regretted that
the Conference had had no time to deal with precursors.
Sooner or later, the matter would have to be tackled by
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs.

ARTICLE 15 his (MEASURES BY THE BOARD TO ENSURE THE
EXECUTION OF PROVISIONS OF THE PROTOCOL (E/CONF.
S8/L.5/Add.7, E/CONF.58/L.44)

13. The PRESIDENT pointed out that it was by
mistake that article 15 bis had been incorrectly numbered
15ter in the report of the Committee on Control Measures
(E/CONF.58/L.5/Add.7).

l
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international efforts to prevent the abuse of psychotropic
substances and to secure their co-operation.
21. Participation in the Protocol was a different issue,
which would be decided when the Conference came to
consider article 21.

22. Article 15his was not discriminatory; it was based on
precedents and its omission would weaken the Protocol.

23. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said that his del
egation had repeatedly objected to discriminatory pro
visions, and there were such elements in article 15 his.
He would support the USSR amendments.

24. Mr. TSYBENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Re
public) said he supported the USSR amendments. The
provisions of the Protocol could not apply to non
parties. The United States representative had over
looked the fact that the Single Convention did not provide
for the right of non-acceptance by a party as set out in
article 2, paragraph 7, of the Protocol.

25. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that when signing the Single Convention the USSR
had made special reservations concerning article 14,
paragraphs 1 and 2, because it was unlawful for an inter
nationaltreaty to confer on an international body powers

. that would affect non-parties.

26. Article 34 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties stated: "A treaty .does not create either
obligations or rights for a third State without its con
sent".19 That rule was clear and very relevant to article
15 his.

27. Mr. STEWART (United Kingdom) said that,
though designed to strengthen the Board, article 15 his
would be greatly weakened by the USSR amendments.
No country need fear article 15 his if it did not endanger
the application of the Protocol. Article 21 had no
bearing on article 15 his, which he supported as a neces
sary safeguard for Governments ratifying the treaty.

28. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that during the dis
cussion on article 14 of the Single Convention some
delegations had argued that the Single Convention
codified rules and regulations which any member of the
family of nations should apply in good faith, whether or
not its Government participated in the Convention. The
same was true of the Protocol, which codified certain
ethical and moral obligations, of which States must
ensure the observance for the protection of their own
population and the whole of mankind. He supported
article 15 his.

29. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that his first amendment essentially consisted of
two elements. First, the substitution ofthe word "Parties"
for the word "country", and, second, the insertion of the
words "under the provisions of this Protocol". The text
would then be closer to that of the Single Convention.
The other changes were consequential.

18 Official Records of the United Nations Conference on the Law
of Treaties, First andSecondSessions, Documents of the Conference
(A/CONF.39/11/Add.2) (United Nations publication, Sales No.:
E.70.V.S), p. 294.

30. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
asked what was the precise implication of the words i

"under the provisions of this Protocol". The USSR
amendment seemed to depart from the Single Convention
very considerably. The words "and bearing on questions
arising under those provisions", which appeared ~n

article 14, paragraph 1 (a), of the Single Convention, had
been omitted in the Committee's text because they seemed
unnecessary.

31. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said it was premature
to vote on the USSR amendment on the assumption that
article 21 would be accepted. He considered that that.
article should be changed so as to render the Protocol
open for accession to all States. It would then be quite
appropriate to confer on the Board the powers pro
posed in article 15 his. If article 21 in its present dis
criminatory form were adopted, then he would oppose
article 15 his because it was inadmissible to allow the
Board to interfere in the affairs of non-parties. On the
other hand, it would be right for the Board to communi
cate with States which were free to ratify the Protocol
but did not do so.

32. Mr. ASHFORTH (New Zealand) said that, as he
saw it, three issues were involved in the USSR amendment.
In the first place, the introduction of the words "under the
provisions of this Protocol" in the proposed redraft of
the first sentence of paragraph 1 (a) would preclude the
Board from considering matters outside the provisions
of the Protocol, which would be a disadvantage. More- ~

over, the introduction of those words, coupled with the
proposal that the information the Board should consider
should come solely from parties, would mean that the
Board would not obtain information from non-parties, ~.,

as it did under the Single Convention. The second issue
related to the proposed substitution of the notion of
"party" for the notion of "Government" or "country",
If such a substitution were to be made, the Board would
only have the right to communicate with parties, irres
pective of the willingness of non-parties to co-operate
fully in the implementation of the Protocol; and such a
situation was undesirable. The third issue related to the
proposed insertion.of the word "other" in the second
sentence of paragraph 1 (a), in paragraph 1 (c) and in the
first sentence of paragraph 2. One effect of that substitu-
tion would be that the Board would be able to com
municate information about, say, a petty offence to all
parties but the party guilty of the offence.

33. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) moved the
closure of the debate.

34. Mr. SLAMA (Tunisia) and Mr. KOFI-DAVIES
(Ghana) supported that motion.

35. The PRESIDENT said that in the absence of any
opposition to the motion he would assume that it had
been carried.

It was so decided.

36. The PRESIDENT said he thought the best course
would be to vote first on the first USSR amendment,
then on the second, the fourth and the second sub
paragraph of the fifth, which were the same in substance,
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then on the third amendment and lastly on the first sub
paragraph of the fifth USSR amendment, ._

It was so agreed.
The first USSR amendment (E/CONF.58/L.44) was

rejected by 31 votes to 12, with 13 abstentions.
The second, thefourth. and the secondsub-paragraph of

the fifth amendment of the USSR (E/CONF.58/L.44)
were rejected by 29 votes to 12, with 17 abstentions.

The third USSR amendment (E/CONF.58/L.44) wa~

rejected by 32 votes to 12, with 14 abstentions.
The first sub-paragraph of the fifth USSR amendment

(E/CONF.58JL.44) was rejected by 31 votes to 12, with
15 abstentions.
37. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
requested that a separate vote should be taken on para
graphs 1 and 2 of the text of article 15 his together.

Paragraphs 1 and 2 (E/CONF.58/L.5/Add.7) were
adopted by 35 votes to 13, with 10 abstentions.

Paragraphs 3 to 7 (E/CONF.58/L.5/Add.7) were
adopted by 48 votes to 5, with 4 abstentions.

Article 15 bis as a whole (E/CONF.58/L.5/Add.7) was
adopted by 39 votes to 8, with12 abstentions.
38. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he had had to
abstain in the vote on the first USSR amendment,
because, although the USSR representative had said that
the wording he was proposing was aligned with that of
article 14 of the Single Convention, that had not ap
peared to be the case, at least as far as the French lan
guage was concerned. He had also abstained in the vote
on article 15 bis, as he considered the vote premature for
the reasons he had given earlier. .
39. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said his delegation had
abstained in the vote on all the paragraphs of article
15 bis and on the article as a whole. Its abstention did
not mean that it was not in favour of giving the Board the
control functions assigned to it in that article; on the
contrary, his delegation was very much in favour of the
Board's having those functions. In the view of his
Government, however, the Board should be carefully
shielded from issues which might have political reper
cussions at the international level; and it should not and
could not, by reason of its activities, be put in a position
in which it might prejudge, even indirectly, acts of
recognition in international law which only the Govern
ments of sovereign States were competent to perform.
Moreover, the Board was certainly bound by the pro
visions of article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter of the
United Nations.

40. It was basically for that reason, moreover, that in
the opinion of the Turkish Government article 14 of
the Single Convention could not be given any other
interpretation than the one he had indicated.

41. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said that in the combined vote on paragraphs 1 and 2
of article 15 bis his delegation had voted against, because
it considered the embargo provided for in paragraph 2
was undesirable in the case of psychotropic substances.

42. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said his del
egation had abstained in the vote on article 15 bis because

77

it considered the article, like article 14 of the Single
Convention, to be superfluous. The Board should not
have the power to take action which might ruin the
economy of any country. With such a provision in it,
his Government would have difficulty in ratifying the
Protocol.
43. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said his delegation
had voted against article 15 bis because the article
contained discriminatory features. There was no logical
or legal basis for giving an international organ the right
to interfere in the affairs of non-parties to an international
instrument.
44. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that his delegation's vote against the article should
not be construed as a lack of appreciation of the Board's
work. His delegation greatly valued the Board's work,
but did not consider it legitimate that the Board should be
able to have any influence over non-parties. The article
was superfluous, and with the provisions in paragraphs
1 and 2 was completely unacceptable to his delegation.
45. Dr. BOLeS (Hungary) said he had voted against
the article for the same reasons as those given by the
USSR and Swiss representatives.

46. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said he warmly
supported the article and had voted for it. The nrovisions
of the article were essential as a means of helping to
protect the developing countries from the uncontrolled
export of psychotropic substances. Moreover, it was
only fair that recognition of the right of non-acceptance
should be balanced by a provision of the kind contained
in article 15 bis.
47. U HLA 00 (Burma) said his delegation believed
that the Board had an important part to play in ensuring
the proper functioning of the Protocol. It wanted to
strengthen the Board's hand, but it was, of course,
against discrimination.

48. Mrs. NOWICKA (Poland) said she shared the
views of the Yugoslav representative. Her delegation had
voted against paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 15 bis and
against the article as a whole, but not because it had no
confidence in the Board.

ARTICLE 1 (USE OF TERMS)
(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.5 and Corr.l)

49. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, introducing the report of the
Drafting C~mmittee(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.5 and Corr.l),
drew attention to the fact that the definition of the term
"territory" in sub-paragraph (0) had been deferred until
the Conference had considered article 23 bis. .-"
50. The PRESIDENT suggested that the article should
be considered sub-paragraph by sub-paragraph.
Introductory sentence, sub-paragraph (a) ("Council")

and sub-paragraph (b) ("Commission")
The introductory sentence and sub-paragraphs (a) and

(b) were adopted.
Sub-paragraph (c) ("J1oard")
51. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said he thought: that
the correct reference would be to article 5 of the 1961
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs.
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60. Without such examinations, however, authorities
migh be faced with even more difficult situations; for I'l *
exan , ie, they might be required to undertake eradication
campaigns which would be almost impossible to ac
complish and still serve no useful purpose. Her del
egation believed that it was the systematic extraction of
hallucinogenic substances from those biological pro-
ducts which had to be controlled, and that would be
covered by the term "manufacture" if the words "other
than production" were left out of the text of SUb-para
graph (k) of article 1.
61. Finally, she reminded the Conference that there
were many thousands of species of mushrooms, a signi
ficaut number of which contained hallucinogenic sub
stances, widely distributed throughout the world.
62. Her delegation was strongly opposed to the inclusion
ora definition of the term "production" and also any
reference to it throughout the Protocol.
63. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) suggested U :.~~ those who
opposed the reference in sub-paragraph (e) to natural
materials should take up the point in connexion with
article 27, on reservations. He favoured the retention
of that reference.
64. Dr. REXED (Sweden) supported the Australian
representative's views.
65. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) also supported those views.
In Africa, numerous species of hallucinogenic plants
grew wild; some of them were used for ceremonial pur
poses, and it was not possible to prevent that use.
66. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet SocialistRepublics)
said that on the whole he favoured the retention of
sub-paragraph (I), because it could be useful in the
future. Moreover, if that sub-paragraph were dropped, '
it would be necessary to amend the text of numerous
articles in which references to production had been
included.
67. Mr. ANAND (India) supported the Australian
representative's views. The retention of sub-paragraph (1)
would lead to difficulties. For example, the tetrahydro
cannabinols had been included in schedule I. Since
cannabis was the plant from which those substances
were derived, the retention of sub-paragraph (1) would
mean that cannabis would fall within the scope of the
Protocol as well as within that of the Single Convention.
Psychotropic substances were manufactured; they were
not produced. He therefore firmly believed that all
references to production should be dropped from the
Protocol.
68: Mr. SHIK HA (Republic of Korea) said that it
would be difficult for his delegation to accept sub
paragraph (1). In addition to dropping that sub
paragraph, it was necessary also to delete the reference
to production from article 6.
69. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) also supported the
representative of Australia. Sub-paragraph (k) ("Manu
facture") would suffice, provided that the words "other
.than production" were dropped, and that the last sentence
-on the subject of preparations-was retained, In that
form, sub-paragraph. (k) would cover all the possibilities
of obtaining psychotropic substances.

52. After some discussion, the PRESIDENT suggested
that the reference to an article should be deleted. The
definition would then read: "'Board' means the Inter
national Narcotics Control Board provided for in the
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961".

Sub-paragraph (c) as thus amended, wasadopted.
Sub-paragraph (d) ("Secretary-General")

Sub-paragraph (d) was adopted.
Sub-paragraph (e) ("Psychotropic substance")
53. The PRESIDENl drew attention to foot-note 1.
54. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) proposed the
deletion of the words "or any natural material".
55. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that he favoured
the retention of those words, which would make it
possible to include in the schedules certain plants that
could be considered as psychotropic substances. For
example, cersein hallucinogenic mushrooms which grew
wild might in: future be cultivated and, in that case, it
was desirable that they should be brought under control.
56. In any case, since in foot-note 1 the Drafting
Committee had expressed the view that the retention
of the words "or any other natural material" was con
tingent upon that of sub-paragraph (1) ("Production"),
he proposed that the consideration of sub-paragraph (e)
should be deferred for the time being and that the Con
ference should now examine s.ub-paragraph (/).

It was so agreed.
Sub-paragraph (I) ("Production")
57. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) recalled that at the first
special session of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs,
her delegation, which had attended that session only as
an observer, had queried in the Technical Committee
the necessity for the definition and use of the term
"production" in the Protocol.
58. Her delegation had been, and still was, of the
opinion that the Protocol dealt with a wide variety of
substances of both biological and synthetic origin.
With regard to the latter, no definition of the term
"production" was required, since synthesis was covered
by the term "manufacture". With regard to the former,
the sources from which substances of biological origin
could be derived were many and varied at the present
time and might be even more so as knowledge progressed.
Hallucinogenic substances in schedule I were constituents
of mushrooms, cacti and even certain fish.
59. She drew attention to the definition of the term
"production" as it appeared in the draft Protocol
(E/4785, chap. Ill, article 1, sub-paragraph (1» and to
foot-note 3 to that definition stating that the Commission
understood that the term did not cover the growing of
plants for ornamental purposes or plants growing wild.
Examinations would present authonties with the problem
of proving, when persons were found with hallucinogenic
plants, etc. in their possession, intent to use them for
illicit purposes. That entailed great, ifnot insurmountable,
difficulties, in her delegation's opinion. Furthermore,
an innocent person who might indeed be growing plants
for ornamental purposes or who had plants growing wild
on his property might have to establish his innocence.
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Sub-paragraph (e) ("Psychotropic substance") (continued)

79. Mr. STEWART (United Kingdom) strongly sup
ported the Mexican representative's proposal to delete
the words "or any natural material". He drew attention
to foot-note 1, stating the Drafting Committee's opinion
that the retention of those words in sub-paragraph (e)
was contingent on the retention of sub-paragraph (1).
The deletion of those words was therefore a consequential
amendment to the action just taken to omit sub-para
graph (l).
80. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said that the two
questions were not necessarily linked. He favoured the
retention of the words "or any natural material" in sub
paragraph (e); that retention would make it possible in
the future to include certain natural products in one
schedule or another. It would not be reasonable to
close the door to such a possibility.

The words "or any natural material" were retained by
23 votes to 21, with 6 abstentions.

Sub-paragraph (e) was adopted by 50 votes to none,
with 3 abstentions.

81. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), explaining his vote, said that his delegation
had voted for the proposal to delete the words "or any
natural material". In his view, the words "natural or
synthetic" were broad enough to cover all possibilities,
thereby making the words "or any natural material"
redundant. The retention of those unnecessary words,
however, would not create any difficulties, and his del
egation had therefore been able to vote in favour of the
sub-paragraph as a whole.

82. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America),
explaining his vote, said that his delegation had voted for
the deletion of the words "or any natural material"
because it had voted earlier against the retention of
sub-paragraph (I). Although those words had been re
tained, he had nevertheless voted in favour of sub-para
graph (e) as a whole, because he considered it neces
sary that an explanation of the use of the term "psycho
tropic substances" should be included in the Protocol.

83. Mr. STEWART (United Kingdom), explaining his
vote, said that his delegation had voted for the deletion
of the words "or any natural material" because their
deletion was an obvious corollary to the decision to delete
sub-paragraph (I). He had voted for sub-paragraph (e)
as a whole, however, because the inclusion of the words
.:,or any natural material" neither added to nor detracted
from the definition of the term "psychotropic substance".
The reference to "any natural material" neither enlarged
nor diminished the powers of the Commission on Nar
cotic Drugs to expand the schedules.

84. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said he had
voted for sub-paragraph (e) as a whole, for the same
reasons as the United States representative.

Sub-paragraph (f) ("Preparation")
•

85. Dr. JOHNSON-ROrv.fUALD (Togo) explained that
sub-paragraph (f) had resulted from a long and thorough
discussion in the Technical Committee. The only change
that had been made to the text appearing in the revised
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70. Dr. M~BILEAU (France) pointed out, in con
nexion with the point raised by the Indian representative,
that the question of cannabis had been already settled
by the Single Convention. It was significant that a sub
paragraph on the term "production" was to be found
in article 1 (Definitions) of the Single Convention.

71. He favoured the retention of sub-paragraph (I).
Its deletion would lead to difficulties in the future, by
making it impossible to place under control the cultivation
of hallucinogenic plants.
72. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) strongly sup
ported the Australian representative's statement and
drew attention to the important remarks made during
the general debate by the Swedish representative (3rd
meeting) stressing the great difference between the present
Protocol and the Single Convention; whereas the Single
Convention had dealt mainly with substances derived
from natural products originating in developing countries,
the Protocol would apply to synthetic substances manu
factured industrially in developed countries.

73. His delegation was strongly opposed to the retention
of sub-paragraph (1), and hoped that the provision
would be dropped.
74. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
associated his delegation with the position taken by that
of Australia. There was no need to include a provision
on the use of the term "production". He drew attention
to foot-note 15 in the report of the Drafting Committee,
giving the reason for the Technical Committee's decision
to delete sub-paragraph (1).

75. Mr. SLAMA (Tunisia) said he shared the views of
the representatives of Turkey, the USSR and France on
the need to retain the provisions in sub-paragraph (I).

Sub-paragraph (I) lMas rejected by 32 votes to 12, with
10 abstentions. .

76. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), explaining his vote, said that his delegation had
abstained from voting on sub-paragraph (l) because
its deletion would not cause any major difficulties to his
country. At the same time, his delegation had felt that
it might have been wiser to retain sub-paragraph (1), in
order 110t to have to revise the text of several articles of
the Protocol.
77. Mr. ASHFORTH (New Zealand) said that his
delegation had voted against the retention of sub-para
graph (I) because it firmly believed that a provision on
the use of a term was only necessary hi an internauonal
instrument when the term was used in the instrument in a
sense different from its ordinary meaning. His negative
vote, therefore, did not imply that his delegation agreed
to the deletion of other references to "production"; that
term could be retained elsewhere in the Protocol,
provided it was used in its ordinary or natural mean
mg,

78. The PRESIDENT pointed out that, in a number of
articles, the Conference had made the retention of the
term "production" dependent on its eventual decision
on the term "Production" in article 1. The decision just
taken to omit sub-paragraph (1) would thus affect the
wording of all the articles in question.

. ....
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draft Protocol had been to reverse the words "mixture
or solution" so that they now read "solution or mixture".

Sub-paragraph (f) W"$ adopted,

Sub-paragraph (g) ("Schedulf! I", "Schedule11", "Schedule
Ill" and "Schedule IV")

86. The PRESIDENT drew attention to foot-note 4 on
the subject of the words "from time to time".
87. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) criticized the use of the words
"from time to time". Alterations to the Protocol would
be made when necessary; not "from time to time", an
expression which seemed to imply periodicity, at least
in the French version.
88. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he shared those views, which were applicable also
to the Russian text. An expression such as "whenever
necessary" would be more precise than the wording
"from time to time", which had unfortunately been used
in the corresponding paragraph 1 (u) of article 1 of the
Single Convention.
89. The PRESIDENT noted that there had been no
expression of support for the words "from time to time".
He would therefore take it, if there were no further
comments, that the Conference agreed to adopt sub
paragraph (g) with the omission of those words.

It was so agreed.'

Sub-paragraph (h) ("Schedule ~')

90. The PRESIDENT drew attention to foot-note 5,
which indicated that sub-paragraph (h) would have to be
deleted in the event of the adoption of the new text for
article 2 his (E/CONF.58/L.5/Add.3), which contained
no mention of schedule V. If there were no objections,
he would therefore consider that the Conference agreed to
postpone the consideration of sub-paragraph (h) until
it took a decision on article 2 bis.

It was so agreed.
Sub-paragraph (i) ("Export" and "Import")
91. The PRESIDENT, referring to foot-note 10,
recalled the decision taken earlier in the meeting on the
exclusion from the Protocol of all references to pre
cursors. In accordance with that decision, the words
"or precursive" would not be included in sub-paragraph
(i) after the word "psychotropic". For the same reason,
sub-paragraphs (e)' bis and (h) bis had, of course, been
omitted.
92. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that in the
Committee on Control Measures he had already drawn
attention (23rd meeting) to the fact that the text of sub
paragraph (;) was confusing. He would therefore vote
against its retention.

93. Mr. ANAND (India) drew attention to the very
special meaning assigned to the term "territory" in
sub-paragraph (0), the retention. of which was dependent
on the inclusion in the Protocol of article 23 his. He
suggested that, if the Conference took a decision on
sub-paragraph (i), the question of the use of the term
"territory" in that sub-paragraph should be reserved
until a decision had been taken on article 23 bts and
hence on sub-paragraph (0). For his part,he felt that

both in article 23 bis and in sub-paragraphs (i) and (0)
of article 1 it would be more appropriateto refer to an
area or a zone than to a territory.

94. Mr. CALENDA (Italy) said that the concluding
words of sub-paragraph (i) should have read "from one
part of a State to another".

95. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) supported the
Indian delegation's position. It was quite unsatisfactory
to use the same term "territory" with two different
meanings in articles 23 and 23 bis respectively; the use
made ofthe term in article 23 was correct, while that made
in article 23 bis was not. . Some other expression would
therefore have to be found to replace that term in the
concluding portion of sub-paragraph (i).

96. Mr. KOFI-DAVIES (Ghana) suggested that in
sub-paragraph (i) the term "territory" should be replaced
by "region".

97. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
proposed that a separate vote should be taken on the
concluding words "or from one territory to another
territory of the same State". If those words were omitted,
the problem would be settled.

98. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that the only reason
for including sub-paragraph 0) in ~rticle 1 lay precisely
in those concluding words. It was necessary to explain
the use of the terms "export" and "import" in sub
paragraph (i) simply because of the very special meaning
given to those terms in article 23 bis, which provided for
the possibility of the State dividing its territory "into
two or more territories". Without the words in question,
the definition in sub-paragraph (i) would simply state the
natural or ordinary meaning of the terms "export" and
"import", and would not be worth retaining. Unless the
concluding words were retained, he would therefore vote
against sub-paragraph (i).

99. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that the use of the term
"territory" in the concluding portion of sub-paragraph (i)
depended on the wording eventually adopted for article
23 bis. In any case, he did not favour the use of term
"region", which had a very special meaning in the
constitution of certain States.

100. Dr. MABILEAU (France) pointed out that
articles 23 and 23 his of the Protocol were the exact
parallel of articles 42 and 43 of the Single Convention,
which had not given rise to any difficulties over a period
of ten years.

A vote was taken on the concluding words of sub
paragraph (i) "or from one territory to another territoryof
the same State". .

The result of the vote was 26 in favour and 14 against,
with 12 abstentions.

The words in question were rejected, having failed to
obtain the required two-thirds majority.

Sub-paragraph (i), as amended, was adoptedby 26 votes
to 4, with 21 abstentions.

The meeting rose at 1.15 a.m,
on Tuesday 16 February 1971.
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TWENTIETH PLENARY MEETING

Tuesday, 16 February 1971, at 10.25 am.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/4785, chap. 1II)

ARTICLE 1 (USE OF TERMS) (continued)
(E/CONF.S8/L.4/Add.S and Corr.I, E/CONF.S8/L.43)

Sub-paragraph (j) ("Distribution")

1. The PRESIDENT drew the attention of the Con
ference to foot-note 11 of the report of the Drafting
Committee (E/CONF.S9/L.4/Add.5), in which it was
stated that the Committee on Control Measures in its
report (E/CONF.S8/L.5/Add.S) had deleted the definition.
2. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
the definition of the term "distribution" was much too
wide and might apply to an extreme diversity of persons
and cases. He therefore proposed that sub-paragraph U)
should be deleted.
3. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo), supported by
Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium), suggested that the Conference
shrv' .nerely endorse the decision of the Committee on
Cl,. )1 Measures and proceed without further delay to
VOte on the sub-paragraph.
4. Mr. ANAND (India) observed that the word "dis
tribution" was adequately defined by practice and the
use that was made of it in the 1961 Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs. He considered that sub-paragraph (j)
was superfluous.
S. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said that he also was in
favour of the deletion of sub-paragraph (j). He formally
proposed the closure of the debate.

By 52 votes to none, with one abstention, it was decided
to delete sub-paragraph (j). .
Sub-paragraph (k) ("Manufacture")
6. The PRESID:'~NT drew the Conference's attention
to foot-notes 12, I:! and 14 in the report of the Drafting
Committee, and to th.e corrigendum (E/CONF.S8/L.4/
Add.S/Corr.l) in which it was explained that the deletion
of the last sentence of sub-paragraph (k) had not been
suggested by a delegation but recommended by the
Technical Committee (E/CONF.S8/C.3/L.lO).
7. Mr. SEMKEN (United Kingdom) observed that
the second sentence of sub-paragraph (k) was not to be
found in sub-paragraph 1 (n) of article 1 of the Single
Convention and it added nothing to the text. That was
why the Technical Committee had recommended its
deletion.
8. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) said he was afraid the omission of the second
sentence might create difficulties of interpretation. The
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execution of a prescription by a pharmacist could not
be assimilated either to the refining of psychotropic
substances or to their transformation into other psycho
tropic substances.
9. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) supported the
statement by the Executive Secretary. . A pharmacist
only transformed a substance into a preparation.
iO. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) recalled
that the Technical Committee had expressed the view
that the second sentence added nothing to what was
clearly stated in the first, since in executing a prescription
a pharmacist merely transformed one substance into
another.
11. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) considered that, on the
contrary, ifdifficulties ofinterpretation were to be avoided
preparations should be expressly mentioned.
12. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) pointed out, in support
of the statement by the Executive Secretary, that in a
number of international treaties, including those signed
between countries members of the European Economic
Community, it was explained that the term "manufacture"
did not include the compounding of preparations.
Unless, therefore, preparations were specially mentioned
in the present context, serious difficulties of interpre
tation would be encountered.
13. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
considered that the Executive Secretary and the repre
sentatives ofTogo, Argentina and Belgium had been right
in stressing the need for a special clause to cover the case
of pharmacists; it was important that the precise scope
of the term "manufacture" should be indicated.
14. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) said she shared the
opinion of the Executive Secretary and those who had
spoken after him. The contents of article 2 bis seemed
to her sufficient to dispel the United States representative's
fears.
IS. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela) said he thought it very
desirable that preparations should be mentioned, for
their compounding was an important link in the chain
of manufacture.
16. Mr. CERECEDA ARANCIBIA (Chile) considered
that the words "other than production" in the first
sentence should be deleted. As to whether the second
sentence should be retained or deleted, he thought it
might perhaps be sufficient to add the words "or pre
parations" to the first sentence.
17. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said he was in favour of retaining the second sentence, to
which he would nevertheless formally propose, for the
sake of greater clarity, that the words "Oil an industrial
basis" should be added.
18. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said he thought the ad
dition proposed by the representative of the Federal
Republic of Germany to the second sentence would be
very useful. He pointed out, however, that if that sentence
was retained (either with or without the addition), the
Drafting Committee would have to be asked .to revise
consequentially the wording of article 14, so that sub
stances used for preparations would 110t be counted
twice in the statistics on manufacture.

.- ~'.
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19.. Dr. JOHNSON~ROMUALD (Toga) 'said that in
French a pharmacist could certainly not be regarded as
a "fabricant" (manufacturer).
20. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) expressed support for what
had been said by the representative of Denmark. He
would prefer, however, that the matter should be dealt
with in plenary rather than by the Drafting Committee.
21. He unreservedly supported the proposal made by
the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany..
22. Dr. BOERI (Monaco) supported the statement by
the representative of Togo; the compounding of a prep
aration could certainly not be assimilated to "manu
facture". He therefore suggested that the second sentence
should be replaced by the following: "Manipulations
for obtaining preparations of psychotropic substances
are not regarded as manufacture within the meaning of
the above term".

23: Mr. DITTERT (International Narcotics Control
Board) confirmed what had been said by the representative
of Denmark; if the second sentence was retained, it would
be necessary to make it clear in article 14 that the statis
tics on manufacture should not refer to the quantities of
preparations manufactured.

24. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said he was in favour of
the total deletion recommended by the Technical Com
mittee. As thus curtailed, the sub-paragraph would be
sufficient by itself.

25. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he recognized the justification for what had been
said by the representative of Togo. It must not be for
gotten, however, that some industrial enterprises trans
formed a large number of psychotropic substances. It
was essential that those substances should be under
control.
26. Dr. REXED (Sweden) said he thought the addition
proposed by the representative of the Federal Republic
of Germany would resolve all the difficulties.
27. Mr. ASHFORTH (New Zealand) said he was
afraid that amendment would not be quite enough. He
proposed that the wording should be modified as follows:
" ... but does not include the extemporaneous compound
ing of a preparation for the sole purpose of executing
an individual medical prescription".

28. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) said that he also thought
the proposal by the representative of the Federal Re
public of Germany was too vague. There was something
to be said for the New Zealand representative's proposal,
but it had the defect of not being in accordance with
pharmaceutical practice. Moreover, pharmacists some
times worked in laboratories. He therefore proposed the
addition of the following words to sub-paragraph (k):
"other than those made on medical prescription by the
pharmacist in his dispensary".
29. In reply to a question by Mr. KIRCA (Turkey),
he explained that "dispensary" should be understood
as meaning any kind of pharmacy, including those in
hospitals and medical centres.
30. Mr. SEMKEN (United Kingdom) observed that
the course of the discussion had merely confirmed his first

impression, that the inclusion of the second sentence
would only lead to confusion. He therefore urged the
Conference to endorse the opinion of the Technical
Committee.
31. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said he was in favour of
sub-paragraph (k) as proposed by the Drafting Com
mittee. He moved the closure of the debate.
32. The PRESIDENT said that, if there were no objec
tions, he would suggest that the debate should be closed.

It was so decided.
33. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Con
ference) explained that the deletion of the sentence in
square brackets might create difficulties. He quoted the
example of a manufacturer buying psychotropic sub
stances for preparing tablets; in his case it would not be
a matter of obtaining, refining or transforming psycho
tropic substances, and consequently the manufacturer
would not have to have a licence if the second sentence of
sub-paragraph (k) was deleted.

A vote was taken on the oral amendment of the repre
sentative of the Federal Republic of Germany.

The result of the vote was 25 in favour and 15 against,
with 17 abstentions.

The amendment was not adopted, having failed to
obtain the required two-thirds majority.

A vote was taken on the New Zealand oral amendment.
The result of the vote was 27 in favour and 17 against,

with 16 abstentions.
The New Zealand amendment was not adopted, having

failed to obtain the required two-thirds majority. .
The Belgian oral amendment was adopted by 35 votes to

7, with 16 abstentions.
34. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) speaking on a point of
order, asked whether the words "[other than production]"
were to be retained.
35. Mr. CHENG (China)* said it was his understanding
that the words were deleted in consequence of the Con
ference's decision to delete sub-paragraph (1).
36. The PRESIDENT explained that in deciding to
delete sub-paragraph (I) the Conference had also decided
that the term should be deleted in all the articles in which
the deletion was consequentially necessary. That was not
the case, however, with the sub-paragraph under dis
cussion.
37. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) observed that
in French the word "fabrication" had a narrower meaning
than the word "production".
38. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), supported by
Mr. CHENG (China), * asked for a separate vote on
the words "[other than production]".

It wasdecided to delete the words"other thanproduction"
by 51 votes to none, with 18 abstentions.
39. Mr. SEIvIKEN (United Kingdom) asked for a
separate vote on the second sentence ofsub-paragraph (k).

By 44 votes to 9, with 5 abstentions, it was decided to
retain the second sentence of sub-paragraph (k), as
amended by the Belgian oral amendment.

* See introductory note.
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paragraph, whichfaithfully reproduced the corresponding
definition in the Single Convention.
50. Mr. MiLLER (United States of America) pointed
out that the term "stocks" was to be found in only one
article of the Protocol, in which its meaning was per
fectly clear from the context. The definition therefore
seemed to him superfluous. In the Single Convention,
the situation was quite different, for there stocks played
an important part, particularly in the provisions' relating
to the estimates and statistics to be furnished.
51. Mr. DITTERT (International Narcotics Control
Board) observed that the definition had indeed been
necessary in the Single Convention, articles 19 and 20
of which, without giving any other indication as to the
meaning of the term, provided that the parties should
send the Board estimates and statistical returns on stocks.
In the Protocol, on the other hand, the article on statistics
stipulated that statistical reports should be furnished
only on manufacturers' stocks of the substances in
schedules I and H. In the Board's opinion, it was not
necessary to retain the definition of the term "stocks"
in the Protocol.

The result of the vote on sub-paragraph (m) was 17 in
favour and 27 against, with 16 abstentions.

Sub-paragraph (m) was not adopted, having failed to
obtain the required two-thirds majority.
52. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said that, as
he interpreted it, the deletion of sub-paragraph (m) did
not mean that Governments would have to furnish data
on the quantities they held for special purposes and to
meet emergencies.
53. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet SocialistRepublics)
explained that he had voted for the retention of sub
paragraph (m) because he had been of the opinion that
the very clear definition of the term "stocks" which it
contained would void all possibility of confusion. He
supported the interpretation given by tiLe representative
of Switzerland.
54. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he considered that the
deletion of sub-paragraph (m) would not be prejudicial
to the provisions of article 15 bis as adopted.
Sub-paragraph (n) ("Illicit traffic")
55. The PRESIDENT drew the Conference's attention
to foot-note 17, and therefore proposed that the words
"production or" should be deleted.

It was so decided.
Sub-paragrapb (n), as thus amended, was adopted.

Sub-paragraph (0) ("Territory")
56. The PRESIDENT drew the Conference's attention
to foot-note 18 and consequently proposed that consid
eration of sub-paragraph (0) should be deferred until
the Conference had considered article 23 his. The
Conference would then be able to take a decision on
article 1 as a whole.

It was so decided.
Proposed new sub-paragraph ("Premises")
57. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), introducing his delegation's amendment (El

Sub-paragraph (k) as a whole, as amended, was adopted
by 53 votes to 1, with 5 abstentions.
40. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) explained that his del
egation had voted against the second sentence as amended
by the delegation of Belgium, because, in its opinion, it
did not cover all the aspects of the' compounding of
psychotropic substances. It had voted for the sub
paragraph as a whole, however, because it considered a
definition of the term "manufacture" essential.
41. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that his delegation had
voted against the retention of the words "other than
production", in view of the final text adopted for sub
paragraph (a) of article 1.
42. The Turkish delegation interpreted the term "dis
pensary" as including pharmacies attached to hospitals
and medical centres.
43. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
his delegation had been opposed from the start to the
inclusion of the second sentence of sub-paragraph (k).
It had voted for all the amendments, however, because it
had been of the opinion that, if that sentence was to be
retained, it would have to be drafted in such a way that
pharmacies simply executing medical prescriptions. would
not come under the provisions of the Protocol. It had
voted for sub-paragraph (k) as a whole, for the reasons
already given by the representative of Canada.
44. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) explained that his delegation
had abstained from voting on sub-paragraph (k) because
in his opinion the amendments adopted to the definition
of "manufacture" would make the definition too compli
cated. The original text of sub-paragraph (k) had been
clearer.
45. Dr. BABAIAN(Union ofSoviet SocialistRepublics)
explained that his delegation's vote on the words "other
than production" was the logical consequence of the
vote at the 19th meeting on sub-paragraph (I).
46. The USSR delegation had voted for sub-paragraph
(k) as a whole. It had abstained from voting on the
Belgian amendment, because the New Zealand amend
ment had seemed clearer to it.
47. Mr. KOCH (Denmark), supported by Dr. JEN
NINGS (Ireland), said that his delegation had voted
against the Belgian amendment, because it did not cover
all cases in which the compounding of preparations
should not be included in the term "manufacture", as
for example the case of doctors and veterinarians who
were authorized to make preparations for dispensing
to their customers. He had voted against the retention
of the second sentence, as amended, because the debate
had shown that its effect would be to create confusion
rather than to clarify.
48. In reply to a remark by Mr. KOCH (Denmark),
the.PRESIDENT explained that the Drafting Committee
would be instructed to revise the wording of article 14 in
the light of the new text adopted for sub-paragraph (k).
Sub-paragraph (m) ("Stocks")
49. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo), supported by
Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics),
said he did not see any need for discussing that sub-
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CONF.58/L.43), which proposed the addition of a new
sub-paragraph to article 1, explained that he had con
sidered a definition of the expression "premises" to be
necessary, since the discussions in the Drafting Com
mittee had shown that it was variously understood by
delegations. He had taken into account the interpretation
given by the representative of the United Kingdom and
the meaning attached to the term in international instru
ments. It was essential' that the expression should have
the same meaning for all countries if the control measures
provided for in the Protocol were to be capable of
application.
58. Mr. KOECK (Holy See) supported the USSR
representative's amendment, but said he would like to
know whether the expression could designate a plot of
land that had not been built on. The Legal Adviser's
opinion On that point would be useful.
59. Mr. SEMKEN (United Kingdom) said there was not
much point in talking about plots of land which had not
been built on, since that kind of plot could hardly be
used for the-manufacture of psychotropic substances
and the activities referred to in the Protocol.
60. The Drafting Committee could slightly reword the
English text; since the word "premises", although in the
plural, had a singular meaning, it would be better to say
"a building or a part of a building".
61. Dr. JENNINGS (Ireland) suggested that the words
"and equipment" should be inserted in the USSR
amendment before the words "used for activities'?

62. The PRESIDENT recalled that the United Kingdom
representative had already objected to a similar amend
ment.
63. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
explained that the expression "premises", as used in
the USSR amendment, was employed in various parts
of the instrument particularly in regard to the issue of
licences. The meaning seemed clearly in English to
include land appertaining to buildings, but it was hard
to see how the manufacture and production of psycho
tropic substances, or the trade in them, could be carried
out in the open air.
64. Mr. KOECK (Holy See) explained that it would
perhaps be necessary to apply measures of control on
plots of land that were not built on, since the activities
referred to in the Protocol might be carried out in a
mobile laboratory (lorry, trailer, etc.).
65. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said he did not see the need
for including plots of land that were not built on in the
definition of the word "premises".
66. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), supported by Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that,
in international legal texts, the expression "premises"
meant not only buildings or parts of buildings but the
land appertaining to them. The two ideas were thus
interconnected and it was difficult to separate them.
67. Mr. VALOES BENEGAS (Paraguay), supported
by Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) and Mr. NIKO
LIe (Yugoslavia), expressed the view that the USSR
representative's amendment exactly corresponded to the
terminology employed in legal texts and covered not

only the building in which the activities referred to were
carried out but everything that formed part of the prop
erty. The amendment was perfectly clear and should
be adopted.
68. Dr. BOLeS (Hungary) said he approved the USSR
representative's amendment, but considered that the
definition should be applied flexibly in view of the fact
that activities in connexion with psychotropic substances
and activities in connexion with other pharmaceutical
products were carried out in the same buildings. That
was true for example in the case of certain pharmaceutical
products factories.

The USSR amendment (E/CONF.58/L.43) was adopted.
Title of the instrument submitted to the Conference for

its consideration

69. The PRESIDENT recalled that several delegations
had presented an amendm.ent (E/CONF.58/L.30) sugges
ting that the word "Protocol" should be replaced by
the word "Convention" in the title and wherever it
appeared in the present draft Protocol.
70. Mr. CHENG (China)" observed that delegations had
received full powers to sign a protocol, not a convention.
He would like to have the Legal Adviser's opinion on
that subject.
71. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
explained that the Secretary-General, if he was chosen
to be the depositary of the instrument adopted by the
Conference would be responsible for verifying the full
powers of the signatories. The description of the instru
ment in them was of little importance so long as. it was,
clear that what was intended was the instrument adopted
by the Conference.
72. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico), supported by
Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada), explained that a protocol
was an instrument annexed to a treaty or convention,
whereas what the Conference was discussing was a
multilateral instrument that was independent in form and
content and related to a particular subject. The regular
legal expression for that kind of instrument was the word
"convention".
73. U HLA 00 (Burma), supported by Dr. BOLCS
(Hungary) and Dr. CORR£A da CU:NHA (Brazil),
said he wondered why the question had not been con
sidered at the first and second special sessions of the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs; he was of the opinion
that the reasons for the change had not been sufficiently
explained. That being so, he would have difficulty in
accepting the proposal.
74. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said he shared the Burmese
representative's objections, but proposed the closure of
the debate on the subject, to expedite the Conference's
work.

The Ghanaian representative's motion was adopted by
42 votes to 2, with 10 abstentions.

The joint amendment (E/CONF.58/L.30) was adopted
by 52 votes to 1, with 6 abstentions. .

The meeting rose 'at 12.50 p.m.

• See introductory note.
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~10 This paragraph is reproduced in the report of the DraftingCommittee (E/CONF.58/LA/Add.9).

manufacture, no records would be kept and article 10
relating to records would not apply, nor would article 13
regarding inspection, or article 14 requiring the furnishing
of reports by parties. In the working group, however~
some delegations had been persuaded to accept the pro
visions regarding the exemption of preparations, and he
was opposed to re-opening the discussion. The text
should be adopted as it stood.
12. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said the importance of the
Convention lay in the fact that it would provide a measure
of protection against imports which a country might not
wish to admit; it was therefore extremely unsatisfactory
that as a result of a unilateral finding a State should be
able to export potentially dangerous substances to another
State. Paragraph 3 of article 2 bis must be adopted as it
stood. He presumed that the purpose of the repre
sentatives who had raised objections was to explain the
position of their Governments, which they might have
had no opportunity of doing in the working group or in
the Committee on Control Measures. They had made
no formal proposal for amendment.
13. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) expressed
agreement with the Turkish representative.
14. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) said he had no objection
to article 2 his, but the provisions of sub-paragraphs (ii)
and (iii) in paragraph 3 did not seem quite logical.
Article 10 required manufacturers to keep. records of
psychotropic substances, but not of preparations. The
Drafting Committee was now suggesting that that
requirement should be extended to cover exempt prep
arations. Article 12 was designed to protect countries
wishing to prohibit imports of psychotropic substances,
but there was surely no need to do that for exempt prep
arations which were not liable to abuse and did not
create a public-health problem. In his opinion, the two
sub-paragraphs could be omitted.
15. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Con
ference) pointed out that the new paragraph 5 his of
article 10 proposed by the Drafting Committee 20 did
not require pharmacies and hospitals to keep records,
but only manufacturers. The latter might ?I,ave in their
possession large quantities that could find their way into
illicit traffc, Under article 12, States Were free to decide
whether or not to admit imports.
16. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) asked for a separate
vote on each sub-paragraph of paragraph 3.
17. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said he was
not opposed to a separate vote on the paragraphs of
article 2 his, but could not support the Austrian motion.
18. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela) and Mr. ARCHIBALD
(Trinidad and Tobago) expressed agreement with the'
representative of Togo.

The motion of the Austrian representative was adopted
by 28 votes to 13, with16 abstentions.

Paragraph 1 wasadopted by 62 votes to none.
Paragraph 2 wasadopted by 62 votes to none.

_. .. ...
Tuesday, 16 February 1971, at 9.20 p.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

TWENTY-FIRST PLENARY MEETING

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1910 (continued)

(E/4785, chap. lII)

ARTICLE 2 bis
(SPECIAl.: PROVISIONS REGARDING THE CONTROL OF

PREPARATIONS)
(EJCONF.58JL.4JAdd.6)

1. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said that article 2 his,
paragraph 3, imposed obligations that were too far
reaching. Articles 10, 12 and 14 should not apply to
exempted preparations in schedules III and IV:
2. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) entirely agreed with the
previous speaker and said that preparations in schedules
III and IV, when not dangerous, should not be subject to
articles 10, 13 and 14. It would be undesirable to make
exemptionsfor substances in schedule11. Ifthey remained
active, they should be subject to the same control pro
visions as substances that were not preparations.
3. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), Mr. CALENDA
(Italy) and Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
agreed with the two previous speakers.
4. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) said that article 2 his had been
discussed at great length in a working l:;10Up, in the
Committee on Control Measures and in the Drafting
Committee. He would deplore any effort to change the
text finally arrived at.
5. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) expressed agreement with

..the-' Turkish representative. He asked that article 2 his
be put to the vote paragraph by paragraph.
6. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said' that article 2 his
represented a compromise achieved after arduous
negotiations, and it would be undesirable to re-open the
discussion of it at that late stage. He was in favour of
the text as it stood.
7. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said he agreed with the
French representative; the requirement imposed by
article 2 his was reasonable.
8. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) hoped that article 2 his
would be adopted without change.
9. Dr. MARTENS (Sweden) expressed agreement with
the Turkish representative and others who had spoken
in the same sense.
10. Mr. ANAND (India) said that if the discussion on
article 2 his were re-opened no purpose would have been
served by the compromise.
11. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that if the
manufacture of a preparation was not regarded as
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Paragraph 3 (i) was adopted by 62 votes to none, with
1 abstention.

Paragraph 3 (ii) was adopted by 43'votes to 8, with 11
abstentions.

Paragraph 3 (iii) was adoptedby 46 votes to 7, with 11
abstentions.

Paragraph 3 (iv) was adopted by 58 votes to none, wtth
2 abstentions.

Paragraph 3 (v) was c.iopted by 51 votes to 8, with 2
abstentions.

Paragraph 3 (vi) was adoptedby 62 votes to none.
Paragraph 3 as a whole'was adoptedby 58 votes to none,

with 9 abstentions.
Paragraph 4 was adopted by 55 votes to none, with 5

abstentions.
At the request of the Yugoslav representative, the vote

on article2 bis as a whole was taken by roll-call.
Turkey, having been drawn by lot by the President, was

called upon to votefirst.
In favour: Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab
Republic, United Kingdom ofGreat Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States ofAmerica, Venezuela, Yugoslavia,
Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma,
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cameroon,
Canada, Chile, China,* Colombia, Democratic Republic
of the Congo, Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican Re
public, Finland, France, Gabon, Ghana, Greece, Guate
mala, Holy See, Hungary, India, Iran, Iraq, Ireland,
Italy, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Monaco, New Zealand,
Nicaragua, Pakistan, Paraguay, Poland, Republic of
Korea, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia.

Against: None.
Abstentions: Austria, Belgium, El Salvador, Federal

Republic of Germany, Honduras, Japan, Netherlands.
Article 2 bis, as a whole, was adoptedby 55votes to none,

with 7 abstentions.
19. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he had voted in favour of article 2 bis as a whole, but
had abstained from voting on paragraph 4 because it
contained discriminatory elements. He drew attention to
the foot-note to the paragraph.
20. Mr. GATTI (Holy See) said he had abstained from
voting on paragraph 3 (i) and 3 (iv) because the words
"or a negligible" in paragraph 2 might be abused. The
efficacy of paragraph 3 would clearly depend on the good
faith of Governments.
21. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said he had voted
for article 2 bis as a whole, but had abstained on para
gr~.:!h 4 for the reasons given by the USSR representative.

ARTICLE 1
(USE OF· TERMS) (continued)

(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add. 5)
Sub-paragraph (h) ("Schedule V")
22. The PRESIDENT recalled that, at the 19th meeting,
it had been decided to postpone consideration of sub-

• See introductory note.

paragraph (h) of article 1, until a decision was taken on
article 2 bis. That article having now been adopted in a
form which contained no mention of schedule V, sub- ~
paragraph (h) of article 1 ought to be deleted, as indicated
by the Drafting Committee (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.5,
foot-note 5). He suggested that that should be done.

It was so agreed.
PREAMBLE

(E/CONF.58/L.15, E/CONF.58/L.25)

23. The PRESIDENT, opening the discussion on the
preamble, drew attention to the Mexican amendment
(E/CONF.58/L.15) and the United States amendment
(E/CONF.58/L.25) to the text in the original revised
draft Protocol.

24. The Secretariat had also submitted two draft pre
ambles, prepared in consultation with a number of
delegations.

25. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he wished to
sponsor the second Secretariat draft, which read as
follows:

The Parties,
Desirous of safeguarding the health and welfare of mankind,
Recognizing that the use of psychotropic substances for medical,

scientific and other purposes is indispensable and that their avail
ability for such purposes should not be unduly restricted,

Concerned at the public-health and social problems resulting
from the abuse of certain of these substances,

Determined to prevent and combat abuse of such substances
"and the illicit traffic to which it givesrise, \

Considering that measures are necessary to restrict. the use of
such substances to legitimate purposes,

Believing that effective measures against abuse of such substances
require co-ordination and universal action,

Acknowledging the competence of the United Nations in the'
field of control of psychotropic substances, and desirous that the
international organs concerned should be within the framework
of that Organization,

Recognizing that a treaty is necessary to achieve these purposes,
Agree as follows:

26. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that the Secretariat's first draft was an improvement
on the original text in the revised draft Protocol and
reflected the purpose of the Convention. He therefore
wished to sponsor it. The text read as follows:

The Parties,
Desirous of safeguarding the physical and moral health of

mankind,
Concerned at the public-health and social problem created by

the spreading abuse of psychotropic substances,
Determined to prevent and combat abuse of psychotropic sub

stances and the illicit traffic to which it gives rise,
Convinced that the use of psychotropic substances should be

restricted to medical and scientific requirements,
Recognizing that psychotropic substances have important thera

peutic and scientific uses and that their availability for such uses
should not be unduly restricted,

Believing that effective measures against abuse of psychotropic
substances require co-ordination and universal acdon,

Acknowledging the competence of the United Nations in the
field of control of psychotropic substances and desirous that the
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international organs concerned should be within the framework of
that Organization,

Recognizing that a treaty is necessary to achieve these purposes,
Agree as follows:

27. He had, however, two changes to propose. First,
the opening sentence should use the same wording as that
of the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, and
should read: "The Parties, concerned with, the health
and welfare of mankind".
28. In the fourth paragraph, the word "rigorously"
should be inserted before the word "restricted".
29. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that if the
first USSR amendment was adopted, there would be
some ambiguity, because the word "concerned" would
be used in a quite different sense in the first and second
paragraphs of the Secretariat's first draft.
30. Dr. BABAIAN(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that in the second paragrapn in the draft sponsored
by the United Kingdom, the 'words "and other purposes"
were quite unacceptable, since they suggested that
psychotropic substances could be used for a whole series
of other purposes that had nothing to do with medicine
or science. He therefore proposed their deletion. He also
proposed the insertion of the word "rigorous" before the
word "measures" in the fifth paragraph of that draft.
31. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that his
delegation had given careful consideration to the text
of the preamble to the revised draft Protocol but had
found it incomplete, since it did not adequately state the
aims of the Convention.
32. All legal rules were intended to serve some ultimate
purpose or design. For example, the provisions of
criminal law which laid down penalties for homicide and
assault were intended to 'safeguard the physical integrity
of human beings; similarly, the provisions of criminal
law on theft and embezzlement were aimed at the pro
tection of private property, an aim whichwas also served
by numerous provisions of civil law.
33. The same was true of the rules of international law.
Those which had been embodied in the Convention now
under discussion were essentially aimed at seekingmeans
of safeguardingthe physicaland moral health of mankind.
That aim had not been stated in the preamble to the
revised draft.
34. Apart from that serious gap, the order in which the
various paragraphs of the proposed preamble had been
arranged was not logical. His delegation had therefore
submitted its amendment to replace that preamble.
35. He would not press that amendment, however, and
was prepared to accept the text sponsored by the United
Kingdom delegation, provided that the first paragraph
was amended so as to begin with the words "Concerned
with the health ... ", as proposed by the USSR del
egation. It was important to use that wording, because it
was precisely to meet the concern felt at the harmful
consequences ofthe abuse of psychotropic substances and
the illicit traffic to which it gave rise that the present
Conference had been convened.
36. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that the use of high
sounding phrases was one of the greatest hallucinogens

87

of the age. The Charter of the United Nations had
already proclaimed the concern of Member States with
the health and welfare of mankind, and there was no
need to repeat it. If the preamble was too high-flown,
the parties might be deluded into thinking they were
doing more than they really were. The convention would
represent only a modest element in a much wider effort
to protect humanity. The original text was modest,

, simple and concise. The amendments added nothing
to it.
37. Mr. KOECK (Holy See) said he wished to join the
United Kingdom in sponsoring the much-improved text
of the preamble provided by the Secretariat's second
draft. His delegation was grateful to the Mexican and
other delegations whose informal consultations with the
Secretariat had resulted in that text.
38. He welcomed, in partiular, and was not in favour
of any alteration of, the opening paragraph, which
stressed the need to safeguard the physical and moral
health of mankind, an aim which was sufficiently impor
tant to be reiterated on such a suitable occasion.
39. On the other hand, he strongly supported the USSR
suggestion that in the fifth paragraph the adjective
"rigorous" should be inserted before "measures".
40. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) supported the text spon
sored by the United Kingdom and the Holy See, except
for the second paragraph, relating to the medical and
scientific uses of psychotropics and their use in industry
for the production of non-psychotropic substances.
Those matters were dealt with in the relevant articles of
the Convention, but they had 110 place in the preamble,
which should constitute a forthright statement of the
primary purpose of the Convention.
41. That purpose was to prevent and combat the abuse
of psychotropic substances and the illicit traffic to which
it gave rise; it was that purpose alone, together with the
general concern at the public-health and social problems
resulting from the abuse, which should be expressed in
the preamble. He therefore requested that the second
paragraph of that text should be put to the vote separately.
42. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that his delegation withdrew its amendment (E/CONF.S8/
L.25), and wished to join the sponsors of the text intro
duced by the United Kingdom delegation. He was not
in favour of the USSR proposal for the amendment of the
opening paragraph of that text. The expression "con
cerned with" was somewhat passive, whereas "desirous
of safeguarding" reflected a more positive approach.and
was more suitable in a paragraph which set the tone to
the whole Convention.
43. As for the second paragraph, it followed closely
the pattern of the second paragraph of the preamble to
the Single Convention. He would have no objection to
the deletion of the words "and other" before "purposes"
in order to meet the point raised by the USSR repre
sentative, provided that the reference to the use of psycho
tropic substances for "legitimate purposes" was retained
in the fifth paragraph. . .

44. By adopting article 3, sub-paragraph (b) (13th
meeting), on the legitimate use of psychotropic sub-
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stances for the capture of wild animals or in connexion
with certain religious ceremonies.
54. Lastly, in the third paragraph, he suggested that the
word "spreading" (grandissant) should be inserted
before the word "abuse". It wasto deal with the problem
of the spreading abuse of psychotropic substances that
the Conference had met. Their abuse on a small scale
would not have constitued a major problem justifying
such international action.
55. Dr. MABIl,EAU (France) supported the text
sponsored by the USSR delegation, in preference to
that introduced by the United Kingdom representative.
In particular, the reference to "other purposes" in the
second paragraph of the United Kingdom text was
totally unacceptable to the French delegation.
56. 'Dr. THO~1AS (Liberia) expressed support for the
text introduced by the United Kingdom representative,
which adequately stated all the objectives of the Con
vention. He suggested, however, that the opening words
of the third paragraph should be amended to read
"Concerned with ... ".
57. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that, at the
first special session of the Commission on NarcoticDrugs,
many delegations had been dissatisfied with the text of
the draft preamble. In particular, that text suffered from
the weakness that its third paragraph seemed to suggest
that the use of all psychotropic substances should be ri
gorously restricted to medical and scientific requirements.
58. That being so, he wished to draw attention to some
differences between the text he had introduced at the pres
ent meeting and the one sponsored by the USSR del
egation. The first difference was that, while the third
paragraph of the former stressed the public-health and
social problems resulting from the abuse of certain
psychotropic substances, the second paragraph of the
latter mentioned those problems in relation to the abuse
of psychotropic substances in general. The second
important difference was that the former contained,
whereas the latter did not, a reference (in the fifth para
graph) to the use of psychotropic substances for "legi
timate purposes", which covered the use of psychotropic
substances in industry for the production of non
psychotropic substances.
59. He therefore appealed to the USSR representative
to accept the former text, with the following changes,
which took into account the main objections which the
USSR delegation had raised: first, to replace the three
opening words of the first paragraph by the words
"Concerned with"; secondly, to place the second
paragraph fifth instead of second; thirdly, to replace
in that paragraph the words "medical, scientific and
other purposes" by the words "medical and scientific
purposes"; fourthly, in the third paragraph, which would
now become second, to replace the first two words
"Concerned at" by the words -"Noting with concern",
and to replacethe last three words, "of these substances",
by the words "psychotropic substances"; fifthly, to
insert the word "rigorous" before "measures" in the
fifth paragraph, which would now become fourth.
60. Lastly, he did not favour the suggestion made by
the Turkish representative to refer to the "spreading"

stances "in industry for the manufacture of non-psycho
tropic substances or products" (E/CONF.58/L.26/Add.2)
the Conference had acknowledged that there existed
legitimate uses other than medical and scientific ones.
That fact was also recognized by the proviso "except as
provided in article 3" in paragraph 2 of article 4, on the
limitation of the use of psychotropic substances to
medical and scientific purposes (ibid.)-a recognition
which would not be affected by the omission of the
reference to "other purposes" in the second paragraph
of the preamble.
45. Lastly, his delegation bad no objection to the inser
tion of the word "rigorous" before "measures" in the
fifth paragraph.
46. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said he pre
ferred the text sponsored by the USSR, which was in
fact the first text that had resulted from the informal
consultations on the preamble. The second or revised
text, which was now sponsored by the United Kingdom,
the Holy See, and the United States, did not adequately
express the aims of the Convention.
47. He had, in particular, grave misgivings regarding
the reference in the second paragraph of that text to the
use of psychotropic substances for "other purposes",
but the deletion of that phrase would not remove alto
gether his delegation's objections to the paragraph. He
therefore supported the Australian delegation's request
for a separate vote.
48. Lastly, he supported the suggestion that the word
"rigorous" should be inserted in the fifth paragraph.
49. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said his delegation would be
prepared to accept the text proposed by the United
Kingdom, the Holy See and the United States, provided
that certain changes were made.
50. In the first place, he strongly supported the USSR
proposal that the first paragraph should be an exact
reproduction of the corresponding paragraph in the
preamble to the Single Convention. That change had an
important legal bearing. At its second special session,
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs had adopted the
term "drug" to cover both narcotics and psychotropics.
The adoption of that term showed that the drug problem
was broad in its scope and that the Convention on
Psychotropic Substances would. be complementary to the

i Single Convention. The two Conventions would in fact
be the two halvesof an integratedsystem.
51. The use of an identical wording in the opening
preambular paragraph of both Conventions would
establish the link existing' between them and act as a
reminder that the Conference had drawn largely on the
wording of the Single Convention in formulating the
Convention on Psychotropic substances. It would also
.serve to ensure that the two conventions were interpreted
and applied in the same spirit,
52. The amendment to tf.l,e first paragraph was thus of
great legal significance, quite apart from its moral
importance.
53. In the second paragraph, the words "and other"
before "purposes" should be deleted; they could be
taken. as a reference to the use of psychotropic sub-
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abuse of psychotropic substances. That was an unneces-
sary qualification. _. _.

61. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) suggested that a small
working group might be set up to prepare a text which
would command general acceptance. .

62. The PRESIDENT said the Conference had in
sufficient time left for that course to be feasible.

63. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) pointed out that the primary
task of the Conference was to adopt an instrument which
would combat the abuse of psychotropic substances.
Looked at from that point of view, the preamble pro
posed in the revised draft Protocol was perfectly satis
factory, and his delegation could accept it. He did not
see any reason for considering alternative versions,
which only confused the issue.

64. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that the work of the
Conference would certainly be simplified if the respective
texts advocated by the United Kingdom and the USSR
could be reconciled. Perhaps the United Kingdom
wording, as now proposed, might be acceptable to the
USSR and the delegations which had expressed a pref
erence for the text it had sponsored.

65. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that the changes introduced by the United Kingdom
met the main points which his delegation considered
important. The USSR could therefore accept the wording
now proposed by the United Kingdom, provided that
mention was made of a convention.
66. Mr. KOECK (Holy See) said that his delegation,
as a eo-sponsor of the text originally sponsored by the
United Kingdom, accepted it in its revised version. It
did so, however, on the understanding that the wording
of the first paragraph of the preamble would be identical
in all languages with that of the first paragraph of the
preamble to the Single Convention.

67. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) welcomed file changes
made by the United Kingdom, whose new suggestion
for the preamble was an improvement on its predecessor
and should secure general acceptance.

68. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that he
too was glad to see the emergence of what appeared to
be a consensus text.

69. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said his delegation fully
supported the revised wording proposed by the United
Kingdom. It would be better, though, if the eighth
paragraph referred to a convention, and therefore
proposed that the words "a treaty" in that paragraph
should be replaced by the words "an international
convention", which appeared in the corresponding
paragraph of the Single Convention.

70. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he had no
objection to that change.
71. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that in view of the
consensus which had emerged he would not insist on his
request for a separate vote on the second paragraph.

The revised text of the preamble proposed by the United
Kingdom, as amended by Turkey, was adopted and referred
to the Drafting Committee.

ARTICLE 14 bis
(FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMISSION)

(EjCONF.58jC.4/L.55)

72. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he thought it not only important but also proper
that the reply from the Legal Counsel of the United
Nations to the Legal Adviser to the Conference on the
matters raised at the end of the 26th meeting of the
Committee on Control Measures should be circulated
to the Conference. He realized, however, that the work
of the Conference would be delayed if the reply had to
be made available in all languages. He would therefore
be satisfied if it were circulated only in English, and
he asked for that to be done.
73. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) pointed out that to circulate the reply even in
English alone would delay progress.
74. The PRESIDENT asked the USSR representative
if he would forego his request on the understanding that
the Legal Adviser would make a statement to the Confer
ence on the reply he had received from the Legal Counsel
and that that statement would be circulated as a document
of the Conference.
75. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
agreed to that procedure.

The meeting rose at 12.5 a.m. .
on Wednesday, 17 February 1971.

TWENTY-SECOND PLENARY MEETING

Wednesday, 17 February 1971, at 9.10 a.m.

President: Mr. NEITEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 10

Organization of work

1. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) said that owing to the difficulties which the Secre
tariat was having in collating the various articles in the
form in which. they had been adopted by the Conference,
it would be necessary to modify somewhat the procedure
for discussion, so that the work could be completed
within the set time-limits. Consideration might, for exam
ple, be given to the idea that the President should allow
only eight delegations to speak on each article, tor that
would mean a considerable saving of time.
2. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he was sorry he could net accept the suggestion of the
Executive Secretary. While representatives should cer
tainly, so far as possible, refrain from speaking on' any but
important questions, it would be inadmissible, when so
much time had been devoted to articles of minor import-
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ance, to set an arbitrary limit on the consideration of such
important articles as article 21.
3. The PRESIDENT observed that the Conference
would only lose more time by discussing the suggestion
of the .Executive Secretary. If the Conference agreed, he
would himselfpropose the closure of the debate whenever
that seemed expedient.

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by -the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVllI) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/4785, cbap. !Il)

ARTICLE 14 bis
(FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMISSION) ( continued)

(EJCONF.58JL.49; EJCONF.5t1JC.4JL.55)

4. The PRESIDENT announced that the Legal Adviser
to the Conference had received from the Legal Counsel
of the United Nations the information requested by the
USSR representative at the 21st metting on the subject
of article 14 biso'n
5. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
recalled that under article 14 bis as proposed by the United
States (EJCONF.58JC.4JL.55) and amended orally, de
cisions of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs in the exe
cution of certain functions which the draft Convention
conferred on it were to be taken by a two-thirds majority
of the members. I The question had been raised whether it
was correct for the Conference to adopt such a provision,

.and reference had been made to rule 55 of the rules of
procedure of the functional commissions of the Economic
and Social Council, which provided that decisions of the
Commission should be taken by a simple majority of the
members present and voting.
6. 'When a treaty conferred functions upon a subsidiary
organ of the Council and laid down provisions as to how
those functions were to be carried out, it was for the
Council to decide whether to accept the functions and
also the provisions relating to their execution. Those
were matters of policy for the decision of the Council.
7. It would seem that there would be no legal obstacle
to the Council's deciding that a functional oommission
should follow' a different voting procedure from that in
rule 55 when exercising a function conferred pursuant to a
treaty. In a legal opinion given to the Committee on
Procedure of the Council on 17 January 1950, it was
stated that:

Article 67 of the Charter [whi«::h provides that decisions of the
Economic and Social Council shall be made by a: majority of the
members present and voting] only governs the Council itself. Its
commissions are governed by Article 68, which does not stipulate
the form which the voting procedure for the commissions shall
take. It is, therei Ire, clear that the Council may adopt for its
commissions such \lAing procedure as it may see fit to prescribe.
The question a.4JlO whether the voti~g procedure for commissions
should fOllow the procedure laid down for the Council is purely
a matter.of policy for the Council itself to decide.22

lJ1 This Gxt was later circulated under the symbol E!CONF.
58/L.SO.

12E/AC.28jL.l3.

- --

8. It therefore followed that the Council would have
freedom to exercise its judgement on the acceptance of .,
the functions which the Convention proposed to confer
on the Commission, and on acceptance of the provisions
concerning the mode in which those functions were to be
performed, including the voting rule to be applied.
9. The Secretariat was not in a position to give any
forecast as to how the judgement of the Council would be
exercised in that matter. The great majority of the
members of the Council was, however, represented at the
Conference, and therefore delegations, to the extent that
they were able to foresee the positions that would be
taken by their Governments in the Council, might be in
a much better position to predict the decision than the
Secretariat.
10. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
recalled that the amendment proposed by his delegation
(EJCONF.58JL.55) had been replaced by another draft
(EJCONF.58JL.49) submitted jointly by Liberia, Mexico,
Paraguay, Togo, the United States and Venezuela. That
text was already sure of receiving the support of several
other delegations. It had a dual purpose: first, to make
sure that all matters relating to the substances covered by
the Convention, and particularly by articles 2 and 2 bis,
would be duly considered by the Commission, and that
the Commission's decisions would be effectively carried
out; and, second, to make sure that those of the Commis
sion's decisions which related to the said substances were
adopted by a majority which would place them beyond
suspicion of being arbitrary. It should be remembered in \
that connexion that of the some 120 Members of the
United Nations only 24 were members of the Council; so
that, by a decision taken by a simple majority, 13 States
could impose their will on more than lOO States, which .
would have had no say in the matter. There was a danger .
that such a provision might jeopardize ratification of the
Convention, whose effectiveness, as had often been said,
would depend on the number of ratifications it received.
11. The amendment was very simple, since it included
only two sentences. The first provided that the Commis
sion could consider all matters pertaining to the aims of
the Convention and to the implementation of ifs pro-
-'sions, and make recommendations relating thereto. The

second was to the effect that the decisions of the Com
mission provided for in article 2 and article 2 bis, pursuant
to which the obligations of the par.ties were increased,
should be taken by a two-thirds majority.
12. However it was regarded, the adoption of such a
text could .only strengthen the authority of the Com
mission, on which new and' important responsibilities
devolved under the Convention.
13. With reference to the information given by the
Legal Adviser, he considered it very unlikely that the
Council would wish to oppose a r 'oasure decided on by
some 60 sovereign States in the interests of public .health,
The .:Jouncil was nevertheless free to express its views on
the functions devolving on the Commission under the
Convention in matters relating to the control of psycho
tropic substances.

14. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said he was not fully con
vinced of the necessity of imposing on the Commission
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a two-thirds majority rule for the decisions envisaged in
paragraph 2 of the amendment. He would refrain,
however, from prolonging the discussion on that point.
Still, the wording of the paragraph left him somewhat
perplexed, and he wondered whether it had really been
the sponsors' intention that the rule should be applicable
only to decisions under articles 2 and 2 bis. The repre
sentative of Togo might perhaps wish to give the Confer
enc some explanation on that point.
i3. Dr. BABAIAN(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he was sorry the document which he would have
liked all delegations to have had in their hands had not
been distributed to them, and that the Legal Adviser to
the Conference had given only a paraphrase of it, and a
rather obscure one at that. It was clear, however, from the
Legal Adviser's statement that in the last resort the ques
tion must be decided by the Council, and in that case it
was difficult to seehow a clause which might subsequently
be modified by the Council could be included in the
Convention.
16. He, therefore, formally requested that tbe Conference
should vote on whether it considered itself competent
to change the rules ofprocedure of the Commission which
had been established by the Council.
17. The PRESIDENT, referring to rule 36 of the rules
of procedure of tbe Conference said that the motion
presented by the USSR representative obliged him to
suspend the discussion on the substance of the matter
and call for the vote he had requested.
18. Dr. BABAIAN(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
asked that the vote should be taken by roll-call.
19. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he was not sure he
had understood. Did the Legal Adviser's statement imply
that the Council could modify a provision of the Con
vention after the Convention had been signed and ratified?
20. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
explained that if the Council rejected a provision of the
Convention relating to the majority required for decisions
thereunder by the Commission, the result would be the,
at least partial, frustration of the Convention. The new
provision would remain in it, but would produce no
effect; and an extremely compli-: 'p~ legal situation
would thus be created.
21. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he would like to know
exactly what the Conference would be voting on: the
competence of the Conference to prescribe a two-thirds
majority for a decision by the Commission directly
concerning the Convention, or the Conference's com
petence to modify the rules of procedure of a functional
commission of the Council.
22. The PRESIDENT pointed out that the second
question could not arise. It was simply a matter of know
ing whether the Conference could stipulate the two-thirds
majority rule.
23. MT. VALDES BENEGAS (Paraguay) reminded the
Conference that the Council could not presume to set
itself up as a judge of the sovereignty of the Member
States of the United Nations.
24. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said it was unrea
sonable to take a decision that might remain without

effect. Moreover, he very much doubted whether the
two-thirds majority rule would facilitate the Committee's
work.
25. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said he would abstain from
voting on ~:"hat wasa difficult legal question whichmany of
the delegations present would probably not be in a posi-
tion to commit themselves on. .

26. He formally moved the closure of the debate on the
question of competence.

27. The PRESIDENT~) noting that there was no objec
tion to the motion, declared the debate closed.

28. He invited the Conference to decide whether it was
competent tc provide that decisions of the Commission
pursuant to articles 2 and 2 bis should be taken by a two
thirds majority.

29. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), speaking on a point of order, observed that that
was not what he had asked for. What was needed was a
recognition of the fact that such a clause would change
the rules of procedure adopted by the Council for its
commissions.

30. The PRESIDENT pointed out that the Conference
was certainly not competent to alter a text adopted by
the Council.
31. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet SocialistRepublics)
urged that it should be clearly stated that the clause in
question would modify the rules of procedure adopted by
the Council for its functional commissions.
32. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
explained that the sponsors had certainly not intended to
ask the Conference to modify rules of procedure adopted
by the Council; furthermore, it had been made quite
clear that the Council could accept or reject the provision
in question. To avoid all confusion, he asked for a
separate vote on each of the two aspects of the question.

33. The PRESIDENT said that each State should be
left free to spell out the implications of paragraph 2 of
the amendment.
34. Dr. URANOVICZ (Hungary) observed that, even
if it voted only on the question of its competence to pre
scribe a two-thirds majority for decisions pursuant to
articles 2 and 2 his, the Conference would thereby be
voting on its competence to modify the rules of procedure
of the functional commissions of the Council.
35. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) supported the United States
representative's proposals. Unless the Conference clearly
distinguished between the two aspects.of the question,
many delegations would have the greatest difficulty in
voting.

36. The PRESIDENT, invited the Conference to decide
whether or not it was competent to provide that decisions
of the Commission pursuant to articles 2 and 2 bis should
be taken by a two-thirds majority, on the understanding
that each S'~ate would be free to interpret the provision
that was adopted. .
37. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet SocialistRepublics)
again urged that his motion should be put to the vote as
a whole, and that it should be made clear that the clause

. ...
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in question would modify the rules of procedure of the
functional commissions of the Council, .

38. The PRESIDENT observed that the only question
that arose was whether the Conference was competent
to decide that decisions of the Commission pursuant to
articles 2 and 2 bis should be taken by a two-thirds
majority.

39. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) formally moved the closure
of the debate on the question ofcompetence. He repeated
that, not being qualified to judge, he would abstain from
voting, '

40. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
again asked that it should be made clear that the new
clause would modify the rules of procedure of the func
tional commissions of the Council.

41. The 'PRESIDENT ruled that the only question on
which the Conference could vote was whether it was
competent to adopt paragraph 2 of the United States
amendment, which provided that "the decisions of the
Commission provided for in article 2 and article 2 his of
this Convention pursuant to which the obligations of the
Parties are increased shall be taken by a two-thirds
majority of the members of the Commission ".

At the USSR representative'srequest, the vote was taken
by roll-call.

Denmark, having been drawn by lot by the President,
was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Denmark, El Salvador, Federal Republic of
Germany, Finland, France, Greece, Guatemala, Hon
duras, Iran, Ireland, Japan, Liberia, Mexico, Monaco,
Netherlands; Nicaragua, Norway, Paraguay, Republic of
Korea, Rwanda, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Togo,
Tunisia, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Nothern Ireland, United States of America, Venezuela,
Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Cameroon, Canada,
Chile, China,* Congo (Democratic Republic of), Costa
Rica.

Against: Hungary, Italy, Poland, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Yugoslavia, Algeria, Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet So
cialist Republic.

Abstaining: Ghana, Holy See, India, Iraq, New Zealand,
Switzerland, Thailand, United Arab Republic, Australia,
Burma.

By 39 votes .0 9, with 10 abstentions, the Conference
declared itself competent to insert in the text of the Con
vention the provision contained in paragraph 2 of the
United States amendment (E/CONF.58/L.49).

42. Dr. JOHNSON..ROMUALD (Togo) expressed the
viewthat, since the Commission was going to be given flew
functions relating to psychotropic substances, which were
more numerous and complex than the narcotic drugs at
present under control, it was quite natural that the Con
ference should require a bigger majority for the Commis
sion's decisions, and that it should try to make it more
difficult to exercise the righ.t of rejection.

• See introductory note,

43. As the Australian representative bad rightly pointed
out, however, it was not equitable to prescribe the two
thirds majority only for cases in which the obligations of
the parties were going to be increased and not for cases
in which they were to be reduced. To correct that
situation, he proposed the deletion of the phrase "pur
suant to which the obligations ofthe Parties are increased".
44. Dr. REXED (Sweden) supported the remarks made
lly the representative of Togo.
45. Dr. URANOVICZ (Hungary), speaking in expla
nation of his vote; said he had voted against recognizing
the Conference's competence to adopt the United States
amendment because he considered that it was not only
the decisions of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs that
were involved, and that logically the same provisions
should apply also to WHO and the International
Narcotics Control Board.

46. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he still thought the effect of the decision just taken
by the Conference would be to modify the rules of pro
cedure of the functional commissions of the Council.
To justify that amendment, it had been pointed out, on the
one hand, that psychotropic substances required stricter
control than narcotic drugs and that, on the other hand,
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs must be prevented
from taking arbitrary decisions. In his opinion, those
arguments were invalid so far as the Commission was
concerned, for the Commission had already taken, in the
case of certain less-known narcotic drugs, decisions which
had not been contested. In his opinion, such a dis
tinction between psychotropic substances and narcotic
drugs was not justified; some narcotic drugs were in
fact of synthetic origin and raised problems that were
just as complex as those raised by psychotropic substances.
Moreover, even if the principle was accepted, he found
it difficult to see what justification there could be for
adopting a procedure which, as the Australian represen
tative had rightly pointed out, would make it more
difficult to include new psychotropic substances in the
schedules, and which might therefore, in the absence
of all control, have serious consequences for public
health. Lastly, the decision was incompatible with the
more important role which most delegations wished to
be assigned to WHO, not to speak of the legal questions
to which it could give rise in the Council.

47. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
he could accept the proposal made by the representative
of Togo, who had rightly pointed out that the purpose
of his delegation's amendment was to make more
difficult the exercise of the right of non-acceptance or the
adoption of exceptional measures applicable to new
psychotropic substances. Moreover, he did not think
the: amendment could reflect on the competence of WHO
and the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, both of which
had vast experience of narcotic drugs and could take the
decisions on the subject that were called for. The intro-
.duction of new synthetic narcotic drugs did not change
the situation, since they had the same properties and
effects as the conventional narcotic drugs, and it was
therefore less difficult to take decisions with regard to
them than with regard to psychotropic substances. The
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problems raised by the application of the Conference's
decisions were much more varied and complex.

48. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) supported the views
expressed by the representatives of Togo and the United
States. He urged the members of the Conference to
adopt article 14 bis with the sub-amendment proposed
orally by the representative of Togo, which would help
the Commission.on Narcotic Drugs to discharge its new
tasks. He formally moved the closure of the debate on
the article.

49. The PRESIDENT said that if there were no
objections, the debate on the matter would be closed.

50. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), speaking on a point of order, asked for separate
votes on paragraphs 1 and 2 of the amendment.

51. Mr. BOULBINA (Algeria) said he would like to
have some explanation of the voting procedure envisaged
by the sponsor of the amendment and on the criteria for
determining the two-thirds majority. In particular, he
asked whether the majority would be of the members
present and voting or of the total number of members of
the Commission.

52. The PRESIDENT said he was sorry he could not
entertain the Algerian representative's remark, since the
debate had been pronounced closed and his question
was not on a point of order.

Paragraph 1 of the United States amendment was
adoptedby 57 votes to none, with2 abstentions.

Paragraph 2 of the United States amendment, as
amended by the representative of Togo, was adopted by
40 votes to 3, with 16 abstentions.

Article 14bis asa whole (El CONF.581L.49), as amended,
wasadoptedby 43 votes to none, with 16 abstentions.

53. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he had abstained from
voting on paragraph 2 and on article 14 bis as a whole,
although he had accepted the initial text of the amend
ment. The fact was that international treaties could
usually be changed only with the unanimous consent of
the parties; and in the case of exceptions to that rule
which might be decided on by international bodies,
provision should be made for such decisions to be
adopted by rational voting procedures. The original
text had, however, been modified by the deletion of the
phrase "pursuant to which the obligations of Parties
are increased"; and in his. delegation's opinion, that
provision was likely to complicate the Commission's
work. That was whythe Turkish delegationhad abstained
from voting.
54. Moreover, he considered that the provisions on
that point for inclusion in the Convention to be adopted
by the Conference should be strictly parallel to those of
the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs. While
it was true that from the scientific and medica: points
of view psychotropic substances were more complex than
narcotic drugs, the two categories of drugs presented the
same social danger, and that last aspect should be
studied by the Commission. It would be wrong to adduce
scientific arguments for requiring a qualified majority
only inone case and not in the other. His Government

might therefore consider proposing that the Single
Convention should be amended so as to bring it into
line with article 14 his, as just adopted.
55. Mr. ANAND (India) said that, in view of the
explanations givenby the LegalAdviser to the Conference,
from which it appeared that it was in the Council's
power not to endorse the provisions adopted in article
14 his, paragraph 2, and since he had been unable to
undertake the necessary preliminary consultations, he
had preferred to abstain from voting on paragraph 2.
56. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he had voted for paragraph 1 and abstained from
voting on paragraph 2 for the reasons he had given before.
The only legally valid solution would have been for the
Conference to address to the Council a resolution
requesting it to consider the possibilityof partly amending
the rules of procedure of its functional commissions
when they had to apply decisions resulting from amend
ments to the draft Convention. In its present form, the
amendment which the Conference had just adopted was
unacceptable to the Soviet Union.
57. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said he had
voted for article 14 bis because he considered that it did
not change the rules of procedure of the functional
commissions of the Council.
58. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) said he had abstained
from voting. He admitted that psychotropic substances
gaverise to more complexproblems, and that the decisions
concerning them should therefore be adopted by a large
majority. He did not think that provision would have
the effect of weakening the new Convention, or that it
implied a lack of confidence in WHO; but the explana
tions givenby the Legal Adviserto the Conference showed
that article 14 bis could be rejected by the Council, and
that the Conference was not competent to take decisions
of that kind.
59. U HLA 00 (Burma) said that he, too, had preferred
to abstain, although the supporters of the amendment
had adduced valid arguments, in view of the explanations
given by the Legal Adviser to the Conference.

ARTICLE 23 bis
(TEPRITORIES FOR THE PURPOSES OF ARTICLES 6, J1, 12

AND 14) .

60. The PRESIDENT said that no amendment had been
submitted to the initial text of the article as contained in
the revised draft Protocol (E/4785, chap. Ill).
61. Mr. ANAND (India), supported by Dr. THOMAS
(Liberia), observed that article 23 bis was modelled on
article 43 of the Single Convention, but that the word
"territories" used in paragraph 1 might lead to confusion.
It was not strictly speaking territories that were meant,
but zones or regions within a singlecountry. He therefore
proposed that the word "territories" in paragraph 1
should be replaced by the word "zones". However, he
would propose leaving it to the Legal Adviser to the
Conference to choose between the word "zones" and
the word "regions". III paragraph 2, on the other hand,
the word "territory" could be kept, since it designated a
Customs union set up between the parties.

..
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62. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said he would prefer the word "regions" but saw nothing
against using the word "zones".
63. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), supported by
Mr. SHEEN (Australia), asked whether it was really
necessary to retain paragraph 1, for it might lead to
confusion unless care were taken to designate the central
Government responsible for the application of articles 6,
11, 12 and 14.
64. The PREB1DENT said he did not think the amend
ment affected the substance of the article. He suggested
that the word "territories'" in paragraph 1 should be
replaced by the word "regions". The end ofthe paragraph
would thus read "into a single region".

It was so decided.
65. Mr. BIGAY (France) said that, from the legal point
of view, he thought that it was not correct to speak about
the "region' of a State, and that the word "territory"
was to be preferred.
66. Mr. ANAND (India) observed that everything
depended on whether the'territory was being considered
as a whole or from the point of view of its parts. In the
second case, it was the word "region" which should be
used.
67. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said it was for each party to decide whether a part of its
territory constituted a region for the purpose of the
application of the Convention.
68. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) supported the observa
tions made by the representatives of the Netherlands and
Australia and said he would like a separate vote to be
taken on the retention ofparagraph 1.
69. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) instanced the situation
of a country consisting of several dozen islands, and said
that in that case the deletion of paragraph 1 might create
difficulties, since the territory was necessarily divided
into several parts.
70. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) withdrew his proposal.

Article 23 bis (E/4785, chap. Ill), as amended, was
adopted by 59 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.

ARTICLE 1
(USE OF TERMS) (continued)

(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.5 and Corr.l)

Sub-paragraph (h) ("Schedule V") (continued)
71. Dr. REXED (Sweden) pointed out that the text
adopted for article 2 bis no longer mentioned groups of
preparations exempt from certain provisions of the
Protocol. Since the definition had. become superfluous,
he proposed that sub-paragraph {h) should be deleted.

By 56 votes to none, with 3 abstentions, it was decided
to delete sub-paragraph (h)

Sub-paragraph (0) ("Territory") (resumed from the 20th
meeting)

72. The PRESiDENT pointed out that in consequence
of the decision taken on article 23 bis, the word "terri
tory", in the first sentence, should be replaced by the
word "region".

73. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
observed that, since the term "territory" had been
replaced by the term "region", the second sentence of
sub-paragraph (0) was redundant. It had, in fact, been
included because the term "territory" could be under
stood in different ways, but since that ambiguity had been
removed, there was no need to retain the second sentence.

74. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo), Mr. MAN
SOUR (Lebanon), Mr. KOCH (Denmark), Mr. KIRCA
(Turkey), Mr. KOFI-DAVIES (Ghana) and Mr. ANAND
(India) expressed agreement with the opinion voiced by
the USSR representative.

By 56 votes to none, with 1 abstention, it was decided to
delete the second sentence ofsub-paragraph (0).

Sub-paragraph (0), as amended, was adoptedby 55 votes
to none, with 6 abstentions.

Sub-paragraph (i) ("Export" and "Import") (resumed
from the 19th meeting)

75. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) and Mr.
KOCH (Denmark), speaking on a point of order, asked
that the Conference should reconsider the decision it
had adopted on sub-paragraph (i), so as to take account
of the decision it had reached on article 23 bis.

76. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) and Mr. ANAND (India)
spoke against the motion. .

The motion was rejected by 36 votes to 11, with 14
abstentions.

77. Mr. OBERMAYER (AuL..ria) observed that defi
nitions were normally arranged ,n alphabetical order,
and asked that that should be done in article 1 of the
Convention.
78. The PRESIDENT said that was impossible, since
the official text of the Convention would exist in the five
official languages of the United Nations.

Article 1 as a whole(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.5 and Corr.1) ,
as amended, was adopted by 60 votes to none, with 2
abstentions, and referred to the Drafting Committee.

ARTICLE 21
(PROCEDURE FOR SIGNATURE, RATIFICATION AND

ACCESSION)
(E/CONF.58/L.I8)

79. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), introducing the amendment submitted by his
delegation and the delegations of Hungary and the
United Arab Republic (E/CONF.58/L.I8), said that the
Convention was aimed at settling a problem which
affected all men, in whatever country they might be. The
Convention's objectives could not be attained unless all
States could participate. It was emphasized in the
preamble that, to be effective, the measures adopted
against the abuse of psychotropic substances must be
co-ordinated and "universal". In its resolution 1474
(XLVIII), the Council had also declared that it was
"convinced that the objectives and aim of this Protocol
are ofinterest to the international community as a whole".
In support of his argument, he cited further the! relevant
passages of the Declaration on principles of International
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Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation
among States in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations (General Assembly resolution 2625(XXV».
80. Other very important international-instruments were
open to all States; they included the Treaty Banning
Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere in Outer
Space and Under Water, signed in Moscow on 5 August
1963, the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities
of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (1967),
the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return
of Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into
Outer Space (1968), the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons (1968) and, quite recently, the
Convention to Suppress Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft,
signed at The Hague on 16 December 1970.
81. He recalled that in a note from its Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, transmitted by his delegation's com
munication of 27 March 1971 addressed to the Economic
and Social Council," the German Democratic Republic
had expressed the wish to be a party to the Protocol, For
all the reasons he had given, his delegation considered
that the discrimination that was being exercised against
a number of States in that respect was quite inadmissible.
82. Mr. KRIEG (Federal Republic of Germany) said
that, so far as international treaties were concerned, the
practice established by the United Nations system was
to use what was called the "Vienna" formula: all States
belonging to the United Nations family could be admitted,
and other States could be invited to become parties by
decision of the competent United Nations organ. In the
present case, they could be invited by the Economic and
Social Council, if a majority of the Council's members
expressed the corresponding desire. Thus, the Vienna
formula guaranteed application of the principle of
universality.
83. The "all States" clause advocated by a number of
countries, on the other hand, limited the sovereign power
of the States Members of the United Nations to decide on
admission themselves. The supporters of that clause were
trying to throw the responsibility for deciding which
States should participate on to the Secretary-General,
but the Secretary-General had always been opposed to
such a procedure. It was a question, therefore, of finding
out the extent to which States wished to renounce their
sovereign right of decision.
84. In conclusion, he expressed the view that the Vienna
formula was the soiztion which best settled the problem
of participation, and that the amendment should be
rejected.
85. M:s, NOWICKA (Poland) and Mr. OVTCHAROV
(Bulgaria) expressed agreement with the USSR repre
sentative.
86. Mr. BIGAY (France) said his delegation was in
favour ofarticle 21 of the draft Protocol and was opposed
to any other proposal.
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87. Many of the provisions of the Convention were
based on the Single Convention, and it was therefore
reasonable to apply to both treaties the same clause
regarding participation.
88. Moreover, according to the proposed amendment,
it would be for the Secretary-General to determine
whether an entity expressing the desire to accede to the
Convention could be regarded as a State. The French
delegation did not think such a responsibility should be
placed on the Secretary-General, and it would like to
have the Legal Adviser's opinion on that point. Further
more, it did not see why States represented at or invited
to the present Conference should cede to the Secretary
General their sovereign power to decide to whom they
should extend the possibility of having dealings with
them.
89. Moreover, it was not true to say that article 21 of
the draft Protocol definitively ruled out States whose
assistance might be regarded as useful to the world
community; for the Council could invite any State to
become a party, even if it was neitber a member of the
United Nations, any of the specialized agencies or the
International Atomic Energy Agency nor a party to the
Statute of the International Court of Justice.
90. His delegation would therefore vote against the
amendment and for article 21 of the draft.
91. Mr. SLAMA (Tunisia) said he shared the opinion
of the USSR delegation and supported the amendment.
As to paragraphs 2 and 3, they gave rise to no objection
011 the part of the Tunisian delegation, which could
accept them in their present wording.
92. Mr. BEB a DON (Cameroon) supported article 21
as given in the draft Protocol, for the reasons stated by
the representative of France.
93. He suggested that, since the article dealt with the
conditions for admission, the title should be amended to
read: "Procedure for admission, signature, ratification
and accession".
94. He had misgivings about the present wording of
sub-paragraph (b) in paragraph 1, which seemed to imply
that the signatory State committed itself by the act of
signing, whereas signature was not normally sufficient to
constitute a commitment. The sub-paragraph therefore
seemed superfluous, or, if it was retained, it should form
part of sub-paragraph (a).
95. With reference to paragraph 3, he pointed out that
ratification did not consist of the deposit of an instrument
with the Secretary-General; ratification was a domestic
constitutional requirement. He therefore suggested that
paragraph 3 should be worded as follows: "The instru
ments of ratification or accession shall be deposited
with the Secretary-General".
96. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
suggested that paragraph 2 should be drafted as follows:
"The present Convention shall be open for accession
90 days after it is opened for signature at Vienna".
97. 111 his opinion, article 21 had nothing to 'do, in
substance, with the principle of the sovereign equality
of States. What entities were to be regarded as States
was a political question. The formula used in article 21

.....
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of the draft was a wording established ·by the United
Nations, and to alter it would be to go beyond the present
Conference's terms of reference.
98. The proposed amendment would impose on the
Secretary-General, who was the sole depositary of instru
ments of accession to the Convention, the task of deter
mining whether or not a given entity was a State; but the
Secretary-General had stated that he neither would nor
could take a decision of that kind. The United States
delegation was therefore in favour of article 21 of the
draft.

•99. Mr. ONODERA (Japan) said he also was in favour
of paragraph 1 of article 21 of the draft Protocol and
opposed to any amendment to it.
100. His delegation had no strong position on paragraph
2, but the period offour months provided for in the Single
Convention seemed suitable.

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m.

TWENTY-THIRD PLENARY MEETING

Wednesday, 17 February 1971, at 5.10 p.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
SnbstaWlces adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVllI) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/478S, chap. Ill)

ARTICLE 21
(PROCEDURE FOR SIGNATURE, RATIFICATION AND

ACCESSION) (continued)
(EjCONF.58jL.18)

1. Mr. ANISCHENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic) said that, as the preamble indicated, the abuse
of psychotropic substances was a matter requiring
universal action. Frequent references had been made
during the Conference to the welfare of mankind, yet
article 21 prevented many States from being parties to the
Convention. Such discrimination would be avoided by
adopting the amendment submitted by Hungary, the
USSR and the United Arab Republic (EjCONF.58jL.18),
which his delegation fully supported.
2. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that his
Government, which supported the notion of universality
in matters ofpublic health, considered that the acceptance
of the Convention by as many States as possible was
certainly desirable. But experience showed that the
principle of universality was .not always invoked for
disinterested purposes, and therefore, in the light of
United Nations practice, of the facts of international

life and of his Governments' commitments, he would vote
for the text of article 21 as it appeared in the revised
draft Protocol.
3. Mr. CALENDA (Italy) said that, for the reasons
given by the French representative (22nd meeting) he
supported the existing text. The amendment dealt with
matters that were the prerogative of the United Nations.
In any case, article 21 enabled other States to become
parties at the invitation of the Economic and Social
Council.
4: Mr. CERECEDA ARANCIBIA (Chile) said that
the safeguarding of public health necessarily required
the participation of all States. The exclusion of any
State constitued discrimination, and his delegation would
vote for the amendment.

5. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics),
referring to the statement made by the French repre
sentative at the 22nd meeting, pointed out that there were
in fact several treaties in which the "all States" formula
was used. A recent example was the Treaty on the Non
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, to which a large
number of States had acceded.
6. Contrary to what the United States representative
had said, article 21 infringed the principle of the equality
of States. In the course of their general statements at
the opening ofthe Conference, a number ofrepresentatives
had emphasized that no country could be immune from
the threat of the abuse of psychotropic substances. At
the 5th plenary. meeting, the Netherlands representative
had said that international action would only be effective
if it covered practically the whole world. Yet the United
States representative was advocating the exclusion of
certain States from the Convention.
7. At the 1st plenary meeting, the representative of the
Secretary-General had said that it was necessary that as
many States as possible should be parties. to the Protocol.
That was perfectly true, and he therefore urged the
Conference to adopt the amendment proposed by
Hungary, the USSR and the United Arab Republic.
8. Mr. BROWN (Australia) said that he supported the
text of article 21 as it stood. The Convention was closely
associated with the United Nations and WHO, and
conferred executive powers on the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs and the International Narcotics Control
Board, so it seemed best that the Secretary-General should
be the depositary. In the case of those treaties in which
the "all States" formula had been used, it had not been
possible for the Secretary-General to act as depositary.
9. So far as paragraph 2 of the article was concerned,
his delegation would like the Convention to be open for
signature for a period of twelve months; in a federal
State like Australia, ninety days would be insufficient.
10. Mr. GIBBS (United Kingdom) said that his del
egation associated itself with those who supported the
existing provisions of the accession clause. There was no
connexion between that clause and any of the treaties
with multiple depositaries.
11. The Convention was one of the many United
Nations technical conventions for which the Secretary..
General acted as depositary. It had been urged thatthe
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plication; but that was not ruled out by the present text.
His delegation, supported the text of article 21 as it stood,
for the reasons given by the representatives of France and
the Unite« Kingdom.
21. It would be difficult, even impossible, for his country
to sign the Convention forthwith, since it would have to
discuss it with the other members of the European
Economic Community. He would therefore ask that a
fairly long period should be specified for signature.
22. Dr. URANOVICZ (Hungary) said that, as a eo
sponsor, his delegation fully supported the amendment
and the arguments adduced by the other representatives
who had spoken in favour of it.
23. Mr. TSYBENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Re
public) said that his country warmly supported the
amendment.
24. Mr. SHIK HA (Republic of Korea) said that the
question was of a highly political nature. His delegation
would not go into details, but it wished to draw attention
to two important points. In the first place, the amendment
clearly conflicted with the well-established principles and
precedents of the United Nations, and more particularly
with the Vienna formula. Secondly, his delegation was
strongly c:onvinced that the Conference, which had been
called together to adopt a Convention on Psychotropic
Substances, had no competence or authority to deal with
a political question of that kind.
25. Consequently, his delegation appealed to the Confer
ence to approve paragraph 1 of the original text in the
form in which it appeared in the draft Protocol.
26. His delegation did not have any strong feelings about
paragraph 2, and was quite prepared to accept the major
ity view.
27. Dr. EL HAKIM (United Arab Republic) said that
the aim was to have the most comprehensive system of
control. That could not be achieved if discrimination
was exercised to prevent certain States from becoming
parties. The Convention was a scientific instrument, and
the support of all States was neededif its purposes were
to be carried out. That was why the United Arab Re
public was one of the sponsors of the amendment.
28. He would suggest that the Convention should be
Opt .1 for signature for a period of six months,
29. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference),
replying to the question asked by the French represen
tative at the 22nd meeting, said that the Secretary
General's position with regard to the "all States" formula
"was well known: he held no views on what States 'ought
to be invited to become parties to treaties adopted by
conferences held under United Nations auspices, a
matter which was purely for those conferences to decide.
The Secretary-General would, however, wish that confer
ences should make their requirements quite clear in
cases in which he was to be the depositary ofan instrument.
The "all States" formula was interpreted differently by
different Governments. The Secretary-General did not
regard it as part of his functions as depositary to decide
on disputed questions of statehood. If, therefore, the
Conference wished to open the Convention to additional
parties beyond those described in the draft Protocol, it

Convention should be open to every State because it
dealt with a matter of interest to the-whole world; but
the other United Nations technical conventions, in which
the Vienna formula was used, also dealt with matters of
interest to all. The existing text made i.t possible for the
Economic and Social Council to invite other States to
become parties.
12. The Conference should not arrogate to itself powers
in a matter which only the United Nations could properly
decide. He would therefore vote against the amendment.
13. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that his Govern
ment was opposed to discrimination and therefore
considered that the Convention should be of universal
application. The USSR representative had advanced
very cogent arguments, and some of the agreements to
which he had referred were of a technical nature. The
preamble made it clear that universal action was required,
yet article 21 restricted participation in the Convention.
His delegation would support the amendment.
14. Dr. CORR~A da CUNHA (Brazil) said that his
delegation supported the text of article 21 as it appeared
in the draft Protocol.
15. Mr. BOULBINA (Algeria) said that, as the Algerian
delegation had made clear during the United Nations
Conference on the Law of Treaties, his country firmly
supported the principle of universality and the sovereign
equality of States. It was quite inadmissible that the
Conference should say it was concerned with the welfare
of mankind and then divide mankind into groups.
Every State in the international community must play
its part in a Convention designed to protect the health of
human beings. Consequently, his delegation could not
accept article 21 as it stood, and supported the amendment.
16. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) emphasized that the
Conference was concerned with the welfare of mankind,
regardless of race, colour or creed. It followed that all
States should be able to accede to the Convention. In
viewofthe danger represented by psychotropic substances,
the political problem referred to by implication in para
graph 1 of the article was unimportant. It was not a
question ofaccording recognition to States; the Secretary
General would simply be asked to accept, passively, rati
fication by all States.
17. The article as now worded was contrary to article
15 his, which clearly empowered the Board to request
explanations from the Government of any country.
He supported the amendment.
18. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) said he thought it unwise
to tamper with the text of article 21 as given in the draft
Protocol.
19. So far as paragraph 2 was concerned, he would
urge that the Convention should be open for signature
for a considerable period, say six to twelve months.
Belgium was a member of the European Economic
Community and would need to consult the other members
before signing the Convention. In the meantime, there was
nothing to prevent other countries from putting into
force the measures it laid down.
20. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that the
control measures should clearly be of world-wide ap-
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would have to find a more appropriate formula. If the
formula was simply "all States", the Secretary..General
would be unable to receive instruments from any States
other than those mentioned in the present text of the
draft Protocol, Le. States Members of the United Nations,
members of the specialized agencies and of the Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency, and parties to the
Statute of the International Court ofJustice. The position
would, however, be different if the Conference provided
the Secretary-General with a list of the States on which
it wished to confer the right to become parties, in which
case the Secretary-General weuld execute the instructions
given to him.

~ ......~

30. . The PRESIDENT drew the Conference's attention
to the blank space in paragraph 2 for the date until
which the Convention was to be open for signature.
Various suggestions had been made, ranging from ninety
days to twelve months. Article 40, paragraph 1, of the
1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, signed in
March 1961, gave the specific date 1 August 1961. It
would certainly be wiser to fix a specific date rather than
a period of so many days. He suggested 1 January 1972.

The suggestion was adopted.

At the request of the USSR representative the vote on
the amendment to paragraph 1 waS' taken by roll-call.

Pakistan, having been drawn by lot by the President,
was called upon to vote first.'

In favour: Poland, Tunisia, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Algeria, Bulgaria, Burma,
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile, Colombia,
Hungary, India, Iraq, Lebanon.

Against: Panama, Paraguay, Republic of Korea,
Rwanda, San Marino, South Africa, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Thailand, Togo, Turkey, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of
America, Venezuela, Argentina, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China,* Costa Rica, Denmark,
El Salvador, Federal Republic of Germany, France,
Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, Iran, Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Monaco, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway.

Abstaining: Portugal, Cameroon, Congo (Democratic
Republic of), Finland, Gabon, Ghana, Holy See,
Liberia.

The amendment to paragraph 1 (E/CONF.58/L.18)
was rejected by 41 votes to. 16, with 8 abstentions.

31. Dr. URANOVICZ(Hungary) moved that a separate
vote be taken on the words "invited by the, Council"
in paragraph 1.
32. Mr. GIBBS (United Kingdom), supported by
Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) and
Mr. BIGAY (France), objected to the motion for a
separate vote. The Conference had just rejected the
"all States" formula by a substantial majority. A request
for a separate vote on the words in paragraph 1 would
amount to a second vote on the same question. Further
more, article 21 as a whole embodied an accepted United

... See introductory note.

Nations formula and should not be divided for purely
political purposes.

The Hungarian motion was rejected by 43 votes to 11,
with 12 abstentions.
33. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), speaking on a point of order,
reminded the Conference that the Cameroonian del
egation had submitted an amendment (22nd meeting)
suggesting a new text for paragraph 3, reading as follows:
"The instruments of ratification or accession shall be
deposited with the Secretary-General".
34. The PRESIDENT said he had assumed that that
was a purely drafting change for consideration by the
Drafting Committee.
35. Mr. BEB a DON (Cameroon) said he would press
for a vote on his amendment by the plenary Conference,
because the existing text was ambiguous. He had also
proposed that the title of article 21 should be amended
by the insertion of the word "admission" between
"procedure for" and "signature", since the article
described what States might become parties to the
Convention.

The Cameroonian amendment to the title of article 21
was adopted by 20 votes to 3, with 40 abstentions.

The Cameroonian amendment to paragraph 3 was
adopted by 37 votes to 1, with 24 abstentions.

36. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
asked that a separate vote should be taken, first on
paragraph 1, and then on paragraphs 2 and 3, for reasons
which the Conference undoubtedly appreciated. '

Paragraph 1 was adopted by 47 votes to 11, with 7
abstentlovs

Para- '12 and 3 were ar'rotedunanimously.

Article .~1 as a whole (E/4t85, chap. Ill), as amended,
was adopted by 52 votes to 9, with 5 abstentions.

37. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), explaining his vote, said he
had voted against the amendment to paragraph 1 and
for the text of article 21 as adopted, for the legal reasons
given by the French, United States and United Kingdom
representatives and in the light of the statement by the
Legal Adviser to the Conference. He would also like to
make it clear that ifan entity which was not recognized as a
State under international law by parties to the Convention
became a party on accepting an invitation from the
Economic and Social Council, it would not thereby be
considered to have been recognized as a State within the
mea.ning of international law by parties which had not
previously recognized it under international law. Further
more, if the rights and obligations issuing' from the
Convention were invoked as between that entity and
States parties which did not recognize it as a State under
international law, that too could not be construed as tacit
recognition by those States.

38.. Dr. BABAIAN(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
explained that he had voted for paragraphs 2 and 3 and
against article 21 as a whole because the article included
discriminatory features so flagrant that he had been unable
to vote for an article which barred certain States from
participaticn in the Convention. The view of the USSR
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was well known and had been stated fully at the United
Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties-in May 1969.
The USSR, indeed, had not ratified the Vienna Conven
tion on the Law ofTreaties. Many delegations had raised
questions of secondary interest with. respect to the
strictness or flexibility of the control measures, but the
Vienna formula was an issue of far greater importance.
He hoped that the Conference would be able to adopt
a declaration on universal participation in the Conven
tion on psychotropic substances on the lines of the
similar declaration adopted in the Final Act of the
Conference on the Law of Treaties. An appropriate text
would be submitted.

39. Dr. CORR:aA da CUNHA (Brazil) said that the
pattern of his voting might have seemed inconsistent,
but it would be appreciated by those who had followed
his delegation's statements of its position throughout
the Conference.

40. Mgr. MORETTI (Holy See), explained that his
delegation had since the beginning of the Conference
earnestly hoped for general agreement on the universal
application of the Convention, in consideration of the
higher interests of mankind. Failing such agreement, and
not wishing to take a decision which would inevitably be
construed as political-a situation which the Holy See
always did its utmost to avoid-it had decided to abstain.
It hoped nevertheless, that the basic general lines of the
Convention would serve as a guide to the domestic
legislation of all countries, for the benefit of an peoples,
and that international law would soon come to be
regarded, no longer solely as the law of States, but also,
and above all, as the law of man.

41. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) explained that he had
abstained fron, voting on the amendment to paragraph
1 because, though his Government held the view that the
purposes of the Convention would best be served by the
accession of all States, it considered that the political
issues involved should preferably be discussed elsewhere.
42. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) explained that
he had voted against the amendment to paragraph 1,
but must state 'once more that his Government was
firmly attached to the notion of universality. His ~el

egation's vote should not be construed as a vote agal~st

that principle, but purely as reluctance to becommg
involved in an issue with political implications.
43. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) explained that
his delegation invariably supported motions for divi~ion

when it was evident that a group of less than two-thuds
of the participants was trying to force the Conference
into some action which it did not desire. That had not,
however, been the intention of the Hungarian repre
sentative's motion.

ARTICLE 22
(ENTRY INTO FORCE)

44. The PRESIDENT observed that no amendments
had been submitted to article 22 of the revised draft
Protocol but a space had been left in paragraph 1 for the
number of States needed to bring the Convention into
force. The number laid down in article 41 of the Single
Convention had been 40. He wondered whether the

Conference wished to revert to the Single Convention as
amodel,
45. Dr. REXED (Sweden) observed that the Convention
on Psychotropic Substances differed from the Single
Convention, because new substances were being developed
very rapidly and the present Convention must therefore
be brought into force more speedly. He therefore for
mally proposed that the number should be 25.
46. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) supported the Swedish
proposal.
47. Mr. RENK (Switzerland), supported by Dr.
BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics),
suggested 40.
48. Mr. BIGAY (France), supported by Dr. JOHNSON
ROMUALD (Togo), suggested 30 as a compromise
between that suggestion and the Swedish proposal.
49. Mr. CHENG (China) * drew the Conference's at
tention to the fact that under article 41, paragraph 1, of
the Single Convention, th~ instrument was to come into
force on the thirtieth day, whereas the text of the draft
Convention on Psychotropic substances specified the
ninetieth day.

The meeting rose at 7.5 p.m,

TWENTY-FOURTH PLENARY MEETING

Wednesday, 17 February 1971, at 9.15 p.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIII) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/478S, c;hap. ID)

ARTICLE 22
(ENTRY INTO FORCE) (continued)

1. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) sald he disagreed
with the Swedish representative (23rd meeting). The
ratification of the Convention would not be made any
easier if a mere twenty per cent of the membership of
the United Nations was enough to bring into force all
the obligations it entailed. Those obligations would
place a considerable burden upon producing countries,
which would only be willing to accept that burden if
there was a larger number of ratifications.
2. His own preference was therefore for 55 ratifications,
but he would be willing to compromise and accept 45.
3. Mr. TSYBENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Re
public) urged the Conference to accept the figure of 40,
which appeared in article 41 of the 1961 Single Convention
on Narcotic Drugs.

*See introductory note.

Of
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all pre-existing unequal treaties with other countries
and had constantly fought for the liberation of colonial
peoples.
14. It was inadmissible that in tho year 1971 a United
Nations conference should include in an international
Convention an article based on the admissibility of the
colonial relationship. Article 23, as now framed, was'
in flagrant contradiction with the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples adopted by the General Assembly in its reso
lution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960. It should there
fore be deleted from the draft.
15. Mr. ASHFORTH (New Zealand) said that the
retention of article 23 in the Convention was a practical
matter and not a political one. He therefore opposed
the USSR ~mendment.

16. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) drew attention to
foot-note 25 to article 23 (Ej4785); his delegation had
been one of those which had stressed that .article 23 was
unacceptable because it conflicted with the 1960 Decla
ration; the article was incompatible with the spirit of the
times, and he strongly supported the proposal to delete
it.
17. Mr. BOULBINA (Algeria) supported the USSR
amendment. The 1960 Declaration on which it was
based was sufficiently well known and it was therefore
unnecessary for him to dwell upon it.
18. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that the
United Kingdom needed article 23. It still had a number
of dependent territories and, for constitutional and
administrative reasons, the provisions of article 23 were
necessary to enable the United Kingdom to defend the
interests of those territories in applying the Convention.
19. All were agreed on the need to ensure the widest and
the earliest possible' application of the Convention.
Article 23 was r.elevant in that connexion, because it
would enable the United Kingdom to apply the Con
vention in those dependent territories which were ready
for such application. If the provisions of article 23 were
omitted, the process of consultation with those territories
would involve substantial delays.
20. Article 23 contained safeguards which were in line
with the 1960 Declaration. Its provisions were therefore
not contrary to that Declaration. .Since 1960, a number
of conventions had been concluded which included an
article on the lines of article 23; he could cite the 1961
Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness, the 1968
Convention on Road Traffic, the 1962 and 1968 Inter
national Coffee Agreements and the 1971 Treaty on the
Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons
and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on 'the Sea
bed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof.
The most important precedent for the present purpose,
however, was the 1961 Single Convention; its article 42
was identical in its provisions with article 23 now under
discussion. It was significant that the Single Convention
had been adopted only a few months after the 1960
Declaration.
21. In conclusion, he stressed that the matter Was a
purely practical one; the provisions' of article 23 would
help in the process of applying the Convention.
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4. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) pointed out that the purpose of the Single Conven
tion had been to consolidate in a. unified instrument all
the provisions of previous international narcotics treaties.
The substances in question had already been under
international control in 1961,when the Single Convention
was adopted.
5. The position regarding psychotropic substances was
different. The General Assembly, by its resolution 2433
(XXIII) of 19 December 1968, had invited the Commis
sion on Narcotic Drugs and the Economic and Social
Council Hto give urgent attention to the problem of the
abuse of the psychotropic substances", and had referred
to Council resolutions 1293 (XLIV) and 1294 (XLIV),
and to World Health Assembly resolutions WHA 18.47,
WHA 20.42, WHA 20.43' and WHA 21.42, all of them
"urging controls on psychotropic substances not yet
under international control".
6. Dr. REXED (Sweden) said he would be prepared to
agree with the French proposal (23rd meeting) to insert
the word "thirty" in paragraph 1.
7. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) and Mr. HUYGHE (Bel
gium) were in favour of the insertion of the word "forty",
as in the Single Convention.
8. Mr. BROWN (Australia) said he agreed with the
Executive Secretary as to the desirability of an early
entry into force of the Convention. Since its effectiveness
would depend on a sufficient number of ratifications,
however, he would prefer the requirement that there
should be 40 r.atifications.

9. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
pointed out that, under article 21, paragraph 1, the
potential number of parties to the Convention was very
large.

10. The insertion of a low figure in article 22, paragraph
1, would detract from the Convention's effectiveness.
Moreover, if the Convention made a bad start, the result
would be to discourage other ratifications. He agreed
with those representatives who had spoken in favour of
inserting "forty".
11. The PRESIDENT asked whether those delegations
which had put forward a figure other than 40 wished
to press their proposals,

12. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo), Dr. REXED
(Sweden) and Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said
that they were prepared to agree to 40.

Article 22 (E/4785, chap: Ill) was adopted, with the
insertion ofthe word "forty".

ARTICLE 23
(TERIUTORIAL APPLICATION)

(E/CONf".58/L.35)

13. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), introducing his amendment (E/CONF58/L.35)
for the deletion of article 23 from the draft Convention,
said that from the outset the Soviet Union bad consist
ently pursued a policy based on the equality of peoples,
regardless of race, nationality or religion. Soon after the
October revolution of 1917, the USSR had terminated

I '.
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22. Miss BALENCIE (France) urged that article 23
should be retained. France was particularly interested
in the provisions of that article, for it was anxious to
apply the Convention to the non-metropolitan territories
for whose international relations it was responsible. The
Single Convention and a number of other international
instruments contained ,provisions on the lines ofarticle 23.
23. Dr. SADEK (United Arab Republic) said that his
delegation fully supported the USSR amendment.
24. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) urged the deletion
of article 23 with its utterly obsolete references to colonial
dependencies.
25. Mr. ARCHIBALD (Trinidad and Tobago) urged
the retention of article 23, which recognized the illogi
calities of life. There still existed a small number of
non-metropolitan territories, and article 23 should be
included in the Convention to facilitate the defence of
those territories' interests and of such status as they
possessed. The inclusion ofarticle 23 would not represent
a denial ofthe principles embodied in the 1960Declaration.
It would simply COl.,etiiute an acceptance of the facts as
they existed at present.
26. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that the
purpose of article 23 was to facilitate the application of
the Convention in territories which were at present under
colonial rule.
27. A number of countries participating in the Confer
ence would not have been. present if, some years ago,
such countries as France and Belgium had not had the
courage to accept the heavy task of decolonialization.
Those countries could not forget the peoples which were
still under colonial rule, and particularly the African
peoples under the Portuguese colonial yoke.

28. Although his delegation had always been prepared
to co-operate in any practical arrangements to facilitate
the broadest possible application of the Convention, it
could not but regard article 23 with grave misgivings.
It could not vote in favour of that article, because such
a vote might give the impression that it could remain
passive in the face of the existence of the anachronistic
Portuguese colonial system. That sys~em had b~en

unanimously condemned by all the African countries,
Since however, the elimination of article 23 would leave
a gap in the text of the Convention, his delegation had
decided to abstain from voting on the article.
29. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that his delegation
rejected the practice whereby one country imposed its
dominion over other countries beyond its borders. It
viewed article 23 as a practical arrangement, however,
and would therefore abstain from voting on it. Its
inclusion in the draft would not affect his 'country's
attitude towards the Convention as a whole.
30. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
.pointed out that there existed a great many international
treaties which did not contain the colonial clause. To
speed up the work of the Conference, he would not press
his amendment (E/CONF.58/L.35), but asked for a roll
call vote on article 23.

At the request of the representative of the USSR, the
vote on article 23 was taken by roll-call.

The Dominican Republic, having been drawn by lot by
the President, was called upon to votefirst.

In favour: Dominican Republic, Federal Republic of
Germany," Finland, France, Gabon, Guatemala, Guyana,
Holy See, Honduras, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Monaco,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama,
Paraguay, Republic of Korea, Rwanda, South Africa,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Trinidad and Tobago,
Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China,* Costa Rica, Denmark.

Against: Hungary, India, Iraq, Lebanon, Pakistan,
Poland, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic,
Yugoslavia, Algeria, Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic.

Abstaining: El Salvador, Ghana, Greece, Liberia, Me
xico, Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Venezuela, Argentina, Bur
ma, Cameroon, Chile, Congo (Democratic Republic of).

The result of the vote was 38 votes in favour and 13
against, with 14 abstentions.

Article 23 (E/4785, chap. Ill) was adopted, having
obtained the required two-thirds majority.

31. Mr. CHENG (China),*explaining his vote, said his
delegation had voted in favour of article 23 in consi
deration of the situation of Hong Kong, which belonged
to the category of territories covered by that article. The
provisions of article 23 would make it possible for the
authorities in Hong Kong i.'" control psychotropic
substances in the area. The omission of article 23 would
have made such control impossible, and the impact would
have been felt throughout the world.
32. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), explaining his vote, said
that his delegation had voted in favour of article 23 for
two reasons. The first was that not all non-metropolitan
territories were necessarily colonial territories.
33. The second reason was that, in the present state of
positive international law on the subject-which, in the
opinion ofthe Turkish Government, should be modified as
soon as possible by the granting of independence to all
colonies without exception-it was necessary to ensure
the application of the Convention in those non-metro
politan territories, of the type mentioned in article 23,
which were already sufficiently autonomous to take a
decision on the matter themselves.
34. In that context, his delegation's affirmative vote could
not be interpreted as in any way contrary to General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), containing the Decla
ration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. The Turkish Government, which
had been one of the sponsors ofthat resolution, continued
to be a strong supporter of the Declaration.
35. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said that his delegation
had abstained from voting, because article 23 dealt with
a problem whose settiement lay beyond the scope of the
Convention's essential provisions.
36. It was true that article 23 reproduced a 'similar
provision in the Single Convention, but it was essential

• See introductory note.
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to bear in mind the developments which had taken place,
and the pronouncements that had been made by the
highest international authorities, in the ten years which
had elapsed since 1961.
31. The Conference was engaged in the formulation of
a convention of general application which would make
it possible to combine the efforts of the whole inter
national community in the struggle against the abuse of,
and illicit traffic in, psychotropic substances. In the
circumstances, his delegation had felt that the introduc
tion in article 23 of an additional provision covering only
certain special cases in whichthe sovereignty of a territory
was in dispute would perhaps not be acceptable to the
majority of the other countries, not involved in the
dispute.
38. In order, therefore, to facilitate the Conference's
work and at the same time safeguard the inalienable
territorial rights of Argentina, his delegation wished to
place on record that, in view of the decision to include
article 23, with its reference to "non-metropolitan
territories", Argentina's accession to the Convention
under consideration would be on the understanding, and
subject to the reservation, that the application of the
Convention to territories the sovereignty over which was
in dispute between two or more countries-whether
signatories to the Convention or not-must not be inter
preted as a waiver or renunciation of the position which
each of them had taken up to that time.
39. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said that his dele
gation had voted against article 23 because its contents
were contrary to the spirit of the present time; article 23
had no place in the present Convention.
40. Dr. GATTI (Holy See), explaining his vote, said that
for nearly two thousand years the Holy See had carried
on a continuous struggle to uphold human freedom and
dignity. Unfortunately, however, there still existed certain
situations in which, ad pejora evitanda, realities had to
be taken into account. If article 23 were omitted from
the Convention, certain peoples might have to live
without any protection against the dangerous effects
stemming from the abuse of psychotropic substances.
For that reason, his delegation had voted in favour of
article 23. In doing so, however, it wished to make clear
its intense regret that there were still peoples which had
not yet been able to decide their political status for
themselves.' .
41. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said that his delegation
had voted in favour of article 23, although it was a strong
supporter of the 1960 Declaration. The reason was that
some non-metropolitan' territories unfortunately. still
existed and that the Convention should be applied to
all such territories for. whose international relations a
party to the Convention was responsible.
42. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that his delegation had voted against article 23
because the provisions of that article ran counter to the
spirit of the time. They were based on the recognition
of colonialism. .
43. There was an essential difference between the subject
matter of article 23 and that of 23 his, and he reminded
the Conference that the text of the latter article had

now been amended. That change made it all the clearer
that the purpose of article 23 was to deal with colonial .,
territories.

44. His delegation, which had always strongly opposed
the inclusion in international conventions of articles
dealing with colonial situations, had been disappointed to
note that the newly independent countries had not
unanimously opposed the retention of article 23.
45. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that his
delegation had abstained from voting for exactly the
same reason as that indicated by the representative of
Argentina, and it shared the reservation he had \
expressed.

46. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon), explaining his vote,
said he could not accept the explanation given by certain
delegations that article 23 was necessary for practical
reasons. He would have preferred to hear those dele
gations announce that their countries had agreed to put
an end to colonial situations, in compliance with United
Nations decisions.

47. His own country, which had suffered in the past
from foreign occupation, was strongly opposed to all
forms of colonialism, and his delegation had therefore
voted against article 23.

48. Mrs. NOWICKA (Poland) said her delegation had
voted against the article because it did not consider that
the provisions it contained had any place in an inter
national instrument designed for the future. \

49. Mr. SHIK HA (Republic of Korea) said he had .
voted for the article for the same reasons as those given
by the representative of China.

50. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that his. .
abstention from voting should be taken merely as an
indication of the willingness of his Government to co
operate in implementing the provisions ofthe Convention.
An abstention represented the maximum limit to which
his Government was prepared to go on a matter relating
to colonialism, and it was only prepared to go to that
limit in the present context.

51. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he had been happy
to vote against the article. It was regrettable that a
colonial clause was to be included in an international
treaty concluded in the twentieth century. He failed to
understand some of the so-called explanations of vote;
instead of explaining their vote for the article, many
speakers had excused themselves by saying they were
against colonialism.

ARTICLE 24
(D~NlJNCIATION)

52. The PRESIDENT said the Conference should
decide how the blank space in paragraph 1 was to be
filled. The term in the corresponding provision in the
Single Convention was one of two years.

53. Dr.BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), Mr. CH.APMAN (Canada), Mr. KOCH
(Denmark) and Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of
America) said that a term of two years in the present
case would be satisfactory. '
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ARTICLE 26 (DISPUTES)
(E/CONF.58/L.23, E/CONF.58/L.31)

67. Mr. ANAND (India) said the question of disputes
had been considered in detail at the first special session
of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, and a number of
delegations, including his own, had considered it wrong
in principle to make reference of a dispute to the 'Inter
national Court of Justice compulsory. They had pro
posed a different wording for article 26, paragraph 2,
the text of which was given in foot-note 28 to the revised

61. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said his delegation supported
the joint amendment, not only for the reasons given by the
French representative, but also because it considered that
paragraph 3 (b) of the original draft was contrary to the
provisions ofthe Charter, particularly those ofArticles 10,
11, 12 and 13.
62. Mr. WINKLER (Austria) said his delegation
supported the joint amendment. He pointed out, however,
that the wording used in the English version of the cor
rigendum (E/CONF.58/L.32/Corr.l) was not the same
as that of the corresponding provision of the Single
Convention.

63. The PRESIDENT said that, since the purpose of
the joint amendment and the corrigendum thereto was
to bring the provisions of article 25 into line with the
corresponding provisions of the Single Convention,
he thought it could be assumed that the intention of the
corrigendum was that in paragraph 1 of the English text
of the joint amendment the words "Any country" should
be replaced by the words "Any Party".
64. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said that his delegation
endorsed the viewsofthe sponsors ofthe joint amendment,
which it supported.
65. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference),
explaining why paragraph 3 (b) had been included in the
revised draft Protocol, said that the means adopted for
amending narcotics treaties in the past was precisely
protocols adopted by the General Assembly on. the
recommendation of the Council. Such protocols Fad
twice been adopted as annexes to resolutions of he
Assembly. That method was also expressly provided for
in Article 62, paragraph 3, of the Charter, and it was only
provided thereafter, in paragraph 4, that the Council
might call a conference. Provision for the submission
of amending treaties to the General Assembly had not
been included in the Single Convention, but that was
clearly a mistake, since the Single Convention could not
purport to change the relationship between the Council
and the Assembly established in the Charter itself. The
provision in paragraph 3 (b) had been included to correct
an obvious omission.
66. The PRESIDENT suggested that a vote should be
taken first on the joint amendment. If it was adopted, it
would be unnecessary to vote on the amendment pro
posed by the Federal Republic of Germany, since the
joint amendment replaced the text of article 25 of the
revised draft Protocol.

Thejoint amendment (E/CONF.58/L.32 and Corr.l}. was
adopted by 57 votes to 1, with 4 abstentions.

54. The PRESIDENT said that in the absence of any
objection, he would assume that the Conference agreed
to complete paragraph 1 of article 24 by inserting the
word "two" in the blank space.

It was so decided.
SS. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) requested that a
separate vote should be-taken on paragraph 1.

Paragraph 1 of article 24, as amended, was adopted by
46 votes to 9, with 8 abstentions.

Paragraphs 2 and 3 of article 24 were adopted unani
mously.

Article 24 as a whole (E/4785, chap. Ill), as amended,
was adopted by 48 votes to none, with 16 abstentions.

ARTICLE 2S
(AMENDMENTS)

(E/CONF.58/L.32 and Corr.I, E/CONF.58/L.33)

56. Mr. BIGAY (France) said the purpose of the
amendment submitted by the delegations of Canada,
France, Turkey and the USSR (E/CONF.58/L.32 and
Corr.l) was to bring the provisions of article 25 into
line with the corresponding provisions of the Single
Convention (article 47), which made no provision for
amendments to be submitted to the General Assembly.
The sponsors considered that, since the Convention had
been drawn up by a special conference, any amendments
to it must be adopted by a similar conference; it was not
normal that a different type of body should be enabled
to amend the Convention. Moreover, if provision was
made for the General Assembly to adopt amendments to
the Convention, a paradoxical situation would arise;
amendments would be discussed by the representatives
of States which were not parties to the Convention.

57. Mr. KRIEG (Federal Republic of Germany) said
his delegation supported the amendment submitted
jointly by the four delegations. The reason his delegation
had submitted its own amendment (E/CONF.58/L.33)
was that the national authorities in the Federal Republic
of Germany would require some time in which to give
force to the provisions of an amendment.

58. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said he could endorse
what the French representative had said.

59. Mr. ONODERA (Japan) said his delegation had
had some difficulty with the provision in paragraph 3 (b)
of the original text. The proposal of the four delegations
fully met his delegation's concern, and he would be
able to give it his whole-hearted support.

60. Mr. SVIRIDOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) said that his delegation had eo-sponsored the
joint proposal for the reasons given by the French
representative. It had, however, an additional reason,
namely, that since article 40, paragraph 2, of the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties stipulated that any
proposal to amend a multilateral treaty as between all
the parties must be notified to all the contracting States,
the provision in paragraph 3 (b) of the original draft
Convention would place non-Members of the United
Nations at a disadvantage.
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draft Protocol. His delegation wes now proposing that
that text should replace the present text of paragraph 2
(EjCONF.58jL.23).
68. His delegation considered it undesirable to impose
solutions on Governments in fundamental disputes, since
that could only lead to bitterness and increase adminis
trative difficulties. Mutual trust and co-operation in the
settlement of disputes must be encouraged. As at present
worded, paragraph 2 conflicted with the notion of mutual
co-operation in the settlement of disputes underlying the
provisions of paragraph 1. Reference of a dispute to the
Court should be permissive and by mutual consent. He
hoped the Conference would not be swayed by political
considerations, that it would consider his delegation's
proposal on its merits and would vote for it.
69. Mr. KlRCA (Turkey) said that paragraph 2 as it
stood was unacceptable to his delegation for the reasons
given by the Indian representative. He could associate
himself with the amendment proposed by the latter, but
preferred the wording proposed by his own delegation
(EjCONF.58jL.31), which was almost identical with that
of the corresponding provision of the Single Convention
(Article 48, para. 2).
70. The Turkish Government interpreted article 48,
paragraph 2, of the Single Convention as meaning that
reference to the International Court of Justice would be
in accordance with the Statute of the Court, article 36
of which provided that reference of a dispute to the
Court should be by mutual consent, or by acceptance by
a State voluntarily of the compulsory jurisdiction' of the
Court in the disputes in question, in relation to any other
State accepting the same obligation.
'71. Mr. BOULBINA (Algeria) said that his Govern
ment had made a reservation regarding article 48 of the
Single Convention, because it did not accept the juris
diction of the Court. The problem of the Court's juris
diction and of the difficulties it raised had been examined
at length during the United Nations Conference on the
Law of Treaties. Neith.er article 26 of the original draft
nor the Turkish amendment, which he could not accept,
would meet a situation in which the States parties to
a dispute were not in agreement to refer it to the Court.
72. The Indian amendment was acceptable.
73. Mr. RASHED AHMED (Pakistan) said that article
26 ought to be considered from the purely practical angle.
Surely the "judicial process" mentioned in article 26,
paragraph 1, included reference to the Court. If, however,
the parties had been unable to reach a settlement by any
of the means listed in that paragraph, it was unrealistic to
expect them to reach agreement to refer the matter to the
Court. He supported the Turkish amendment.
74. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that, as his delegation had indicated at the first
special session of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs,
article 26 was unacceptable. It was clearly stated in the
Declaration on Principles ofInternational Law concerning
Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
(General Assembly resolution 2625· (XXV)) that States
should seek the settlement of international disputes by
peaceful means of their own choice. The Indian amend-
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ment was entirely consistent with that principle and he
would support it. He would also support the Turkish
amendment. .

75. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he would like to have
the Legal Adviser's opinion on whether his amendment
would permit a party to submit a dispute to the Inter
national Court of Justice unilaterally. .

76. Mr. 'WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the Turkish amendment was based on article 48,
paragraph 2, of the Single Convention, which had been
regarded as a compromise; and during its consideration
in 1961 some such wording as "at the request of anyone
of the Parties" had been deleted because many dele
gations had felt that that deletion would- make the text
acceptable. The clause as finally adopted would have to
be interpreted 'by the Court if a party made a unilateral
application.
77. In his personal view, the preparatory work leading
up to the adoption of that article indicated that there was
an obligation on both parties to a dispute to submit it to
the Court, but that a unilateral application would not
be successful. Article 48, paragraph 2, of the Single
Convention did not therefore, in his view, confer com-
pulsory jurisdiction on the Court. .

78. Mr. ARCHIBALD (Trinidad and Tobago) sug
gested that the substance of the Indian amendment was
already contained in article 26, since it was implied by
the words "judicial process" in paragraph 1.

19. Mr. KIReA (Turkey) said that his Government
interpreted article 48, paragraph 2, of the Single.Conven
tion in the same way as the Legal Adviser. The Turkish
amendment did not signify that each party was bound to
accept the jurisdiction of the Court, nor did it exclude the
possibility of a party declaring its acceptance of the
Court's compulsory jurisdiction in relations with other
States which had already done the same. Alternatively,
the parties would have to conclude a special agreement
accepting the jurisdiction of the Court in accordance with
article 36, paragraph 2, of its Statute.

80. In order to render his amendment quite clear, he
proposed the addition, at the end thereof, of the words
"in accordance with the Statute of the International
Court of Justice".
81. Mr. BROWN (Australia) said he agreed with the
Pakistan representative. After hearing the Legal Adviser's
opinion, he now doubted whether the Turkish amendment
was acceptable, and would therefore support the original
text of paragraph 2.

82. The substance of the Indian amendment was already
contained in paragraph 1, and it offered no solution if
all the methods of settlement set out in that paragraph
had failed. '

83. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
he was opposed to the Indian amendment, which, being
merely permissive, would render.paragraph 2 of the
article meaningless. The reference of a dispute to the
Court must depend on agreement being reached by the
parties. The original text ofthe paragraph imposed a clear
obligation on the parties and gave backbone to the
Convention.
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84. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said it would not
be right in principle to deprive the parties. of the right to
have recourse to a court after the failure of the procedures
in paragraph 1. He was opposed to the Indian amendment,
which was a recipe for inaction. .
85. The Turkish amendment' had the merit of re
producing a provision. from the Single Convention; but,
as the Legal Adviser had indicated, that provision
contained no indication as to how it could be made to
work.

86. He preferred the text of the revised draft Protocol.

87. Mr. RENK (Switzerland) said he agreed with the
previous speaker. His Government had always hoped
that as many countries as possible would accept the
compulsory jurisdiction of the Court, and the original
text of paragraph 2 came closest to that aim. He would
therefore support it.

88. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
pointed. out that General Assembly resolution 2625
(XXV) had not existed in 1961, when articie 48 of the
Single Convention had been drawn up. The Turkish
amendment was consistent with existing international
instruments and an improvement on the original text.
89. The PRESIDENT said that the Indian amend
ment, being the furthest removed from the original,
would be put to the vote first.
90. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) asked for separate votes on
paragraphs I' and 2 of article 26.

The Indian amendment (EjCONF.58jL.23) was rejected
by 34 votes to 15, with 11 abstentions.

A vote was taken on the revised Turkish amendment
(EjCONF.58jL.31).

The result of the vote was 28 in favour and 20 against,
with 12 abstentions.

The revised Turkish amendment was not adopted, having
failed to obtain the required two-thirds majority.

Paragraph 1 of article 26 was adopted by 61 votes to
none, with 1 abstention.

Paragraph 2 ofarticle 26 was adopted by 39 votes to 14,
with 9 abstentions.

Article 26 as a whole (Ej4785, chap. Ill) was adopted
by 46 votes to 8, with 9 abstentions.
91. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
he had voted in favour of paragraph 2 and of article 26
as a whole. He had abstained on the Turkish amendment,
which had placed him in a dilemma. Its purpose was to
secure the reference to the Court of disputes that could
not be settled by other means. The policy of the United
States Government was to encourage the making of
binding agreements to submit to the Court disputes not
settled by other means, but the Legal Adviser's opinion
on the Turkish amendment seemed to run counter to
that policy.
92. Mr. ANAND (India) said he had voted for para
graph 1, but against paragraph 2 and article 26 as a whole,
because he was opposed to the unilateral submission of
fundamental disputes to the Court. Disputes were best
settled by both parties agreeing to go to the Court.

93. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) said that recourse to
the Court would be the ideal, but so long as the Court
Was unable to enforce its judgements it could not be
effective. Disputes could not be solved- without the
parties' consent to the method chosen. He had abstained
on paragraph 2, and had voted against article 26 as a
whole.
94. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he had voted in favour of paragraph 1 but had
opposed paragraph 2, which was quite unacceptable.
Disputes must be settled by such peaceful means as
were agreed to by the parties. Paragraph 2 in the original
text was at variance with the Declaration contained in
General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV) and was
retrograde. The International Court of Justice did not
have great authority, and he personally, knowing how it
arrived at its judgements, had no faith in it.
95. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that, although he had
had some sympathy for the Turkish amendment, he had
voted against it, after hearing the Legal Adviser's opinion.
96. The PRESIDENT put to the vote a motion for the
adjournment of the meeting.

The motion was adopted by 36 votes to 9~ with 7 ab
stentions.

The meeting rose at 12.20 a.m.
on Thursday 18 February 1971.

TWENTY-FIFTH PLENARY MEETING

Thursday, 18 February 1971, at 9.50 am.

President: Mr. NETTEII (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocolon Psychotropic
Substances adopied by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Coucil
resolution 1474 (XLVID) of 24 l\farch 1970 (continued)

(E/478S, chap. DJ)

PREAMBLE
{resumed from the 21st meeting and concluded}

(EjCONF.58jL.4/Add.9) .

The preamble, as reproduced in the report of. the
Drafting Committee. (EjCONF.58jL.4jAdd.9),· was
adopted.

ARTIC~';E 1 (USE OF TERMS)
(resumed from the 22nd meeting and concluded)

(EjCONF.58jL.4jAdd.9)

1. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia), Chairman of the Draft
ing Committee, explained that only sub-paragraphs (i),
(k) and (1) had been re-worded by the Drafting Com
mittee; the other sub-paragraphs had already been
adopted by the Conference. The Conference was there
fore called upon to take a decision only on those three
sub-paragraphs.
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2. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) ,pointed out that the wording of sub-paragraph (i)
("Manufacture") would be made clearer if the concluding
words "in pharmacies" were deleted, because the meaning
ofthe term "pharmacy" differed very widely from country
to country.
3. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that the present wording of sub-paragraph (i) was
very clear; he saw no need to delete the words "in
pharmacies".
4. The PRESIDENT recalled that the second sentence
of sub-paragraph (i) had been included following the
adoption of an amendment submitted by the Belgian
delegation (20th meeting). It was therefore not possible
to delete the last two words without reconsidering a
decision which the Conference had already taken.
5. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said it would
not be advisable to reopen the discussion on the second
sentence at that late stage.

Sub-paragraph (i) ("Manufacture") (E/CONF.58/L.4/
Add.9) was adopted.

Sub-paragraphs (k) ("Region") and (I) ("Premises")
(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.9) were adopted.

ARTICLE 2
(SCOPE OF CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES)

(resumed from the 19thmeeting and concluded)
(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.7-9)

Paragraphs 1 to 6
Paragraphs 1 to6 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.7) were adopted.

Paragraph 7
6. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the Draft
ing Committee, said, with reference to foot-note 2, that
the Drafting Committee (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.8) had
been unable to agree on another term to replace the word
"circumstances".
7. The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to take a
decision on the word "production" which appeared
between square brackets in sub-paragraphs (a)(i), (b)(i),
(c)(i) and (d)(i). He drew the Conference's attention to
foot-notes 3 and 4 relating to those sub-paragraphs. It
was his personal opinion that if the Conference decided
to delete the definition- of "production", it would not
necessarily follow that the word could not be used in
the Convention; the absence of a definition simply meant
that the term did not have a special meaning for the
purposes of the Convention, but it could very well be
used in its ordinary meaning.
8. Mr. ANAND (India) pointed out that in the sub
paragraphs in which the term "production" appeared,
it was used in relation to the obligation to require
licences, and the licencing requirement should be imposed
in respect of manufacture and not production. He there
fore suggested the deletion of the word "production"
in the four sub-paragraphs of paragraph 1 in which it
appeared.
9. Mr. WATILES (Legal Adviser to the Conference),
in reply to a question by the Indian representative, said

that, in view of the decisions of the Conference, he
saw no purpose in retaining the word "production".

The word"production" i12 paragraph 7 was deleted.

Paragraph 7 (EjCONF.58/L.4/Add.8) , as amended,
was adopted.

Paragraphs 8 and 9
Paragraphs 8 and 9 (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.9) were

adopted.
Article 2 as a whole, as amended, was adopted.

ARTICLE 10 (RECORDS)
(resumedfrom the 11th meeting and concluded)

(E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.9)

New paragraph 5 bis
The new paragraph 5 bis of article 10 (E/CONF.58/

L.4/Add.9) was adopted.
Article 10 as a whole, as amended, was adopted.

ARTICLE 15 his (MEASURES BY THE BOARD TO ENSURE THE
EXECUTION OF PROVISIONS OF THE CONVENTION)
(resumedfrom 19th meeting and concluded) (E/CONF.
58/L.4/Add.9)

10. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he maintained his objections to article IS bis (19th
meeting).

Article 15 bis (E/CONF.58/L.4/Add.9) was adopted.

ARTICLE 27 (REsERVATIONS)
(E/CONF.58/L.28)

11. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) proposed that reser- .
vations should be allowed on article 23 (Territorial
application).

12. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico), introducing
his amendment (E/CONF.58/L.28), said that he wished
to draw the attention of the Conference to the problem
his country faced, which determined its position not
only with respect to the article on reservations but with
respect to the whole Convention. He would detail as
briefly as possible the facts and the resulting internal
legal situation as they affected his country from the
constitutional point of view. Mexico could not accept
article 6 as it was now drafted, because it would be very
difficult for his country to comply strictly with the
obligations set forth therein, at least for some time.
There were in Mexico certain indigenous ethnic groups
that used some well-known hallucinogenic mushrooms
and the fruit of the cactus known as "peyote" in their
magic or religious rites. He W8,S referring in particular
to a "Mazatec" indigenous group in the western Sierra
Madre, numbering about 45,000, 'which had already been
using hallucinogenic mushrooms in its religious rites
before the Spanish conquest and. had consistently fol
lowed that practice even after Mexican independence.
It was interesting to note, moreover, that that religious
rite had not so far constituted a public health problem,
still less given rise to illicit traffic, and that the old
Spanish chroniclers had only mentioned that the mush-
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rooms in question produced drunkenness. Two other
ethnic groups, each comprising about-7,000 individuals
and living further north in the western Sierra Madre in
very escarped and isolated areas, also harvested peyote
tops, which contained the psychoactive principle of
mescaline, for use in their initiation rites. It would
clearly be .extremely unjust to make the members of
those tribes liable to penalties of imprisonment because
of a mistaken interpretation of the Convention and thus
add an inhuman punishment to their poverty and des
titution..To remedy the situation of those ethnic groups,
the Mexican Government had established programmes
for drawing them into the life of the nation and the
process of social and economic development. Those
community development programmes related, in parti
cular, to education, public health, agriculture and the
utilization of natural resources, employment promotion,
road construction and hygiene. It was hoped that those
measures would result in the progressive disappearance
of magic and religious rites which were harmful to the
health of the population.

13. In the circumstances, his delegation urged other
delegations to show a spirit of understanding, so that
it could be agreed that the provisions of article 6 should
not be applicable to the various Mexican species of
psilocybine, or to peyote, and that they did not concern
the magic and religious rites of the ethnic groups in
question. It was not Mexico's intention to weaken the
international and national control measures, and his
country was prepared to co-operate in the solution of
the problems arising for the international community
from the non-medical use of the substances covered by
the Convention; but, in view of its exceptional situation,
it considered that the only form in which it could accept
that instrument waswiththe reservationhehad mentioned.

14. In addition, the present text would conflict with
certain articles of the Mexican Constitution, which
stipulated that all men were free to hold the religious
beliefs of their choice and to practise the appropriate
ceremonies or acts of devotion in places of worship or
at home. Also, article 133 of the Mexican Constitution
stated that only treaties which conformed with Mexican
legislation could be signed and ratified. Consequently,
the ethnic groups consisting of the Mazatecas, the
Huicholes and the Tarahumaras could impugn the
signing of the Convention by maintaining that it consti
tuted a violation of the rights granted by articles 14 and
16 of the Mexican Constitution. In view of those con
siderations, he hoped that the members of the Confer
ence would show goodwill in working out a satisfactory
solution. To that end, he would be glad if the Legal
Adviser to the Conference would give his opinion on the
subject.

IS. Mr. ANAND (India) proposed that reservations
should be allowed on article 26 (Disputes).

16. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
proposed that reservations on paragraph 2 of article 15
bts should be allowed.

17. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) proposed that reservations
on articles 15his, 23 and 26 should be allowed.

18. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), supported by Mr. TSYBENKO (Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic), said that, on the example of
the 1961 Single Convention 011 Narcotic Drugs, reser
vations on article 26 and paragraphs I and 2 of article
IS his should be allowed.
19. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela) expressed the hope that
reservations would be allowed with respect to the compo
sition of the schedules.
20. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) proposed that reservations
on article 26 should be allowed.
21. Furthermore, for the article on reservations, he
preferred the wording of article SO of the Single Con
vention; he therefore proposed that article 27 should be
amended to read as follows:

1. No reservations other than those made in accordance with
paragraphs 2 and 3 of the present article shall be permitted.

2. Any State may at the time ofsignature, ratification 01' accession
make reservations in respect of the following provisions of the
present Convention:

3. A State which desires to become a Party but wishes to be
authorized to make reservationsother than those made in accordance
with paragraph 2 of this article may Inform the Secretary-General
of that intention. Unless by the end of twelve months after the date
of the Secretary-General's communication of the reservation
concerned, this reservation has been objected to by one third of
the States that have ratified or acceded to this Convention before
the end of that period, it shall be deemed to be permitted, it being
understood however that States which have objected to the reser
vation need not assume towards the reserving State any legal
obligation under this Convention which is affected by the reser
vation.

4. A State which has made reservations may at any time by
notification in writing to the Secretary-General withdraw all or
part of its reservations.

22. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) and Dr.
BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) sup
ported the Turkish representative's proposal.
23. Mr. BROWN (Australia) expressed concern at the
Turkish representative's amendment, which could have
adverseconsequences for the operation of the Convention.
The Australian delegation was also opposed.to proposals
to permit reservations with regard to article 26 dealing
with the settlement of disputes.
24. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) aid that' the Mexican
proposal raised an important issue, for it. should be
borne in mind that the Convention was intended not to
protect human well-being but to correct a deplorable
state of affairs.
25. Where an ancestral tradition was harmful, every
possible effort should be made to eradicate it. A similar
problem arose in Africa, and it would not be solved by
adopting a text which would tend to give the impression
that such practices were approved.
26. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) supported the Turkish
amendment. Since the Committee on Control Measurer;
had not considered article 27, being of the opinion that
it had better be thoroughly studied by the Conference),
it was quite natural that the article should be discussed
at the present stage and that some delegations should
propose amendments to it.
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27. 'Mr. BEVANS (United States ofAmerica) supported
the Mexican amendment. Substances used for religious
services should be placed under national rather than
international control. Nor was there any reason to
believe that the rites in question served as a pretext for
illicit traffic.

28. He supported the Turkish amendment. Paragraph 3
in its original form was much too rigid, since it was
impossible for a State to know at the time of signature,
ratification or accession what reservations it would have
occasion to make later. ,

29. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) accepted the
Turkish amendment, without, however, withdrawing his
own delegation's amendment.

30. If, for one reason or another, the Mexican amend
ment was not accepted, he would request that reservations
on article 6 should be allowed.

31. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) pointed out that article 50 of the Single Convention
enabled a State which became a party to it to make
any reservation it desired. Such reservations were deemed

.to be permitted if, on the expiry of a period of twelve
months, one third of the States had not objected. It
seemed unlikely, however, that, within that twelve
months' time limit, which was really very short, one third
of the States parties to the Convention, or some thirty
countries, would actually formulate objections.

32. The Conference had discussed at length the right
of partial acceptance, and it should not indirectly go
back on the decision_which it had taken on that subject.

33. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said he had not been
convinced by the arguments put forward by the Executive
Secretary. He supported the amendment proposed by
the. Turkish delegation, for the following reasons.

34. In the first place, paragraph 3 of article 50 of the
Single Convention was intended to encourage States to
ratify the Convention as speedily as possible. States
which were opposed to a multiplicity of reservations
would hasten to ratify the Convention so as to be able
to formulate objections in due course. States wishing to
make reservations-would hasten to ratify the Convention
so that the number of States which might object to them
was as small as possible.

35. Moreover, in view of the conditions in which the
Conference had worked during the last few weeks, there
could be no certainty that the text of the treaty was
perfect in all respects.

36. He was prepared' to support the Mexican proposal.
The best course would be to adopt that text and to
introduce it into article 27 as a separate paragraph.

37. As to the articles .on which reservations would be
allowed and which would be enumerated in paragraph 2
of article 27, he noted that the Federal Republic of
Germany wished to include article 15 his in. the list. The
fact was, however, that that article was an essential
part of a compromise that had been reached. A State
should only be allowed to make reservations on it if
it renounced the right to invoke paragraph 1 of article 2.

38. Dr. REXED (Sweden) said that, although he shared
some of the misgivings which had been expressed re- ~

garding the Turkish amendment, he was prepared to
accept it.
39. He was opposed to the idea of allowing resurvations
on article 6, which dealt with the substances included in
schedule I.
40. He supported the position taken by the Danish
delegation on article 15 his.

41. - Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran), Mr. ORTIZ OLALLA
(Spain) and Mr. ANAND (India) supported the amend
ment proposed by the Turkish delegation.
42. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that he
found the Mexican proposal interesting. In general,
however, his delegation was opposed to reservations,
because the Convention should impose the same obli
gations on all the parties.
43. The Turkish amendment represented an improve
ment on the original text, but it raised two problems.
In the first place, paragraph 2 might encourage some
countries to express reservations before ratifying the
Convention. In the second place, it was difficult to agree
that, so far as reservations were concerned, States which
had acceded to the Convention should have more rights
than those which had simply signed it.
44. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said he had not had
time to study the problems raised by the Netherlands
representative. He agreed, however, that the text pro- ,
posed by the Turkish delegation was preferable to. the
original one.

45. As to the question raised by the Mexican delegation,
a similar situation arose in Canadar-but'on a much more .
limited scale. It seemed, however, that the problem was'
adequately dealt with by the text of the Convention as it
stood. After all, the Convention related only to chemical
substances and not to natural materials. In particular, it
would apparently not apply to peyote, which was used
by certain Indian tribes.
46. Mr. RENK (Switzerland) said he would vote in
favour of the original text of article 27, for the reasons
given by the Secretariat.

47. In .addition, it seemed to him that the Single
Convention, which went back to 1961, was quite out of
date and that international law had made considerable
progress since then. In particular, the Vienna Convention
on the Law ofTreaties of23 May 1969 contained a whole
section on reservations (part11, section 2), which countries
could take as a guide for the interpretation of article 27.

48. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that, on the contrary, it
was precisely because the Single Convention was ten
years old that it should inspire much more confidence
than the Vienna Convention, which had not yet even
entered into force.

49. In reply to the remarks of the Executive Secretary
of the Conference, he recalled that the amendment
proposed by his delegation enabled one third of the
States already bound by the Convention to prevent a
reservation from becoming effective. In addition, even
if a reservation was accepted, a party which had rejected
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it was not obliged to take. it into consideration and it
could not.be invoked against such a party.'~

SO. Mr. BOUZAR (Algeria) supported the statement
just made by the representative of Turkey. In any case,
the Vienna Convention, to which the Swiss representative
had referred, recognized the possibility of making
reservations regarding international treaties. At all events,
it was better that States should accede to a treaty with
reservations rather than not accede at all.

51. Dr. CORR:aA da CUNHA (Brazil) supported the
Turkish and Mexican amendments.

52.. Mgr. MORETTI (Holy See) observed that a
convention should be universal in character. If excep
tions were made in favour of certain ethnic groups, there
would be nothing to prevent certain organizations of
hippies from trying to make out, on religious grounds,
that their consumption of psychotropic substances was
permissible.

53. Mr.OBERNiAYER (Austria) supported the Turkish
amendment and associated himself with the reservations
expressed by the Federal Republic of Germany regarding
paragraph 2 of article 15 bis.

54. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he had been very surprised at the statement made
by the Executive Secretary. An unduly strict wording
would make ratification more difficult. Moreover, the
Turkish amendment was based on legal considerations
which had been stated very pertinently by the Turkish
representative.

55. In his view, the Convention should permit reser
vations on the provisions of article 26 and on those of
paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 15 bis.

56. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) stressed once again that the period of one year
during which objections could be formulated against
a reservation seemed to him unduly short. It was very
improbable that twenty-three countries would formulate
objections within that period. The result would be that
all reservations would be accepted.

57. Mr. BIGAY (France) said that his delegation was
opposed to any reservation being made on article 6.
The text of that article was a basic one, since it dealt with
the substances included in schedule I and contained very
strict provisions regarding those substances.

58. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) explained that
his delegation would be satisfied if, in the Turkish
amendment, a provision were. introduced which would
facilitate ratification of the Convention by the Mexican
Government.

59. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) proposed the insertion in the
text of his amendment of a new paragraph 4 reading as
follows:
. 4. Parties on whose territory there are plants growingwild which
~ntain,psychotropic substancesfrom among those listed in schedule
~ and which are traditionally used by certain small, clearly
determined groups in magical or religiousrites, may, in accordance
with paragraph 2 of the present article,' make reservationsconcer
ning these plants, in respect of the provisions of article 6, except
for the provisions relating to international trade.

60. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that he
was glad to accept the Turkish representative's proposal,
although he saw no need to mention international trade,
ofwhich there was none and which his Government would
certainly not think of tolerating.

61. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
asked for a separate vote on paragraph 4 of the Turkish
amendment.

62. Mr. BROWN (Australia) asked for a separate vote
also on paragraph 3 of that amendment.

63. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) proposed the insertion,
after the reference to paragraph 15 bis, of a passage on
the following lines:

on the understanding that a Party making reservations, whether
for the whole of its territory or for a region thereof, concerning
the provisions of the present article shall not be entitled to invoke
the provisions of article 2, paragraph 7.

64. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) and Mr. ANAND
(India) supported that proposal.

65. The PRESIDENT noted that the question was one
of substance and consulted the Conference to ascertain
whether it was prepared to reopen the debate on article
27 with regard to that point.

The Conference decided, by 35 votes to 9, with 16
abstentions, not to reopen the debate on article.27.

66. The PRESIDENT said that, if the Conference
decided to mention article 15 bis as a whole, it might
not be necessary to mention separately paragraphs 1
and 2 of the article.

67. After a discussion in which Mr. OVTCHAROV
(Bulgaria), Mr. ARCHIBALD (Trinidad and Tobago),
Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) and Dr. BABAIAN (Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics) took part, Dr. URANOVICZ
(Hungary) withdrew his proposal to mention article 15
bts as a whole.

Paragraph 3 of the Turkish amendment was adopted
by 48 votes to 4, with 9 abstentions.

The new paragraph 4 of the Turkish amendment was
adopted by 41 votes to 3, with 17 abstentions.

Paragraphs 1,2 and 5 {the former paragraph 4) of the
Turkis': amendment were adopted by 53 votes to none,
-g-uh 8 abstentions, subject to the decisionregarding the
articles of the Convention in respect of which reservations
would be allowed under paragraph 2.

The Conference decided by 29 votes to 5, with 26 ab
stentions, to mention paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 15 bis
in paragraph 2 ofarticle 27.

The Conference decided by 22 votes to none, with 35
abstentions, to mention article 23 in paragraph 2 ofarticle
27.

The Conference decided by 16 votes to 8, with 36 ab
stentions, to mention article 26 in paragraph2 ofarticle 27.

Article 27 as Q' whole, as amended, was adopted by 52
votes to none.with 9 abstentions.

68. Mr. CHAPNIAN (Canada) said he had voted
against the adoption of paragraph 4 of article 27 because
it introduced into the Convention a reference to plants
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containing psychotropic substances included in schedule
I, contrary to his delegation's wishes.

ARTICL~ 28 (NOTIFICATIONS)

69. The PRESIDENT, after thanking the representative
of Turkey for undertaking to complete the wording of
article 28 as given in the revised draft Protocol, pointed
out that the text submitted to the Conference for its
approval was a verbatim reproduction of the text of
article 51 of the Single Convention, except for the fol
lowing changes: the end of the opening sentence and of
sub-paragraph (a) read "article 21"; the end of sub
paragraph (b) read "article 22"; the end of sub-paragraph
(c) read "article 26"; the end of sub-paragraph (d) read
"articles 23, 23 bis, 25 and 27". In addition, in the
concluding paragraph, "New York" had been replaced
by "Vienna", and the date of signature would be specified
as soon as possible.
70. Mr. NIK.OLIC (Yugoslavia) proposed that the date
ofsignature should be given as Sunday, 21 February 1971,
so as to enable representatives to make their preparations
for departure.

It was so agreed.
Article 28, as thus amended, was adopted.

71. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that his delegation maintained in any case the
observations it had made regarding the preamble,
article 15 his and article 21.

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m,

TWENTY-SIXTH PLENARY MEETING

Thursday, 18 February 1971, at 5.25 p.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Sgbstances adopt_id by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 O:::LVID) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/4785, chap. Ill)

I. The PRESIDENT announced that the Drafting
Committee had completed its work on the articles ef the
Convention. He paid a tribute to the Chairman and
members, of that Committee for their contribution to
the success of the Conference.

SCHEDULES I-IV
(E/CONF.58/L.47)

2. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, introducing the Committee's report on

... - '-dO

schedules I, 11, III and IV (E/CONF.58/L.47), said that
the Technical Committee had considered carefully the ~
various substances included in the four schedules of the
revised draft Protocol (E/4785, chap. 111). It had dis
cussed at length, for each substance, its dependency
producing characteristics, its uses and the extent of its
misuse.

3. After the final adoption by the Committee on
Control Measures of the provisions relating to the scope
of control of psychotropic substances, the Technical
Committee had reviewed the schedules once more. It
had then taken its final decision on the placing of the
various substances in the schedules with due regard for
the manner in which the Convention would operate in
future in respect of each schedule.

4. The list of substances in schedule I, as adopted by
the Technical Committee, did not differ from the list
in the revised draft Protocol. After considerable dis
cussion, the Committee had decided to retain all the
, .omers of tetrahydrocannabinol, although only one of
those isomers (mentioned in the foot-note to schedule I)
had been proved to have hallucinogenic properties; the
majority of the Committee had felt that all the others
should be included as well, in view of the likelihood that
they might have similar properties.

5. Schedule II listed six substances: the five in the
revised draft Protocol and phencyclidine, which the
Committee had added.

6. For schedule Ill, the Committee had accepted the
list in the revised draft Protocol and had rejected the
proposal to add a number of substances mentioned in
the foot-note to that schedule.

7. The various substances listed in schedule IV of the'
revised draft Protocol had been thoroughly examined
and three of them had been removed from the list:
aminorex, chlordiazepoxide and diazepam. A table was
appended to' the report showing, for each of the eleven
substances included in schedule IV and the three that had
been removed, the number of votes csst for retention and
for deletion, and the number of abstentions. Opinion had
thus been divided, but the resulting list was perhaps the
best that could be ar.rived at.

8. He wished strongly to emphasize that the lists were
not final. The substances included in them would serve
as models for the: subsequent addition, through the
procedures laid down in the Convention, of other sub
stances having similar characteristics.

9. It had been brought to his attention that, according
to the Director of'the United Nations Laboratory, it might
be desirable to add to the schedules a note on the follow
ing lines: "All salts of substances in.cluded in these
schedules shall be subject to the same control measures
as the allbstances themselves".
HI. It was difficult to see how a large assembly could
usefully reopen the discussion on the individual substances
included in the schedules' by a Committee which com
prised all the technical talent present at the Conference.
He therefore suggested that the Conference should
consider the schedules one by one, as groups.
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Ill, but was of the opinion that there was enough evidence
to. warrant the inclusion of other substances, particularly
other intermediate and short-acting barbiturates (men
tioned in the foot-note to schedule III in the Technical
Committee's report) and possibly other central-nervous
system stimulants. Her delegation's proposal in that
connexion (E/CONF.58/C.3/L.4) had not, however,
been accepted by the Technical Committee. Rather than
delay the proceedings of the Conference by raising the
matter at the present stage, her delegation would refer
the proposal to WHO for further consideration.
25. So far as schedule IV was concerned, her delegation
had no objection to the inclusion of any of the substances
listed therein, but believed that certain further sub
stances should be added.
26. Her delegation would comment on individual items
and schedules if and when they came up for discussion.

27. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
urged the Conference to adopt the procedure proposed
by the representative of Togo; it was not possible to go
into any details at the present stage. The Technical
Committee had been open to any delegation wishing to
make comments during its proceedings.
28. Mr. VALDES BENEGAS (Paraguay) said that,
speaking as a toxicologist with thirty years' experience,
he could say that the Conference would meet with grave
difficulties if it tried to discuss proposals for the reintro
duction of substances in the schedules.

29. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) expressed sup
port for the procedure proposed by the representative of
Togo.
30. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) asked whether it would be
possible to consider proposals for the transfer of a
substance from one schedule to another.
31. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) pointed out that the Convention made provision
for machinery for amending the schedules through the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs. Since the Convention
would not enter into force for some time, there would be
ample opportunity to propose such amendments before
it did so.
32. He would therefore suggest that no proposals
should be made for additions to the schedules.

The procedural motion of Togo was adoptedby 58 votes
to none, with 3 abstentions.

Schedule I

33. Dr. REXED (Sweden) proposed that schedule I
be adopted as it stood.
34. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
supported that proposal.
35. Mr. INGERSOLL (rrJnited States of America) said
that he also supported ~n"..tt proposal, but wished to
place on record his delegation's view regarding a sug
gestion made by it to the Technical Committee but not
accepted by the majority.
36. There existed a very large number of isomers of
tetrahydrocannabinol, and something was known about
the effects on animals of a few of them, and about the

11. The PRESIDENT expressed the Conference's
warm appreciation of the valuable work -done by the
Technical Committee.
12. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) expressed
appreciation of the leadership given to the Technical
Committee by its Chairman and by Dr. BOIcs (Hungary),
its V~~e-Chairman.

13. The Technical Committee had achieved the best
possible results in carrying out its delicate functions, and
little purpose would be served by reopening the discus
sion on each substance in plenary.
14. He therefore proposed that the Conference should
deal successively with each schedule en bloc.
15. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
supported that proposal.
16. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said it would be a mistake to reopen the discussion on
each substance; the Technical Committee had made two
careful examinations of the schedules.
17. In reply to a question by Mr. INGERSOLL (United
States of America), Dr. JOHNSONnROMUALD (Togo)
explained that ifhis proposal was adopted, speakers could,
in the course of the discussion on each of the schedules,
state any objection they might have to the inclusion of a
substance in that schedule.
18. In reply to a question by Dr. ALAN (Turkey), the
PRESIDENT said that it would also be in order for a
speaker to object to the exclusion of a substance from
the schedules.
19. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, said that it would not, however, be a practical
proposition to consider at the present meeting proposals
for the inclusion of new substances in the schedules. Any
delegation could suggest such changes in future to the
WHO Expert Committee on Drug Dependence.
20. The Technical Committee had consisted of the
representatives of the 25 countries that had asked to send
experts to it. Every opportunity had been given to the
other delegations to send observers to the Committee to
submit evidence.
21. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said he had closely fol
lowed the first review of the schedules by the Technical
Committee and, as Chairman of the Committee on
Control Measures, he had been present at the second
review, made in the light of the decisions taken on the
control-measures provisions. He felt that it would be
most unwise to try to go over the whole ground again
in plenary.
22. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) said that her delegation
wished to make some general comments on the schedules.
23. With the exception of the addition of phencyclidine
to schedule 11, no change had been made to the lists of
substances included in schedules I, 11 and III in the
revised draft Protocol. Phencyclidine had appeared in
schedule IV of that draft, but the Technical Committee
had first moved it to schedule I because of its dangerous
character, and had finally placed, it In schedule H.
24. Her delegation had no objection to the listing of
any of the substances now included in schedules I, II or
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effects on man of only one (mentioned- in .the foot-note
to schedule I), which it was therefore appropriate to
·include in schedule I. In the absence of evidence, the
others should not have been included in that schedule,
and his delegation would in due course raise the matter
in the Commission on Narcotic Drugs.

37. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that the
Technical Committee's decision on the subject had been
taken by a large majority. It had been felt that all
isomers of tetrahydrocannabinol should for the time
being be placed in schedule I; if more intormation
became available later and warranted the excmsion of
some of them, the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
could then take appropriate action.

38. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) associated himself with
the remarks of the United States representative.

39. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said that there were 32 isomers of tetrahydrocannabinol.
Only one was known to have properties that justified
placing it in schedule I. Since little was known concerning
the other isomers of tetrahydrocannabinol, he urged that
WHO should encourage research on them.

40. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, said that that discussion provided a good
illustration of the uselessness of trying to consider each
substance separately. One of the isomers of tetrahydro
cannabinol had been proved to be a dangerous halluci
nogen; and, since there was every likelihood that the
others had the same properties, the WHO Expert Com
mittee on Drug Dependence had recommended the
inclusion of all those isomers in schedule I. If later
experience showed that one or other of those substances
was not dangerous, or had some. therapeutic use, the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs could take action
accordingly.

41. The Technical Committee's decision on the subject
had been taken on the basis of the knowledge at present
available.

42. Speaking as representative of Sweden, he moved
the closure of the debate on schedule I.

The Swedish motion was adopted.

Schedule I (EjCONF.58jL.47) was adopted by 59 votes
to none, with 2 abstentions.

Schedule 11

43. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, explained that the five substances listed in
schedule II of the revised draft Protocol had been
repeatedly recommended for inclusion in that schedule.
The Technical Committee had added phencyclidine, a
dangerous substance with Iirr-ted veterinary uses.
44. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) explained that
phencyclidine, originally appearing in schedule IV, had
at first been placed in schedule I by the Technical Com
mittee at the request of Canada, but had been moved to
schedule II when the United States representative had
drawn attention to its veterinary uses.

45. He moved the closure of the debate on scheduleIl,
The motion of the representative of Togo was adopted.

Schedule 11(EjCONF.58jL.47) was adopted by 61 votes
to none.

Schedule III
46. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee drew attention to the foot-note, which listed
seven substances which had been proposed for inclusion
in schedule HI, but which it had been decided not to
include. In accepting the Technical Committee's proposal
as it stood, he thought it would be wise fo~ the. Confer
ence to realize that other substances would inevitably be
moved into the schedule in the not-too-distant future.
47. Mr. SHIK HA (Republic of Korea) said his dele
gation had been in favour of including the seven s~b

stances listed in the foot-note to the schedule.
48. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he would
abstain in the vote on schedule HI, because the question
of placing barbiturates under stricter control in the
United Kingdom was being studied by his Government,
and consultations with the medical profession and other
interests would not be completed for some time; at the
present stage, his Government's attitude was entirely
reserved.
49. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) said it had been the
Australian delegation which had proposed the inclusion
of the seven substances listed" in the foot-note to the
schedule. Her delegation would not waste the time of
the Conference by pursuing the subject further at the
present stage; it intended, however, to refer the matter
to WHO. She would vote for schedule IH, although the
omissions from it made her dissatisfied with its contents.
50. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said his dele
gation would abstain in the vote, because the substances
in question were no real problem in the Netherlands, and .
the competent experts did not consider that the substances
presented the kind of danger requiring the type of
control envisaged.

Schedule ill (EjCONF.58jL.47) was adopted by 59
votes to none, with 3 abstentions.

Schedule IV
51. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said his delegation was
disappointed at the list .of su~sta!1ces selected by. ~he
Technical Committee for inclusion In schedule IV, which
appeared to have no logical basis. He ~as pa~ticula~ly,

concerned at the deletion of chlordiazepoxide and
diazepam both of which appeared to meet the criteria for
inclusion.' Those two drugs were considered in Canada
to be adult drugs, and their deletion from schedule IV
would be interpreted by Canadian youth as an act to protect
the interests and wishes of the adult population. More
over, since the whole drug problem was currently und~r
review in Canada, the removal of those substances from
schedule IV might well disserve the competent authorities
in the eyes of the young, the very people the Conference
was trying to help.

52. As all were aware, the 18 drugs originally li~ted. in,
schedule IV had been included on the recommendation
of the WHO Expert Committee on Drug Dependence,
which had qualified them as "drugs about which the
evidence supporting a recommendation for control was
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present stage would serve as prototypes for the test of
similarity of abuse and ill-effects, it was of particular
importance that the criteria should be applied _in an
objective manner. In placing substances in the various
schedules, the Conference would be performing the task
it had assigned to the Commission, and its decisions
should be taken with the same deliberation' and with the
application of the same criteria it had prescribed for
that body in the Convention.
58. As to the substances proposed by the Technical
Committee for inclusion in schedule IV, he endorsed the
views of the Canadian representative.
59. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) said that she, too, suP-. '
ported the views expressedby the Canadian representative,
although she did not agree that the two substances he
had mentioned were of interest only to the older age
groups; young people were also abusing them, possibly
because of the example being set by adults. She wished.
to stress the fact, moreover, that the inclusion of a sub
stance in schedule IV would not in any way restrict
medical prescribing er that substance.
60. The deletion of chlordiazepoxide and diazepam
from the schedule seemed to have been due to a change
of attitude on the part of some delegations between the
first and second consideration of schedule IV by the
Technical Committee. Yet no new pharmacological data
or information on social factors had come to hand in
the interval to justify such a change. The reasons for it
therefore seemed to be of a pharmaco-political or
pharmaco-sociological nature. She wondered, inciden
tally, why votes had been recorded for the substances in
schedule IV, but not for those in the other schedules,
either in the Technical Committee or in the Committee
on Control Measures.
61. She formally proposed that chlordiazepoxide and
diazepam should be added to the list of substances in
schedule IV.
62. Mr. CERECEDA ARANCIBIA (Chile) said that,
not being a member of the Technical Committee, his
delegation had not taken part in the Committee's deci
sions to delete chlordiazepoxide and diazepam from
schedule IV. Those two benzodiazepines, however, did
not constitute typical or model psychotropic substances,
and the Technical Committee's decisions were fully in
accordance with the provision of article 2, paragraph 4.
Moreover, there was no evidence that either of them had
given any rise to significant public-health or social
problem or had led to any considerable abuse. No
dangerous dependence-producing liability had been
established. In Chile, the official pharmacopia included
the two benzodiazepines in question, and no cases of
dependence had been reported by the medica! profession,
depite the extended use made of those substances in
psychiatric treatment.
63. His country had established a strict control over
those psychotropic substances which were really danger
ous; the control measures included the absolute prohi
bition of hallucinogens. Chile was a party to the 1961
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs and to all the
previous international narcotics treaties, which it applied
most strictly. It was not a producer of medicaments, and

Twenty-sixth plenary meeting-18 Febnaary 1971

judged clear and unequivocal".24 Those were the findings
of the body whose assessments under-the '"'terms of the
draft Convention (article 2, para. 5) "shall be determi
native as to medical and scientific matters", and yet the
Technical Committee had decided to. delete the two
substanceshe had mentioned. It would appear that more
weight had been given to "the economic, social, legal,
administrative and other factors" than to the medical
and scientific aspects. The result was that the Convention
would have a schedule IV which was illogical and which,
in consequence, had lost much of its value, thus diminish
ing the value of the instrument as a whole.

53. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said he had been in
favour of the schedule as it appeared in the original draft.
He was concerned at the deletion of some of the sub
stances originally listed, for in his opinion it reduced
the value of the schedule. He would, however, vote for
the schedule as proposal by the Technical Committee,
which he believed represented the best compromise that
could be achieved.

54. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
he wished to make it very clear that his delegation
accepted the need for a schedule IV. It considered,
however, that the original list of substances as given in
the draft Protocol was better than the list proposed by
the Technical Committee.
55. It had been clear from the discussions at the Confer
ence that most delegations were in favour of a graduated
scale of control measures based on the categorization of
substances according to the danger they represented and
their medical utility. Schedule IV provided a stage
between schedule III and no control at all, and in his
view should cover substances that were suspect and
required watching. The surveillance made possible by
inclusion in the schedule would allow statistics to be
gathered and trends in manufacture and trade to be
recognized, and that could lead to more definitive
information on abuse. Substances considered for inn
elusion in the schedule would not be those presenting
the hazards of drugs in the higher schedules.
56. In spite of well-developed laboratory techniques for
measuring some aspects of the abuse syndrome, it was
still not always possible to predict with certainty which
drugs actually would be abused and to what extent. A
pattern of abuse was often not apparent until a drug had
been in medical use for a number of years. Controlling
a drug in schedule IV according to the criteria adopted by
the Conference would have the additional benefit or
alerting medical practitioners to its abuse hazards and
would encourage, and to some extent require, them to
be more careful in their prescribing. Schedule IV might
in many ways prove to be the most important and it would
certainly be the most controversial, as the vote in the
TechnicalCommittee had already demonstrated.
57. The criteria adopted by the Conference for the inclu
sion of substances in the schedule were scientifically valid
and were- capable of practical application. Because the
substances being placed in the different schedules at the

2' World Health Organization, Technical Report Series, 1970,
No. 437, sect. 4.3.
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Thursday, 18 February 1971, at 9.5 p.m.
President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

TWENTY-SEVENTH PLENARY MEETING

regretted that no records had been made of that body's ~
discussions. It would have been useful to know the
reasons behind the deletion of certain substances. He
appreciated the need for economy, but economy in that
instance was wrong.
73. The PRESIDENT observed that the rules of pro
cedure of the Conference, which had been adopted
unanimously, made provision (rule 57) only for summary
records of plenary meetings and for minutes of meetings
of the General Committee and the Committee on Control
Measures.
74. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that, although
his delegation was in favour of retaining schedule IV as
part of the structure of the Convention, it had voted
against the proposals of the Technical Committee
because it was not convinced that there was sufficient
evidence that the substances were being or were likely to
be abused so as, in the words of article 2, "to constitute
a public health and social problem warranting the placing
of the substance under international control". He agreed
with the representative of Switzerland that it was un
fortunate that the discussions of the Technical Com
mittee had not been reported any more fully than those
of the WHO Expert Committee which had first pre
pared- the provisional lists for the schedule in 1969; it
was important that the reasons for placing substances
under international control should be clearly and fully
recorded so as to ensure the reliability of the decision
making process and to safeguard both the authority of
the international organizations and the interests of
parties.
, . The meeting rose at 7.35 p.m.

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVDI) of 24 March 1970 (continued)

(E/478S, chap. ID)

SCHEDULES I-IV (concluded)
(E/CONF.58/L.47)

1. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America),
explaining his delegation's vote on schedule IV, said
that it had abstained because of the schedule's illogical
composition. To exclude the benzodiazepines while
including meprobamate was, he believed, a serious
mistake. In the United States, long and extensive.hearings
with dozens of expert witnesses, all under skilled cross
examination, had adduced clear evidence of dependence
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the preparations produced in State and private labora
tories were derived from imported raw materials.
64. The Chilean medical profession was strongly of the
opinion that there was no justification for applying
international control to the benzodiazepines, which had
been so widely used for over ten years throughout the
world in psychiatric therapy. Compulsory medical
prescription had provided a sufficient safeguard.
65. In conclusion, he urged the adoption of schedule IV
as proposed by the Technical Committee after careful
study.
66. Dr. PENGSRITONG (Thailand) said he had
attended the meeting of the WHO Expert Committee
on Drug Dependence which had resulted in that body's
seventeenth report. While he appreciated the fact that
the proposals of the Technical Committee were by and
large comparable to those of the Expert Committee, he
was very concerned at the deletion of chlordiazepoxide
and diazepam from schedule IV, since those substances
were already causing a dependence problem in his
country. He thought the two substances should be
included in schedule IV, not only because they were
likely to give rise to an abuse problem in the very near
future, but also because they were as dangerous as
meprobamate, which had been included in the schedule,
and would without doubt replace it in abuse if left
uncontrolled.
67. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said he would vote for
the Technical Committee's proposal for schedule IV,
although he shared the view of preceding speakers about
the deletion of chlordiazepoxide and diazepam. The
decision of the Technical Committee in respect of those
two substances was difficult to understand, when mepro
bamate had been left in the list.
68. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) said he shared the views of the
representatives ofCanada, Argentina, the United States of
America, Australia, Thailand and France. He was
extremely sorry that chlordiazepoxide and diazepam
were not to be included in schedule IV, particularly
since they were already causing abuse problems.
69. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela) said he would vote for
schedule IV, although he was not very happy about its
composition. The deletion of chlordiazepoxide and
diazepam would have repercussions, particularly since
other, no more dangerous, substances had been included.
70. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said it was very difficult to
establish schedules under limitative criteria, and he
thought the Technical Committee's proposals for
schedule IV must be accepted as the best possible in the
circumstances. Like previous speakers, however, he
regretted the deletion of chlordiazepoxide and diazepam;
it made him wonder whether the Conference was indeed
meeting to protect mankind.
71. He moved the closure of the debate.

The motion of closure of the debate was carried by
59 votes to 1, with 1 abstention.

Schedule IV (E/CONF.58/L.47) was adopted by 54
votes to 3, witlz 4 abstentions.
72. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said he had
not been a member of the Technical Committee, and he
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foot-notes had not been inserted was that the Technical
Committee had been hurried in issuing its final report.
8. The PRESIDENT said that if there were any dis
cussion of the Swedish proposal, he would have to
consider the debate reopened.
9. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
objected that it was quite impossible to generalize about
the salts of all the substances involved and each of them
would have to be specified. It was a completely new
proposal, and his delegation was against reopening the
debate.
10. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of'America) said
that he entirely agreed with the USSR representative
about the procedure. No doubt the proposal made by
the Chairman of the Technical Committee was realistic,
but it was far too late to introduce it at that stage.
Another thorny question was whether the foot-note
would apply to the substances in schedule IV.
11. The PRESIDENT asked whether the Swedish
representative was proposing the reconsideration of the
schedules and whether he was pressing for a vote on it.
12. Dr. REXED (Sweden) replied that he was not.
He regretted the Technical Committee's omission, since
the foot-note had been used in the Single Convention.
13. Dr. FATTORUSSO (World Health Organization)
said that the World Health Assembly had authorized the
Director-General to advise the Secretary-General of the
United Nations regarding the substances to be placed
under international control under the present Convention.
With regard to the reports of the committees of experts,
although there had been no unanimity among their
members, the varying opinions had been given in the
report published.
14. The PRESIDENT suggested that he might consider
the discussion of the Technical Committee's report on
the schedules closed.

I

It was so agreed.

Reportof the Credentials Committee
(E/CONF.58/L.52)

15. Dr. JENNINGS (Ireland), Chairman of the Cre
dentiaIs Committee, introduced the Committee's report
(E/CONF.58/L.52).
16. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia), supported by Mr. KOFI
DAVIES (Ghana), moved that only one intervention on
any proposal made to the Conference should be enter
tained.

It was so agreed.
17. Mr. KOFI-DAVIES (Ghana) proposed that the
Conference should take note of the report of the Cre
dentials Committee.
18. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
drew attention to the corrigendum (E/CONF.58/L.52/
Corr.l), relating to paragraph 6 of the report.
19. The PRESIDENT observed that the corrigendum
related only to the Russian text. .
20. Mr. CHENG (China) * said that, in view of the
Russian corrigendum, it behoved him to make a state..
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on chlordiazepoxide and diazepam, with ~.n abstinence
syndrome of the barbiturate type, the effects and charac
teristics produced being euphoria, drowsiness, ataxia,
increased dosage, impairment of judgement and motor
co-ordination and other manifestations of central
nervous-system disturbance, in addition to conjunctive
use with LSD and amphetamines. The independent
hearing examiner had recommended that the two sub
stances should be controlled. Similar public-health and
social problems in connexion with those drugs existed,
he believed, in other countries too. The evidence gathered
in the United States had been presented at a public
hearing, and the record of the findings had been published
in the Federal Register. On 8 February 1971, a final rule
had been issued, placing the two substances under
stricter control, thus bringing them into line with mepro
bamate. That had been done even though both were high
on the list of frequently prescribed drugs (though they
had had warning labels for several years), and notwith
standing the fact that their total sales in 1969had exceeded
$150 million. The decision to move for stricter controls
had been based solely on the risk to public health and
the degree of abuse. The United States delegation,
therefore, took strong exception to the Technical
Committee's decision.
2. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
explained that his delegation had abstained in the vote
on schedule IV for reasons with which the Conference
was now familiar.
3. Dr. HOl..:Z (Venezuela) explained that his delegation
had voted for the Technical Committee's report (El
CONF.58/L.47) on schedule IV in the interests of public
health, but it deplored the fact that no provision had
been made for precursors, the most important of which
was undoubtedly lysergic acid, because it was so very
easily convertible into LSD. The Conference had thus
prepared the way for a parodoxical situation in which
there might in the future be large licit transactions in
lysergic acid. He hoped that lysergic acid would be kept
under observation internationally.
4. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) explained that he
had abstained from voting because phenobarbital had
been included in schedule IV. It was widely used in
Austria in the treatment of epilepsy and was combined
with other drugs in many preparations for treating other
diseases. The risk ofdependence was very slight.
5. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, said that the Technical Committee had
intended to include a foot-note to each of the schedules,
as had been done in the 1961 Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs, stating that the salts ofsubstances should
be subjected to the same control as the substances
themselves.
6. The PRESIDENT said that the proposal to add the
foot-notes would raise awkward procedural issues at that
stage of the proceedings if there were any objections to
it.
7. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that the
foot-notes would introduce a needed precision, because
there was no logical reason for placing a basic substance
under control, but not its salts. The only reason why the
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ment concerning the credentials of the Chinese dele
gation. The Credentials Committee had found those
credentials in order in accordance with the applicable
rules of procedure. The Conference hadbeen convened
with definite and limited terms of reference, and the
Chinese delegation had been invited by the Secretary
General pursuant to Economic and SocialiCouncil
resolution 1474 (XLVIII). His delegation had contri
buted to the discussions on psychotropic substances,
which alone should be the concern of the Conference.
It was neither the time nor the place to enter into political
discussions which had nothing to do with the aims of the
Conference.

The Conference. took note of the report of the Cre
dentials Committee (EjCONF.58jL.52).

Adoption of the Final Act
<E/CONF.58jL.42 and Corr.l and 3, E/CONF.58/L.45/Rev.l,

E/CONF.58/L.48, E/CONF.58jL.51, E/CONF.58/L.53)

21. The PRESIDENT drew attention to the. drafting
changes embodied in the corrigenda to the Final Act
(EjCONF.58jL.42jCorr.l and 3).
22. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
asked what was the procedure for submitting reservations
with respect to the Final Act at the time of signature.
23. Mr. WATILES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
replied that if any delegation had a reservation to affix
to the Final Act at the time of signature, its representative
should write it in beside his signature by hand.
24. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) asked tl.; ....egal
Adviser whether it would be more complicated to enter
a reservation regarding the Final Act if that was not done
at the time of signature.
2S. Mr. WATILES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
replied that the Final Act was not a legally binding
instrument. Reservations regarding it had nothing in
common with reservations regarding the Convention
itself. It was perfectly possible to sign the Convention
subject to ratification and to make a reservation not
formulated on signature of the Convention only at the
time of ratification; but reservations regarding the
Final Act had to be made on signature.
26. The PRESIDENT said that the actual number of
resolutions and declarations would be inserted in para
graph 16.

On that understanding, the text of the Final Act (Ej
CONF.58jL.42 and Corr.l and 3) was adopted.

Draft resolutions aDd declaration

DRAFT RESOLUTION EjCONF.S8jL.48

27. Dr. REXED (Sweden) introducing the draft
resolution concerning provisional application of the
Convention, submitted by Argentina, Australia, Den
mark, India, Sweden, Togo, Turkey, the United States
of America and Venezuela (EjCONF.S8jL.48), said that,
until the conditions for entry into force had been ful
filled, it was desirable that States should apply the pro
visions of the Convention and achieve the international

co-operation which it sought to promote. To induce
States to apply the Convention provisionally, the spon
sors had also expressed the. wish that the Secretary
General should have the assistance of the Economic and
Social Council, the General Assembly and WHO.
28. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he could vote
for the draft resolution.if the word "able" in paragraph 1
were interpreted broadly in the sense of "agreeable".
29. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) proposed that
the words "willing and" should be inserted before the
words "able to do so".
30. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that, while he
understood the United Kingdom representative's point
of view, he considered that the change proposed by the
Netherlands representative would deprive the paragraph
of its meaning.
31. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) suggested that the words
"to the extent that they are able to do so" should be
replaced by the words "if they consider it possible".
32. Mr. BOULBINA (Algeria) said he would prefer
the insertion of the words "as far as possible" after the
words "apply provisionally".
32. Mr. ANAND (India) said he did not think it served
any useful purpose to alter the text of the draft resolution;
the language used clearly showed that States would apply
control measures provisionally if they could, taking all
the factors into account.
34. Dr. REXED (Sweden) said he shared the point of
view expressed by the Indian representative.
35. Sir John CARTER (Guyana) said thattlie purpose
of paragraph 1 was obscure, and that the explanations
which the sponsors had given were not very convincing.
36. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that the words used in paragraph 1-"Invites ... " and
"to the extent that they are able to do so"-were suffi
ciently flexible in meaning to satisfy those who wished the
paragraph to' be interpreted in a broad sense.
37. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he shared the point of view expressed by the United
States representative; he would like the Russian text to
be brought into line with the other texts by using the
equivalent of "Invites" at the beginning of paragraph 1.
38. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) observed that the
discussion was on questions of terminology, and he
therefore moved the closure of the debate.

The Lebanese representative's motion was adopted.
Draft resolution EjCONF.58jL.48 was adopted by 57

votes to none, with 1 abstention.

DRAFT DECLARATION EjCONF.S8jL.Sl

39. The PRESIDENT drew attention to the draft
declaration on universal participation in the Vienna
Convention on Psychotropic Substances (EjCONF.58j
L.Sl); he noted that there was no mention of the fact that
the draft had been submitted by the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics.
40. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), introducing the draft declaration, said that the
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wish that participation in the Convention should be as
wide as.possible had often been expressed in the Confer
ence; unfortunately, article 21 did not 'opeii the door to
participation by all States. It was for that reason that
the USSR had drawn up, for submission to the Council,
a very frank declaration in favour of broad participation.
41. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
he could not support- the USSR declaration. Under
article 21, which had been adopted by a large majority,
it was the Economic and Social Council which was to
invite States to become parties to the Convention. The
Conference had therefore no business to broach the
matter; the members of the Council, on the other hand,
would be able to do so. He therefore considered that the
USSR declaration was out of place and based on irrele
vant political considerations.
42. Mr. SLAMA (Tunisia) said that, like the USSR
representative, he wished for universal participation in
the Convention; that would be conducive to its success
and effectiveness.
43. Mr. BOULBINA (Algeria)also supported the USSR
initiative, and expressed the view that the proposed
declaration was worded flexibly enough. Far from
ignoring article 21, the USSR draft referred to it, and,
while leaving the Council all latitude to act, took up a
flexible position which was in accordance with the aims
of the Conference.
44. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia), Dr. SADEK (United
Arab Republic) and Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) also
supported the declaration proposed by the USSR.
45. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) and Mr. DAN
NER (Federal Republic of Germany) said they shared
the view expressed by the United States representative.
46. Mr. ONODERA (Japan) said that he too was
unable to support the USSR declaration, since it pre
judged decisions by the Economic and Social Council.
47. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) moved the closure of the
debate.
48. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) and Dr. URANO
VICZ (Hungary) opposed the motion.

The motion for closure was adopted by 39 votes to 11,
with 6 abstentions.

At the request of the USSR representative, the vote on
the draft declaration was taken by roll-call.

Argentina, having been drawn by lot by the President,
was called upon to votefirst.

In favour: Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Chile, Holy See, Hungary, India,
Iraq, Lebanon, Pakistan, Poland, Tunisia, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Arab Republic, Yugoslaviaand Algeria.

Against: Argentina, Australia, Belgium,Brazil,Canada,
China,* Costa Rica, Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Greece, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, Iran,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nica
ragua, Republic of Korea, Rwanda, South Africa, Spain,
Thailand, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United States of America, Venezuela.

~ See introductory note.

Abstaining: Austria, Cameroon, Congo (Democratic
Republic of), Denmark, Finland, Gabon, Ghana, Liberia,
Sweden, Switzerland, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago.

The draft declaration submitted by the USSR (E/
CONF.58/L.51) was rejected by 29 votes to 17, with 12
abstentions.

49. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) said he was sorry the
Canadian delegation had moved the closure of the debate,
because he had been on the point of suggesting that in
paragraph 1 of the declaration the words "the partici
pation of all States" should be replaced by the words
"the widest possible participation". Besides being
generally acceptable, that change would have enhanced
the value of the Convention as a whole.

50. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he agreed with what had just been said. Those
who opposed the declaration had claimed that it was
motivated by political considerations, but it was they
whose attitude was political, and it was for that reason
that they had blocked all amendments.

51. Mr. ARCHIBALD (Trinidad and Tobago) said he
had abstained from voting because the debate preceding
the vote had become too charged with political sentiment.
Psychotropic substances knew no politics.

52. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) expressed regret that
the draft declaration had been rejected; its objective had
been not political, but to ensure greater success for the
Conference.

53. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said it was 'precisely
for that reason that he had voted for the declaration,
which was clearly not a political instrument.

54. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said he had
abstained from voting because, though in favour of the
widest possible participation in the Convention, his
Government did not consider that it was in its interests
to be drawn into a political controversy.

5J. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
denied that his Government's position was determined
by political considerations. Article 21, as adopted at the
23rd meeting, authorized the Council to invite any
Government to participate in the Convention; but the
proposed declaration could be regarded as an attempt
to commit Governments in advance. That interjected.
an essentially political element into the discussion.

DRAFT RESOLUTION E/CONF.58/L.45/Rev.l

56. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela), introducing the draft
resolution submitted by Mexico, Turkey, the United
Arab Republic, the United States of America and Vene
zuela (E/CONF.58/L.45/Rev.l), said that the search
for less dangerous substances capable of replacing the
amphetamine drugs would provide an opportunity of
re-evaluating the therapeutic value, if any, which those
drugs might possess.

57. Dr. FATTORUSSO (World Health Organization)
said that the request in the first operative paragraph
should be addressed to WHO, of which the World
Health Assembly was only an organ.

..."
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58. In reply to a question by Mr. NIKOLIC (yugo
slavia), the PRESIDENT said that the French text of
the first operative paragraph would be brought into line
with the text in the other languages.
59. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) proposed the
deletion, in the first paragraph of the preamble, of the
words "and certain similar substances", which did not
seem to have much meaning and which were not repeated
in the operative part.
60. In the first paragraph of the operative part, he
suggested that the words. "less dangerous" should be
replaced by the more positive expression "harmless".
61. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that the original text was better than the revised text,
firstly because in it the request was correctly addressed
to WHO and not to the World Health Assembly, and
secondly because the revised text confused the issue by
bringing in the extraneous element of "available
resources".
62. Mr. BROWN (Australia) proposed the deletion of
the words "the development of" in the first paragraph
of the operative part. Those words were ambiguous and
might lead to misunderstandings. It was certainly not
WHO's function to develop substances in the physical
sense.
63. Dr. JENNINGS (Ireland) supported the United
Kingdom amendment to the first paragraph of the
preamble. The second paragraph could, he thought, be
strengthened by omitting the words "though acknow
ledged". Amphetamine drugs were largely useless, and
medical circles were prepared to accept their almost
complete disappearance.
64. Dr. HOLZ (Venezuela) said he could accept the
United Kingdom proposal to delete the words "and
certain similar substances". He could also agree to the
deletion of the words "the development of". The words
"less dangerous", however, had been used deliberately,
since .no drug was absolutely safe, and he could not,
therefore, agree to their replacement by the word
"harmless".
65. Mr. CERECEDA ARANCIBIA (Chile) pointed
out that, in the context, "harmless" would mean "not
giving rise to any undesirable pharmacological activic.es
or producing any harmful after-effects".
66. Sir John CARTER (Guyana) asked what was the
point of encouraging research on amphetamine drugs if
their therapeutic value was negligible.
67. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said he would not
vote for the draft resolution, because he considered that
it had no particular merits. It mentioned amphetamines
only, and its language was not sufficiently precise. Instead
of "liable to abuse", for example, the expression "depen
dence-producing" should have been used. Similarly, the
expression "the amphetamines and certain similar
substances" was meaningless.
68. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that he too could accept the amendments to which the
representative of Venezuela had expressed his agreement,
though he would point out that there were substances,
such as methylphenidate, which, though not amphe-

I
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tamines, were similar to them. He did not agree with the
representative of Ireland that the text would be improved
by deleting the words "though acknowledged" in the
second sentence of the preamble, for the drugs in question
had a very definite, though limited, therapeutic value.
The reason why amphetamines only were mentioned
was that they represented a singular kind. of problem,
being of limited use and high liability to abuse.
69. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said he would not oppose
the draft resolution, but thought it could be dispensed
with, since the use ofamphetamines was negligible.
70. The PRESIDENT put the draft resolution to the
vote, with the deletion of the words "and certain similar
substances" in the first paragraph of the preamble and
of the words "the development of" in the first paragraph
of the operative part.

The draft resolution (EjCONF.58/L.45/Rev.1), as
amended, was adoptedby 40 votes to 5, with 14 abstentions.
71. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he had voted against the draft resolution, because
he considered the original text was to be preferred, for
the reasons he had given.

DRAFr RESOLUTION E/CONF.58/L.53

72. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo), introducing
the draft resolution submitted by Belgium, Luxembourg,
Mexico and Togo (E/CONF.58/L.53), said it would be
difficult for the Commission on Narcotic Drugs to cope
with the extra work entailed by the operation of the
Convention, especially since, by decision of the Economic
and Social Council, it met only once every two years.
The Council should therefore reconsider its decision.
73. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said it was not. -\
for the Conference to express an opinion on that subject.
The Council could be left to review all the problems which
the adoption of the Convention would entail for the
Commission.
74. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that a request for the Council to reconsider its
decision would not be in line with the measures that were
being adopted to improve the financial position of the
United Nations. A correct organization of work would
allow the Commission to carry out its tasks, even if it
continued meeting only biennially. No experience of the
operation of the Convention had yet been gained. He
agreed with the United Kingdom representative that the
Council would find time to discuss the matter ifnecessary.
75. Mr. ONODERA (Japan) said he agreed with what
had been said by the representatives of the United
Kingdom and the USSR. The Council would be in a
better position to discuss the matter from the point of
view of the work priorities of the United Nations.
76. Mr. BOULBINA (Algeria) said that, while he did
not challenge the objectives of the draft resolution, he
must point out that the General Assembly had appointed
a group of experts to consider measures for reducing the
expenses of the United Nations. The adoption of the
draft would mean increasing those expenses.
77. Mr. BROWN (Australia) said that that' was a very
important point. It should also beremembered that at its
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ARTICLE 26 (DISPUTES)
(resumed from the 24th meeting and concluded)

89. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he had no objection to the drafting of article 26 but
wished to reiterate his delegation's position that the
agreement of the parties was essential for the submission
of a dispute to the International Court of Justice.

Article 26 was adopted unanimously.

.
ARTICLE 23 (TERRITORIAL APPLICATION)

(resumed from the 24th meeting and concluded)

88. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he had no objection to the drafting of article 23, but
could not refrain from protesting at the inclusion of a
colonial clause in the Convention.

Article 23 was adopted unanimously.

ARTICLE 27 (RESERVATIONS) •
(resumed from the 25th meeting and concluded)

90. Mr. ANAND (India) expressed doubts regarding
the words in paragraph 4 "in accordance with paragraph 2

ARTICLE 22 (ENTRY INTO FORCE)
(resumedfrom the 24th meeting and concluded)

Article 22 was adopted unanimously.

ARTICLE 24 (DENUNCIATION)
AND ARTICLE 25 (AMENDMENTS)

(resumed from the 24th meeting and concluded)

Articles 24 and 25 were adopted unanimously.

ARTICLE 23 bis
(REGIONS FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS CONVENTION)

(resumed from the 22nd meeting and concluded)

Article 23 his was adopted unanimously.

84. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
put the motion for reconsideration.

.85. Mr. KOFI-DAVIES (Ghana) and Mr. ARCHI·
BALD (Trinidad and Tobago) opposed the motion.

The motion for reconsideration of the decision on the
inclusion of the word "admission" in the title ofarticle 21
was rejected by 20 votes to 17, with 14 abstentions.
86. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), explaining his vote,
said that, as Chairman of the Drafting Committee, be
could not but have voted against an attempt to go back
on the Conference's decision taken by a two-thirds
majority, which had referred the title in that form to the
Drafting Committee.
87. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), explaining his vote, said that his delegation
opposed the retention of "admission" in the title because
the word would be incomprehensible to all international
lawyers.

Article 21, as a whole, was adopted by 50 votes to 5,
with 1 abstention.

... See introductory note.

ARTICLE 14 bts
(FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMISSION)

(resumed from the 22nd meeting and concluded)

Article 14 bis was adopted unanimously.

ARTICLE 20 (EXPENSES OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANS
INCURRED IN ADMINISTERING THE PROVISIONS OF THE
CONVENTION) (resumed from the 14th meeting and
concluded)

Article 20 was adopted unanimously.

ARTICLE 21 (PROCEDURE FOR ADMISSION, SIGNATURE,
RATIFICATION AND ACCESSION) (resumed from the 23rd
meeting and concluded)

81. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) and Mr. ANAND (India)
expressed the view that the word "admission" in the
title of the article was meaningless and therefore unneces
sary. There was no legal precedent for its inclusion.
82. Mr. CHENG (China)* said that the word was quite
in order in the Chinese text, where it meant "admission
to signature, ratification and accession". He had voted
in the Drafting Committee for its inclusion in the title
because it had formed part of an amendment submitted
by the delegation of Cameroon and adopted by a large
majority at the 23rd meeting.
83. The PRESIDENT said that the title could not be
changed unless the Conference decided to reconsider
the decision it had adopted at the 23rd meeting.

AGENDA ITEM 11

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (concluded)

<E/4785, chap. HI)

REpORT OF THE DRAFrING COMMITTEE
(EJCONF.58jL.4JAdd. 10)

80. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, said he wished to take that oppor
tunity of thanking his colleagues -on the Drafting Com
mittee, the Legal Adviser and the secretariat for their
co-operation. The Committee's latest and last report
should not give rise to any objections, but he would point
out that in the second sentence of paragraph 3 of article
27, as adopted at the 25th meeting, the Committee had
inserted the words "signed without reservation of
ratification" before the words "ratified or acceded to
this Convention".

session later in the year the Commission would have the
opportunity to make a recommendation to-the Council,
should that appear to be necessary.
78. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina) and Mr. KOFI-DAVIES
(Ghana) expressed agreement with what had been said
by the previous speakers.
79. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) announced
that the sponsors withdrew draft resolution EJCONF.58j
L.53.•..
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of the present article". The correct refer-ence would seem
to be to paragraph 3.
91. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
explained, that paragraph 4 had its origin in a Turkish
oral amendment which had replaced the Mexican amend
ment for a new article (E/CONF.58/L.28), subsequently
converted into an oral proposal to insert its substance
in. paragraph 4 of article 27 (25th meeting). The
reference in that Turkish amendment had been to
paragraph 2; if reservations under paragraph 4 were not
intended to be subjected to the procedure described in
paragraph 3, it should be' so stated.
92. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
suggested. that, in paragraph 3 the reference should be
to "paragraphs 2 and 4 of this article" and not simply to
paragraph. 2.
93. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) accepted that suggestion.
So far as paragraph 4 was concerned, however, the
reference to paragraph 2 was correct; it meant that the
reservations mentioned in paragraph 4 could only be
made "at the time of signature, ratification or accession"
as stated in paragraph 2.
94. Mr. SEMKEN (United Kingdom) said that, in
paragraph 4, it was correct to refer to paragraph 2, since
the procedure set forth in that paragraph would have to
be followed when exercising the right set forth in para
graph 4.
95. Mr. KOBCK (Holy See) supported the USSR
suggestion regarding paragraph 3; the reference in that
paragraph was substantive, and it was therefore appro
priate for it to cover both paragraphs 2 and 4.
96. As to paragraph 4, the reference therein to paragraph
2 was a procedural one, and he proposed that, in order
to make the meaning clear and to dispel the misgivings of
some delegations, the words "in accordance with para
graph 2 of the present article" should be replaced by the
words "at the time ofsignature, ratification or accession".
97. Mr. CHENG (China)· supported that proposal.
98. After a brief discussion in which Dr. BOLCS
(Hungary), Mr. KOCH (Denmark), Mr. HOOGWATER
(Netherlands) and Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) took.
part, Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) moved the
closure of the debate.
99. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), speaking also as
Chairman of the Drafting Committee, opposed that
motion. The drafting proposals deserved careful
attention.
100. Mr. INGERSOLL' (United States of America)
also opposed the motion. The continuation of the
debate would enable a solution to be found to the two
drafting problems that had arisen.

The motion for closure of the debate was rejected by
36 votes to 9, with 7 abstentions.
101. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
proposed that the wording of paragraph 2 should be
amended as suggested by the USSR representative and
that the Holy See's drafting amendment to paragraph 4
should also be adopted.

• See introductory Dote,

102. Dr. REXED (Sweden) supported those two
drafting proposals, which did not alter the substance in
any way, 'but clarified the meaning of paragraphs 2 and 4.
103. The PRESIDENT said that, if there were no
objection, he would consider that the Conference agreed
to adopt article 27, with the two drafting changes pro
posed by the delegations of the USSR, the Holy See
and the United States of America.

It was so agreed.

ARTICLE 28 (NOTIFiCATION) (resumed from the 25th
meeting and concluded) AND TltE TWO CONCLUDING
PARAGRAPlts OF rae CONVENTION

104. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) suggested that, in the
Spanish version of the paragraph beginning '~IN WIT
NESS WHEREOF", the verb in the past tense "han
firmado" should be altered to the present tense, "finnan",
That was more correct and in conformity with Spanish
usage.

105. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey), supported by Dr.
BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republicsjvsaid
that the past tense should be used in all languages, since
that text constituted the solemn acknowledgment, .in
good and due form, that a legal act had been performed,
namely, the signature of an international agreement.
It could not be changed to the present tense in only the
Spanish version, because all the five language versions
were equally authentic and would be signed by.all parties.
The past tense was the correct one and had been used
in innumerable treaties.

106. The PRESIDENT pointed out that, in the Spanish
versions of the 1961 Single Convention, the 1969 Vienna'
Convention on the Law of-Treaties and other treaties
concluded under United Nations auspices, as weli as in
th.e United Nations Charter itself, the Spanish formula
used was "him firmado" (

Article 28, and the two concluding paragraphs of the
Convention, were adopted by 52 votes to none, with 4
abstentions.

107. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re~

publics), explaining his vote, said that his delegation had
abstained because the penultimate 'paragraph of the
Convention contained a reference to article 21~ the
provisions of which were discriminatory and hence
totally unacceptable to his delegation.

AR.TICLE 14

(REpORTS TO BE FURNISHED BY THE PARTIES)
(resumedfrom the 14th meeting and concluded)

The new sentence to be added to article 14, paragraph 4,
was adopted unanimously.

The meeting rose at 1.40 a.m,
on Friday 19 February 1971.
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• See introductory note.

vention. It offered, useful support, but not a substitute,
for the efforts of national Governments. The powers
provided for in the Convention were very large, and that
would make the decision to use them more difficult. It
would be wise for international bodies to proceed with
caution and to adopt a practical approach. He thought
that decisions taken under article 2 would be relevant
only if there was a complete change in the methods
adopted by international bodies; the case for controls
should be properly argued in each specific case and the
reasons for decisions should be suitably recorded and
publicized.
9. Mr. CHENG (China)* said that, having voted for the
Convention, he would sign it on the following Sunday.
10. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) said that he
had voted in favour of the Convention, whose purpose it
was to do away with an evil that had not yet attained
alarming proportions in Africa, but might become a
problem later. He felt sure that the African countries
would co-operate in implementing the Convention•.
11. Mr. SLAMA (Tunisia) said that he had voted for
the Convention as an effectiveinstrument, which he hoped
would rapidly enter into force. He had reservations
regarding article 21 (Procedure for admission, signature,
ratification and accession).
12. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he had voted for
the Convention. He agreed, however, with' what had
been said by the representative of Algeria.
13. Mr. CERECEDA ARANCIBIA (Chile) said that,
although the Convention contained errors and some
inadmissible discrimination, it was still a step forward
and ofbenefit to youth. He had therefore voted for it.
14. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that, in
abstaining, his delegation had not intended to express
doubt regarding the Convention. His country had
always made great efforts in international control and
would continue to do so; however, his Government was
bound by the Treaty of Rome and must consult with its
partners in the European Economic Community and
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs before taking a stand.
15. Dr. MABILEAU (France) said he had voted for the
Convention because it was desirable to establish minimum
national regulations that were in harmony. Countries
should be able to receive psychotropic substances neces
sary for medicine, in suitable quantities. Also, there
should be no unnecessary impediments .to . legitimate
trade in those substances. He would sign the Final Act,
but fuller consultation with the other members of the
European Economic Community was necessary before
his country could sign the Convention.
16.. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said he considered the
Convention to be a.necessary supplement to existing
measures. He had voted for it as being constructive,
though he did not consider it to be ideal.
17. Mr. PUTTEVILS (Belgium) said he was in the same
position as the representative of the Netherlands so far
as signing the Convention was concerned; but his dele
gation would sign the Final Act, though it had abstained
from voting.

Twenty-eighth {closing) plenary meeting-19 February 1971

Friday, 19 February 1971, at 5.35 p.m.

President: Mr. NETTEL (Austria)

Adoption of the Convention on Psychotropic Substances
(E/CONF.S8/L.S4 and Add.l and 1)

The draft Convention on Psychotropic Substances as a
whole (E/CONF.58/L.54 and Add.I and 2) was adopted
by 51 votes to none, with 9 abstentions.
1. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said, that though the Convention was most important
and a! great achievement, he was not satisfied with all
the results obtained. In particular, he thought that the
Convention had lost a great deal through article 21
(Procedure for admission, signature, ratification and
accession), which barred the door to many countries.
For those reasons, his delegation had abstained.
2. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said' that his
delegation had voted for the Convention because of its
value for the health of the world. His delegation would
be unable to sign, the Convention on the following Sunday,
because its constitutional implications would have to be
studied.
3. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany) said
that he had abstained from voting on the Convention as
it stood because of some of its provisions. Also, the
text would have to be examined by his Government in
the light of the Treaty of Rome.
4. Mrs. NOWICKA (Poland) said that her delegation
had abstained because of certain unacceptable articles,
although it fully appreciated the Convention's importance.
5. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said he welcomed the
stringency of schedule I. Certain substances in schedule n:
had long been subject to the same kind of control as
narcotics in his country. As to schedules III and IV,
control measures might be necessary in some countries,
but not all countries should be compelled to accept all
controls. His delegation had abstained, though it
approved of the Convention's aims.
6. Mr. BOULBINA (Algeria) said he had voted in
favour of the Convention, but that did not mean he was
completely satisfied. Some of the provisions of the
Convention were not in line with General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV) containing the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples.
7. Mr. CALENDA (Italy) said that his delegation had
voted for the Convention though it had reservations on
certain articles. It would not sign the Convention on
the following Sunday, being a party to the Treaty of
Rome.
8. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that experts
in his country were not in agreement with schedule III
and the inclusion of certain substances in it, and that
was the explanation for the vote he had cast at the
26th meeting. Nevertheless, he had voted for the Con-
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18. Mr. FAJARDO FONSECA (Nicaragua) said he
had voted for the Convention, since its aim was to
combat a danger to youth.

Tribute to the Federal Government of the
Republic of Austria

(E/CONF.58jL.55)

19. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) introduced a draft
resolution (E/CONF.58/L.55) expressing appreciation to
the Federal Government of the Republic of Austria. It
had. been sponsored by his own delegation, together with
those of Australia, Chile, France, Hungary, India,
Swede~, Togo, the Uni~n of Soviet Socialist Republics,
the Umted Arab Republic, the United Kingdom and the
United States.
20. Mr. CHENG (China)· said he thought that the
resolution should be adopted by acclamation.

The draft resolution (E/CONF.58/L.55) was adopted
by acclamation.
21. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) expressed his Govern
ment's . gratitude for the resolution. He hoped that
delegations would have pleasant memories of their stay
in Austria.

Closure of the Conference
22. The PRESIDENT noted that a spirit of compromise
had made possible the adoption of the Convention on
Psychotropic Substances. It was to be hoped that the
world would find, in the future, that the Convention
served the purpose for which it was designed.
23. He expressed hIS appreciation to the chairmen of the
Committee on Control Measures, the Technical Commit
tee, the Drafting Committee and the Credentials Commit
tee, and also to delegations, the representatives of WHO
the International Narcotics Control Board, the Interna:
tional Criminal Police Organization (ICPO/ INTERPOL)
and other organizations, and to the secretariat.
24. He :..,~ll xed the Conference for the confidence it
had placed ...... him.
25. ~r. INGERSOLL (United States of America),
speaking on behalf of both his own and the United
Kingdom delegations, said that the Convention adopted
by the Conference was a well-considered and reasonable
instrument, but not a perfect one. Time alone would tell
how effective it.was.
26. The documentation and interpretation had been
good, and his delegation had been pleased to eo-sponsor
the draft resolution of tribute to the Federal Government
of the Republic of Austria. He thanked the secretariat
for its efforts. The firm leadership of the President had
been of special importance. The chairmen .of the com
mittees and the members of the working parties had also
made an important contribution.
27. Dr. MABILEAU (France), speaking on behalf of
the delegations of Algeria, Greece, Iran, Italy, Lebanon,
Monaco, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, Yugoslavia and
France, praised the President's qualities of competence,
patience, firmness and impartiality. The success of the
Conference was also the success of its President. He
expressed his gratitude to the secretariat.

*See introductory note.

28. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMU,ALD (Togo), outlining the
broader issues underlying the questions before the
Conference, said that, in a world where man was becoming
a creature of his own creations and was growing in
creasingly alienated ftom his fellows, psychotropic
substances were being treated as a substitute for human
solidarity.

29. As the world was made smaller by modern means
of transport, the problem of drug abuse could no longer
be looked upon as a threat only to the industrialized
countries. The developing countries must prepare for
the future by safeguarding the only resource by which
they could assert themselves, their people.

30. The Convention on Psychotropic Substances adopt
ed by the Conference could not be regarded as a cure for
the underlying problems facing mankind, but it was an
important step for humanity in seeking to regain control
over its own creations.

31. Speaking on behalf of the delegations of Cameroon,
t~e ~emocratic Republic of the Congo, Gabon, Ghana,
Liberia, Rwanda and Togo, he thanked the President
the Austrien Government, the observers and the secre:
tariat for their contribution to the success of the Confer
ence. He assured the Conference that the Governments
on whose behalf he was speaking would respect their
undertakings under the Convention.

32. J?r. BABAIAN(Union ofSoviet Socialist Republics),
speaking on behalf of the delegations of Bulgaria, the
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Hungary, Poland
the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and the Unio~
of Soviet Socialist Republics, congratulated the President
on the skill and tact with which he had guided the Confer
ence to a compromise.
33. He also expressed gratitude to the secretariat the
chairmen of the committees, the representatives of WHO
and the International Narcotics Control Board and the
representatives themselves, who had demonstrated such
a strong desire for success.

34. Dr. EL HAKIM (United Arab Republic), speaking
on behalf of the delegations of Iraq, Lebanon and the
United Arab Republic, expressed sincere gratitude to
the President for the wisdom, patience and competence
with which he had acquitted himself of his task. He also
thanked the chairmen of the committees, the representa
tives of the specialized agencies, the secretariat and the
Austrian Government and people.
35. Mr. ANAND (India) praised the President for
his sense of discipline an~. impartiality, which had
enabled the Conference to complete its work. He also
expressed gratitude to the chairmen of the committees,
the Government of Austria, the Viennese authorities and
the secretariat.
36. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that, at the beginning
of the Conference, it had been hoped that the work
would be completed speedily, thanks to the spirit of
compromise which was becoming apparent; in fact,
however, .the task had proved to be long and difficult.
The President had guided the discussions in a manner
which had been sometimes curt but always fair' thatwas the
best tribute that could be paid to him. '
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37. Mr. RASHED AHMED (Pakistan) said that his
delegation, which had supported the -nominaticn of
Mr. Nettel as President, had had occasion to congratulate
itself on that choice. He thanked the secretariat and the
members of the Austrian staff.
38. Mgr MORETTI (Holy See) said that his delegation
did not belong to any group but represented humanity
as a whole; it was therefore in the name of humanity as a
whole that he thanked. the President and the representa
tivesfor the undertaking to whichthey had subscribed and
for the cordial and fraternal spirit in which they had
worked. He also thanked the members of the secretariat.
He believed that a commendable effort had been made
in the direction of genuine international co-operation.
39. U HLA 00 (Burma) said that the city of Vienna
had undoubtedlymade a great contribution to the success
of the Conference. He thanked the secretariat and the
Austrian staff.
40. Mr. EYRIES VALMASEDA (Spain) thanked the
President and the secretariat. He paid a tribute to
Austria and mentioned the historic ties of that country
with Spain.
41. Dr. COR~A da CUNHA (Brazil) associated
himself with the representatives who had thanked the
President and secretariat.

123

42. Mr. SUNG HYUN (Republic of Korea) said that
representatives had shown outstanding devotion, and
their efforts had been rewarded.
43. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) said that the Conference had inspired high hopes.
Every participant had endeavoured to understand, in a
humanitarian spirit, the problems of others. He thanked
Austria and the city of Vienna for their hospitality and
expressed his appreciation to the President. He was
grateful for the kind words that had been addressed to
the Secretariat. The instrument which had resulted
from the Conference would help to solve a disturbing
problem of social pollution; it would be a living instru
ment for the protection of man.
44. The PRESIDENT said he had been touched by
the generous tributes paid to him. He also appreciated
what had beensaid about Vienna, and he would transmit
to the Austrian Government the thanks that had been
addressed to it.
45. He announced that the final text of the Convention
would be ready on Sunday, 21 February 1971, at 11 a.m.,
and declared closed the United Nations Conference for
the Adoption of a Protocol on Psychotropic Substances.

The meeting rose at 8 p.m.
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Control Measures might accordingly study articles 2-15".
Thus there was nothing to prevent the Conference from
adopting the Secretary-General's suggestions as a guide.
6. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the Com
mittee on Control Measures, said that the Committee on
Control Measures could not but benefit from the Tech
nical Committee's views on articles 3, 4 and 8. He
suggested that the latter Committee should study the
articles first and make its comments directly to the
Committee on Control Measures.
7. The CHAIRMAN said he considered that procedure
most appropriate. He noted that opinions were still
divided as to whether article 2 or the schedules should be
considered first.
8. Mr. ANAND (India) submitted that the rules for
substances in schedule III should be far more stringent
than those for substances in schedule IV. He still felt
that article 2 should be dealt with first, for a large number
of other points could be studied forthwith by the two
Committees.
9. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) supported the Indian
representative's contention.
10. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) noted that the question whether control measures
or the allocation of substances to one or other of the four
schedules should be considered first was hardly a new
one. Nevertheless, since the Conference would probably
make no substantial changes in the draft Protocol, there
was nothing to prevent the two Committees from going
ahead.
11. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the Com
mittee on Control Measures, was confident that, since
the matter had already been under discussion for four
years, the two Committees would be able to make
progress together. . '
12. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) observed that public
health, referred to in foot-note 5 (See Ej4785, chap. Ill),
relating to article 2, was not the sole criterion. Before
drawing up the schedules, the Conference would be
well-advised to adopt a basic principle.
13. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the difficulty
of "establishing a single basic principle valid for all the
articles and the four schedules.
14. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, said he thought that question could be settled
by the Committe, on Control Measures. There were a
number of aspects (legal, commercial, etc.) which would
have to be considered. In his view, the best procedure
would be to adopt the programme outlined by the
Secretariat, subject to the possibility of reverting to
certain points once the text ofarticle 2 had been agreed on.
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Tuesday, 12 January 1971, at 9.40 a.m.

Chairman: Mr. NETTEL
(President of the Conference)

MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF COMMI'ITEES

1-.MINUTES OF THE MEETINGS OF THE GENERAL COMMI'ITEE

FIRST MEETING

Organization of work
(Item 10 of the Conference agenda)

(E/CONF. S8/1:./Rev.l)

1. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) asked which were
the "principal committees" referred to in· the first
sentence of paragraph 22 of the note by the Secretary
General (E/CONF.58j2/Rev.1). Furthermore, he con
sidered the wording of paragraph 15 (e) to be unsatis
factory, especially since articles 3, 4 and 8 of the draft
Protocol came rather within the purview of the Com
mittee on Control Measures.
2. Mr. ANAND (India) expressed surprise at the
timing of the Technical Committee's meetings to coincide
with plenary meetings, although the members of the
Committee should be in a position to give their views
on all articles of the draft Protocol. He also drew at
tention to the difficulties of adopting a detailed pro
gramme of work before the Conference had decided on
the terms of article 2 on the scope of control of sub
stances; the foot-notes to that article stressed the "public
health" aspect of the problem, which should be the
main criterion in allocating the various substances to
one or other of the four schedules.
3. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, referring to the United Kingdom represen
tative's observations concerning articles 3, 4 and 8,
urged the desirability of not ruling out forthwith the
possibility of their being studied by the Technical Com
mittee. The Indian representative's points raised a more
complex question; logical though his attitude certainly
was, it might perhaps be advisable not to delay unneces
sarily the study of the schedules by the Technical Com
mittee, provided it was understood that that Com
mittee would take the matter up again as soon as such
changes as the Conference might wish to make in the
wording of article 2 were known.
4. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
pointed out that what was stated in paragraph 15 (e) was
that "the Technical Committee could also usefully
review articles 3, 4 and 8". That did not mean that the
articles could not be studied by' the Committee on
Control Measures.
5. The CHAIRl\>IAN made the further point that in
paragraph 16 it was stated that "the Committee on

...
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15. Dr. JOHNSON-ROMUALD (Togo) recalled that,
in drafting the Protocol, it had been decided to retain, at
least provisionally, the schedules as drawn up by WHO.
Since to aim at unanimous acceptance ofa single criterion
was unrealistic, the Technical Committee should be
given the task of revising the schedules if it considered
such revision necessary.
16. Mr. ANAND (India) maintained that there was no
reason for priority action by the Technical Committee
on the schedules, which should properly flow from the
principles applied in drafting the Protocol. The Confer
ence should also first settle the vital question of the
relationship between the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
and WHO.
17. The CHAIRMAN noted that it was for each Com
mittee to establish its own programme of work as it saw fit.
18. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said there was no need to go into details which could be
studied by the two other principal committees. The WHO
schedules should serve as the basis for the recommen
dations which the Technical Committee would present
to the Conference in the light not only of the social and
legal aspects of the problem but also, and especially,
of the therapeutic value of the substances and of the
dangers they presented. .
19. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
endorsed the remarks of the Chairman and of the USSR
representative.
20. The CHAIRMAN, summarizing the discussion,
suggested that he should be authorized to inform the
plenary Conference that the note by the Secretary
General should serve as a general plan ofthe Conference's
work, and that the General Committee had decided to
make no changes in it, on the understanding that articles
3, 4 and 8 would be the subject of a report by the Tech
nical Committee to be communicated directly to the
Committee on Control Measures.

It was so agreed.
21. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the Com
mittee on Control Measures, drew attention to the desi
rability of a clear realization on the part of the Confer
ence that what it had t.o discuss was the actual text of the
draft Protocol before it, and that any proposals for
modification must be submitted in the form of amend
ments.
22. The CHAIRMAN said he thought that could be
made clear, if necessary, at a later stage.
23. In reply to a point of procedure raised by
Dr. REXED (Sweden),· Mr. KUS~VIC (.EA~cutive

. Secretary of the Conference) Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugo
slavia) and Mr. ANAND (India), the CHAIRMAN
explained that the lists of members of the various com
mittees were not yet closed, that the countries wishing
to be represented on them with the right to vote must say
so in plenary, and that participation in meetings of the
committees by those desiring representation only as
observers should be along the lines laid down in rule 62
of the provisional rules of procedure (EjCGNF.SSjl) for
observers for States not participating in the Conference.

The meeting rose at 10.40 a.m.

•

SECOND (CLOSING) MEETING

Tuesday, 26 January 1971, at 9.20 a.m.

Chairman: Mr. NETTEL
(President of the Conference)

Organization of work
(Item10 of the Conference agenda) (concluded)

(E/CONF. S8/Z/Rev.l)

1. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the fact that
the work of the Committee on Control Measures and the
Technical Committee was lagging behind the timetable
set out in the note by the Secretary-General (EjCONF.5S/
2jRev.l). The Conference was in its third week and
neither of the Committees had yet prepared their reports
for submission to the plenary meeting. Nor had the
Credentials Committee so far met. The Secretariat had
drawn up a detailed paper on the status of the discussions
of articles 1 to 14 (E/CONF.5SjC.ljL.l). Articles 2 and
2 his, in particular, were giving rise to difficulties. As to
the other articles, one of them was currently being
considered by the Drafting Committee and would go
straight to the plenary, to be discussed together with the
other articles of the draft Protocol.
2. He asked the Chairmen of the two Committees for
additional information and comments on the progress
of their Committees' work.
3. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary), Vice-Chairman of the
Technical Committee, said that the Technical Committee
was at present engaged in considering the question of
precursors and would be completing its work shortly.
4. The CHAIRMAN asked whether the Committee
was also considering article 2 his, paragraph 2, in that
connexion.
S. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary), Vice-Chairman of the Tech
nical Committee, explained that his Committee was
unable to take any decision on that paragraph until it had
been considered by the Committee on Control Measures.
The schedules, also, would have to be reviewed by his
Committee after they had been submitted to the Com
mittee on Control Measures.
6. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that procedure
differed from what had been provided for in the Confer
ence's programme of work. However, it was for the
Committee to organize its work as it considered best,
7. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the Com
mittee on Control Measures, said that his Committee had
awaited the Technical Committee's views before expressing
conclusions on articles 3, 4 and 8. The consideration of
article S was proceeding satisfactorily. As far as article
2 his, paragraph 2, was concerned, it would have been
preferable to have had it considered first by the Technical
Committee. Reviewing what had been done so far, he
reported that his Committee had considered and unani
mously adopted articles 5, 9, 13 and 6 and was hoping to
reach early agreement on article 7. Working groups were
engaged in preparing texts for the other articles. In that
connexion, he wondered whether the Committee on
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Control Measures should also deal with' article 15, as 16. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) saw theenvisaged in the note by the Secretary-General, difficulties as relating mainlyto the substances in schedule8. The CHAIRMAN confirmed that it was the Com- IV, regarding which some delegations felt that there wasmittee on Control Measures which, under the proposed no need of control, or that it should at most be of a veryplan of work, shouldconsider that article,as alsoarticle27. limitednature.
9. Regarding article 2 his, paragraph 2, he suggested 17. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia), Chairman of thethat the Chairmen of .the two Committees should infor- Drafting Committee, proposed that the two Committeesmally consult with each other in order to decide which should meet together to consider the schedules.of the two Committees shouldundertake the consideration 18. The CHAIRMAN thought it preferable to confineof the paragraph first. the meetings to the officers of the two Committees.10. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary), Vice-Chairman of the () db M BARONATechnical Committee, and Dr. MABILEAU (France) 19. ~l.fr.ASANTE Ghana, supporte y r.Chairman of the Committee on Control Measures, agreed LOBATO (Mexico), said that his and other delegationswould not be able to be represented after 12 Februaryto that suggestion. and appealed to the members of the Conference to eol l. The CHAIRMAN asked the Vice-Chairman of the operate and reach agreement on the text of the draftTechnical Com~ittee whether he had to await a de~ision Protocol, which had already been thoroughly consideredby the Committee on. Control Measures on article 2 by the Governments and experts. The text was fairlybefore having the question of the schedules taken up by satisfactory as a document of general scope. If it was tohis Committee. -- be completed in detail, it was for the countries to take the12. Dr. BOLeS (Hungary), Vice-Chairman of the initiative by national measures, which, in any case, wereTechnical Committee, said that it was essential, as far the only measures which would ensure its efficacy. Theas the possibility of including the precursors in a new pace of the Conference's work should be acceleratedschedule was concerned, to know the views of the and night meetings should be held if necessary, as theCommittee on Control Measures, and that the work Executive Secretary had proposed.of ~he two Committees on that question should be eo- 20. The CHAIRMAN agreed with the representativesordinated, of Ghana and Mexico and suggested that the Chairmen13. Dr. MABILEAU (France), Chairman of the COD!- should apply the rules of procedure to limit the time tomittee on Control Measures, pointed out that the sche- be allowed to each speaker on any question, The Condules drawn up by the Technical Committee were merely ference should also make full use of all the facilities atprovisional, and that only after the matter had been its disposal; for instance, plenary meetings might beconsidered in plenarywould it be able to produce effective organized simultaneously with meetings of the Cornresults. There was a consequent danger that its work mittee on Control Measures when the Technical Com-would be considerably delayed. mittee was not sitting.

14. The CHAIRMAN stressed t~e importanc~, if the 21. In reply to a questionby Dr. MABILEAU(France),Conference's work was to be expedited, of ensunng that Chairman of the Committee on Control Measures,the two Committees did not refer the consideration of Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Conference)article2 back and forth to each other. said that interpretation could be provided for four15. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer- meetings daily: two in the morning, one in the afternoonence) said that if the differences of opinion on the and one in the evening. He assured him that the secreschedules were not too great, the matter might be re- tariat would do everything it could to assist the membersferred to the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, which was of the Conference in their work.to meet in September. If the reverse was the case, the
Conference could hold more meetings and, if necessary,
night meetings in order to reach agreement. The meeting rose at 10.10 a.m.
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2. MINUTES OF THE MEETINGS OF THE COMMITTEE
ON CONTROL MEASURES

. FIRST MEETING

Monday, 11 January 1971, at 6 p.m.
•

Acting Chairman: Mr. NETTEL
(President of the Conference)

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

FJection of the Chairman

1. The ACTING CHAIRMAN called for nominations
for the office of Chairman.
2. Mr... INGERSOLL (United States of America)
proposed Dr. MABILEAU (France).
3. The representatives of Turkey, the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Belgium, Mexico, Iran, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Canada,
India, Sweden, Yugoslavia, Switzerland, the United
Arab Republic, Australia, Spain, Poland, Ireland,
Hungary, Tunisia, the Federal Republic of Germany
and the Netherlands supported the nomination.

Dr. Mabileau (France) was elected Chairman by
acclamation.

The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m,

SECOND MEETING

Wednesday, 13 January 1971, at 3.15 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Election of the Vice-Chairman

On the proposal of Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom),
which was supported by the representatives of Yugoslavia,
Turkey, the USSR, the United States of America, Iran,
India, Austria, Mexico, Spain, Poland, Ireland, Sweden,
Denmark and the United Arab Republic, Dr. Bertschinger
(Switzerland) was elected Vice-Chairman by acclamation.

Consideration of the reviseddraft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adop~~ by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVID) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda)

(E/4785, chap. Ill)

..

ARTICLE 2
(SCOPE OF CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES)

Paragraphs1-6
1. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) reiterated the point
made by his delegation during the general debate in
plenary (3rd plenary meeting) that judgments on "lia
bility to abuse" should as far as possible be based on
reliable evidence that substantial abuse had occurred
justifying international action. He then made the follow
ing tentative suggestions in respect of paragraphs 4 and 5:
that the role of WHO under the Protocol might be to
assess the pharmacological effects of a substance, its
medical value and its liability to misuse and to report
its findings to the Commission on Narcotic Drugs,
leaving the latter to consider social, legal and other
factors and to decide in which schedule the substance
should be placed; that it was questionable whether, if
there were to be four schedules, it was possible to lay
down rules employing three gradations of medical value
and four gradations of public health risk like those
in paragraph 4, to govern the selection of the schedule
in which a substance was to be placed; and that if WHO
were to report its findings, it would be necessary to lay
down criteria.
2. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) agreed in principle '
that paragraph 4 could be simplified.

3. Mr. ANAND (India) pointed out that criteria
understandable to all were essential for the initial grouping
of substances in the four schedules. His delegation's
suggestion that the criterion should be the degree of
seriousness of the danger a substance represented to
public health and as a social problem was worth con-
sidering. ,
4. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that the
greatest possible precision was desirable in the texts;
what was meant by "substances" was "dependence
producing, non-narcotic psychotropic substances".
5. Mr. ALAN (Turkey) and Dr. EL HAKIM (United
Arab Republic) drew attention to foot-note 6, which
indicated their Governments' attitude to paragraph 5.
6. Dr. PUNARIO RONDANINI (Mexico) said he
thought the respective roles of WHO and the COLl
mission were made clear in paragraphs 4 and 5.
7. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said he would
appreciate having the United Kingdom representative's
suggestion, which he had found interesting, circulated in
writing. He pointed out that requests for placing a
narcotic substance in one of the schedules of the 1961
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs had nearly always
come from a party to the Convention and not from WHO.
Restriction of the activities of WHO's expert committee
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17. The CHAIRMAN asked the United Kingdom
representative to submit his proposal in writing.
18. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
expressed interest in the points raised by the United
Kingdom representative and supported the Canadian
representative's proposal. .
19. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the United Kingdom
representative seemed to think that WHO's function
should be restricted to communicating its findings, so
that the decision as to what substances were to be placed
in the schedules would lie solely with the Commission.
Not many would agree to such a conception of WHO's
role, which would be wholly inconsistent with the position
given to WHO under the Single Convention. There was
no reason for relegating WHO to an inferior status.
20. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of SovietSocialistRepublics)
said that he had great respect for WHO and its expert
committees, but the Commission's function was not
merely to endorse automatically WHO's recommenda
tions. The Commission had a special status, and its
members, unlike those of other functional commissions,
sat as representatives of Governments appointed without
consultation with the Secretary-General and without
confirmation by the Economic and Social Council. The
reason for that lay in the complexity of the problems it
had to decide on. In decidingwhat substances should be
included in the schedules, the Commission must consider
all the medical, chemical, social, legal and economic
factors.
21. He did not intend to infringe on the interests of
other consultative organs, but he would conform to the
existing legal and juridical instruments. In paragraph 3
ofarticle IV of the Agreementbetweenthe United Nations
and WHO, adopted on 10 July 1948 by the World
Health Assembly, could be found the definition of the
way in which WHO undertook to co-operate with any
body which the Economic and Social Council might
establish for the purpose of facilitating the co-ordination
of the activities of the United Nations and its specialized
agencies; in paragraph 2 of article V it was provided that
WHO would furnish the United Nations with special
reports, studies or information, but no clause in the
Agreement stipulated that other United Nations organs,
including the Commission on Narcotic. Drugs, must
accept the recommendations or information furnished
by WHO.
22. He quoted Article 62 of the United Nations Charter,
according to which the Economic and Social Council,
and therefore its subsidiary organs, might make recom
mendations to the specialized agencies, and consequently
to WHO.
23: Operative paragraph 3 of World Health Assembly
resolution 21.42 stated that the Director-General of
WHO was prepared to advise the Secretary-General in
the elaboration of a draft international instrument and
in the identification of drugs to be controlled there
under. Such advice was important and valuable, but
could not restrict the rights of the party receivingit.
24. According to article 3, paragraph 3, of the Single
Convention, the Commission could accept or reject a
WHO recommendation. Of course, the rights of WHO

Second meeting-13 January 1971

must 'at all costs b.e avoided; he feared that the present
paragraph 4 would restrict those activities to some extent.
Moreover, the rules so far elaborated gave no guidance
as to how to deal with a substance which, while giving
rise to serious dependence and other problems, had also
an important therapeutic value.
8. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina) said that medical aspects
must be decisive when considering the danger a drug
represented, and WHO was the competent body to
assess such aspects. Although drafting improvements
might possibly be madeto paragraphs 4 and 5, the present
attribution of responsibility to the two bodies which
would participate in the implementation of the Protocol
was correct.
9. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said his Government
favoured a situation in which the Commission could
adopt or reject recommendations made by WHO in
their entirety. Care should be taken to avoid any risk of
conflict between WHO and the Commission. As to the
criteria, his delegation would be interested to study the
United Kingdom proposals. His delegation agreed with
the United Kingdom delegation on the interpretation to
be given to "liability to misuse", in that it covered
substances with a high probability of abuse.
10. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) agreed with the United
Kingdom delegation's views on the interpretation to be
given to "liability to misuse". He also agreed that
paragraph 4 was not sufficiently clear. He proposed that
paragraph 3 (b), at present shown in square brackets,
should be deleted.
11. Mr. BRATTSTROM (Sweden) stressed the impor
tance of finding a compromise between the divergent
views on the respective roles of WHO and the Com
mission. If the United Kingdom representative was
suggesting that a clear distinction should be made
between the medical role of WHO, to which the Swedish
delegation attached great importance, and the control
role of the Commission, the suggestion merited careful
consideration.
12. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) explained that his
earlier comments had been tentative. The first few lines
of article 2, paragraph 4, indicated what kind of sub
stances could produce similar abuse to the substances in
schedules I to IV and should largely satisfy the Nether
lands' representative.
13. ' Article 2 must provide guidelines illustrating how
the machinery would operate.
14.. Clearly, WHO's functions must be recognized and
full advantage must be taken of that organization's
help, Any collision between WHO and the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs must be avoided.
15. The selection of substances for schedule I should
not causedifficulties, but he did not know what was meant
by WHOmakiilg recommendations concerning schedules
11, ·111 and IV "as appropriate". Removing the right to
make such recommendations would not detract, and was
not intended in' any way 'to detract, from WHO's
competence.
16.' He supported the Canadian proposal for the deletion
of paragraph 3 (b).
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must not be restricted by the Protocol in course of pre
paration. The draft as it stood clearly assigned great
importance to the recommendations of WHO and pro
vided that the Commission should receive notifications
and proposals from WHO and the parties, that it should
take account of them and on that basis decide whether
or not a given substance was to be placed under control.
The wording of article 2, paragraph 5, of the draft
Protocol enabled a middle way to be found and left the
door open to modification and the adoption of an
appropriate decision.

25. TheCommission always took the views of the parties
into account; it should not be possible for those views
to be ignored in the formulation ofrecommendations such
as those of WHO. However, the Commission always
heard the recommendations and explanations ofthe WHO
representatives who attended its meetings with the
greatest attention and interest.
26. Finally, he reiterated his conviction that the text of
the draft Protocol was correctly based on the existing
legal rules and was not in any way prejudicial to the
interests of WHO. On the other hand, the adoption
of WHO recommendations unreservedly would un
doubtedlydetract from the Commission's role and
diminish its legitimate functions.
27. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he agreed with the
Soviet Union representative. It was quite proper that

,WHO should consider public health questions and that
the Commission should weigh up economic, adminis
trative, legal and social factors. There was no reason why
conflicts should arise between the two bodies.
28. Miss BALENCIE (France) said that her delegation
was willing to study the United Kingdom proposal.
29. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the Commission
could disagree with a WHO recommendation, but in that
case it should try and bring that organization round to
its view, and there ought to be a method of resolving
differences of opinion.

30. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) said that there was
little likelihood of conflicts between WHO and the
Commission,

31. Paragraphs 3 (b) and 5 should be omitted.
32. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that paragraph 4 could
be improved. As at present worded, the penultimate
sentence implied the possibility ofa conflict between WHO
and the Commission. WHO had been assigned the
proper role in the present text.
33. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) expressed agreement with
the Canadian proposal.
34. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said he entirely
agreed with the Soviet Union representative. The text of
paragraphs 4 and 5 was' satisfactory, but if the United
Kingdom representative could devise a clearer text it
should be considered.

35. The Canadian proposal was acceptable.
36. Dr. CAMERON (World Health Organization) drew
attention to the fourth paragraph of the preamble to

.- .'._-

World Health Assembly resolution 23.42, and to para
graph 3 (ii) of the operative part.

The meeting rose at 5.35 p.m,

TlDRD MEETING

Thursday, 14 January 1971, at 10.15 am.
Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. Ill)

ARTICLE 2
(SCOPE OF CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES) (continued)

Paragraph 7
1. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) saw difficulty in
expressing an opinion on paragraph, 7 so long as no
decision had been taken on what was to bedone. in
respect of schedules III and IV. The Netherlands, for
its part, could see no reason why those schedules should
necessarily be retained, In an~ case, his delegation would
prefer the paragraph to end at the word "communication".
2. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) also felt that consider
ation of paragraph 7 should be deferred.
3. Mr. KOQH (Denmark), referring to his delegation's
stand in favour of the retention of schedules III and IV,
preferred that the question of the right of non-acceptance
be considered only when the other articles defining the
nature of the control measures had been discussed.
4. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), supported by Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia),
submitted that all the articles of the draft Protocol were
interrelated and that the Conference would be unable
to make headway in its work if it continually deferred
consideration of individual articles. The Committee
should immediately embark on the discussion of the
substance of paragraph 7, on the understanding that it
could revert to it later should changes to other articles
make that necessary.
5. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) felt that the
wording of the second part of the second sentence,
namely, "that it undertakes to apply only the measures of
control llsted hereafter, and stating its reasons for this
exceptional action", was far from satisfactory. It would
be better to reverse the order and require first that the
dissenting party should state the reasons why it could not
apply a decision in full and then provide for it tc under
take to apply the control measures listed.
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of the question, he doubted the desirability of granting
the right of non-acceptance, in that it would make
international instruments less meaningful.
15. Mr. NASSAR (United Arab Republic) said that
all decisions by the Commission should be notified to
all States. The reference to schedule III in paragraph 7
should be deleted.
16. Mr. CALENDA (Italy) regarded the problem as a
health one rather than a legal one. The point waswhether
a substance might have harmful effects, regardless of the
schedule in which it was placed. Countries could have
differences of opinion on the subject without reducing
the Protocol's value. If a country decided, for example,
to prohibit the consumption of alcoholic beverages, it
did not necessarily follow that all countries should
imitate it.
17. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
explained that the need for the right of non-acceptance
flowed from the complexity of the problems created by
scientific and technical advances. International legis
lation had not always been capable of keeping pace with
modem discoveries in the matter of drugs, and it was
therefore essential to construct agreements whose scope
was broad enough to cover that development. He
reviewed the history of international drug legislation,
pointing out that controls over new substances became
bindingunder the 1925 Treaty only whena party accepted
them. Later treaties controlling narcotic drugs were
binding on parties in respect of new drugs, but the types
of drugs covered were very limited in scope. It was hard
to know in advance, however, what substances would be
misused in the future, as the WHO Expert Committee on
Drug Dependence had recognized. Moreover, chemical
products used in industry might one day be of use in
therapy, In view of those difficulties, it was understand
ab!" that many States were reluctant to waive their
sovereign rights in favour of an international organ. It
would be better to follow the procedure proposed in 1967
by the Permanent Central Narcotics Board, whereby
the new instrument would give only a very broad defi
nition of the substances placed under international
control; ~he decision taken by the international organ
to place a new substance under control would be binding
only on States which had not expressly stated their
inability to accept it. Such cases would in any event be
exceptional. He understood that WHO agreed with that
approach. He agreed with that philosophy, believing
that such a procedure would help to ensure wide accept
ance of the instrument. So far as the United States was
concerned, it was not at all likely that it would have to
resort to the right of non-acceptance, since the measures
of control which it was applying to psychotropic sub
stances were very strict and even more extensive than
those laid down in the Protocol. On the contrary, it was
probable that it would take the initiative in the inter..
national control of new drugs. He said that the United
States might be able to accept a few minimum measures,
despite non-acceptance, but it considered thet the
philosophy of non-acceptance applied to all schedules,
not just schedules III and IV as at present drafted. He
was prepared to co-operate in an effort to solve that
difficult problem.

6. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) pointed out that the
Yugoslav delegation was one of those- which" were
stated in foot-note 9 to be generally opposed to the right
of non-acceptance. Were that right to be recognized, an
interminable series of reservations would preclude any
international application of the Protocol.
7. Mr. ANAND (India) said that his delegation was
opposed to the right" of non-acceptance. H that right
were nevertheless retained, it should apply only to the
substances in schedule IV, which were far less dangerous
than those in schedule Ill. Moreover, dissenting parties
should be required to observe the provisions of articles
10 and 14, in addition to the control measures listed in
paragraph 7 (a)-(e).
8. Dr. CORR£A da CUNHA (Brazil) supported the
United Kingdom representative's suggestion.
9. In November 1970, a team of experts in Brazil had
studied the problem of psychotropic substances and had
concluded that the best course would be to divide them
into three groups: group I (medical prescriptions to be
kept by pharmacies in order to ensure strict control);
group 11 (retention of medical prescriptions.optional,
strict control not being absolutely necessary); group III
(substances whose sale, pu.rchase, processing, marketing
and use in any form whatever would be prohibited and
for which no medical prescription could be issued). His
Government was convinced that the division of psycho
tropic substances into three groups along those lines
would permit completely satisfactory control.
10. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina) said that his country had
no legal difficulties about accepting the text of the draft
Protocol as it stood. However, not all countries might
be in the same position, and a compromise must there
fore be sought allowing for exceptional solutions in
certain cases.
11. The right of non-acceptance should be restricted to
a veryshort list ofsubstances, such as that in schedule IV,
and each country should state the reasons why it was not
going to apply the provisions of the agreement. His
delegation agreed with the Indian delegation that ob
servance ofarticles 10and 14should be one of the require
ments listed in paragraph 7.
12. Mr. KANDEMIR (Turkey) saw no reason to grant
countries a right of non-acceptance which was incom
patible with the international application of the Protocol.
By way of compromise, his delegation might be able to
accept the existence of a right of appeal restricted to
substances in schedule IV, but it would have to rest with
the Economic and Social Council to take the final
decision on the matter. In any event, in accordance with
foot-note 9, the provisions of articles 10 and 14 should
be included in the requirements to be observed by the
dissenting party.
13. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) felt that the right of non
acceptance, if granted, should be applicable only to
substances in schedule IV; however, it would be better
not to grant it at all and to make do with three schedules.
14. Dr. BABAIAN(Union of SovietSocialist Republics)
said that he would be proposing another wording for
paragraph 7 in due course. With regard to the substance
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18. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) was in favour,
in principle, ofparagraph 7 as it stood, and offoot-note 11.
19. While it would undoubtedly be preferable to drop
entirely the right of non-acceptance, the provisions of the
Protocol should, for the reasons stated by the United
States representative, be kept fairly flexible.
20. It should also be noted that unlike the 1961 Single
Convention on Narcotic Drugs, the Protocol made no
provision for transitional measures. Each country should
be free to consider in the light of circumstances how far
it could apply the decisions taken by an international
body. •
21. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) agreed with the United
Kingdom representative.
22. He also agreed with the Argentine representative
that a country not in a position to apply the measures
laid down in the Protocol should clearly specify the
reasons therefor and undertake to apply the measures
as soon as it could.
23. Lastly, the provisions of articles 10 and 14, or at
least those concerning the obligation to keep national
statistics, should be included in paragraph 7.
24. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) was in favour of the right
of non-acceptance, which should not be confined to
schedule IV.

25. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) stressed the necessity
of clearly defining the respective competences of the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs and WHO in the Pro
tocol. He was against any right of non-acceptance, since
it would considerably reduce the Protocol's effectiveness;
where a proposed provision was found to be inapplicable
by a given country, it was better to work out a compro
mise by which it could be eliminated.

26. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that an assimilation of alcoholic beverages to psycho
tropic substances was untenable from the legal stand
point, since the former were associated with foodstuffs
and the latter were not.

27. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) felt that only in
exceptional cases, which should be specified in the text,
should the right of non-acceptance be considered. He
supported the position of the Soviet Union delegation
as set out in foot-note 8. He was prepared to accept a
compromise regarding the substances in schedule IV.
While not denying the importance of secondary effects,
he believed that the Conference should confine itself to
preventing the abuse of .psychotropic substances.
28. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) questioned the desirabi
lity ofthe principle ofrecognition ofa right of'non-accept
ance; in any case, he would support it with regard only
to substances in schedule IV.
29. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) endorsed the statements
by the representatives of Australia, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America; he agreed with the
USSR representative that the right of non-acceptance
should be tolerated in exceptional circumstances only.
30. Mr. HOOGV,\7ATER (Netherlands) said that the
efficacyofmeasures taken nationally would depend on the
number of parties to the Protocol. It was therefore

desirable that exceptions should be provided for. The
same reasons led him to conclude that schedules III and "
IV were not strictly necessary.
31. Mr. HENSEY (Ireland) appreciated the difficulties
some States might find in applying all the control measures
which might be adopted, particularly with regard to the
substances in schedules III and IV. He considered the
present wording ofparagraph 7 acceptable, but felt it desi
rable that some exceptions should be allowed for in it.
32. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that, since it was
impossible to foresee the future, the criteria for including
new substances in the schedules should be as vague as
possible. He would leave himself free to revert to the
question of the right of non-acceptance when the control
measures relating to the substances in schedules III
and IV were discussed.
33. The CHAIRMAN, summing up the discussion,
noted that some delegations were in favour ofparagraph 7
as it stood, whereas others were opposed to the right of
non-acceptance; among the latter, however, some were
prepared to consider a compromise.

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m,

FOURTH MEETING

Thursday, 14 January 1971, at 3.15 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Nareonc
Drugs, in 'accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIII) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/478S, chap. ID)

ARnCLE 2
(SCOPE OF CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES) (continued)

Paragraph 8

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider
paragraph 8 ofarticle 2 and drew attention to foot-note 11,
which set forth the text proposed by the minority of the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs.
2. Mr. ANAND (India) said that, since paragraph 8
made, provision for review by the Economic and Social
Council of decisions taken by the Commission on WHO
recommendations, the right of non-acceptance would
imply that an individual country could consider itself
wiser than those three bodies, which spoke for the inter
national community as a whole. If such a right were to
be, recognized in paragraph 7, the exercise of it should
therefore be restricted to very exceptional circumstances,
and a country invoking such circumstances should,
within a reasonable time, bring its position into line with
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Commission on Narcotic Drugs and of the Economic
and Social Council.
8. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
supported the United Kingdom position. The question
which arose was that of the difficulty of complying with
an international decision on a national basis. Insuperable
difficulties could arise precisely in a system of government
in which the national executive was subject to control by
Parliament and in which individuals had the right to
contest executive decisions in court. When his country
entered into an international agreement, it wished to do
so in the certainty that it could live up to the requirements
of the agreement. His delegation was therefore opposed
to the minority proposal for paragraph 8 appearing in
foot-note 11.

9. Mr. ANAND (India) said it was unthinkable that
a State party to an international instrument should be
the sole judge of the circumstances in which the provisions
of that instrument would apply. When a country became
a party to an international agreement, it undertook
thereby to institute the necessary municipal legislation to
give effect to the provisions of the agreement. In the
circumstances mentioned by the United Kingdom and
United States delegations, the remedy would seem to be
for the country concerned to use its influence in WHO
and the Commission on Narcotic Drugs to prevent the
substance in question from being brought under inter
national control. He accordingly urged those delegations
to accept the compromise proposal which he had made
earlier in the meeting.
10, Mr. SHEEN (Australia) stressed that his proposals
at the 3rd meeting had related exclusively to paragraph 7.
Paragraph 8 dealt with a completely different situation.
He believed it would be absurd to suggest that it was
possible to foresee a period of time in which the difficulties
of a non-accepting country could be overcome. In
conclusion, his delegation found paragraph 8 generally
satisfactory and was opposed to the proposal to introduce
into it the text of sub-paragraph (d) given in foot-note 11.
11. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that a
Government had to be sure before entering into inter
national agreements that it would be able to comply
with the obligations it would incur thereunder. Many
Governments would have difficulty in obtaining parlia
mentary acceptance of the Protocol unless provision
were made in it for a degree of non-compliance with
decisions by WHO and the Commission that might place
obligations upon them which could not be predicted.
His delegation could not accept sub-paragraph (d) of the
alternative text for paragraph 8 shown in foot-note 11.
12. Dr. OLGUiN (Argentina) said that the decision
making powers of national authorities were an inalienable
part of national sovereignty. By signing a treaty under
which international bodies were given decision-making
powers, Governments signified their acceptance of that
situation.- During the discussion of paragraph 7, he had
stressed the importance of the exceptional character of
any circumstances that might justify non-acceptance of
any decision of the Commission. Any such exceptional
circumstances existing in a country would be subject to
consideration by its national authorities, which would

Fourth meeting-14 January 1971

that of the countries complying with the Protocol. The
present discussion on paragraph 8 provided an opportu
nity to .introduce a time limit in that connexion, and he
suggested that the right of non-acceptance should end as
soon as the Council confirmed the Commission's decision
in accordance with paragraph 8. That 'suggestion would
in practice give the non-accepting State a period of one
to two years in which: to comply with the Protocol, and
should provide a satisfactory compromise.
3. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that those
arguments applied to the case in which a country had
doubts regarding the wisdom of a decision taken by the
Council. They were not relevant to the question of non
acceptance discussed in connexion with paragraph 7,
which related to circumstances that prevented a country
from complying fully with an Jbligation set forth in the
Protocol. Broad transitional provisions had been included
in the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs in a
similar context, and it would be realistic to provide in
paragraph 7 for some means of allowing partial compli
ance with the Protocol in the case of a country which
was placed in exceptional circumstances and publicly
explained its difficulties. Those circumstances and
difficulties could prove to be of very long duration, and
it would be quite unrealistic to introduce into para
graph 8 an arbitrary time limit for a situation of partial
compliance.

4. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said he was opposed to the
inclusion of the right of non-acceptance. The psycho
tropic substances were produced by the industrialized
countries, and the Protocol was aimed at the protection
of public health. It should not have any loop-holes.
5. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) supported the text contained
in foot-note 11, but suggested that the concluding words
it suggested for paragraph 8 (d) "notice of non-acceptance
that it has made" should be replaced by wording on the
following lines: "notice that it has made under para
graph 7 above". Paragraph 7 did not establish a so
called "right" of non-acceptance. The notifying State
would still be a party to the Protocol and would be bound
by it. He also suggested, as a compromise solution, that
paragraph 8 (d) in foot-note 11, which enabled the
Council to confirm or alter the decision of the Com
mission, should be amended so as to give it the further
possibility of introducing a provisional regime for a
specified period in order to take into account the internal
difficulties of the notifying State.

6. Mr. BRATTSTROM (Sweden) suggested that the
Secretariat should produce a document setting forth the
obligations which would be avoided by a non-accepting
State. Paragraph 7 specified in sub-paragraphs (a) to (e)
the international obligations which should be complied
with in all cases. If a list of the other obligations could
be drawn up, the concept of partial acceptance would
become clearer.

7. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) supported that request. His
delegation favoured the text contained in foot-note 11.
It had, however, misgivings with regard to the three
tier system of review which gave an unfair advantage to
those countries that were permanent members of the
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take international interests into account in deciding to make
the notification of partial compliance. He t'Jought the
present possibility of appeal at three stages, namely, to
WHO, to the Commission and to the Council, provided
sufficient safeguard; the Council's decision should be
binding on the parties.

13. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said a distinction should be
made between situations that were peculiar to a given
country and indisputable medical and scientific findings.
In the former case, inability to comply with a decision
of the Commission could not be easily overcome. When
faced with indisputable medical and scientific findings,
however, any review of a decision of the Commission
would itself be based solely on factual considerations.
It was difficult to envisage a situation in which a party
would not comply with a decision of the Commission
that was based on facts. He supported the setting up
of a working group.

14. Mr. CHA1")MAN (Canada) said he still thought
there might be exceptional circumstances in which
Governments would be prevented from applying all the
provisions of the Protocol, and he agreed that such
exceptional circumstances were unlikely to change
within a reasonable period. Consequently, he was unable
to accept the Indian representative's suggestion that a time
limit should be set for the period during which non
acceptance could apply. His delegation considered it
desirable to provide for an appeal to the Council and was
prepared to accept paragraph 8 as it stood; the alternative
text shown in foot-note 11 was unacceptable.

15. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) suggested that a
working group should be established.

16. Mr. BRATTSTR<:>M (Sweden) agreed with the
Yugoslav representative that the best way of obtaining
a compromise text would be to set up & working group.
It would, however, be premature, he thought, to set up
such a group immediately. The Committee should first
complete its consideration of all the suggested control
measures before having the question of exceptions dealt
with by a working group. Informal consultations might
be held in the meantime to prepare the ground for the
working group.

17. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) drew attention
to article 2, paragraph 1. From experience under the
Single Convention, it seemed likely that. requests for
placing a substance under control would 10 almost all
cases come from States. It was inconceivable that if a
State made such a request in respect of a substance, it
would not then comply with a decision taken by the
Commission to place it under control. .

18. The CHAIRMAN said he thought the Swedish
representative's suggestion was a wise one. Inthe abs~nce

of any objection, he would assume that the Comnnttee
agreed that a working group should be set up later to
try to reach a compromise on the problems raised by
paragraphs 7 and 8. In the meantime, he would be at the
disposal of any delegations wishing to hold informal
consultations on the subject.

It was so agreed.

ARTICLE 5 (SPIlCIAL ADMINISTRATION)

19 Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America),
M BEEDLE (United Kingdom) and Dr. BOLCS
(Hungary) said they could accept the text of article 5 as
it stood.

20. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) recalled that the report to
the 1961 Conference of the joint Ad hoc Committee on
the corresponding, article in the Single Convention had
contained a note saying it was understood that the term
"special administration" did not mean a single adm!n!s
tration; it had accepted the fact that the special adminis
tration need not be a single authority. He requested that
the same remarks should apply in the case of article 5 of
the Protocol.

Article 5 of the draft Protocol (E/4785, chap. Ill) was
approved unanimously.

The meeting rose at 5.15 p.m.

FIFTH MEETING

Friday, 15 January 1971, at 10.10 a.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVID) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the provisional agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. ID)

ARTICLE 6
(SPECIAL PROVISIONS REGARDING

SUBSTANCES IN SCHEDULE I)

1. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) and Mr. ASANTE
(Ghana) said their delegations could accept the wording
of the article without reservation.

Paragraph 1
2. Mrs. d'HAUSSY (France) said that the term "cher
cheurs" employed in the French text was rather restrictive;
doctors might be called upon to participate in research
without having the status of "chercheurs" as the term
was understood in France. It might perhaps be better
to speak of "personnel d'institutions medicales ou scien
tifiques".

3. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said that the same diffi
culty arose in the English text. The words "by specifically
authorized medical practitioners and research workers"
might be used instead of "by research workers".
4. Dr. BABAIAN (Union ot Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he agreed with the Canadian representative; the
word "personnel" suggested by the French representative
might be taken ,0 cover unqualified assistants.
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industrial concerns; moreover, the question of the
issuing of .licences was adequately dealt with in para-
graph 2. '
14. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that, like the
French representative, he thought that a more satis
factory expression than "chercheurs' should be found.
Furthermore, the great research potential of laboratories
belonging to large industrial undertakings should not
be overlooked.
15. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) reminded the
Committee that some psychiatric clinics were already
making successful use of hallucinogens in the treatment
of. certain neuroses; therefore, not all therapeutic use
of the substances in schedule I should be prohibited.
Furthermore, the licence should be given not only to the
institution, but also, as was done in Switzerland, to the
person medically responsible for it.
16. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of SovietSocialist Republics)
said he hoped that the various amendments proposed

, would be submitted in writing so that all their impli
cations could be carefully studied.
17. The CHAIRMAN said that, to avoid an unduly
lengthy discussion, he' would suggest that the represen
tatives of France, Canada, the United States, the USSR
and Spain should consider; together 'with the Legal
Adviser to the Conference, how to improve the text, of
paragraph 1 in the light of the discussion and to bring
the different language versions into line with each other.

It was so agreed.

Paragraph 2
Paragraph 2 was approved.

Paragraph 3
18. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) proposed that
sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) should be redrafted to read as
follows:

(a) That any research project on human beings 'be authorized
in advance by the appropriate health authorities.

(h) That notice of each other project involving use of such
substances be filed in advance with these authorities.

19. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he doubted
whether the paragraph was needed; it might well be
deleted, especiallyin viewofthe provisionsofparagraph 2. .
20. l\1r. TSYBENKO (Ukrainian Soviet. Socialist Re
public), Dr. OLGUiN (Argentina), Mr. QVTCHAROV
(Bulgaria), Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Ger
many), Mr. ANISCHENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Social
ist Republic), Dr. COR~A da CUNHA (Braziljand
Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that they were in favour of retaining paragraph 3
as it stood.

21. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) and Dr. THOMAS (Liberia)
said ·that they agreed with the United Kingdom repre
sentative, especially as the provisions of paragraph 3
imposed additional administrative tasks which their
countries would find it hard to undertake because of
their limited resources. .
22. Mr. CHAP.MAN (Canada) and Mr. INGERSOLL
(United States of America) drew attention to the fact

5. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) observed that any
attempt to exclude medical practitioners from research
carried out for medical purposes would 'be absurd. It
would be better not to make the wording too complicated
and to accept the French representative's suggestion.
Moreover, while it was true that the substances in
schedule I had little therapeutic value, it was important
nut to prevent any use,of them in industry. It would be
wiser, therefore, if paragraph 1 were to begin in the same
way as article 4, namely, with the words "Except as
provided in article 3."

6. Mr. EYRIES VALMASEDA (Spain) said he thought
it would be useful to review the wording of paragraph 1
in the light of the comments by the representatives of
France, Canada and the Soviet Union.

7. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said that the Spanish
text did not give rise to the same difficulties as the
English and French versions.

8. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
associated himself with the comments made by the
representatives of France, Canada, the USSR and the
United Kingdom. Since any risk of research being
hampered by provisions of the Protocol must be avoided,
·it would be better to speak of "specially authorized
medical practitioners and scientific researchers", without
specifying whether or not they belonged to institutions.

9. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said he shared
the view expressed by the U.uited States representative;
research in university laboratories, for example, must
not be prohibited. It might also be useful to add a further
clarification in respect of the body that would be com
petent to issue licences, by inserting the following phrase:
"under the supervision of the health authorities of each
Party ... ".
10. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bulgaria) said he considered
the present drafting of article 6 to be sufficiently clear and
balanced. He feared that its purpose would be weakened
if institutionsor persons over whose activities it would
be irqpossible to exercise strict control were authorized
to is.e licences.

11. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the discussion,
which had been started by a purely drafting proposal,
had become much broader in scope. .It was important
not to forget the twofold basic principle, namely, that the
'substances in schedule I should be used only in research
institutions and, generally speaking, for non-therapeutic
purposes.
-12. Mr.KIRCA (Turkey) said he approveu the present
wording of paragraph 1 in principle. Its application
wouldhowever raise a problem of administrative law
in countries where there were autonomous public insti
tutions.' For that reason, he would prefer the wording
"by the staff of medical or scientific institutions coming
directly under the government health authorities of the
Parties".
'13. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said that his Government
'would have difficulty in applying the provisions of
paragraph 1 if amendments of substance were .made to
'it. In his view, the present wording did not exclude
'university laboratories or the laboratories of Iarge
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that during.the past year scientists and research workers
in their countries hadpointed out that tQO strict aregu
lation of the substances in schedule I would hamper
research. They would therefore have no objection to the
deletion of the paragraph, especially as paragraph 2
provided adequate,safeguards,
23. Dr. PUNARIO RONDANINI (Mexico) said that
the Mexican delegation was in favour of paragraph 3,
but would like the words "clinical work" inserted in
sub-paragraph' (a).
24. Mr. ANAND (India) gave the background of
paragraph 3 and said that it referred to the conditions
subject ',0 which substances in schedule I could be used.
There had. to be close supervision in such cases. He W2S,
therefore, in favour of the retention of paragraph 3 as it
stood. In order, however, to meet the objections of the
United Kingdom representative and other representatives
who had expressed similar views, it might perhaps be
preferable to combine sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) in a
single paragraph. .
25. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) explained that
the sole purpose of his amendment had been to make it
clear .in the 1~xt that advance authorization was required
only in.the case of research projects on human beings.
He, too, could accept the deletion of the paragraph.

26. Mr. OVTCHAROV (Bufgana) said that he was
against the Mexican representative's amendment, because
itwould be tantamount to recognizing that hallucinogens
had therapeutic uses, although it had never yet been
possible to substantiate that claim.
27. Replying to a question by Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina),
Mr. WATI'LES (Legal Adviser to the Conference) said
that all five official language versions of the final text
of the Protocol would be equally authentic.
28. Mr. SHEEN (Australia), Mr. BRATTSTROM
(Sweden), Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran), Mr. EY:RIES
VALMASEDA (Spain), Mr. TERERAHO (Rwanda),
Mr.CALENDA (Italy) and Mr. NASSAR (United
Arab Republic) said they were in favour of retaining
paragraph 3 as it stood.
29. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) said that, although
he could accept paragraph 3 as it stood, he wondered
whether it was a repetition of paragraphs 1 and 2,as the
'United Kingdom representative had stated, or whether
it in fact introduced a fresh element.
30. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that, in his view, para
graph 3 specified the details of the close supervision laid
down in paragraph 2. It was essential that national laws
should be brought into harmony on that point; and

. paragraph 3 should therefore be retained. In the interests
of drafting, however, the expression "close supervision"
might perhaps be deleted, as it repeated the words used
'in paragraph 2.
31. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that paragraph 3 was
important because it .laid down that the authorization
of the health authorities wastequired.
32." Mr. KOECK (Holy See) said that, whatever the
decision on paragraph 3, it was essential to provide

'adequate safeguards eo cover any experiments which
'might be made on human beings.

'-

33. Mr. HENSEY (Ireland) said that, in view of the
terms of paragraphs 2 and 4, he could see no 'objection
to the deletion of paragraph 3.

34. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) explained that his delegation
had no objection to paragraph 3, but in practice it would
give rise to administrative difficulties in Ghana which
might delay or hamper university research.

35. Mr. ONODERA (Japan) said that he had no
objection to the deletion of paragraph 3, but the Indian
representative's proposal was worth considering.

36. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that in
principle he was in favour of retaining paragraph 3 as it
stood, but he would be prepared to consider the possi
bility of deleting it if the United States delegation made
a formal proposal to that effect.

·37. It was not necessary to delete the words "close
supervision", even though they repeated the wording of
paragraph 2, since in many legal texts repetition was
necessary to ensure that the meaning was perfectly clear.

38. The CHAIRMAN asked the representatives of the
United Kingdom and the United States whether they
were making a formal proposal. If not, the paragraph
would be retained, subject to any later amendments,
since the majority of the members of the Committee had
said that they were in favour of that course.

39. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that he had
not made a formal proposal and that he appreciated the
merits of the Indian proposal. Nevertheless, some
substances in schedule I-some of the hallucinogens, for
instance-e-might, after thorough study, eventually prove
to have therapeutic value. Research should not be
hampered by the requirement of a prior authorization,
nor should the admission of a substance to limited
medical use be impeded by the need to transfer it from
schedule I to schedule 11.
40. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that ifnew substances originally included in schedule I
turned out to have therapeutic value and to be not very
dangerous, the Commission on Narcotic Drug'-could
always decide to place them in another schedule upon
notification by WHO or the parties. Experiments
involving the use of those substances on human beings
were inadmissible; experiments on animals should be
carried out under stringent control. The experimental
psychoses obtained by the use of hallucinogens had not
led to any satisfactory data proving their therapeutic
value. Thus, the therapeutic value. of the substances in
schedule I had not been sufficiently established to justify
experiments that might have serious consequences.
Paragraph 3 should therefore be retained.

41. .Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
the Indian representative's proposal was well worth
considering.

42. The CHAIRMAN observed that the Committee had
already approved paragraph 2 and it could not now be
amended. He suggested that further consideration of
paragraph 3 should be deferred to enable the. represen
tatives of the United States, the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands and India, to consult with the Legal Adviser
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to .the Conference, about a possible amendment to the
paragraph.

It'was s~ agreed.

The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m.

SIXTH MEETING

Friday, 15 January 1971, at 3.15 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commissioll on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 ,(item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/478S, chap. DI)

ARTICLE 6
(SPECIAL PROVISIONS REGARDING

SUBSTANCES IN SCHEDULE I) (continued)

Paragraph 4

1. - .r MANSOUR (Lebanon) proposed the deletion
: 'l...e concluding proviso "except for distribution in the

-c-Jl.ISe of a single authorized research project". That
could lead to abuse, since it might enable a research
worker to go on obtaining the substance in question for
a long time. The reasons for control were the same,
whether a research project was being initiated or merely
continued. '

2. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) proposed that paragraph 4
be deleted altogether; it went into excessive detail and
.could hamper research. Deletion would not weaken the
control of schedule I substances, since every research
project would be conducted under an authorization and
subject to close supervision.

3. Mr. ANAND (India) opposed that proposal. Para
graph 4 was in line with the preceding paragraphs and
was based on the fact that schedule I substances involved
great dangers and bad no therapeutic uses.

4. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) supported the text
as it stood and opposed the Lebanese delegation's pro
posal to delete the concluding proviso. The Con.mittee
should place on record its belief that research workers
were not responsible for illicit traffic.

,5. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that, without prejudice to his position on the Canadian
proposal for the deletion of paragraph 4, his delegation
regarded that paragraph as yet another instance of the
tendency to lay down in an international instrument
detailed control measures that should be left to the
,national authorities.

6. Mr.. NlKOLIC (Yugoslavia) agreed.: Paragraph 4
mightgive the false impression that there had been abuses
on the part of scientists. '
7. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) withdrew his proposal
for tke deletion of paragraph 4, in view of the lack of
support.
8. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) also withdrew his pro
posal to delete the concluding proviso of paragraph 4.

Article 6, paragraph 4, was approved unanimously.
9. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that his
delegation had no difficulty with paragraph 4 of article 6.
In general, however, the Protocol should avoid unneces
sary detail and should not impose excessiveadministrative
burdens on the States parties, not all of which had the
necessary administrative resources to comply with
extensive obligations.

Paragraph 5
10. Dr. COR~A da CUNHA (Brazil) proposed that
the word "persons" should be replaced by "institutions".
The records concerning the acquisition and use of the
substances would be kept not by the research workers
themselves but by the institution where they worked.
11. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) favoured retaining the
paragraph as it stood. It was the individuals working in
the institutions, rather than the institutions themselves,
who were authorized to conduct research.
12. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
he agreed with the Canadian representative. He also
wished to know whether the records to be kept would be
additional to and separate from the normal records kept
by research workers.
13. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
explained that the records to be kept would not necessarily
have to be kept separate from a research worker's
normal records; if the latter gave the information required,
they would meet the requirements of paragraph 5.
14. Mr.'ANAND (India) suggested that, for the sake of
uniformity in drafting, the word "persons" should be
replaced by "research workers" or whatever term was
finally adopted for paragraph 1 of article 6. The words
"performing medical or scientific functions" should be
replaced by the expression "using substances for medical
and scientific purposes".
15. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) suggested that the
reference to "persons" should be replaced by a reference
to both persons and Institutions.
16. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
supported that suggestion. As for the records to be kept
under paragraph 5, they must be separate records showing
clearly the quantities received and used.
17. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) supported the Brazilian
'representative's proposal; it was the head of the institu
tion concerned, not the individual research worker, who
would be responsible for keeping the records.
18. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
drew attention to the relationship between paragraph 5 of
article 6 and article 18 (Penal provisions). Penal responsi
bility attached to individuals, not to institutions. It was
therefore desirable to retain the reference to "persons".
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19. Mr. ANAND (Indiajagreed. Unless a reference
to "persons" or "research 'workers" were retained, it
would not be possible to hold anyone responsible in the
event of misuse.

20. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that his
delegation could accept the text of paragraph S as it
stood. If, however, it were desired to introduce a refer
ence to institutions, the wording used should be "persons
or institutions". Use of the expression "persons and
institutions" would lead to a duplication of records.

21. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) supported the proposal to
introduce a reference to "institutions". The research
worker was covered by the institution, the secretariat of
which would keep the records called for by paragraph 5.

22. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that the question of
determining who would be answerable for misuse could
be left to the national authorities concerned. In any
case, the wider term "persons" was preferable to "re
search workers" because the substances might be kept
by a servant of the research institution other than the
research worker.

23. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) supported the introduction
of thewords "or institutions". In Ghana, an institution
as such could be held legally liable.

24. Dr. PUNARIO RONDANINI (Mexico) pointed
out that, when the results of scientific research were
published, it was customary to give the name of the
individual who had done the work, in addition to that of
the institution concerned.

25. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he could accept paragraph 5 either as it stood or
with the addition of the words "or institutions".

26. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) said that he, too, could
accept paragraph 5 as it stood. In Yugoslavia, a legal
entity could also be held answerable in criminal law.

27. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said that paragraph 5
was acceptable as it stood; it would be for each country
to define the use of the term "person" and to determine
whether it covered both individuals and bodies corporate.

28. Mr.MANSOUR (Lebanon) said he agreed with the
Argentine representative. A penalty could be imposed
on a body corporate.

29. Mr. NASSAR (United Arab Republic) supported
the proposal to introduce the words "or institutions".

30. Mr. DANNER, (Federal Republic of Germany),
Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland), Mr. SHEEN
(Australia), Mr. OVTCHAROV (BUlgaria), Mr. BRATT
STROM (Sweden), Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria),
Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran), Mr. HENSEY (Ireland),
Mr. TERERAHO (Rwanda) and Mr. SHIK HA (Re
public of Korea) said they supported paragraph 5 as it
stood. .

Article 6, paragraph 5, was approved by 34 votes to none,
with 3 abstentions.

Paragraph 6
31.. Mt. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that, al
though the text as it stood was acceptable to, his delegation,

he would be prepared to accept a simplified version along
the following lines: "The Parties shall prohibit the export
and import of substances in schedule I except when the
exporter and importer are authorized by their respective
Governments".

32. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said he favoured govern
ment control of exports and imports of substances in
schedule I. The text as it stood was acceptable, but he
was prepared to consider a simplified version.

33. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana), Mr. INGERSOLL (United
States of America) and Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom)
said they could accept the text suggested by the Nether
lands representative.

34. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said he was in
favour of simplification. What was wanted in the case of
schedule I substances was vel'y strict control, and that
could only be achieved by restricting importation and
exportation to Governments. All international trade in
such substances could then be regulated by the compe
tent authorities in each country.

35. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he too favoured
simplification. It was the inherent right of every Govern
ment to delegate part of its authority if it so wished; it
was unnecessary to -provide for such a possibility in an
international treaty.

36. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) drew attention to an
apparent difference in substance between the English and
French versions of the first sentence.

37. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
agreed that there was a difference in substance between
the two versions. From the discussions in the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs, he had understood that the intention
was that trading should be between government insti
tutions only, as stated in the English version, and not
between any institutions, as stated in the French version.
The Committee should decide which of the two concepts
it wished to have included in the draft.

38. Mr. ANAND (India) said the first sentence of the
paragraph should be read in conjunction with the second.
If trading was only to be between Government and
Government, the first sentence was necessary because
import and export authorizations would be required. If,
on the other hand, trading could also be between duly
authorized private bodies, the first sentence was un
necessary. A decision should be taken on the question of
.principle involved before the drafting of the paragraph
was considered.

39. In reply to a question from the CHAIRMAN,
Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to, the Conference)
suggested that the problem might be solved by taking a
vote on whether non-governmental bodies, specifically
authorized by Governments for the purpose, could or
could not export or import substances in schedule I. If
the result of the vote was negative, the Committee could
then proceed on the basis that only government agencies
would be able to trade in those substances. '

40.. The CHAIRMAN sa~d he thought the wisest course
at the present juncture weuld be to take an informal vote.
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By 20 votes to 16, with.3 abstentions, it was decided
informally that only government agencies should be able
to trade in substances in schedule I. _...

The meeting rose at 5.55 p.m,

SEVENTH MEETING

Monday, 18 January 1971, at 10.20 am.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the reviseddraft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in w~cordance with E~nomic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIII) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the C(.nference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. ID)

PROGRESS OF THE WORK
OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

1. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, said that the Technical Committee had
almost completed its consideration of article 1 and of the
amendments thereto (E/CONF.58/C.3jL.l and L.2).
With regard to article 2, the Technical Committee could
not take any decision before knowing what amendments
would be made to it by the Committee on Control
Measures. The Technical Committee had considered
provisionally, however, in the light of its own members'
experience, each of the substances which were to be
included in the schedules. So far as schedule I was
concerned, the Committee had agreed that substances 1
to 9 were verJ dangerous, that they should be subject to
very strict control and that their use in experiments on
man should be prohibited. As to the tetrahydrocanna
binols (10), the Committee wondered whether they did
not come under the control of the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs, in view of the fact that they formed the
active principle of cannabis. Furthermore, the Com
mittee had decided to transfer substance 15 (phencycli
dine) from schedule IV to schedule I; in fact, that
anaesthetic was also a hallucinogen which was liable to
abuse.

2. As to schedules II and Ill, the Committee had not
thought it necessary to make any changes in the lists of
substances or in the control measures provided for. On
the other hand, the Committee had been unable to reach
agreement on the substances in schedule IV, some
members being of the opinion that they should be
subject to international control and others holding that
control measures at the national level were sufficient.
In the view of still other delegations, the international
measures should be less strict than those provided for
in the draft Protocol. Several members had informed
the Committee that their countries had known cases of

.....
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abuse of and illicit traffic in those substances ; and the
majority had been in favour of maintaining the schedule,
Q11' condition that the scope of the control measures for
the substances included in it was reduced. The Com
mittee had accordingly deleted from the schedule sub..
stances 4 (chloral hydrate), 11 (methohexital) and 14
(paraldehyde). With regard to substancesS and 6, a
minority of members had considered that .they should
not be included in the schedule, and that it was for the
Committee on Control Measures to take a decision in the
matter. Furthermore, some members had expressed
doubts as to the suitability of including substances 3, 12
and 16 in schedule IV; others had raised the question
whether a group of barbiturates should not be added to
schedule IV or schedule Ill. In any event, the Technical
Committee would have to reconsider those questions
when the Committee on Control Measures had made
known its wishes.

ARTICLB 6
(SPECIAL PROVISIONS REGARDING

SUBSTANCES IN SCHEDULE I) (continued)

Paragraph 6 (continued)
3. The CHAIRMAN suggested that, to produce an
agreed text of paragraph 6, the Committee should set up
a small working group consisting of the following
countries: France, Ghana, India, the Netherlands,
Turkey, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the
United Kingdom, the United States and Yugoslavia.

It was so decided.

Paragraph 7
4. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said he noted that under
article 3, paragraph 2, the parties might permit the use of
psychotropic substances in industry. He asked whether
that provision applied to paragraph 1.
5. Mr. WA1""LES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
pointed out that article 6, paragraph ',~ prohibited the use
of the substances in schedule I except for medical and
scientific purposes.
6. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the expression "for
any purpose" was not clear. It seemed to imply: that
parties might authorize the possession of substances in
the other schedules. The wording of the paragraph should
be amended to conform with the terms of paragraph 1.
7. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that article 6 was concerned solely with the sub
stances in schedule I. The other substances were governed
by the provisions of article 4.
8. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that·'''the
term "unauthorized" was confusing. In view of the
contents of paragraphs 1 and 3, it would be better to
delete it.
9. Mr. HENSEY (Ireland) said he had some doubts
about the expression "for personal use". It seemed to
him to conflict with article 4, sub-paragraph (b), which
permitted the possession of such substances under legal
authority.
10. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) suggested that the order of
the paragraphs should be reversed; paragraph 7 should
come first, since it contained the general principle
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governing the substances in schedule I, namely that the
possession of. those substances was prohibited 'except in
certain cases, .which would be listed in the following
paragraphs. To meet the point made-by the Irish repre
sentative, it would be'enough to state that the parties
prohibited the possession of the substances in schedule I
except in cases authorized under the provisions of
article 6. Moreover, persons other than scientific research
workers and doctors. such as manufacturers or exporters,
might possess those substances, and so paragraphs 1 and
3 (b) should come after paragraph 7. And in article 4,
sub-paragraph (b) it should be stated that a party would
not Permit the possession of such substances except under
the terms laid down in the Protocol and under legal
authority.

11. The CHAIRMAN asked the Turkish representative
to consult with the Irish representative with a view to
preparing an appropriate amendment.

12. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
asked whether it was really necessary to keep paragraph 7,
since the point at issue was already covered by article 4.
In respect of the entire article, the wisest course would
be to leave it to Governments to prescribe detailed
control measures. He was concerned about undue
restrictions"on medical and scientific research. Experience
had not shown that researchers had been responsible for
significant diversion.
13. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said that the purpose of
the Protocol was clear; it was to establish a control over
all dangerous substances. The Protocol included general
and particular provisions for that purpose. SUb-para
graphs (a) and (b) of article 4 were very general in scope
and applied to the use and possession for medical and
scientific purposes of all the psychotropic substances in
all the schedules. Article 6, paragraph 1, was concerned
only with the substances in schedule I and stated the
principle governing their use; it would be appropriate
therefore to place it at the beginning of article 6.

14. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) and Mr. HOOGWATER
(Netherlands) supported the United States representative's
view. They would nevertheless welcome an assurance
from the Legal Adviser to the Conference that paragraph
1 added nothing to article 4 (b) and. was therefore super
fluous.
15. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) noted" that it
seemed to be generally agreed that the text of article 6
was far from clear. The main concern of the Commlssion
on Narcotic Drugs had been to ensure the strictest
possible control; it had not had time to ensure that the
draft it had prepared was well constructed or complete.
It was for the Conference to fill any gaps there might be
(for instance, there was no mention anywhere of an
obligation for manufacturers and distributors of sub
stances in schedule I to keep records) and to review the
structure of each article "in order to make it self-contained.
That was especially important with particularly dangerous
substances; administrators should not have to consult
lawyers each time they tried to understand the text. .
16. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Sovi~t So~ianstRepublics)
reminded the Committee that h.ehad already stressed the
need to correlate articles 3, 4 and 6. He then suggested,

in the interests of greater clarity, that paragraph 7 should
read: "The Parties shall, in addition to: taking the
measures provided for in article 4, prohibit ... ", with
the rest of the paragraph remaining unchanged.'
17. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) supported the views
expressed by the United States and United Kingdom
representatives. He formally proposed that a drafting
group should be entrusted with the revision of the whole
of article 6.
18. Mr. ANAND (India) said that a decision should be
taken whether the Protocol was to be "divided into two
parts, one laying down general provisions to apply to all
psychotropic substances and the other prescribing special
measures to apply to the various categories of substances,
or whether each category should form the object of a self
contained section. A further point was that article 6,
paragraph 7, dealt with two quite distinct things, namely
"unauthorized possession" and "possession for personal
use"; in the light of paragraph 3, the latter expression
must be understood as applying to possession for pur
poses of experimenting on human beings.
19. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) thought it essential to specify
up to what point control measures were a matter for the
national authorities and when they became international
obligations. Unless that suggestion was adopted, he would
support the proposal of the Soviet Union representative.
He noted that there was no provision anywhere that
exporters and importers of the substances in schedule I
were required to keep records. It would therefore be
advisable to entrust a working group with the revision
of article 6 as a whole.
20. Dr. URANOVICZ (Hungary) took the same view.
The working "group would have to ensure that para
graph 7, on the possession of substances, was just as
clear as paragraph 1, on their use.
21. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) also thought that the
entire article, which contained obvious gaps, should be
revised; inter alia, the possession of substances should .
already be mentioned in paragraph 2. ~ He seemed to
recall that the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, when
drafting paragraph 7, had intended to make it illegal
for substances to be possessed by authorized persons
-certain university professors for instance-who might
use them personally. In any event, it would be advisable
not to go into too much detail, owing to the risk of
something being overlooked.
22. Dr. WIENIAWSKI (poland) said that he too
thought that the text should be confined to generalities.
Paragraph 7 was useful, but it should be made clear, as
the Soviet Union representative had requested, that it
complemented the provisions of article 4 (b) as far as
the substances in schedule I were concerned. . , .:
23. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) drew attention to
another omission where records were concerned: no
time limit was stipulated for their preservation, whereas
there was such a stipulation in article 10, paragraph ,3.
Like the Danish representative, he would be grateful if the
Legal Adviser would express his opinion on the relation
ship between article 6, paragraph 7; and article 4 (b).
24. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that in fact, as far as the substances in schedule 'I
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ARTICLE 7 (LICENCES) (continued)
Paragraph 1
1. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) strongly supported the
United Kingdom representative's remarks at the previous
meeting on the implications of the term "distribution".
The Protocol should exempt from the licensing require
ment persons duly authorized to perform therapeutic or
scientific functions, as was done in article 30, paragraph
1 Cc), of the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs.
It would be for the Drafting Committee to decide whether
that result should be achieved through the definition of
the term "distribution" or by amending article 7, para
-graph 1.
2. It was not really necessary to require licensing for
the internal trade in substances of schedules III and IV.
The Danish Government already applied to the sub
stances of schedule 11 a system on the lines of article 7,

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the CommissiOiil on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resoletion 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/478S, chap. Ill)

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m,

qualifications" might be differently construed by each
State, thus being a possible source of dispute. A better
wording would be "the qualifications prescribed by the
laws of each Party".
36. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) noted that the
provisions of paragraph 2 (b) might lead to difficulties in
the case, for example, of private clinics, which were not
yet subject, in the United Kingdom, to direct government
control. Furthermore, in view of the consensus which
was emerging in the Technical Committee concerning
the content of the schedules, he wondered whether it
might not be appropriate to exclude the distribution of
the substances listed in schedule IV from the operations
requiring a licence or other similar control measure, so as
to draw a sharper distinction between the control mea
sures applicable to substances in schedules 11 and III and
those applicable to substances in schedule IV.
37. Mr. BEB a DON (Cameroon) suggested that the
words "une entreprise placee au benefice d'une licence"
should be replaced by the words "une entreprise bellefi
ciant d'une licence" or "une entreprise benejiciaire d'une
licence" in the French text of paragraph 3.

Monday, 18 January 1971, at 3.15 p.m.
Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

EIGHTH MEETING

were concerned, the second part of the paragraph placed
an important limitation on the provisions ofarticle 4.(b),
which left it to national authorities to.lay down conditions
for possession.
25. The CHAIRMAN, in reply to a question by
Mr. TSYBENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic),
observed that three small working groups had been asked
to revise article 6, paragraphs 1, 3 and 6. In the light of the
discussion which had just taken place, it might be appro
priate to merge those three groups into one. He sug
gested that the single group could be responsible for
revising the whole of the wording of article 6 and might
consist of the representatives of Canada, France, Ghana,
India, Ireland, the Netherlands, Spain, Turkey, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom,
the United States and Yugoslavia; the Executive Secre
tary and the Legal Adviser to the Conference would be
invited to participate in its work. The Netherlands
representative could be Chairman.

It was so agreed.
26. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) proposed that
the new group should in addition deal with article 4,
which was closely related to article 6. '
27. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that it had been
decided to let the Technical Committee consider article 4
first. Of course, that would not prevent the working
group from discussing it incidentally.
28. Mr. STEINIG (International Narcotics Control

"Board) said that the Board would be glad to join in the
work of the group.
29. The CHAIRMAN said he thought it preferable
not to complicate the work of what was already quite a
large body. The Board's representatives would have
every opportunity to maintain contact with the members
of the group.

ARTICLE 7 (LICENCES)

30. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) proposed that
the. words "may take place" should be replaced by the
words "take place" in paragraph 2 (b).
31. Mr. IN"GERSOLL (United States of America),
referring to paragraph 3, felt that the term "adequate
qualifications" called for closer definition. .
32. The CHAIRMAN explained that the point was to
make sure if necessary by inquiry into their moral
standards, that the persons concerned possessed not only
the professional qualifications but also the human and
moral qualities required.
33. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia), referring to the words
"or other similar control measure" in paragraph 1, urged
the necessity ofa degree of uniformity in control measures
at the international level, and suggested that the last
phrase in paragraph 1 should be amended accordingly.
34. .Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) saw no need to replace the
words "may take place" by the words "take place" at the
end of paragraph 2 (b). He was in favour of paragraph 3
as it stood.. ..
35. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) agreed with the United States
representative that the wording of paragraph 3 was too
vague and too general. The concept of "adequate

, ...
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paragraph 1; and for substances in8chedules' III and IV
it would be willing to' introduce a licensing aystem for
fAanufacturo and prod,uction~ but not for the domestic
wholesale trade. It could accept a licensing system; for
thedOlllestieretail trade. so long as theprinciple-embodied
.in atticle awas, maintained.
3. Mr. NIKOLlC (Yugoslavia) poin.ted out that the
provision: ~mbodied in the concluding. words, "under
licence or other similar, control measure" was appropriate
only fQr the control of domestio operations. So far as
interna.tional transactions .were concerned, it would not
be possible· for one country to' have tt licensing system
while another applied a different control system. Uni..
formity WaS, essential where transactions across frontiers
were concerned.
4. Mr. BEBDLE (United Kingdom) suggested that the
difficulty should be overcome by deleting the words in
parentheses uincluding export and import trade". Article
.., would thus relate exclUsively to activities within the
national control system. like article 30 of the Single
Convention. All matters of international trade would
attordingly be left to be' governed by article 11, corres..
pondU!g'to article 31 of the Single Convention.
S. 'Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) agreed on the need. for
uniformity in the control of international trade. It was
with domestic trade in mind that his delegation had sup..
potted the inclusion of the words "or other similar
control measure" in paragraph 1. In Canada,. trade
within a particular province was the responsibility of
the province concerned; the Federal Government had
fun responsibility for the control of imports and exports.
His delegation therefore favoured the retention of the
concluding, words of paragraph 1 or the, introduction
ofanopeningproviso on the lines of article 17: "Having
due regard to their constitutional, legal and adminis..
trative systems...".
6. Mr.KIRCA (Turkey) said he could accept the del
etion of the words in parentheses provided that article 11
were amended so as to make international trade subject
to the controls set forth in article 1) paragraph Z. He
also expressed his understanding that the term "licence"
meant a prior authorization and not an ex post facto
endorsement of a transaction already performed.
1. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the deletion of the words in parentheses might
not be sufficient to achieve the intended purpose because,
unless otherwise specified, the term "trade" would cover
both international and domestic trade. It would be
~ry to introduce before "trade" an adjective such
as "internal", Also, if it were intended to impose a
1ice~ing system for international trade, article l lwould
haveto be amended so as to make that requirement clear.

l'aragraph2
8~ Mr~ BEEDLE (United Kingdom) expressed mis
givings as to the real meaning of paragraph 2 (b);. that
text, taken in conjunction with the definition of the
term "distribution" in article 1, appeared to suggest that
parties to the Protocol would beexpected to license
hospitals, nursing homes or even schools where even a
small quantity of sedatives or sleeping pills was kept.

It would be preferable to remove the reference: to dlstrl..
bution: from the 8ub..patagtaph.. .
9. Mr. HENSEY (Ireland) pointed out that the- words
in parentheses, uincludirtg export and import trade",
could notbe removed also from patagtaph2 (cl), because
that pnragJ"~ph referred to licefiSittg, .... which was fiot
covered by atti~le 11. In addition, he suggested that~
in paragraph 2 (b)" the words "may taken should be
replaced by "takes" in order to meet the point raised by
the Swiss representative at the 7th meeting.
10. Dr. BERTSCHINOER (Switzerland) said, with
reference to' paragraph 2 (0), that. the requiteMent of a
licence renewable every two or th.ree years, combined
with a system of inspection, would be sufficient: it would
render the system of constant control superf1.uous.
11. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia)poifited out that the,
provisions of paragraphs 2 (a) and 2 (b) were taken from
paragraphs 1(b) (i)and 1(b) (ii)of article 30 of the Single
Convention. He was therefore surprised that suggestions
for changes should be made by delegations of countries
which were parties to the Single Convention.
12. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
pointed out that the Single Convention did not define the
term "distribution"; it was the attempt to introduce such
a definition in the Protocol which. was creating difficulties
for certain delegations. The problem might perhaps
again be that of the prescription of too much detail in
the Protocol. He agreed. that in the present case the
difficulty was that paragraph 1 (c) did not contain a
provision comparable to article 30 of the Single
Convention. '
13. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist.Republics)
said that his delegation could accept paragraph 2 as it
stood.

Paragraph 3
14. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that, in the' case of persons engaged in the handling. of
substances, the words "adequate qualifications" would
seem to refer to technical competence. He asked if
the provision would also apply to such persons as mem..
bers of the board of directors of a company who were
concerned with administrative and policy matters. He
felt that national Governments could be relied upon to
decide what qualifications they would require both from
technicians and from administrators. He also noted that
paragraph 3 extended the requirement of those quali
fications to any licensed enterprise, whereas article 34 (a)
of the Single Convention related only to state enterprise"
15. Mr.WATILES (Legal Adviser wD the Conference)
said that, under both article 7, paragraph 3·, of the
Protocol and article 34 (a) of the Single Convention, the
question of qualifications was a matter for decision by
Governments. It was for each Government to determine
not only the kind of qualifications it 'Would impose but
also the classes of persons from whom certain qualifi..
cations would be required.
16. The Single Convention dealt separately with Stat~1

enterprises and with other persons and bodies. In pre
paring the Protocol, the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
had taken the view that the distinction was unnecessary,
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NINTH MEETING

Tuesday, 19 January 1971, at 10.20 a.m.

Chairman.' Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on PS:fchotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. DI)

The meeting rose at 4.40 p.m.

ARTICLE 10 (RECORDS)

1. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) drew attention to the
difficulties that would arise if the provisions of article 10
were applied in their present form,particularly in the
case of the numerous substances included in schedule IV.
He proposed, therefore, that those substances should be
excluded from the scope of article 10 and that they should
be covered by national control measures; manufacturers
and importers would be required to keep records of the
basic products manufactured, imported or exported,
which would reflect consumption, while dispensing
pharmacists would supply such substances against a
medical prescription and record them in the register of
prescriptions.
2.. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said there was an error at the end of paragraph 2, where
the words "and distributions" should be deleted. The
addition of those words had been proposed in the Com
mission on Narcotic Drugs, but it had never approved
their inclusion. When the text had been submitted to
the Commission for final adoption, the words had been
included in it by mistake, with the result that the Com
mission had adopted the present inaccurate version. If
those words were retained in the text, there would no

27. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
explained that,as some packages were small, it might be
impossible to get the whole of the required information
on the label, in which case it would have to be given on
the accompanying leaflets.
28. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) favoured article 9. He
noted that it was not mandatory on Governments to see
that warnings were given. The prime responsibility for
giving warnings should be with the prescribing physician,
and it might be risky to indicate on a package that it
contained psychotropic substances.
29. Mr. ANAND (India) considered that warnings
should always be indicated on accompanying leaflets
whether there was room on the label or not.

Article 9 was approved by 44 votes to none and was
referred to the Drafting Committee.

Eighth meetlng.......18 January 1971

ARTICLE 9
(WARNINGS ON PACKAGES, AND ADVERTISING)

22. The representatives of the United Kingdom, the
United States of America, India, the Federal Republic
of Germany, the USSR, France, Canada, Cameroon
and Yugoslavia said they were in favour of article 9 as it
stood.
23. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) supported arti
cle 9, but suggested that the Spanish text should start
with the words "The Parties" instead of "Each Party".
24. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said that
warnings on packages and advertising should be required
when they were necessary and their purpose should be to
prevent abuse. Article 9 was acceptable.
25. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) agreed to article 9, but
pointed out that some parties might be bound by other
treaty obligations such as those entered into under the
Treaty of Rome to ensure that packages carried a
warning about secondary effects. The text of the article
should not be changed.
26. Mr.BEB a DON (Cameroon) asked whether the
warnings must appear both on labels and on accom
panying leaflets.

and provisions such as article 7, paragraph 3, had been
dratted accordingly,
17iMr. NIKOLIC .. (Yugoslavia) stressed the need to
avoid unnecessary differences from the text of the Single
Convention, The Protocol would probably be applied
by the same national administrations as the Single
Convention, and it would create difficulties in the opera
lion of the national control systems if small differences
of wording were introduced into parallel provisions of
the two lnsrruments.
18i Mr. KiRCA (Turkey) proposed that the wording of
paragraph 3 should. be brought more closely into line
with that of article 34 (0) of the Single Convention, by
replacing the words "adequate qualifications properly to
perform" by the words "the qualifications required by
the laws and regulations of each Party for the proper
performance of" (EjCONF.58jC.4jL.3).
19i Dr. OLGUIN (Argentine) said that the introduction
into the Protocol of provisions concerning the term
"distribution" was necessary, because that aspect must
be subject to effective control. The reference in article 7,
paragraph 3, to "adequate qualifications" was sum
cientlygeneral to enable each Government to decide what
qualifications it would require, as well as the persons on
whom that requirement would be imposed.
20. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that if
the majority of the Committee wished to retain para
graph 3, his delegation would be prepared to accept it.
It would, however, on the whole prefer that the para
graph should be deleted, because it seemed to suggest
that a State party might license an enterprise which was
managed by persons not adequately qualified.
21. The CHAIRMAN suggested that a working group
consisting of representatives who had commented on
article 7 should be set up to prepare a new text in the
light of the discussion.

It was so agreed.
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longer be any difference between the system of control
applicable to the substances in schedule H and the
regime applicable to those in schedules III and IV, which
would deprive the paragraph of.any logical justification.
3. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany) said
he agreed with the Belgian representative. The provisions
of paragraph 2 would be even more difficult to apply
than those of paragraph 1. In his view, article 10 should
cover only the substances in schedule II.
4. Mr. EYRIES VALMASEDA (Spain) said that he
too thought it would be wise to exclude the substances
in schedule IV from the scope of application of article 10
and to make the competent national authorities respon
sible for their control.
5. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said that his
delegation could accept article 10, on condition that the
substances in schedule IV were excluded from it.
6. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina) said that his delegation
could accept article 10 as it stood. He did not believe
that the application of the provisions of that article
would give rise to additional administrative complications,
since the records in question could be kept by the existing
administrations. Compulsory recording of the substances
in schedule IV would, m.oreover, have the practical
advantage of encouraging doctors to simplify their pre
scriptions.
7. Mr. ANAND (India) said he was in favour of the
existing text of article 10. He could not see why the
application of the article would give rise to difficulties;
administrative control of the substances in question
already existed in every country in one form or another,
and the proposed article 10 stipulated that each party
might' determine the form in which the records were to
bekept.
8. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) 'said that his delegation had
no difficulty in accepting article 10 as it stood, subject
to the deletion of the words "and distributions" at the
end of paragraph 2; but it did not have very strong
views and was prepared to consider any proposal for the
amendment or even the deletion of paragraph 2.
9. Dr. BABAIAN (Union. of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) and Mr. OVTCHA
ROV (BUlgaria) said they were in favour of article 10
as i~ stood.
10: Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) pointed out that
one purpose of article 10 was to pave the way for
Governments to make reports to the International
Narcotics Control Board; but for that purpose the present
article 10 seemed to go too far. Another purpose was
to remind parties of the value of records in checking
diversion, but that should not be exaggerated, because
paper-scrutiny without inspection and other surveillance
could produce very little in the way of results. His
delegation could accept the broad framework of the
article, provided tha, the meaning of the last words in
paragraph 2 ("records of acquisitions and distributions")
and the intent of paragraph 3 were made clearer. The
aim should be to specify 1110re clearly the minimum
essential requirements. His delegation shared the doubts
of the representatives of Belgium and the Federal Re
public of Germany about the case for a range of require-

ments in relation to substances in schedule IV. Again,
that was of limited value without inspection and other
safeguards. .

11. Mr. TYURIN (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Re
public) and Mr. YEBOAH (Ghana) said they were in
favour of the existing text of article 10.

12. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
he agreed with the Danish representative. Since the
requirements in the United States with respect to the
keeping of records and the distribution of psychotropic
substances were even stricter than those embodied in
article 10, his country would have no difficulty in applying
the provisions of the article as they stood, but it .was
understandable that some countries might hesitate to
accept those control measures, since they would greatly
complicate the work of their administrations. To meet
such objections, it was necessary to be realistic and not
to insist upon detailed records being kept of too wide a
range of substances.

13. Apart from that, article 10 as a whole could be
retained as it stood, since it allowed for a certain degree
of flexibility by leaving the details of the record-keepi.ng
procedure to Governments.

14. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said that the pro
visions on keeping records in article 10 should not be
applied to the substances in schedules III and IV, except
in countries where those substances gave rise to special
problems.

15. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) observed that if the sub
stances in schedule IV were excluded, provision would
nevertheless have to be made for keeping national sta
tistics of their manufacture, import and export.

16. Mr-. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence) said that, in the Secretariat's view, it would be
relatively easy to apply the record-keeping requirements
in the case of the substances in schedules I and 11, since
they were distributed only in small quantities, but the
position would be quite different in the case of sub
stances in schedules III and IV, since they accounted for
2S to 35 per cent of all prescriptions and the keeping of
records would give rise to. administrative problems. A
special administrative body would have to be set up to
take copies of the prescriptions handed over to social
insurance services by pharmacists or patients. Some
developing countries where there was no abuse of the
substances would thus have to make arrangements that
would otherwise have been unnecessary. The question
arose, too, whether the control over substances in
schedules III and IV would -be really effective, since a
pharmacist who wished to procure those substances
could always forge prescriptions. The better course
would be to set up an inspection service to supervise the
pharmacies. Whatever the solution adopted by the
Committee, the essential point was that the provisions
of the Protocol should be acceptable to all countries
and that the Protocol itself should he concluded without
delay.
11. Dr. CORR~A da CUNHA (Brazil) said that he
could accept the English text of article 10, si/nee, as the
Argentine representative had said, it would help to
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reduce the number of pharmaceutical preparations
containing substances in schedules III and ,rv.
18. . Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said he did not
think thatarticle 10should refer to substances in schedules
III and IV. 'Furthermore, if the words "and distributions"
at the end of paragraph 2 were' deleted, it would seem
unnecessary to require retailers, institutions for hospi
talization and the like to keep records' ofthose substances,
because they would already appear in the wholesalers'
records.
19. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said that substantial
administrative machinery had been set up in Canada to
control amphetamines and barbiturates; however, he
had been impressed bythe remarks of those speakers who
had pointed out that the substances in schedule IV were
widely used in medicine and that it would be a difficult
task to keep records of them in the manner provided in
article 10. At the very least, the control measures prescrib
ed for substances in schedule III should be different from
those laid down for substances in schedule IV. The
latter substances' could be excluded from article 10
without difficulty, since adequate control measures were
laid down in other articles of the Protocol. .

20. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) pointed out that in any
case manufacturers and wholesalers kept a record of
quantities sold or stocked, while institutions for hospi
talizationrecorded acquisitions and distributions of all
drugs. He thereforehad no difficultyin acceptingarticle 10.

21. Mr. HENSEY (Ireland) said that in his country,
as in the United Kingdom, additional complications
would arise if the supplier and the date and quantity had
to be shown in connexion with each acquisition and
distribution of substances. He therefore proposed that
the record-keeping requirement should be done away
with as far as substances in schedule IV were concerned.. '

22. The CHAIRMAN observed that the original text
of paragraph 2 read "acquisitions or distributions", not
"acquisitions and distributions". There was therefore
a mistake which needed correction.

23. Mr. ONODERA (Japan) thought that, as far as
substances in schedule IV were concerned, the results
would be slender in relation to the additional work which
the provisions of article 10 would entail.

24. Mr. BRATTSTROM (Sweden) said that the
keeping of comprehensive records would not involve so
much work in Sweden as in other countries, since Sweden
did not have many pharmaceutical specialities. It would
nevertheless be advisable to arrive at a compromise in
order to meet the views expressed by other delegations.

25. Dr. THOlYlAS (Liberia).said he did not think that
administrative burdens should affect the issue when it
was a question of dangerous substances, whichever
schedule they belonged to; in his opinion, article 10
should be accepted as it stood.

26. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) drew attention
to the difficulty of laying down control measures until
it was known exactly how the various substances would
be apportioned among the schedules, especially as far as
schedules III and IV were concerned. But in any case,

if article 10 was redrafted, less severe control measures
should be prescribed for substances in schedule IV.
27. Mr. TSYBENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Re
public) said that he supported the arguments put for
ward by the Soviet Union and Yugoslav representatives.
Article 10 should be accepted as it stood.
28. Dr. URANOVICZ (Hungary) said that he proposed
to submit to the Committee a study prepared by his
Government showing the practical consequences which
would arise from the adoption of the present text of
article 10 in the case of one barbiturate in schedule IV.
29. The CHAIRMAN thanked the Hungarian repre
sentative for his constructive offer and asked him to
have the document in question circulated as soon as
possible.
30. Mrs. d'HAUSSY (France) said that her delegation
would be prepared to accept article 10 as it stood if
paragraph 2 ended with the words "or distributions".
The discussion nevertheless showed that greater flexibi
lity would be welcome with regard to substances in
schedule IV.
31. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon), referring to the corn..
ments of the Executive Secretary, said that the
countries in which there was virtually no drug addiction
problem favoured strict control, whereas the others
preferred a more liberal system. His delegation's view
was that humanitarian considerations should prevail
over administrative ones, and it therefore favoured the
existing text of article 10.
32. The CHAIRMAN, summing up the discussion,
said that the majority of the thirty or so representatives
who had spoken had supported the present text; some
had expressed reservations and others had specifically
asked for deletions. He hoped that the: xmsideration
of article 10 paragraph by paragraph would result in a
unanimous decision.
33. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that his
delegation had not spoken in the debate on article 6 but
would be glad to participate in the work of the group
entrusted with its revision.
34. The CHAIRMAN said he was sure that the Mexican
delegation would be able to make a thoroughly con
structive contribution to the group's activities. He
proposed that Mexico should be added' to the list of
twelve countries comprising the working group.

It was so agreed.

The meeting rose at 12.20 p.m.

TENTH MEETING

WednesdaY,20 January 1971, at 10.45 a.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

.
Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic

Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance ~itb Economic and Social Council
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resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Confsrence agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. 111),

ARTICLE 11
(PROVISIONS RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL TRADE)

1. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) observed that
the provisions in paragraph 1 relating to the substances
in schedule 11 were identical with those of the relevant
articles in the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs;
they had stood the test of time and there was no point in
reverting to them. It should be clear,however, that they
would also be applicable to substances in schedule I.
The system of "declarations" proposed in paragraph 2
for substances in schedules III and IV seemed satis ...
factory, because it did not impose undue burdens upon
the authorities.

2. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said he was whole-heartedly
in .favour of the measures proposed for substances in
schedule 11 (and in exceptional cases fot those in sched
ule I), but he was surprised that the provisions of
articles ·31 and 32· of the Single Convention had not
been reproduced. In drafting paragraph 2, the Com
mission had obviously been actuated by the highly com
mendable intention of making the obligations in respect
of substances in schedules III and IV less strict; but it
was arguable that the implementation of the proposed
measures would place just as heavy a burden both on the
exporters and on the authorities, especially the Customs
authorities, as in the case of the substances in schedules
I and 11; there seemed to be hardly any difference in
practice between the two systems. For paragraph 2, a
more flexible system might perhaps be considered.

3. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) said that he too thought
that the system recommended in paragraph 2 was too
complicated. Furthermore, international regulation was
not desirable for substances in schedule IV, which were
much used in medicine; if abuses were reported, the
substance or substances impugned could always be
transferred either to schedule III or to schedule 11.
4. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said that the problem of
public' health was too important for anyone to hesitat
forfear ofmaking administrative procedures too cumber
some or of incurring expense, to make investments of
that kind which would be of benefit in the long run, in
view of the fact that they were intended to serve in the
control of those psychotropic substances which presented
definite hazards, including those in schedule IV. Those
substances should not be exempted from international
control. He would revert to certain points of detail when
the. article was considered paragraph by paragraph.

5. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that on the whole
the existing wording ofarticle 11 was entirely satisfactory.
It drew a verrclear distinction between, on the one hand,
the import a~:;d export authorizations to be required for
substances in schedule II and, on the other, the mere
declaration (subsequent to the transaction) which would
be required from exporters and importers for substances
in schedules III and IV. He could not see that the Customs
authorities had any say in the matter. The Le3al Adviser

to 'the Conference would perhaps confirm that his
reading of paragraph 2 was correct.

6. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said he thought
that, for the substances in schedule Ill, it would be suf
ficient to provide for an exchange of forms between the
parties concerned. As for the substances in schedule IV,
international trade should be subject to special control
only at the request of one party, as provided for in
article 12. He pointed out that the word "declaration"
was already employed in a different sense by the Customs
authorities; there was a risk of ambiguity.

7. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he would appreciate it
if the Legal Adviser to the Conference could explain
why the provisions of article 31 of the Single Convention
had, not been employed in the present case.

8. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the first text of the draft Protocol had provided
that the SUbstances in schedules 11, III and IV would all
be governed by the provisions of the present paragraph 2.
As the Commission on Narcotic Drugs had considered
that the substances in schedule 11 should be subject to a
special system of authorization, a new paragraph 1 had
been added which repeated some of the provisions of
article 31 of the Single Convention in a simplified form.
No country had proposed the inclusion of the special
provisions of paragraphs 8 to 15 of article 31, or of
article 32. Any delegation had the right, of course, to
submit an amendment to that end if it saw fit.

9. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) proposed, in
order to avoid any misunderstanding, that the expression
"competent authorities" in the first sentence of para
graph 2 should be replaced by "competent health
authorities".

10. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that in his country all
imports and exports came under the Customs legislation.
It would thus be better not to specify which authorities
were the "competent authorities",

11. The CHAIRMAN observed that the present text
left each Government free to determine which were the
"competent authorities".

12. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he. did not
understand the significance of the words "or imported"
and "or receipt" in sub-paragraphs (iii) and (iv) re
spectively of paragraph 2, since the obligation under
discussion was only on the exporter. Provision, could,
of course, be made for a corresponding obligation on
importers, but in that case the "receipt" mentioned in
the last sentence of paragraph, 2 would no longer suffice.
It would not be impossible, either, to envisage a regime
for the substances in schedule III different from that for
the substances in schedule IV, to which only the provisions
of the first part of the paragraph might apply.

13. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
("\ce) said that the words "orimported" and "or receipt"
in sub-paragraphs (Hi) and (iv) ofparagraph 2 were super
fluous. As to receipts, he pointed out that, at least in the
States members of the Universal Postal Union, it was the
postal authorities-that were responsible for sending
them.
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14. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) said he considered
that control.measures were essential-for all psychotropic
substances, since they were dangerous - or presented
unquestionable risks. Since it was specified elsewhere in
the Protocol that the "competent authorities" were those
that issued the licences, a repetition of that statement
seemedunnecessary. In any event, it was highly desirable
that none of those substances should escape Customs
control.
15. Mr. ANAND (India) said that his delegation was
taking up on its own account the suggestion made by the
representative of Ghana at the first special session of the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs that the provisions of
paragraph 1 should apply not only to the substances in
schedule II but also to those in schedule Ill. The system
provided for in paragraph 2 was much less effective than
that outlined in paragraph 1, and he stressed the need
for avoiding any further .dilution of the provisions of
paragraph 2. His interpretation of the paragraph was
the same as that of the Yugoslav representative.
16. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said that his dele
gation could accept paragraph 1 of article 11 as it stood.
He was not satisfied, however, with the present wording
ofparagraph 2; in his opinion, the control measures for
substances in schedules III and IV should be reduced to
the minimum. Only if abuse of one of those substances
gave rise to a serious public health problem in a given
country should stricter control measures be applied by
that country to the importation of the substance. Further
more, he wondered. whether the system of declarations
provided for .in paragraph 2 would permit effective
control of the substances exported; the paragraph did
not stipulate that a copy of the export declaration should
accompany the shipment, and consequently, if an exporter
failed to make the declaration provided for in para
graph 2, exports of a particular substance in schedules III
or IV might take place without the authorities of the
importing and exporting countries concerned being aware
of the fact.
17. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) spoke of the need
to make paragraph 2 clearer and to indicate plainly
whether its provisions concerned both importers and
exporters, as the Yugoslav rev.- rmtative understood,
or only exporters, as his own delegation maintained.
18. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that a
system should be laid down which would prevent ship
ments of the substances concerned from being diverted
into the illicit traffic.
19. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said that his delegation
approved the general principle underlying article 11 and
'found the provisions ofparagraph 1 satisfactory. With
.regard to paragraph 2, however, it shared the view of the
"Danish representative and the other delegations which
desired a simplification of the system provided for
therein. His delegation interpreted the paragraph as
applying only to exporters, and it therefore considered
that the 'Words "or imported" and "or receipt" in para
graph 2 (Hi) and (iv) respectively should be deleted. As
for the fears expressed by the Indian and Mexican repre
sentatives, the control measures provided for in the draft
Protocol as a whole would, he thought, go a long way

towards preventing the diversion of substances in
schedules III and IV into the illicit traffic. Like the
Indian representative, he took the viewthat the provisions
of paragraph 2 should not be diluted, although the
proposed system could be simplified to reduce adminis
trative work without undermining its effectiveness.

20. Mr. NASSAR (United Arab Republic) said that
he favoured article 11 as it stood.

21. Mr. DITTERT (International Narcotics Control
Board), referring to the comments of certain delegations
which had pointed out that the import certificate and
export authorization system had worked well in the case
of narcotic drugs, said that it had done so because the
trade in those substances was fairly restricted. In fact,
the system could cause delays in delivery and had occa
sionally led to complications. A simpler system had
therefore to be envisaged for substances in which the
volume of trade was much greater, and that was why the
export notification system had been devised.

22. That system laid obligations on importing countries
indirectly, because when an importing country was
notified of an export of psychotropic substances it had to
verifythat the person or establishmentwhichhad received
the psychotropic substance was duly authorized and met
the criteria laid down in the draft Protocol for the issue
of licences. Article 11, paragraph 2, should be'considered
in conjunction with article 12, which enabled importing
countries to restrict their imports.

23. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that, in
view of the difficulties the discussion had revealed, the
obligations should perhaps be imposed on the importer
rather than on the exporter.

24. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
explained that paragraph 2, as it stood, placed obligations
only on exporters. The words "or imported" and "or
receipt" in sub-paragraphs (iii) and (iv) respectively had
appeared in an earlier version of paragraph 2 and had
been reproduced in the present text by mistake. The
original text, as submitted to the Commission on Nar
cotic Drugs at its twenty-third session in 1969, had
provided for notification by both exporters and importers
and for an exchangeof'notifications betweenthe importing
and exporting countries. The Commission pad sought
to simplify the original version of paragraph 2, particu
larly for importing countries, which would often be
developing countries that did not yet have the facilities
for the administrative work involved; in the Com
mission's view, the most important point had been that
exporters should notify their exports to their Government
ana that exporting countries should notify importing
countries of the shipment of psychotropic substances.
The text had been amended to that effect at the Com
mission's first special session, and the present version
no longer placed obligations on importers.

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m,
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ELEVENm MEETING

Wednesday, 20 January' J!)71, at 3.20 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotro~ic

Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIIJ) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. Ill)

ARTICLE 11
(PROVISIONS' RELATING

TO INTERNATIONAL TRADE) (continued)

J. Mr. NiKOLIC (Yugoslavia) agreed with the Danish
representative (10th meeting) that article 11, paragraph 2,
should be simplified. The only obligation on exporting
.countries was to furnish a declaration to importing
countries.
2. The CHAIRMAN said that agreement had been
reached at the 10th meeting on the deletion of the words
"or imported" in paragraph 2 (iii) and of the words "or
receipt" in' paragraph 2 (iv);

3. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said he had some sympathy
with the Indian representative's desire to make sub
stances in schedule III subject to paragraph 1. Not
only article 11 but all the provisions of the .Protocol
stressed the need for adequate controls on both. exports
andimports, and the whole system would be weakened if
imports were not subject to control.

4. The responsibilities of importing countries would
be discharged more effectively if both exporters and
importers were required to furnish a declaration to the
competent authorities. .
5." In order to impose controls on imports, he proposed
the insertion of the words "and Importers" after the
words "that exporters" in the first sentence ofparagraph 2
and the "insertion of the words "or import" after the
words "regarding export" in the same sentence. The
wording of the sub-paragraphs should remain unchanged.

6. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that the main purpose
-ofparagraph 2 was to protect importing' countries against
illegal ,'tPlpOrtS.. Th, exporter could hand in the decla
'ration after the despatch of the goods, but his Govern
ment must see to it that the declaration was sent within
ninety days, and endorsement by the Customs author
ities might be" a means of checking compliance with that
requirement.
-7. The' procedure should be simplified so a; not to be
'too burdensome, and' that would require co-operation
between .the-exporting and importing countries. The
Government of the exporter would require him to"pro
vide, say once a year, a list of the quantities exported,
showing the destination and the date of despatch; and
those lists should be sent to the importing countries for
checking again~tth~il' records. .,.

8.. Mr. BED a DON (Casneroon) asked who was to issue
the authorizations mentioned in paragraph I.'
9. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
explained that it was for each Government party to the
Protocol to decide which was the competent authority
to issue authorizations. Presumably that would be done
by law or regulation.
10. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said that paragraph 1 was acceptable. Only substances
listed in schedule III should be covered by paragraph 2,
which ought to be simplified.
11. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that there could be
cases in which import formalities had not yet been
completed and the goods had been placed by the buyer
in a bonded warehouse. The Commission would not
have wished to prohibit that. The working group on
article 11 should review all the technical provisions in
article 31, paragraph 9, of the 1961 Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs to see whether any needed to be incorpo
rated in the draft Protocol so that there should be no
interference with international trade.
12. Mr. BRATTSTROM (Sweden) said that for
internal reasons his Government favoured strict control's
over the substances in schedule 11 under paragraph 1.
13. Administrative difficulties could perhaps be avoided
by simplifying paragraph 2.
14. There was nothing in the draft Protocol analogous to
the special provisions, contained in article 32 of the
Single Convention, concerning the carriage of drugs in
first-aid kits of ships or aircraft engaged in international
traffic, and he wondered whether article 11 would apply
to such first-aid kits.
15. The CHAIRMAN observed that the secretariat's ,
text on the subject had not been retained when the draft-
was prepared.
16. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the Commission had thought it unlikely that
substances in schedule 11 would be carried in first-aid
kits.
17. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that Governments should keep a close watch on exports
and imports of psychotropic substances. He contested
the point made by the representative ofthe International
Narcotics Control Board that a, system of import and
export authorizations could cause delays in getting
medicines to their destination. A balance must be struck
between the need to deliver supplies to where they were
needed and the need to prevent their being diverted. A
system of notificadon rather than. authorization could
be applied to the oubstances in schedules 11, III and IV.
He said that the representative of the Board might
usefully participate in a working group on' thematter,
18. Mr. HENSEY (Ireland) said that paragraph 1 of
article 11 was acceptable, but should be extended to
cover the substances in schedule I, so as to bring it into
line with the revised text of article 6. .
19. The purpose of paragraph 2 should be to ensure
that substances were being imported by licensed firms
or persons, and for that detailed records would be
needed.
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20. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that the
working group on article 11 must consider the' question
of transit trade, in which a consignment might be placed
in a bonded warehouse by a buyer who then, instead of
importing it into his own country, would send it to a
third country. In such a case, he could not be forced to
notify the authorities ofhis own country ofthe transaction.
21. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that he had an open
mind as to the schedules which ought to be covered by
paragraph 2, but the procedure laid down in that para
graph must be simplified.
22. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the point mentioned
by the Netherlands representative had been dealt with
in article 31, paragraph 9, of the Single Convention.
23. The CHAIRMAN suggested that article 11 should
be referred to a working group, which should also be
asked to consider article 12.

It was so agreed.

ARTICLE 12 (PROHIBITION OF AND RESTRICTIONS ON THE
IMPORT AND EXPORT OF PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES)

24. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) said he could accept the
principle embodied in article 12, which was of funda
mental importance. His Government would co-operate
with any other which had special difficulties over a
particular substance, but the primary need would be for
national measures to combat such difficulties.
25. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) said that article 12
was acceptable. Some mention could, however, be made
of the fact that a country might admit only a certain
number· of substances.
26. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that the
provisions of article 12 would not constitute an effective
safeguard for an importing country. It would be sufficient
for an international trader to obtain "m export licence
from a country which was not a party to the Protocol in
order to avoid the provisions of article 12 altogether.
The only real safeguard was a careful watch over imports
by the importing countries. It was for that reason that
his delegation, during the discussion on article 11, had
stressed the importance of the control of imports.
27. Mr. HENSEY (Ireland) said that his delegation
could support' article 12 with the United Kingdom
amendment, proposed in foot-note 20 (C/4785, chap. Ill),
to replace the word "export" in the last sentence of
paragraph 1 by the word "import".
28. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) .
said that his delegation supported article 12, which ex
pressed the sovereign right of a country to prohibit the
import of a substance. Where a party to the Protocol
introduced such a prohibition, it would be the duty of
the other parties to assist it in applying the prohibition.
"The formulation of article 12 had been thoroughly
.discussed in the Commission on Narcotic Drugs.
29. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that J:..i~ delegation
was generally in agreement with the text of article 12, and
felt some sympathy with the Belgian representative's
position that an importing country wishing to prohibit
the import of a substance should show its good faith by
impnskJ national controls on that substance. The

fact that some countries would not accede to the Pro
tocol would certainly create problems, but the Confer
ence should work on the assumption ofa broad par
ticipation.
30. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that the provisions
of article 12 afforded sufficient protection to an importing
country by allowing it to prohibit the entry ofa substance.
31. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) suggested that paragraph 1
should be simplified by replacing the last three sentences
by a reference to the system laid down in article 11, para
graph 1, which would thus apply in cases where a party
authorized the import of a prohibited substance.
32. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said that his delegation
supported article 12 in principle.
33. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that his
delegation supported the general lines of article 12,
except for the point recorded in foot-note 20. He would
prefer, however, to see the provision for special imports
(after a general prohibition) made much more restrictive.
Otherwise, it would conflict with the intentions of
article 11.
34. He expressed interest in the Turkish representative's
suggestion for the amendment of the last three sentences
of paragraph 1, which might be found to provide a
solution for the difficulty raised in the foot-note.
35. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina) said that his delegation
was in general agreement with the text of article 12.
36. Mr. ONODERA (Japan) .said that the text of
article 12 was acceptable to his delegation, with the
amendment proposed by the United Kingdom detailed in
foot-note 20.
37. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) pointed out that for
substances in schedules III and IV, only a notification was
required and not an export licence. A situation could
thus arise in which an exporter might not be aware that
the import of a substance was prohibited in a particular
country. As it stood, article 12 would impose on the
exporting countries the burden of keeping a careful list
of the substances the importation of which was prohibited
in all the other countries.
38. . Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that his delegation agreed with the spirit and the principle
of article 12 and supported the United Kingdom amend
ment set forth in foot-note 20 of the draft Protocol. For .
an importing country, the co-operation of exporters was
essential. In the case of narcotic drugs, for example, hi's
country had banned the import ofcertain drugs, but it was
still flooded by them.
39. Mr. ANAND (India) said that his delegation found
acceptable the principle embodied in article l2. The
notification system envisaged in paragraph 2 of article 11
was not effective enough in cases in which a country
considered a particular substance dangerous and wished
to prohibit its importation. He also supported the sug
gestion by the Turkish representative, provided that the
reference was clearly to paragraph 1 of article 11 and not
to paragraph 2 of that article. Lastly, he stressed that
where a Government received notification of an import
prohibition in another country, it had the duty to inform
accordingly the exporting firms in its own country; it
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would have to circulatelists showing the substances of
which the importation into the various foreign countries
was prohibited.
40. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) supported the text of
article 12,as it stood. With reference to the remarks of
the Netherlands representative, he observed that abuses
were always possible. In that connexion, he supported the
USSR delegation's view that all States should be invited
to sign the Protocol; a wide acceptance of that instrument
would reduce the possibilities of abuse to a minimum.

The meeting rose at 5.5 p.m,

TWELFTH MEETING

Thursday,21 January 1971 at 3.15 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. DJ)

ARTICLE 6 (SPECIAL PROVISIONS REGARDING SUBSTANCES
IN SCHEDULE I) (resumed from the 7th meeting and
concluded) (EJCONF.58/C.4/L.2, 1l/CONF.58/C.4/L.7)

1. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), Chairman of the
Working Group on article 6, introduced the Group's
redraft of the article (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.7). In para
graph 1, the new wording "scientific and limited medical
purposes" represented a compromise; the Group had
considered it undesirable to introduce the concept of
"experimental" medical and scientific purposes proposed
by the Mexicandelegation (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.2), because
of the difficulty of defining it. The Group had also not
adopted the Mexican proposal to introduce a reference
to the parties' health authorities; the words "control of
their Governments" covered whatever internal authority
was competent.
2. In paragraph 2, a reference ha,d been introduced to
"possession" of the substances in schedule I~ a change
which had made it possible to drop the .original para
graph 7. The new paragraeh 3 covered the substance of
the former paragraphs 3 and 4. The wording of the new
paragraph 5 was intended to ensure control at all stages.
The intention of paragraph 6 was to place both imports
and exports under full control.
3. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) withdrew his
delegation's amendment (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.2); his dele
gation accepted.the Working Group's text as a compro
mise proposal andwas satisfied that the reference to the
control by Governments would cover both the health

authorities and any other authorities-ssuch as those
under the Ministry of Justice-centrusted with. control.
4. In reply to a question by Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) ..
Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), Chairman. of the
Working Group on article 6, explained that the Working
Group had been unanimous in endorsing the view of the
Legal Adviser that the substance of the former paragraph 7
was covered by the introduction of the term "possession"
in paragraph 2.
5. Dr. CORR:aA da CUNHA (Brazil) said he fully
supported the Working Group's text.
6. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
suggested that the words "their Governments" in para
graph 1 should be replaced by "Governments of the
Parties".
7. ' The CHAIRMAN said that the suggestion would
be referred to the Drafting Committee. ' .

8. Mr. SHEEN (Australia). proposed the introduction
of the word "very" before the words "limited medical
purposes" in paragraph 1. It was important to emphasize
that the use of substances in schedule' I for medical
purposes should be exceptional.
9. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Sociaiist Republics),
Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) and Mr. BRATIStROM
(Sweden) supported that proposal. ,
10. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said that he too supported
the Australian proposal, which was in keeping with the
view expressed by the WHO Expert Committee on Drug
Dependence that the drr 1S in schedule I had only very
limited therapeutic uses, if any.

The Australian amendment was adopted unanimously.
11. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) drew attention to an
apparent ambiguity in the English text of paragraph 1.., .~
The words "or specifically approved by them" were
intended to apply to "scientific establishments", but
they could be misread as referring to the "duly authorized
persons" in those establishments.
12. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany) said
that the new wording of paragraph 1 excluded a scientist
who was not in a medical or scientific establishment from
working with a substance in schedule I. It might 'be
desirable to allow a scientist working individually to use
such substances, in connexion with botanical studies,
for example. '
13. Mr. BRATTSTROM (Sweden) and Dr. BABAIAN
(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) strongly opposed
that suggestion. It would be dangerous to broaden the
provisions of paragraph 1. '
14. Mr. ANAND (India) said that, like other members
of the Working Group, he had supposed, that the con
cluding words "or specifically approved by them"
clearly referred to "establishments" and not to "persons".
IS. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), Chairman ofthe
Working Group, confirmed that that was so.' ,
16. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States ofAmerica)stated
that the English text could be made clearer by introducing
a comma after the words "scientific establishments";
17. The CHAIRMAN said that th'at suggestion would
be referred to the Drafting Committee. .'. -. .'. '. ~ .
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The text of article 6 proposed by the Working Group
(E/CONF.58/C.4/L.7), as amended, u:.qs approved by 40
votes to none, with 1 abstention. .

ARTICLE 10 (RECORDS)
(resumed from the 9th meeting)

(E/CONF.S8/C.4/L.4-L.6)
18. Mr. BEEDLE (tJnited Kingdom), introducing his
delegation's redraft of article 10 (EjCONF.58/C.4/L.5),
said that the words "of amounts manufactured and
produced" should be inserted at the end of the first
sentence of paragraph 1 of the proposal.
19. The United Kingdom delegationand others accepted
that requirements for records were advantageous in
enabling Governments to check whether diversions took
place from legitimate channels and also to provide
appropriate reports for the international bodies, but the
Committee was all too well aware of the burden which
record-keeping involved for industry, distributors and
administrations.
20. The purpose of his text was to provide for a system
of record-keeping that would be reasonable, economic,
distinctively varied for each schedule and without
significant gaps.
21. Schedule IV was no longer mentioned in para
graph 1, otherwise there was no change of substance.
22. The application of paragraph 2 was restricted to
schedule 11 and it was proposed that records should be
kept of drugs supplied to retailers and hospitals but not
ofdisposals through those channels to individual patients.
23. Paragraph 3 reproduced part of the original para
graph 1 and imposed a limited range of obligations on
manufacturers, producers, importers and exporters in
respectofsubstancesin schedule IV. The records obtained
would enable Governments to keep an eye on those
substances and to make modest statistical returns to the
Secretary-General and the International Narcotics Con
trol Board.

24. Paragraph 4 contained a new element which had
not been present in the original paragraph 4. In his view,
it would be more realistic to leaveit to the parties to judge
how long the records should be preserved. The period of
at least two years stipulated in the original text seemed
too arbitrary.

25. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that the
United Kingdom text for article 10 was better than the
original and would be less burdensome.
26. The title of the article should be reinstated, and, in
the Spanish text of paragraph 4, the word "conveniente"
should be substituted for the word "oportuno",
27. Mr. ANAND (India) said that records of some kind
were essential for purposes of control and for the in
spection envisaged in article 13. He presumed that even
a small retailer would keep records of goods bought and
sold so as to know the level of his stocks and to enable
him to complete income tax returns. The United Kingdom
delegation seemedto be advocatinghalf-hearted. measures
that would not result in effective controls. He favoured

the original text, which was quite adequate, though it
needed a few drafting changes.,
28. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) said that if the Committee endorsed the foot
note in the Working Group's text ofarticle 6 (EjCONF.58/
C.4JL.7), then strict controls over substances in schedule I
must be provided for in article 10. .
29. He asked for an explanation of paragraph 4 of the
United Kingdom text. He would have thought it pre
ferable that the various provisions of the draft should
specify obligations.
30. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said that the United
Kingdom text was acceptable, provided that paragraph 2
were made applicable to schedule Ill.
31. Mr. HENSEY (Ireland) said that substances in
schedule I ought to be covered by article 10. Otherwise,
the United Kingdom text was acceptable and would
result in a practical system of record-keeping.
32. He suggested that the word "produced" be inserted
after the word "manufactured" in paragraph 3.
33. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) said that he was in
favour of the United Kingdom text.
34. Nearly all psychotropic substances used in medical
preparations were very strictly controlled in Belgium
and for twenty-five years amphetamines had been subject
to the same regime as narcotic drugs.
35. There would be very great difficulties in keeping
records of substances in schedule IV, as was shown by
the study submitted by the Hungarian delegation (Ej
CONF.58jC.4/L.4). In Belgium, Ji.:.,i" example, there
were no less than 143 preparations containing pheno
barbital. He wondered what kind of record-keeping the
Indian representative had in mind.
36. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said that he preferred the
original text of article 10, which was linked to the rest of
the draft Protocol.
37. It was absolutely essential to maintain records of
all psychotropic substances, and the effort entailed was
entirely justified. Moreover, some of the substances
included in the schedules were less widely used in treat
ment than others and the burden of keeping records
would not necessarily be great.
38. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said that the United
Kingdom text for article 10 should be accepted. All
countries should be in a position to comply with it.
39. The second sentence in paragraph 1 would be clearer
if a comma were placed after the word "despatched" and
the word "and" were deleted.
40. Paragraph 2 should be made to apply also to
schedule Ill.
41. U HLA 00 (Burma) agreed with the Indian
representative. He regretted that the United Kingdom
proposal did not mention distribution, which had been
clearly defined in article 1. He fea-ed that the United
Kingdom text would not make for strict control, .

The meeting rose at 5.10 p.m,
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THIRTEENTH MEETING

Friday, 22 January 1971, at 11 a.m.
Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on PsychotIropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. nn
STATEMENT BY THE'REPRESEN1"ATIVE OF THE

INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL BOARD
ON ARTICLES 10, 12, 14 AND 15

OF THE REVISED DRAFT PROTOCOL
1. Sir Harry GREENFIELD (International Narcotics
Control Board), referring to article 14, reminded the
Committee that all the treaties concerning the inter
national control of narcotic drugs since 1912 had stipu
lated that the parties must furnish statistical reports on
the substances concerned, and since 1925 the reports had
had to be sent to an international body. He explained in
detail the purposes and utility of those reports as the
working tool of the international bodies concerned.
Similarly, reports should be furnished in one form or
another for each substance covered by the draft Pro
tocol, though if the system was to be efficient they
should be mainly devoted to the most important infor
mation. The extent of that information should depend
on the danger presented by the substances brought
under control.
2. The Board welcomed the inclusion of article 12 in
the draft Protocol, because it did away with the need for
a system of estimates; in view of the large number of
transactions, covering an infinite variety ofsubstances and
preparations, such a system would impose an excessive
administrative burden on national authorities.
3. As to the substances in schedules I and 11, the
Conference would certainly agree that the information
to be furnished by the parties should be similar to that
provided for in the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic
Drugs. For. the substances in schedule Ill, owing to
their wide use in medicine the statistical information to
be furnished by the parties. could and should be limited,
to avoid giving national authorities too much work.
Nevertheless, at least a minimum of information should
be supplied on those substances-annual reports on
manufacture and production, and on imports and exports
giving the country of origin or destination. It would be
useful, too, for information to be supplied, if possible, on
the quantities held by manufacturers and wholesalers.
So far as the substances in schedule IV were concerned,
the necessary minimum of information to be furnished
should comprise statistics on manufacture and export.
Statistical information on imports would also. be useful.
4. He was in favour of article 1S as it stood.

ARTICLE 10 (RECORDS) (continued)

5. Mr. ANAND (India), referring to the Belgian
representative's remarks at the 12th meeting, said that
records in any form would have satisfied his delegation,

particularly since article 10 stipulated that the form might
be determined by each party. In fact, his delegation
preferred the existing text of article 10. In a spirit of
compromise, however, it was prepared to accept the
United Kingdom text for the substances in schedule IV
(E/CONF.58/C.4/L.5, para. 3).
6. He suggested that paragraph 2 ofthe United Kingdom
text should cover the substances in schedules 11 and III
and that it should not be confined to receipt but should
include also despatch. In the amended form, paragraph 2
would be acceptable. Furthermore, if record-keeping for
each receipt and each despatch proved too difficult, his
delegation could agree to records being kept for total
daily receipts and despatches.
7. He understood paragraph 1 of the United Kingdom
text to refer to each amount received and despatched.
If that were correct, he could accept the paragraph, but
if not he could only accept it provided it were amended
in that sense.
8. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said he considered
that paragraph 1 of the United Kingdom text should apply
to the substances in schedule 11 in every case, but that it
should apply to the substances in schedules III and IV
only if abuse of one of those substances created a serious
public health problem in a given country. The same
argument held good for paragraph 3 of the text.
9. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he was in favour of the
existing text of article 10, but could agree to substances
in schedule IV being excluded from the scope of para
graphs 1 and 2, and to a new paragraph being inserted
between those two paragraphs. The new paragraph would
reproduce paragraph 3 of the United Kingdom text for
article 10 with the addition of the word "wholesalers".
He shared the opinion expressed by the delegations
mentioned in foot-note 18 of the revised draft Protocol. '
10. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), Mr. EYRIES
VALMASEDA (Spain), Mr. BORSY (Hungary),
Mr. CHENG (China)* and Mr. TAKANO (Japan)
supported the United Kingdom text.
11. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said he understood the term
"records" in the sense in which it had been used in the
Single Convention, namely "separate books".
12. So far as the United Kingdom text was concerned,
he would prefer substances in schedule III to be covered
by paragraph 3 rather than paragraph 1. As to para
graph 3 of the United Kingdom text, he believed that in
view of the provisions of article 11, paragraph 2, records
should also indicate the supplier, the recipient, the date
of receipt and the date of despatch.
13. He saw no objection to paragraph 2 of the United
Kingdom text being made applicable also to the sub
stances in SChedule Ill. With reference to paragraph 1
of that text, which stipulated that exporters should keep
records showing the amount received by the recipient,
he said it would be useful to specify that "recipient" meant
the person or institution actually receiving the consign
ment, so as to prevent a consignment's being despatched
to a fictitious recipient, such as a postal box. Referring
to the Indian representative's remarks concerning the

• See introductory note.
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words "each receipt" in paragraph 2 of the United
Kingdom text, he suggested that the wording of article
34 (b) of the Single Convention should beused,
14. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said that his delegation
could accept paragraphs 1,3 and 4 ofthe United Kingdom
text. So far as paragraph 2 of that text was concerned,
he agreed with the delegations which considered that it
should be made applicable to the substances in sched
ule Ill.
15. Mr. BRATTSTRc>M (Sweden) said he had no
difficulty in accepting article 10 in its existing form. He
could also accept paragraph 1 of the United Kingdom
amendment. As to paragraph 2, since the substances in
schedule II must be placed under strict control, like that
provided for in the Single Convention, the record should
indicate the recipient in the case of a retail sale. .
16. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said that,
although he was prepared to accept the text proposed by
the United Kingdom, which had the great advantage of
differentiating clearly between substances in schedules 11,
III and IV, it would be premature to take a decision on
substances in schedule IV before the Technical Committee
had made a final pronouncement as to whether that
schedule should be retained. Perhaps the words "in a
form which may be determined by each Party" should
be repeated in paragraph 2. Also, certain difficulties
would be avoided if a minimum period was stipulated in
paragraph 4 for the preservation of records.
17. Mrs. d'HAUSSY (France) said she agreed with
the Turkish representative that a compromise should be
sought between the text prepared by the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs and the new text proposed by the United
Kingdom delegation.
18. Mr. BEB a DON (Cameroon) said he could support
the United Kingdom proposal if a reference to sub
stances in schedule III was made in paragraph 2, and if
a minimum period was prescribed for the preservation
of records.
19. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) supported the
Swedish representative's suggestion that the recipient's
name should be recorded for retail sales of substances in
schedule H.
20. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) thought that the text
of article 10 prepared by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs was acceptable. The same would be true of the
text proposed by the United Kingdom if the words "of
amounts manufactured and produced", whose omission
had been pointed out by Mr. Beedle, were inserted at
the end of the first sentence in paragraph 1, if paragraph 2
provided that the names of ree 'pients of substances in
schedule 11 in retail sales should be recorded, and if the
duration of the periods mentioned in paragraphs 3 and
4 was specified.
21. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said he could support the
United Kingdom proposal if the provisions of para
graph 2 applied to substances in schedule III as well,
and ifa minimum period was specifiedfor the preservation
of records.
22. Dr. BABA!AN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he shared the view of those who considered that the
statement concerning the period of at least two years in

paragraph 3 of the draft Protocol should be repeated in
paragraph 4 of the new text. If it were, the reservation he
had made at the 12th meeting regarding the foot-note in
the Working Group's text of article 6 (E/CONF.58/C.4/
L.7) would not apply.
23. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) observed that he had
already signified his agreement to the adoption of the
Commission's text, which took account also of the
recording of the substances in schedule IV. He would
find the United Kingdom proposal equally commendable
provided the terms of its paragraph 2 were also applicable
to substances in schedule Ill, and provided it was stipu
lated that the recipient's name should be recorded in the
case of retail sales. In addition, he thought it desirable
to specify the length of the period for which records
should be preserved.
24. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
congratulated the United Kingdom representative on
having submitted a text which was a considerable improve
ment on the original draft. In his opinion, it was un
necessary for the provisions of paragraph 2 to be appli
cable to substances in schedule Ill. Moreover, he did not
see the point of paragraph 3, since the danger from
substances in schedule IV was hypothetical rather than real.
25. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
said he would gladly accept the new text submitted by
the United Kingdom. In his view, only a minimum of
international control was necessary for substances in
schedule IV, each party being perfectly free to back up
any internationally agreed measures with such legislation
as it thought appropriate.
26. Mr. HUYGHE (Belgium) withdrew his amendment
(E/CONF.58jC.4/L.6), since he found the new text
prepared by the United Kingdom delegation fully satis
factor:'. He nevertheless suggested that, in order to
forestall any difficulties, the words "retailers, institutions
for hospitalization and care and scientific institutions"
in paragraph 2 should be replaced by the words "persons
authorized by law to distribute or administer psycho
tropic substances".
27. Dr. WIENIAWSKI (Poland) said he was prepared
to accept the United Kingdom text, although stricter
measures should be prescribed for records of substances
in schedule Ill. It would also be advisable to specify a
minimum retention period. .

i

28. Dr. PUNARIO'RONDANINI (Mexico) unre
servedly supported the text prepared by -the United
Kingdom representative. He said that the medical
profession made widespread use of substances in sched
ules III and IV, in particular tranquillizers, whichcould
not be treated simply as toxic substances.
29. The CHAIRMAN suggested the formation of a
working group, consisting of the representatives of
Argentina, Belgium, Cameroon, Canada, Denmark,
France, India, Iran, New Zealand, Sweden, Turkey,
the United Kingdom, the United States and the Soviet
Union, to draw up a unanimously acceptable iext.
The group could be chaired by the Turkish representative.

It was so decided.

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m,
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Chairman: Dr. ~1ABILEA.U (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social CODeD
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24, March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E{478S,cbap. Dl)

ARTICLE 8 (PRESCRIPTIONS)

1. The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that the
Technical Committee had informed the Committee on
Control Measures that it had no comment to present
'concerning that article (E/CONF.58/C.3/L.10/Add.2)~

2. Mr, BEB a DON (Cameroon) said that he would like
to be sure that the exceptions mentioned in paragraph 1
would not be likely to open the way to abuses.
3. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
pointed out that' the word "lawfully" had been included
precisely in order to obviate any danger of abuse.
4. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) said he feared that the
wording of paragraph 1 might give rise to confusion
unless the meaning of the words "supply" and "dis
pensing" were made quite clear. Obviously, it could not
be 'stipulated that substances must be "supplied" (that
was to say, delivered to pharmacists) only on medical
prescription.
,5. Dr. THOMAS (Libel~:l) supported the Canadian
representative's observations. It would be better, in his
opinion, to delete the word "supply".
6. Mgr. MORETTI (Holy See) observed that the phrase
"in accordance with sound medical practice" in para
graph 2 was too loose. It was only too well known that
many medical practices accepted in certain quarters
today violated the principles of natural law, upon which
.every international agreement ought to be based. It
might be preferable to say "in accordance with the rules
of medical ethics", or perhaps, in the French version,
"conformement cl labonneJ.' -tuique medicate",
7. Mr. LOSANAMaNDEZ (Spain) said that the words
"other retailers" in paragraph 3 were too vague. He
proposed the phrase "authorize persons holding licences
issued by the. authorities responsible for public health".
8. Mt. 'GAZZARRA, (Italy) said that the provisions of
paragraph 3 of article 8 were justified by their exceptional
character, however article 10 was finally worded.
9. Dr. PUNARIO RONDANINI (Mexico) suggested
that the provisions of paragraph 1 should not be appli
cable solely to substances, but also to preparations and
specialities and that it should simply be stated that they
could be supplied to individuals only 011 medical pre
scription. .

10. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said. that he was quite
prepared- to recognize that local circumstances might
justify the exceptions, mentioned in paragraph 3. He

asked whether the fact that the English text read "supply
or dispensing" where the 1961 Single Convention Oil
Narcotic Drugs used the words "supply or dispeneation" ..
bad any particular significance.
.11. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
explained that the term "dispensation" used in the Single
Convention was not quite correct; "dispensing" was the
proper word in English. The idea was the same.
12. Mr. ANAND (India) said that he was in general
agreement with the text of the article, but felt that a
distinction should be drawn in paragraph 3 between
substances in schedule III, which required stricter control,
and substances in schedule IV. Perhaps schedule III I

could be omitted from paragraph 3 altogether, or if it
was to be retained, the dispensing of the substances in
that schedule could be entrusted to pharmacists only
and not to retailers.
13. Mr. YEBOAH (Ghana) said that, although he
sympathized with the doubts expressed by the Canadian
and' Liberian representatives with regard to paragraph 1,
the use of the words "supply or dispensation" in para
graph 2 (b) of article 30 of the Single Convention should
suffice to dispel them. With regard to paragraph 3, while
he shared the Indian representative's view, he did not
think it necessary to go into too much detail in an inter
national instrument. However, he would like to know
whether the "other licensed retailers" mentioned would
require a special licence.
14. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the licences to be issued to those retailers should
state that they were authorized to supply small quantities
of substances in schedules III and IV.
15. Mr. NASSAR (United Arab Republic) said he did
.. ::! think that substances in schedule III should in any "

be supplied bv '--ersons other than pharmacists.
i. J. Dr. BABAIAN \.Onion ofSoviet Socialist Republics)
agreed. The point was one to which attention should be
paid.

17. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) approved the obli
gation placed on parties in paragraph 2 with regard to
the number of times prescriptions were refilled and the
duration of their validity. As to the provisions of para
graph 3, in his opinion only pharmacists were qualified
to dispense substances in schedules III and IV; if
exceptions were necessary, it would be better to leave it
to the countries concerned to make a reservation under
article 27.
18. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) supported the second
suggestion ofthe representative of the Holy Seeconcerning
the French text; there was only one kind of medical
practice that was entitled. to be called "sound", namely,
that which conformed to scientific and deontological
principles: good medical practice. With regard to
paragraph 3, he thought that the ideal would be for
pharmacists to be the only persons authorized to supply
small quantities' of substances without prescription, and
then only in the case of substances in schedule IV, since
substances in schedule III were too dangerous to be
exempted' from the prescription requirement. However,
he. appreciated the difficulties certain countries had in
that connexion.
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ARTICLE 13 (INSPECTION)

29. The representatives of Cameroon, Hungary, Iran,
Sweden and Yugoslavia said that they were in favour of
article 13 as it stood.
30. Mr. ANAND (India) said that he also approved of
the existing wording of article 13, but he wondered
whether there was any difference of meaning between the
words "wholesale and retail distributors" used in that
article and the words "wholesalers and retailers" used in
other articles of the draft.
31. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that both terms meant the same. The Drafting
Committee could be asked to ensure that the same
terminology was used throughout the draft Protocol.
32. Mr. SAMSOM (Netherlands), referring to the
second sentence in article 13, said that it was a matter of
controlling the' activities of all persons engaged in the
wholesale and retail distribution of psychotropic sub
stances, and that could not be achieved merely by in
specting premises, stocks and records. In his opinion,
the wording of article 13 should be more explicit about
the purposes of inspection.
33. Mr. ANAND (India) agreed with the Netherlands
representative.

Article13 was approved by 42 votes to none.

graphs 1 and 2, to which no serious objections had been
raised, and concentrate on the wording of paragraph 3.

It was so agreed.
28. At· the request of Mr. BARONA LOBATO
(Mexico), the CHAIRMAN suggested that the Chairman
of the Working Group should invite the representative
of Togo in his personal capacity to _take part in its work,
as he had made an active contribution to the Com
mission's discussion of that article.

It was so agreed.

ARTICLE 14
(REpORTS TO BE FURNISHED BY THE PART!~S)

34. Mr. DITTERT (International Narcotics Control
Board) recalled the gist of the statement made by Sir
Harry Greenfield on article 14 at the 13th meeting,
35. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he had
reservations concerning the suggestion by' the repre
sentative of the International Narcotics Control Board
that it would be desirable for information to be provided
about the stocks held by manufacturers and wholesalers
in the case of substances in schedule Ill.
36. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that, generallyspeaking.
he' found article 14 acceptable, but the present wording
of paragraph 1 did not make clear what kind of infor
mation the Commission might 'request.
37. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) said that in principle
he approved article 14, but he preferred the wording of
the corresponding article -(article 18) in the Single Con
vention, which seemed to him to be clearer. It should at
least be specified in paragraph 1 that information was
needed on legislation and regulations "relating to psycho-
tropic substances". . , __

*See introductory note.

19.. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said that he would be
prepared to accept paragraph 3 .if-·.it 'Stipulated that
"other licensed retailers" should not be authorized to
supply substances in schedule III without prescription.
20. Mr. CHENG (China) * observed that the second
sentence of paragraph 3 was sufficient to ensure control
over the supply without prescription of the substances
concerned.
21. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said he shared
the concern expressed by the representative of the Holy
See; perhaps it would be better just to say "only to the
extent permitted by scientific knowledge". With regard
to paragraph 3, he considered that only pharmacists
should be authorized to supply substances in schedulesIII
and IV without prescription, otherwise a very precise
definition would have to be given. of the expression
"other licensed retailers.", which would probably be
extremelydifficult.
22. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that he was prepared to
support the suggestion of the representative of the Holy
'See. He reminded the Committee that paragraph 3,
which 'admittedly was not very satisfactory, was the
outcome of a compromise arrived at after lengthy
discussion in the Commission on Narcotic Drugs.
23. Mr. SAMSOM (Netherlands) said that quite a
number of countries did not have a very highly developed
distribution system for pharmaceutical substances; con
sequently, if the right to sell substances in schedules III
and IV was confined to pharmacists, it would be impossi
ble in practice to obtain those substances outside large
towns. ~

24. Dr. CORR£A da "CUNHA (Brazil) said he was
afraid that the unnecessarily detailed provisions of
paragraph 3 might prevent international control from
being exercised effectively. In his view, the requirements
should be simplified.. ,

/--25. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
his country did not intend to have recourse to the pro
visions of paragraph 3, although he understood that
many countries whose medical services were not· yet
widely developed would need to do so. Consequently, he
did not oppose the paragraph and his delegation there
fore approved article 8 in its entirety.
26. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) suggested another
solution: that article 8 should stipulate that substances
should be supplied only on medical prescription and that
States unable to accept that provision could make a
reservation.
27. The CHAIRMAN said it would be better to arrive
at a text which commanded general agreement; reser
vations should be regarded as a last resort. He suggested
that a working group consisting of the representatives of
Argentina, Brazil, Denmark, France, the Holy See,
Hungary, India, "Iran, Liberia, Mexico, the Soviet Union
and the United States should be set up to considerarticle 8.
The Legal Adviser to the Conference and the repre
sentative of WHO would participate in the work of the
group, whose chairman would be the Argentine repre
sentative. The group would briefly consider para-
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ARTICLE 14
(REpORTS TO BE :fURNISHED BY THE PARTIES) (continued)

4. Mr. O'NEILL (Ireland) urged the advisability, in
view of the large number of substances in schedule IV
and their many therapeutic uses, of either deleting the
reference to those substances in article 14, paragraph 3 (b),
or of confining the information called for on those
substances to the quantities' manufactured. His dele
gation would have little difficulty in accepting the rest of
the article.
5. Dr. OLGUiN (Argentina) thought that substances
in schedule JII should be mentioned in sub-paragraph (a)
of paragraph 3 rather than in sub-paragraph (b), for the
reasons he had already expressed in his comments on the
various schedules.
6. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) was in favour of article i
14 as it stood. He questioned the need for the amendment,
proposed by the Yugoslav representative at the 14th
meeting to the effect that the words "concerning psycho- .
tropic substances" should be inserted in paragraph 1 '
after the words "their legislation and regulations", since:
the entire contents of the draft Protocol dealt with ;
psychotropic substances.
7. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) was unable to agree
with the Lebanese representative and pointed out that
article 18, paragraph 1 (b), of the 1961 Single Convention
on Narcotic Drugs read: " ...of all laws and regulations'
from time to time promulgated in order to give effect to ::
this Convention;". '

8. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany) said:
that his delegation could accept article 14.as it stood, 1

provided that the reference in, paragraph 3 (b) to sub
stances in schedule IV was deleted.
9. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) favoured the existing wording
of article 14.

and (c) of the new article 7 must necessarily apply to
substances in schedule I also. His delegation could accept
the new article 7 if it was thus construed.

Article 7 (E/CONF.58jC.4/L.18) was approved by 43
votes to none.

ARTICLE 10 (RECORDS)
(resumedfrom the 13th meeting and concluded)

(E/CONF.58/C.4/L.20)

2. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
and Mrs. d'HAUSSY (France) said that their delegations
could accept the Working Group's proposed wording of
article 10 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.20), if the drafting amend
ments to the Russian and French versions of the text
which they had suggested at the meetings of the Working
Group were taken into consideration by the Drafting
Committee and if the Drafting Committee brought the
various versions into concordance.
3. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany) said
that his delegation would abstain from voting on the
proposed wording of article 10, because it considered
record-keeping unnecessary for substances in schedule IV.

Article 10 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.20) was approved by
39 votes to none, with 4 abstentions.
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Tuesday,26 January 1971, at 10.45 a.m.

Chairman: Dr. ·MABILEAU (France)

The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m,

FU"I'EENTH MEETING

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Dmgs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council

. resolution 1474 (XLVIII) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conferenee agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. DI)

38. Mr. SAMSOM (Netherlands) .proposed adding
either in paragraph 1 or in paragraph 2 a reference to the
information required in article 18, paragraph 1 (d), of
the Single Convention, namely the names and addresses
of the governmental authorities empowered to issue
export and import authorizations or certificates. As to
paragraph 3, the Netherlands would be prepared to
furnish the information required if it were of a kind
likely to give an idea of the consumption of the psycho
tropic substances in question. His Government considered
it important to know what was the licit consumption of
psychotropic substances, so as to enable the health
authorities to formulate and, if necessary, modify the
policy governing their distribution. -Referring to the
suggestion by the representative of the International
Narcotics Control Board, he said that his delegation
could accept the addition of information on the quantities
held by manufacturers and wholesalers for substances in
schedule Ill-but not for those in schedule IV-provided
it were possible to devise a system for controlling inter
national trade which was really effective; that was not
the case with the system of notification. Thus, his dele
gation could contemplate placing the substances in
schedule III under the regime applicable to substances in
schedule 11 as far as international trade was concerned,
provided that the substances in schedule IV were not
made subject to international control.

ARTICLE 7 (LICENCES)
(resumedfrom the 8th meeting and concluded)

(E/CONF.58/C.4/L.18) .

1. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) pointed out that although
paragraph 2 of article 6, which related, to substances in
schedule I, contained provisions comparable to those of
sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 2 of article 7 as proposed
by the Working Group (E/CONF.58jCA.jL.18) it had
nothing similar to the provisions of sub-paragraphs
(b) and. (c) of that paragraph. However, since the scope
of the control of substances in schedule I could not .
conceivably be less wide than that for substances in
schedules 11,111 and IV, the provisions of paragraph 2 (b)
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some countries would find it impossible in practice to
give statistical information on the quantities held by
wholesalers. On the other hand, he disagreed with the
Danish representative concerning substances in sched
ule IV; statistics of them should be kept and the pro-
visions in paragraph 3 (b) retained. .
18. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) thought it as well, judging
from the experience acquired since the c Single Con
vention's entry into force, to insert a provision to the
effect that any party which had made a seizure should
immediately inform the other parties directly concerned
through the diplomatic channel, thus ensuring con
siderable time-saving all round.
19. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) supported the Yugoslav
representative's proposal concerning paragraph 1. He
also supported the United States representative's pro
posal for the deletion of the words "and wholesalers" in
paragraph 3 (a), but the words "exported, imported"
ought to be retained.
20. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) pointed out that
much of the illicit traffic in psychotropic substances and
especially in LSD, was derived from illicit manufacture.
No statistics of licit manufacture and distribution,
however comprehensive, could give much insight into
those major aspects of the problem. The right course,
therefore, was to examine the essential needs for statistics
with caution and care and to refrain from saddling
national authorities with burdens disproportionate to
any benefits that could reasonably be expected. His
delegation thought the existing wording ofparagraph 3 (a)
represented a generally satisfactory formula, but would
not oppose the United States representative's proposed
amendment. The suggestion by the International Nar
cotics Control Board that information should be supplied
on stocks of substances in schedule III seemed hardly
necessary; it might of course be argued that it would be
useful to know the names of the countries of destination
of exports of those substances, but that would certainly
not be so with regard to substances in schedule IV.
21. Mr. BRATTSTROM (Sweden) characterized the
existing text of article 14 as lying midway between the
two extreme views which had emerged during the debate,
favouring stricter requirements for substances in schedule
III on the one hand, and greater flexibility with regard
to those in schedules I and 11 on the other.
22. Mr. ANAND (India) was in favour of keeping to
the minimum of statistical information permitting inter
national trade to be controlled. He proposed that the
provisions of paragraph 3 (a) should be applicable to
substances in schedules I, II and Ill, for which the import
and export figures should be given; the requirements by
country with regard to substances in schedule IV could
be less strict but some control would be needed, and it
might be desirable to have the figures supplied by country
in that case also.
23. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) had misgivings about the
present wording of paragraph 1, which seemed to give
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs unlimited authority,
The information to be given to it might perhaps be
restricted to developments in legislation and the illicit
traffic in psychotropic substances.

Fift0entb meeting-Ui January 1971

10. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
the only really essential statisticaldata., for subjecting
psychotropic substances to international control, were
for manufacture, imports and exports; obtaining infor
mation on quantities held by wholesalers would present
too much difficulty and would be of minimal value. He
therefore proposed the deletion of the words "and
wholesalers" at the end of paragraph 3 (a). His Govern
ment was prepared to supply the other information called
for in paragraph 3, regarding manufacture, exports and
imports, and, as far as substances in schedule III were
concern.ed, it would even be prepared to report the names
of the countries and the quantities exported to each
country.
11. Mr. NASSAR (United Arab Republic) thought that
substances in schedule III should be mentioned in
paragraph 3 (a) rather than in paragraph 3 (b).
12. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said that statistics
provided under article 14 should be furnished with
regard to substances in schedules I and n but not in
respect of substances in schedules III and IV.
13. Mr. CAMPAi:;:lNI (Switzerland) referred to the
seventeenth report of the WHO Expert Committee on
Drug Dependence, in which no recommendations were
made in respect of substances in schedule IV, and pro
posed that those substances should not be mentioned in
paragraph 3 (b).
14. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) said that his country
faced the same difficulties as the United States, though to
a lesser degree. Consequently, although he would not
formally seek the deletion of the words "and whole
salers" in paragraph 3 (a), he would not oppose it.
15. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) agreed with the Yugoslav
representative that it would be desirable to bring the texts
of article 14 of the draft Protocol and article 18 of the
Single Convention into line. That could be done by
referring in paragraph 1 to legislation and regulations
"promulgated in order to give effect to the Protocol"
and by providing that the parties should communicate to
the Secretary-General "the names and addresses of the
govemmental authorities empowered to issue export and
import authorizations or certificates". He whole
heartedly supported the proposal by the United States
representative; he very much doubted whether statistics
relating to anything other than manufacture could be of
real use as far as substances in schedule III wereconcerned,
and he had even greater reservations about the value of
statistics at all in respect of substances in schedule IV.
Although he would not urge, as some representatives had
done, that those substances should be excluded from the
Protocol altogether, for he was firmly of the opinion
that they should be supplied on medical prescription
only, he saw no point in mentioning them in article 14.
16. The CHAIRMAN dwelt on the fact that tons of
barbiturates intended for sale for non-medical purposes
were flooding the international market, with disastrous
effect. Many delegations, meanwhile, had stressed the
need for close attention to developments with regard to
the substances in schedule IV.
17. Mr. NlKOLIC (Yugoslavia) supported the United
States representative's proposal; he too thought that

,
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24. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana). saw no grounds for the
Australian representative's misgivings; the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs was a responsible body and might
be relied' on implicitly. His delegation considered the
existing text of article 14 quite acceptable but would not
oppose the amendments submitted by the representatives
of Yugoslavia and the United States.
25. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) supported by
Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics),
proposed that the Committee, in order to avoid pro
longing what might prove to be a fruitless discussion,
should set up a working group representing the two
conflicting lines of thought.
26. The CHAIRMAN suggested that delegations which
had amendments to propose should submit them in
writing before 5 p.m. The Committee would examine
them at the beginning of its next meeting and might then
set up a working group.

It was so agreed.

The 'meeting rose at 12.30 p.m.

SIXTEENTH MEETING

3. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that the adoption of article 15 did not mean that the
position of the USSR on the practice of the Commission 1,

meeting once every two years had changed in any way.
He felt that, as the Board had indicated, written annual
reports might be submitted to the Economic and Social
Council. '
4. Mr. ,DITTERT (International Narcotics Control
Board) said that the, matter had already been discussed
in the Commission. The Economic and Social Council
had examined the Board's report for 1969 before the
Commission, and it had also decided to consider the
Board's report for 1970 before it was considered by the
Commission.
S. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that the
word "indicaci6n" in paragraph 1 of the Spanish text was
not very appropriate; he then proposed that the Confer
ence go on record as saying that the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs should meet annually and not biennially.
6. The CHAIRMAN suggested that- the' delegations
interested in that proposal should prepare a draft reso
lution which could be submitted for adoption by the
Conference at the end of its work.

The meeting rose at 10.20 a.m,
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Wednesday, 27 January 1971, at 9.50 am.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Dmgs, in accordance with Economic and Social CouncD
resolution 1474 (XLVID) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/478S, chap. DI)

ARTICLE 14
, )wORTS TO BE FURNISHED BY THE PARTIES) (continued)

1. The CHAIRMAN noted that six amendments had
been submitted within the proper time-limits and sug
gested that they be considered by a small working group
consisting of representatives of the following countries
and the representative of the International Narcotics
Control Board: Turkey, India, Liberia, Ghana, United
States of America, Switzerland, Denmark, the United
Kingdom and France. The representative of Ghana
might act as Chairman of the,working group.

It was so decided.
ARTICLE 15

(REpORTS OF THE BOARD)

Article 15 was approv~d unanimously.
2., Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) drew the Com
mittee's..attention to the difficulties' that article 15 might
present if the Commission' on Narcotic Drugs. was to
meet only once every two years.' .

, .

-'

SEVENTEENTH MEETING

Thursday, 28 January 1971, at 10.40 am.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psych~tropic

Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Dmgs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1414 (XLVID) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued) .

(E/4785, chap. DJ)

PROGRESS OF THE WORK
OF THE WORKING GROUPS

1. Dr. OLGmN (Argentina), Chairman of the Working
Group on article 8, said that, while a consensus had been
reached on the general idea and purposes of article 8,
the wording for paragraph. 3, concerning exceptional
cases, was still being debated. Specific proposals had,
however, been submitted by the representatives of
Hungary and Liberia, and he hoped that the Group's
work would soon be completed and that he would be
able to report to the Committee on Control Measures
shortly.
2. Dr. BABAIAN (Union ofSoviet Socialist Republics),
Chairman of the Working Group on articles 11 and r~,

said that, so far as article 11,was concerned, the Working
Group had reached agreement on paragraph, 1 and had
prepared an acceptable text for paragraph 2. A proposal
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in them might give rise. Ill' support of those arguments,
he .gave examples of the chemical,composition of some
preparations. The exceedingly numerous pharmaceutical
preparations sold in the United States were essential to
the treatment of certain illnesses and presented virtually
no danger of abuse. Provision for exemption was abso
lutely essential. It was for the parties, 'rather than an
international body, to take reasonable decisions in that
respect, in the light of the views of physicians and the
manufacturers of pharmaceutical preparations and in the
interests of medicine. No provision should be included
in. the Protocol that was likelyto weaken the parties'
right 'to determine their own medical practices. .
12. Dr. REXED (Sweden) said that the article gave rise
to few difficulties in his country, because so few prepara..
tions came into that category. He realized-however, that
the article might be a source of difficulties for other
countries, and he could accept control measures which
would enable countries that had different recording
systemsto continue their present practice. 'fie agreed with.
the United States representative's view that it was not
for an international conference to alter national medical
practice. When it was established that a preparation
gave rise to little liability, to abuse or illicit traffic, the
control measures to which it was subject should be
mitigated as a matter oT course. Consequently, the
Swedish delegation was prepared to consider any amend..
ment to article 2 bis to that effect. .
13. The CHAIRMAN remarked that drug addicts who
abused preparations sought. to extract the active pr"neiple
from them and used various methods of adminisi.ation.
That was ~hy those preparations could be. dangerous.

Paragraph 1 was approved by 40 votes to none, with
1 abstention.
14. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
and Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that, although they
had voted in favour of paragraph 1, they reserved the
right to reconsider their positions after article 2 bishad
been discussed in its entirety.

Paragraph 2
15. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) observed that
the paragraph contained a number of repetitions; it
should be reviewed by the Drafting Co~mitt~e.
16. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) proposed that the
words "in the opinion of a Party" should be added after
the words "does not constitute". .
17. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) questioned the need for
that change, since paragraph .3 clearly indicated that it
was for the parties to decide whether a preparation
~onstituted a public health problem.
18. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the- Conference)
said that, although paragraph 3 left it to individual
parties to judge the matter, paragraphs 4 and 5 obliged
the parties to comply with the decisions of the Commis
sion and. the recommendations of WHO. Paragraphs
4 and 5 should therefore be revisedif the Canadian pro
posal was adopted.
19. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) said he was afraid that
paragraph 2, as it stood, might prevent parties from taking

Seventeenth meeting-28 JaoWll'Y 1971

ARTICLE 2 bis
(SPECIAL PROVISIONS REGARDING
THE CONTROl, OF PREPARATIONS)

7. T~~ CHAIRMAN said that the entire article was
too controversial to be considered as a whole, and it had
better be examined paragraph by paragraph.
8. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, said that the Technical Committee had not
given any technical opinion on the article, which did not
come within its terms of reference. The Technical
Committee would simply review the article after the
Committee on Control Measures had discussed it.
Paragraph 1
9. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) observed that the article was
closely linked with article 2, particularly so far as the
criteria for the addition of substances to the schedules
and the role of WHO and the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs were concerned. Any discussion could only be
provisional before the Committee had taken a decision
on article 2.
10. Mr. MILLER (United States of America), after
noting that the subject of exempt preparations had been
a difficult one to deal with, said he would like to clarify
the principle of exemption. To begin with, there could be
no question of exempting preparations containing
psychotropic substances from all control, since they
would still be subject to all the controlrequirements listed
in sub-paragraphs (i) to (vii) of paragraph 3.
11. . Moreover, it should be remembered that the pre..
parations involved were preparations in which the pro
portion of pharmacologically inactive elements was high
enough almost wholly to eliminate the danger of abuse
to which the small quantities of psychotropic substances

had been made, however, for the addition, to that para..
graph of provisions similar to those.of article 31,of the
J.961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, relating to
substances in transit. The question was currently being
considered by a working sub-group, with the help of the
Legal Adviser to the Conference. .
3. Several amendments had been proposed to article 12.
4. Mr. ANAND (India), Chairman of the Working
Sub-Group on articles 11 and 12, said that, although
delegations were still unable to agree on how many
provisions of the Single Convention should be incorpo
rated in article 11, the consideration of that article was
making good progress.
5. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana), Chairman of the Working
Group on article 14, said he was not in a position to
report to the Committee on Control Measures on para..
graphs 1, 2 and 3, but he hoped that his Group would
be able to complete the consideration of paragraphs 1
and 2 shortly.
6. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom), Chairman of the
Working Group on article 2, said that, in consultation
with WHO and the Secretariat, two or three amendments
to article 2, paragraphs 4 and S, had been prepared, and
the text would be ready for consideration by the Commit..
tee at the end of the week.

..
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exemption steps under paragraph 3 unless the substance
concerned was one that did not constitute a public health
problem. Furthermore, any steps possible under. para
graph 3 would come after the stage contemplated in
paragraph 2.
20. Dr.PUNARIO RONDANINI (Mexico) said he did
not think that paragraph 2 was clear, since substances in
schedule IV could be used concurrently with substances
in schedule Ill; amphetamines, for instance, were always
accompanied by barbiturates. Consequently, he could
not approve the wording of the paragraph.
21. The CHAIRMAN suggested that, in view of the
doubts which had been expressed about the paragraph,
it would be advisable to postpone a final decision on it.
He would therefore take it that paragraph 2 was approved
only provisionally.

Paragraph .3
22. Dr. SHIMOMURA (Japan) questioned the desi
rability, or even the feasibility, of subjecting preparations
that complied with the criteria in paragraph 2 to the
reqairements enumerated in paragraph 3; there were
many such preparations, and measures of control should
be kept to a minimum. Depending on how the discussion
went, his delegation might wish to propose an amendment
on that point.
23. In reply to a question put by Mr. ASANTE (Ghana)
Mr. WATILES (Legal Adviser to the Conference) said
that the wording of paragraph 3 specified beyond all
doubt 'that each party was entitled to take an exemption
decision, regardless of what might have been decided by
an international body under paragraph 4. In reply to a
question by Mr. McCARTHY (Canada), he explained
that the words "foregoing obligations" in sub-paragraph
(vii) referred to the six preceding sub-paragraphs. In
reply to a further question, put by Dr. THOMAS
(Liberia), he said that the existing wording would not
prevent a party from authorizing a preparation to be
supplied without medical prescription.
24. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said he did not think
that the requirements specified in sub-paragraphs (i) to
(vii) should be prescribed in respect of preparations
containing, as indicated In paragraph 2, a substance from
among those listed in schedules III or IV only.
25. The CHAIRMAN noted that it seemed premature
to take a decision on paragraph 3.

Paragraphs 4 and 5
26. ~lr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) observed that
paragraphs 3 and 4 were closely connected, and that most
of the doubts expressed about the former applied to the
latter as well. His fear was that the words "it shall notify"
at the beginning of the penultimate sentence of paragraph
3 and in paragraph 4 would result in burdensome pro
cedures whose complications could not at first be fully
appreciated. In his View, it should be left to each party
to decide for itself the exemptions it wished to grant, with
WHO playing, as it were, the role of monitor.. The
responsibilities involved should be properly apportioned
andthete should be no unnecessary work for national and
international authorities. His delegation could not
commit itself on the substance of paragraph 4 until the

articles to which the paragraph referred had received
their final form. In any case, the provisions of the fourth "
sentence seemed to him to overdo the need for flexibility.
27. Mrs. d'HAUSSY (France) pointed out that the
words "has information" in the first line of paragraphs 4
and 5 attributed a merely passive function to WHO. It
would be better to replace them by the word "finds".
28. Mr. CAMPANINI (Switzerland) proposed that the
fourth sentence of paragraph 4 should be amended to
read:

The Commission ... may decide to exempt the preparation or
group, in respect of all Parties, from one or more of the following
requirements:

[(i) to (iH) unchanged]
The Commission may also exempt the preparation or group

froin any or all of the measures of control in respect of which
exemptions under paragraph 3 of the present article are not
prohibited.

29. The CHAIRMAN suggested that it might be
advisable to set up' a working group to consider, in the
light of the comments made, the various amendments
that had been proposed. He drew the Committee's
attention to the fact that, as stated in foot-notes 14and 15,
the USSR and some other delegations had proposed that
the Commission's decisions should be communicated to
"all States".
30. Mr. SAMSOM (Netherlands) and Dr. URANO
WICZ (Hungary) said that their Governments could
not accept the whole of article 2 his unreservedly. Their
delegations would therefore like to form part of any ~
working group that was entrusted with its revision.'
31. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that his delegation
would reserve its position on article 2 his until work on
articles 12, 13 and 14 had been completed.
32. Mr. ANAND (India) said he would like to partici
pate in the work of the proposed new group.
33. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he had'not spoken in the discussion because, as th
Chairman had pointed out, his delegation's position was
explained in foot-notes 14 and 15.
34. The CHAIRMAN proposed that a working group
should be set up consisting of representatives of the
United States of America, Canada, Japan, the United
Kingdom, Switzerland, Sweden, India, Liberia, the
Soviet Union, the Netherlands, Hungary and France,
together with representatives of the International Nar
cotics Control Board and WHO. The United States repre-
sentative might be asked to chair the group. .

It was so decided.
35. Dr. OLGufN (Argentina) said that-his delegation
would be glad to have an opportunity of speaking in the
working group on certain points to which it attached
particular importance.
36. The CHAIRMAN said he was sure the working
group would accede to the Argentine delegation's
request and also hear the views of any other delegation
that expressed the same wish. .

The meeting rose at 12.10 p.m,
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precision in the present wording of paragraph 1 might
.lead to smuggling, which, even if on a small scale, would
nevertheless be dangerous. His delegation therefore
reserved its position on the paragraph,
10. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that, since paragraph 1
was in fact a derogation from the provisions relating to
the importation and exportation of the psychotropic
substances referred to in the draft Protocol, it would be
more logical to give it a place in the text that was closer
to those provisions.
11. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet SocialistRepublics)
said that he was in favour of article 3 in its present form.
In his view, the words "small quantities" meant the
reasonable quantities necessary to enable a patient to
continue his treatment while abroad.
12. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that the present
wording of paragraph 1 was not satisfactory. Since its
provisions were permissive, certain countries would
authorize international travellers to carry small quantities
of psychotropic substances and others would not, thereby
creating considerable difficulties for travellers who
wished to visit a number of countries in succession, for
example. The provisions of paragraph 1 as at present
worded would therefore be impossible to apply in practice.
They should be given a more general character.
13. Dr. OLGuIN (Argentina) suggested that, in order
to rule out any possibility of that traffic,lthetext should be
made more precise by inserting the words "of a medical
nature" after the words "for personal use". The remarks
of the Yugoslav representative seemed to him to be well
founded.
14. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said that he favoured the
present wording of paragraph 1. The fears expressed by
certain representatives regarding. the possible danger of
smuggling seemed to him to be groundless; physicians in
all countries knew very well that a patient who was going
abroad should be prescribed only the quantity of medi
caments necessary for treatment during a limited period
say five days at the most-and should also be provided
with a prescription enabling him to continue treatment
in the country of.. destination. There seemed to be no
reason, therefore, why a person carrying medicaments
for five days should have any difficulties with the Customs
authorities.
15. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said that it was
essential that patients should be able to carry the psycho
tropic substances they needed for treatment, but it should
be specified that the quantities involved would be small
and would be related to the duration of their journey as
far as the place of their stay. He would submit an amend
ment to that effect at a later stage.
1~. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said that there
had been cases where the codeine and phenobarbital
needed by certain patients proceeding from Mexico had
been confiscated on entry into the United States. Since
it was sometimes very difficult to distinguish between
genuine patients and traffickers, agreement should be
reached on the quantities permitted to be carried and
provision made for cases where a patient did not h.ave
on his person the medical prescriptions providing proof
of his condition and of his need to take certain medica-

_. -
Friday, 29 January 1971, at 1iJ.20 a.m.
Chairman: Dr. MABILBAU (France)

• See introductory note.

EIGHTEENTH MEETING

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic 2nd Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVllI) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. In)

ARTICLE 8 (PRESCRIPTIONS)
(resumedfrom the 14th meeting and concluded)

1. The CHAIRMAN drew the Committee's attention
to the text for article 8 proposed by the '" orking Group
(EjCONF.58jC.4jL.37).
2. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) asked whether the Working
Group had considered the question of the maximum
quantities that could be medically prescribed.
3. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina), Chairman of the Working
Group, replied that it had. In general, the Group had
taken the view that that was a matter for decision by
each party and that there was no need to make specific
reference to it in the Protocol.
4. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada), referring to paragraph 1,
said that it was essential that the text should make it
clear that it applied solely to substances supplied or
dispensed to individuals.
5. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina), Dr. BABAIAN (Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics), Dr. THOMAS (Liberia),
Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) and. Mr. CHENG (China)* said
that the point raised by the Canadian representative was
a matter for the Drafting Committee.

It was so agreed.
Article 8 (EjCONF.58jC.4jL.37) was approved by

37 votes to none, with 4 abstentions.
6. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) explained that his
delegation had abstained because, though it was in
favour of paragraphs 1 and 2 of the new text for article 8,
it was not in favour of paragraph 3.

ARTICLE 3
(OTHER SPECIAL PROVISIONS

REGARDING THE SCOPE OF CONTROL)

Paragraph 1
7. Dr. CORR£A da CUNHA (Brazil) said that the
meaning of the expression "small quantities" should be
made clearer; quantities regarded as small in one country
might be regarded as large in another, and that might
give rise to difficulties.
8. The CHAIRMAN said that, in his recollection of
the preparatory work, the expression had been construed
to mean the quantities needed by a patient to continue
his treatment.
9. U HLA 00 (Burma) said he agreed with the Bra
zilian representative. There was a danger that lack of
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ments. The paragraph should therefore be reworded by
the Drafting Committee.
17. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) associated himself with the
remarks of the Yugoslav representative. It was desirable
that the laws should be the ·same in every country, so
that each party to the Protocol could authorize the
carrying of small quantities of psychotropic substances.
To that end, he proposed that the words "a Party may
under its laws permit ... " should be replaced hy the
words "the Parties shall permit ... ".
18... Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that he too
agreed with the Yugoslav representative. The expla
nations given by the Legal Adviser to the Conference did
not apply in the case of a traveller who, for example,
was a passenger in an aircraft which, owing to adverse
weather conditions, had to land in a country other than
that intended.
19. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany) said
thatin his view it was necessary to draft a new text which
would take into account the provisions of article 1.2 and
specify that the carrying of small quantities would not be
considered by the parties as an import or an export of
psychotropic substances.
20. Mr. KOECK (Holy See), supporting the represen
tatives of Turkey and the Netherlands, said that he was
prepared to accept the Turkish representative's amend
ment. He had no objection to the article being moved
elsewhere in the draft.
21. Dr. CORReA da CUNHA (Brazil) stressed that the
text of paragraph 1 provided a loop-hole for traffickers,
who could obtain psychotropic substances in a number
of different countries by consulting several doctors.

22. It was necessary to reach agreement on the meaning
of the expression "small quantities" and to bring national
laws on the subject into line.

23. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) proposed that the
text of paragraph 1 should be amended to read as
follows:

Notwithstanding the provisions of this Protocol, international
travellers may be permitted to carry small quantities of psychotropic
substances other than those in schedule I when they have an assu
rance from their competent national authorities that they were
legally obtained for personal use.

24. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the representatives
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Turkey, Austria and
Italy, who wished to submit amendments, should consult
with the representative of Yugoslavia after the meeting
in order toformulate a joint text.
25. Dr. REXED (Sweden) said that the problem now
under discussion was not a new one. Although it had not
been considered necessary to include provisions relatsrg
to psychotropic substances in the 1961 Single Convention
on Narcotic Drugs, i!1 practice Customs authorities
allowed private individuals to carry licitly small quantities
of those substances. Moreover, national laws differed
according to the drugs involved. In Sweden, for instance,
it was impossible to obtain amphetamines and substances
in schedule n even on medical prescription and the
Customs authorities were responsible for deciding
whether an exception could be made. In his view,

paragraph 1 provided an adequate framework and it was
not necessary to go into detail. i

Paragraph 2
26. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, explained that the Technical Committee
had deemed it necessary to amend paragraph 2 (EjCONF.
58jC.3jL.I0jAdd.3), for the sake of simplicity and in
order to deal more specifically with the use of psycho
tropic substances in industry.
27. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee
should consider the text ofparagraph 2 as amended by the
Technical Committee.

It was so agreed.
28.. Mr. ASHFORTH (New Zealand), explaining the
amendment proposed by his delegation (EjCONF.58!
C.4jL.19), said that the use of psychotropic substances in
New Zealand was not a matter for industry; it was a craft
process, over which it was hard to exercise strict control.
29. Furthermore, deer were so abundant in the New
Zealand forests that they had to be captured, and psycho
tropic substances were in fact currently being used for
the purpose.
30. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that there could hardly be said to be any production
of psychotropic substances under craft conditions. Some
other wording would therefore have to be devised. .
31. Mr. ANAND (India) observed that the Technical
Committee's amendment would have to be altered if the
Committee accepted the New Zealand amendment. In
view of the New Zealand representative's explanations,
he thought that there was no need to mention 'industry.
The passage concerning the capture of animals should be '
placed in a separate paragraph.
32. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the representatives
of New Zealand, the Soviet Union and India should
consult together after the meeting and work out a new
text.

The meeting rose at' 12.45 p.m.

NINETEENTH MEETING

Monday, 1 February 1971, at 2.50p.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic ad Social CouncU
resolution 1474 (XLVID) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued) .

(Ef4785, chap. Ill)

ARTICLE 3
(OTHER SPECIAL PROVISIONS

REGARDING TIlE SCOPE OF CONTROL) (concluded)

Paragraph 1 (continued)
1. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that' although
he had no objection in principle to the new text for
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Paragraph 2
15. Mr. ROOGWATER (Netherlands) said that the
purpose of the Netherlands amendment (E/CONF.58/
C.4/L.44) was to strike a balance between the need for
adequate controls and the interests of industry.
16. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) said that he preferred the text
recommended by the Technical Committee (E/CONF.58/
C.3/L.I0/Add.3) to that of the Netherlands,
17. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
questioned whether the Technical Committee's text was
an improvement on the original, which was precisely
worded and covered all cases in which the use of psycho
tropic substances in industry might be permitted.
18. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary), Vice-Chairman of the
Technical Committee, said that the Technical Com
mittee's text was based on a United Kingdom amend
ment whose purpose was to make clear the conditions
in which the use of psychotropic substances could be
authorized in industry. The Technical. Committee had
found the text of the draft Protocol, and particularly the
parts relating to transformation and denaturing; some
what complicated. Another objection to it had been the
impossibility of foreseeing all the substances which in
future might be used by industry for producing sub
stances that were not psychotropic,
19. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that his dele
gation's amendment had sought to simplify a text which
appeared to be unnecessarily complicated and rigid.
20. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
one of the difficulties had been to determine how a
precursor was transformed or denatured.
21. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) withdrew his
amendment.

13. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said he was
. prepared to accept that proposal. He could also, however,
accept the joint text with the deletion of the specific
reference to medical prescriptions.
14. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) said that her delegation
would have great difficulty in accepting a reference to
medical prescriptions and did not see that the problems
involved would be solved by substituting for it a reference
to medical certificates or other documentation. As to
the Danish representative's proposal, she pointed out
that psychotropic substances were used in the treatment
of a very large number of people; a true parallel with
narcotic drugs could not be drawn. She favoured the
retention of paragraph 1 as it stood.

The Danish proposal to delete paragraph 1 was rejected
by 24 votes to 14, with 5 abstentions.

The proposal to delete the words "by requiring the
presentation of a medical prescription" in the amendment
to paragraph 1 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.43) was adopted by
37 votes to none, with 6 abstentions.

The amendment to paragraph 1 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.43),
as thus amended, was adopted by 24 votes to 8, with
13 abstentions.

Paragraph 1, as amended, was approved.

Nineteenth meeting-I Febma.j 1971

paragraph 1 proposed by the representatives of Austria,
France, Italy, the Federal Republicof-Germany, Turkey
and Yugoslavia (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.43), he thought the
requirement that a medical prescription should be pro
duced by a traveller might give rise to difficulty. In many
countries, including the United Kingdom, prescriptions
had to be retained by the dispensing pharmacist for offi
cial accounting purposes.
2. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he was in exactly the same position as the United
Kingdom representative. A more general term than
"medical prescription" might be found.
3. The CHAIRMAN observed that the problem might
be overcome simply by deleting the words "by requiring
the presentation of a medical prescription".
4. Mr. MILLER (United States of America),
Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) and Dr. MARTENS (Sweden)
said they were prepared to agree to the deletion of those
words.

5. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) said that, unless a traveller was
in 'possession of some sort of document, he would be
unable to prove he had obtained the preparations in
question legally. If the reference to a medical pres
cription was to be deleted, it must be replaced by a
reference to some other document.
6. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) agreed with the repre
sentative of Turkey.
7. Mr. ANAND (India) said he was inclined to agree
with the view expressed by the Swedish representative
at an earlier meeting that the provision was unnecessary.
If such a provision was to be included in the draft
Protocol, however, he would prefer the text as it stood
to that proposed. It would be unwise to include a re
quirement that medical prescriptions should be produced.
8. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he was prepared
either to accept the deletion of the reference to medical
prescriptions in the joint text or to revert to the original
text.
9. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said he thought the original
text was more satisfactory than the amended version
proposed. While he had no objection to the latter in
principle, he thought the reference to medical pre
scriptions should be replaced by some such term as
"adequate certification".
10. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) and Dr. AZARAKHCH
(Iran) said they could accept either the original text or
the joint text with the deletion of the reference to medical
prescriptions.
11. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) recalled that in, 1961 the
United Nations Conference for the adoption of a Single
Convention on Narcotic Drugs had abandoned an
attempt to find a solution for a similar problem in respect
of travellers carrying narcotic drugs for personal use,
and the absence of a provision permitting travellers to
carry such drugs had not given rise to any difficulty in
practice. He formally proposed the deletion of para
graph 1.
12. U HLA 00 (Burma) said he wholeheartedly
supported that proposal.
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The Technical Committee's amendment (E/CONF.58/
C.3/L.10/Add.3) was adopted by 41 votes to none, with
4 abstentions.

Paragraph 2, as amended, was approved by 42 votes to
none, with 4 abstentions.

New paragraph 3

22. Mr. ASHFORTH (New Zealand) said that his
delegation's new proposal for the addition of a new
paragraph to article 3 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.41) was
designed to overcome certain translation difficulties to
which the first New Zealand proposal (E/CONF.58/
C.4/L.l9) would have given rise. His delegation inter
preted article 3 as referring to any industry, however
small.
23. Mr. CALANDA (Italy) asked whether the New
Zealand text referred to all animals or only wild animals,
and whether it would apply to the practice of adminis
tering tranquillizers to farm animals about to be slaugh
tered for human consumption.
24. The CHAIRMAN said he assumed the text applied
to all animals.

The New Zealand proposal (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.41)
was adopted by 34 votes to 1, with 9 abstentions.

Article 3 as a whole, as amended, was approved by 42
votes to none, with 3 abstentions.

The meeting rose at 4.45 p.m,

TWENTIETH MEETING

Thursday, 4 February 1971, at 9.20 a.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVDI) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. DI)

ARTICLE 4 ,
(LIMITATION OF USE TO MEDICAL AND

SCIENTIFIC'PURPOSES)

1. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) referred to the extensive
efforts made by his Government over the past 25 years
to deal comprehensively with the whole problem of drug
abuse, and said that if the mere possession of sub
stances in schedule II was not to be exempted from the
provision in sub-paragraph (b) in the same way as
substances in schedules III and IV, many of the policies
developed by his Government would be stultified. Many

people, and particularly the young, simply experimented
with the substances in schedule II and could not be
classified as drug abusers in the true sense of the term.
His Government was therefore against insisting that
persons found in possession of such substances should
in all circumstances be regarded as committing a criminal
offence. It was the firm and considered view of the
competent Canadian authorities that mere possession of
the substances in schedule 11 should not automatically
lead to legal prosecution, and it was for that reason that
his delegation had submitted its amendment (E/CONF.58/
C.4/L.34). If the Conference decided not to exempt
substances in schedule 11, in so far as possession was
concerned, in the same way as those in schedules III and
IV, his Government would have to make a reservation
regarding article 4 when signing the Protocol.
2. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
his delegation supported the Canadian amendment; the
United States Government would be reluctant to accept
a provision imposing on Governments the permanent
obligation to maintain penalties for the possession of
substances in schedule 11 for personal use. He then drew
attention to the amendment he had submitted (E/
CONF.58/C.4/L.47), the effect of which would be to
ensure that possession for distribution was not accorded
the leniency that could be accorded to possession for
personal use.

3. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
pointed out that some reference should be made in sub
paragraph (a) to the provisions of article 6, which limited
the use ofsubstances in schedule I to medical atidscientific
purposes under very specific conditions. He did not
consider it necessary to propose a formal amendment;
the matter could, he thought, be dealt with by the Drafting . "
Committee.
4. The CHAIRMAN concurred.

5. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he supported
both the Canadian and the United States amendments.
With reference to the former, he pointed out that legal
systems varied considerably from country to country,
and it would be unrealistic to draft a protocol which
assumed that the laws on possession would be the same
in every country. The attitude of the public to the
criminality of possession had also to be taken into
account. Governments should be in a position to assess
the situation in their own countries and to decide whether
the public health problem was so serious as to warrant
making simple possession a criminal offence. Stricter
control than that provided for under the draft Protocol'
was, in any case, possible.

6. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) associated him
self with the views of the United Kingdom representative.
He pointed out, moreover, that under the provisions of
article 18, it was clear that parties would have the right
to deal with addicts as they saw fit. If that principle was
acceptable in relation to article 18, there was no reason
why it should not be acceptable in the case of article 4.
His delegation could not in any circumstances agree to
a text which would confine the possibility of exemption
from the provision in article 4 (b) to substances in
schedules III and IV.
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7. With reference to sub-paragraph (a), he pointed out
that no country could limit the manufacture and pro
duction of substances to medical and scientific purposes
in the absence of estimates of the amounts required for
such purposes; the paragraph required redrafting.
8. Mr. BEB a DON (Cameroon) said he had had no
difficulty with the text as it stood, but he agreed with the
USSR representative and was prepared to accept the
Canadian and United States amendments.
9. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany) said
he supported the Canadian and United States amend
ments.
10. Mr. CHENG (China)* said that, while his dele
gation had no difficulty with the present wording of sub
paragraph (b), it was prepared to take the difficulties
experienced by others into account in the interests of
obtaining an effective international instrument; and it
would, therefore, accept the Canadian amendment. The
United States amendment was purely a matter ofdrafting.
11. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) proposed that sub
paragraph (b) should be redrafted to read: "shall not
permit ... except under the conditions laid down in its
laws and regulations". r

12. Mr. ANAND (India) and Dr. BERTSCHINGER
(Switzerland) supported that proposal.
13. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) said he would have no diffi
culty in accepting the Canadian and United States
amendments. The Yugoslav proposal, however, re
quired further consideration.
14. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
pointed out that the wording proposed by the Yugoslav
representative was very similar to that employed in
article 33 of the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic
Drugs. He would have no difficulty in agreeing to the
replacement of the present wording of sub-paragraph (b)
by the wording of that article.
15. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that in the present
instance he preferred the wording he had proposed to
that used in the Single Convention. The conditions
under which different substances could be legally pos
sessed would be laid down in national laws and regulations.
16. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said he doubted whether
the Yugoslav proposal would serve the purpose desired.
It would be difficult for Governments to lay down in
legislation the conditions under which possession of
substances would not be a criminal offence. His dele
gation preferred the text as it stood, with the amend
ment proposed by the United States representative. It
could not, however, accept the Canadian amendment.
The obligation of parties to make the possession of
substances in schedule II a criminal offence would serve
as a useful preventive measure. Moreover, even if it was
decided not to prosecute a schoolboy for possession, the
fact that possession was a criminal offence would bring
him under police jurisdiction and make it easier for the
police to have access to information which would help
in tracing the illicit traffic.
17. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) agreed with the USSR
representative that some reference to article 6 should be

• See introductory note.

made in sub-paragraph (a). She could accept sub-
.paragraph (b) as amended by the United States proposal,
but not the Canadian amendment. While it was true
that young people experimented with substances in
schedule II "for kicks", they also did so with substances
in schedule I and with narcotic drugs. In her view, the
intravenous injection of amphetamines in large quantities
was at least as hazardous as, and possibly more hazardous
than, the oral ingestion of LSD. If the majority was in
favour of its not being compulsory to regard possession
of substances in schedules III and IV as criminal offences,
she would be prepared to accept the Yugoslav proposal.
18. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana) said he could accept article 4
as it stood. Read in ccnjunction with article 18, it gave
national authorities wide discretion in the matter of
prosecution. As far as his country was concerned, where
an act was specifically made punishable by law, it was
not mandatory for the Attorney-General to prosecute
offenders; but he understood the difficulties experienced
by the delegations of Canada and the United States of
America and would abstain from voting on their amend
ments. He would like to know, however, whether those
delegations might not be prepared to accept the Yugoslav
oral amendment.
19. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
his country had experienced serious difficulties with
article 33 of the Single Convention precisely because the
meaning of the words "under legal authority" was not
clear. Those words, as now used in sub-paragraph (b)
ofarticle 4 of the revised draft Protocol, seemed to suggest
that specific legislation would have to be passed authoriz
ing possession of the substances in question. His diffi
culties would not be overcome by the Yugoslav oral
amendment, and he therefore pressed for the adoption
of both the Canadian and United States amendments.
20. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
stressed that the central idea of the Protocol was that
there should be a gradation according to the schedules,
the strictest measures being applied to substances in
schedule I and the most lenient ones to substances in
schedule IV. Theprovisions ofarticle 4, sub-paragraph (b),
were inconsistent with that idea, on which many articles
already adopted were based; those provisions, particularly
if the Canadian amendment were incorporated, would
not discriminate between the different schedules. He
would therefore be in favour of replacing the sub
paragraph by a text on the lines of article 33 of the Single
Convention.
21. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) stressed that his oral
amendment did not imply that a special authorization
would be required in order to make possession lawful.
If the Canadian amendment were put to the vote, his
delegation would vote against it, because it would bring
the second part of sub-paragraph (b) into flagrant
contradiction with the first.
22. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the intention of
article 4 was to state that the parties to the Protocol would
not treat possession as unlawful unless it was specifically
made an offence by the national legislation concerned.
The Yugoslav oral amendment did not bring out that
intention clearly enough.

...
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23. Mr. ZElTERQVIST (Sweden) said that he asso
ciatedhimself with the Danish representative's remarks
and supported the United States amendment, but he was
opposed to the amendments submitted by Canada and
Yugoslavia.

24. Mr. McCARTHY (Canada) pointed out that if the
United States amendment was adopted without the
Canadian amendment, the provisions ofsub-paragraph (b)
would become much more restrictive. He could not
accept the Yugoslav amendment, which would require
parties to the Protocol to create the offence of possession.
The only way in which the ,provisions of that amendment
could be carried out would be for each party to make
possession unlawful and to enact exceptions (however
numerous) to that prohibition. In Canada, the courts
were flooded with criminal cases against persons charged
with possession of narcotic drugs; those numerous pro
secutions had had no effecton the incidence ofdrug abuse,
thereby showing that the approach was not adequate.
Young persons and even children were being charged
with the criminal offence of possessing drugs; since they
thus had a criminal record, those young persons would
in future have difficulty in obtaining a passport to travel
or in getting jobs.

25. The adoption by the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
at its first special session of the provisions of article 4,
sub-paragraph (b), implied the recognition that the
present situation bore no resemblance to that which had
prevailed in 1961, when the Single Convention was
adopted, If it were desired to achieve the aim ofgradually
diminishing, and perhaps eradicating, a great social
evil, a more flexible approach would have to be adopted,
and the reproduction from the Single Convention of
wordingwhich was no longer appropriate must be avoided.

26. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that, as he
understood it, the effect aimed at by the Yugoslav amend
ment was that possession should be governed by the
national laws of the parties. That purpose could equally
well be achieved by deleting the whole of sub-para
graph (b) and the words "possession of" in sub-para
graph (a). He wished to know whether the Yugoslav
representative and the Legal Adviser shared that inter
pretation.

27. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that, from th.e purely drafting point of view, the
purpose of the Yugoslav amendment would be served by
that deletion.

28. Dr. AZARAialCH (Iran) supported the Yugoslav
amendment. If it were not adopted, his delegation could
accept the United States amendment. It could not,
however, accept the Canadian amendment, because of
the very dangerous character ofsubstances in schedule 11.

29. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said that the provisions
of sub-paragraph (a) of article 4 of the draft Protocol
were acceptable to his delegation, because they were
consistent with those of a number of articles in the text
of the Protocol, some of which were already approved.
As to sub-paragraph (b), however, his delegation was
concerned about the exceptions which might be. ~llowed.
It considered it essential that it should be the national

legislation in each country that regulated the use of the
substances concerned.
30.U HLA 00 .(Burma) said it was undesirable to
include in the Protocol a provision whichsuggested that
the possession for personal use of psychotroplc sub
stances in schedules 11, III and IV was not an offence.
Such a provision could have the indirect effeot of spread
ing the evil of abuse. He was therefore inclined to favour
the Yugoslav amendment, which would leave the whole
problem of possession to the national authorities,
31. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
difficulties over the interpretation of article 33 had
delayed ratification by the United States of the Single
Convention. He was not sure, in fact, what the words
"under legal authority" meant. If they meant that when
a party had not enacted a law prohibiting the possession
of psychotropic substances for a person's OWll1 use then
that person was not in unlawful possession, he could
accept the Yugoslav proposal.

~;' . Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the French text of article 33 of the Single
Convention seemed to contemplate something in the
nature of a legal authorization. The parties could not
render possession legal by merely refraining from enacting
legislation prohibiting possession. If, then, article 33
meant that possession was legal if not forbidden by law,
it would be meaningless, would impose no obligation on
the parties and would have no place in an international
convention. One of the rules of interpretation was that
the provisions of a treaty must have some meaning.

33. The words "under legal authority" must therefore
refer to something like licences or prescriptions.

34. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that the main
argument on article 4 had centred round the question .
whether or not the possession of substances in schedule 11
or those to be included in that schedule in future was to
be made an offence. He was not sure that experience bore
out the Danish representative's contention that failure
to make unauthorized possession an offence would
render the detection of traffickers more difficult. If public
opinion was really mobilized in the campaign against

. trafficking, and young people were not in danger of pro
secution, teachers, parents and others concerned would
go to the police more readily with information. He
questioned whether making simple possession an offence
was always as efficacious as was claimed.

35. The USSR representative was in favour of diffe
rential treatment for the substances in the various
schedules, and ~ number of countries were already trying
to devise legia'ation that discriminated between the
different purposes of possession, such aspersonal use,
distribution and the intention to supply others.

36. The question that arose from article 4 was whether
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs should be empowered
t:l decide for each party that simple possession was to
become a criminal offence for any substances added to
schedule 11, with all the implications and costs that had
been mentioned by the Canadian representative. In his
opinion, such a move would be unrealistic and quite
unacceptable. Apparently no problem would arise in
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ARTICLE 2 bis (SPECIAL PROVISIONS REGARDING THE
CONTROL OF PREPARATIONS) (resumed from the 17th
meeting and concluded) (E/CONP.58/C.4/L.SO)

5. Mr. MILLER (United States of America), intro
ducing the Working Group's text for article 2 bts (E/
CONF.S8/CA/L.SO), said that the problem of exempting
preparations containing small amounts of psychotropic
substances had been a thorny one from the outset, and
at an early stage in the discussions there had even been a
suggestion that a schedule V should be established for
them.

6. The Working Group had agreed that the procedure
in the original text of article 2 bis was too cumbersome,
and that the controls imposed in paragraph 3 were too
severe. It considered that, for preparations containing
small amounts of psychotropic substances and not
constituting a public-health hazard, control measures
should be minimal. The parties could be relied upon to
apply the provisions of the article in good faith and with
prudence. Presumably no State would ratify the Pro
tocol if it was unable to conform to its letter and spirit.
The responsibility for compliance with the article lay on
the parties, subject to the system of review by WHO and
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs laid down in para
graph 4.

7. Paragraphs 1 and 2 did not differ from the original
text, but paragraph ~ had been completely re-drafted;
it clearly differentiated eetween the substances listed in
the schedules and preparations exempted from full
controls.
8. The requirements as to record-keeping and reporting
were somewhat uncertain, and would depend on the
final decisions reached for articles 10 and 14. The text

C.4/L.S2), said it had been apparent from the discussion
that the original text of that sub-paragraph was unaccept
-able and might create legal difficulties for some countries.
The Working Group had decided that the intention of
that provision would be adequately conveyed by a text
similar to that of article 33 of the 196i Single Convention
on Narcotic Drugs, with the insertion of the words "it
is desirable" to meet the legal difficulties that some
States might encounter.

The Working Group's text 'of sub-paragraph (b) was
approved by 27 votes to none, with 1 abstention.
2. The CHAIRMAN said that sub-paragraph (a) in
the original text had not given rise to objections, but
some delegations had considered that it should be brought
into line with article 6 by the Drafting Committee.

3. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that a proviso should be inserted at the beginning
of sub-paragraph (a) to the effect that it was subject to
the provisions of article 6.
4. The CHAIRMAN suggested that that point should
be referred to the Drafting Committee.

Sub-paragraph (a) of article 4 was approved by 25 votes
to none, with 4 abstentions.

Article 4, as amended, was approved by 26 votes tonone,
with 3 abstentions.

Twentieth meeting-4 February 1971

."

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted "by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVDl) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, .p. m)

. ARTICLE 4
(LIMITATION OF USE ro MEDICAL

AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES) (concluded)
(E/CONF.S8/C.4/L.S2)

1. Dr. WALSHE (Australia), inLoducing the Working
Group's.textfor article 4, sub-paragraph (b) (E/CONF.S8/

TWENTY-Fn1ST MEETING

Saturday, 6 February 1971, at 10.25 a.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

countries such .as Denmark and Ghana, where the
authorities had discretion to' prosecute or not; but the
situation in the United Kingdom -was"quite different)
and public confidence in the-law rested on the assumption
that enforcement was not capricious.
37. With those considerations in mind, his delegation
had drafted a new text for sub-paragraph (b) which read:

Each Party shall prohibit the possession of psychotropic sub
stances otherwise than under legal authority, provided that nothing
in this paragraph (read with article 18) shall be regarded as requiring
a Party to make it a criminal offence to have possession of such
substances otherwise than for purposes. of distribution.

38. The CHAIRMAN said that the United Kingdom
oral amendment was too complicated to be accepted.
He would have preferred not having to appoint a working
group on article 4, but that now seemed unavoidable,
because the discussion had become so involved.
39. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he agreed with
the Netherlands representative that each Government
would have to decide whether or not possession of
psychotropic substances should be made an offence.
40. Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) said. that it was a
general rule of law that anything was permissible pro
vided it had not been explicitly prohibited. Any State
ratifying the Protocol would regard the possession of
psychotropic substances as an offence except under the
conditions permitted by its national law.
41. H~~ agreed with what had been said by the Legal
Adviser to the Conference.
42.. Dr. THOMAS (Liberia) said he considered that
article 4 was acceptable, with a few changes. Each party
would have to decide, according to internal conditions,
whether possession should be made an offence. He was
strongiy opposed to the creation of a working group,
on account of the delay it would cause.
43. The CHAIRMAN proposed that a working group
should be set up to consider article 4.

It was so agreed.

The meeting rose at 12 noon.

.. ..~ f
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proposed for article 10 by the Working Group on that
article (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.20) did not make it clear
whether manufacturers of exempt preparations should
keep records of the amounts of psychotropic substances
used in such preparations. Some delegations might
interpret paragraph 2 of that text as requiring records
to be kept of all "disposals", including substances used
in exempt preparations, and since that interpretation
was in accordance with what was clearly the draft
Protocol's intention, the matter could be left to the
Drafting Committee.
9. So far as statistical reports were concerned, on the
other hand, the Working Group on article 14 had decided
that reports to the Board on quantities of substances in
schedule IV used in exempt preparations should not be
required, and consequently such a requirement should
not be imposed in article 2 bis.
10. The last two sentences of paragraph 3, concerning
the notification of exemptions, had been taken from, the
original text of the article.
11. Paragraph 4 was nearly identical with paragraph 5
of the original text; it allowed any party, or WHO
acting of its own accord, to consider whether a party had
gone too far in exempting a preparation or group of
preparations. If that were found to be the case by
WHO and the Commission, the exemption would cease
to exist.
12. Some delegations had been of the opinion that
decisions regarding such termination should be communi
cated to "all States", but had agreed to the wording
proposed by the Working Group pending consideration
of other articles.
13. The Working Group considered that the process
of decision-making by WHO and the Commission under
article 2 his should be the same as that provided for in
article 2.
14. Dr. ALAN (Turkey), after noting that under para
graph 3 a party could decide unilaterally to exempt a
preparation from control measures, asked what the
situation would be if such a preparation then found its
way into international trade, and what would be the
oblig-ations of parties which had not exempted the pre
paration. Presumably the provisions of article 11 would
be applicable.
IS. Mr. MThLER (United States of America) said that
the point had been considered by the Working Group,
and it had been agreed that the preparations in question
had a very low abuse potential because of the presence
of admixtures or because they had been greatly diluted;
If a party felt that preparations exempted by another
party were causing a public-health problem in its own
country, it would prohibit imports under article 12.
16. Dr. BABAIAN (Unior of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that all States must know what preparations had been
exempted, for the preparations in question would then
be circulating freely and might become dangerous. To
r-strict information concerning exemptions to a narrow
CIrcle of States would be discriminatory and would be a
political manoeuvre.
11.. He asked the Legal Adviser to the Conference to
explain what was meant by "territories' in paragraph 3.

If the word was used in the sense given to it in article 23,
he would strongly object, for such a practice would be
wholly contrary to General. Assembly .resolution 1514
(XV) containing the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
18. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that he interpreted the word "territory" in para
graph 3, for the purposes of the application of the
Protocol, in the sense in which it was used in article 23 bis.
Article 23 bis did not refer to article 2 bis, but that
must be an oversight, which presumably could be reme
died by the Drafting Committee.
19. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), referring to the review of paragraph 4 which
was to take place after article 2, paragraphs 4 and 5, had
been reconsidered, said that nothing must be done to
detract from the rights of WHO and the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs, which were clearly set out in para
graph 4 of article 2 bis.

20. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that the text of the
provision (b) in paragraph 3, concerning the furnishing of
statistics, could only be accepted with reserve. The
matter could not be settled until a decision had been
reached on article 14.

At the request of the USSR representative, the Working
Group's text for article 2 bis was put to tilevoteparagraph
by paragraph.

Paragraph 1 was approved by 30 votes to none, with
2 abstentions.

Paragraph 2 was approved by 29 votes to. none, with
3 abstentions.

Paragraph 3 was approved by 24 votes to none, with
8 abstentions.

Paragraph 4 was approved by 23 votes to none, with'
10 abstentions.

Article 2 bis (EICONF.58IC.4IL.50), as a whole, was
approved by 24 votes to none, with 8 abstentions.
21. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) explained
that he had abstained from voting on paragraph 3,
because article 14 had not yet been considered.
22. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he had voted for paragraph 3 on the understanding
that it would be reviewed and brought into line with
article 14.

ARTICLE 14 (REpORTS TO BE FURNISHED BY THE PARTIES)
(resumed from the 16th meeting and concluded) (El
CONF.58/C.4/L.42/Rev.l) .

23. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom), in the absence
of the Chairman of the Working Group on article 14,
introduced the text proposed by that Group for article 14
(E/CONF.58/C.4/L.42/Rev.l). The Working Group
had had to compare paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 of that article
with article 18 of the Single Convention to determine
in what respects the problems raised by psychotropic
substances called for different wording and perhaps for
different methods of administration. The Working
Group had agreed that the amount of information to be
furnished by the parties concerning their laws, the
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29. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the Conference
should ensure that the Board, a United Nations organ
maintained with United Nations funds, was given the
minimum quantity of tools it required for carrying out
its functions. Refusal to accede to the Board's request
for statistical information on exports and imports of
schedule III substances on a country-by-country basis
would prevent the Board from functioning as it should.
As to paragraph 5, the present text imposed no obligation
on parties to accede to any request for 'supplementary
information, and he therefore proposed that the word
"request" in the first sentence should be replaced by the
word "require".
30. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he wished to make it quite clear that the request for
annual reports in paragraphs 1 and 4 did not imply &.llY

change in the present periodicity of meetings of the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs. His delegation had
supported the Economic and Social Council resolution
providing for biennial meetings of the Commission, and
its support of those two paragraphs should not be taken
to mean that its attitude had in any way changed. He
also wished to know why stocks held by wholesalers had
been omitted from paragraph 4 (a) and why it had been
considered necessary to include the provision in the last
sentence of paragraph 5. Lastly, he thought that the
references to times and dates should be phrased more
precisely; expressions such as "as soon as .possible" in
paragraph 3 and "in such manner and by such dates"
in paragraph 6 were open to different interpretations,
which was undesirable.
31. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom), speaking on
behalf of the Chairman of the Working Group, said he
would first reply to the Indian representative's comments,
Broadly speaking, the Working Group's view had been
that it would be unrealistic to suppose that statistics
supplied by a party in relation to substances in sched
ules III and IV would enable the Board to detect any
deviation from the normal pattern of international trade
of which a party and its trading partners were not al
ready aware. It had also been doubted whether the
burden placed on national administrations and on
exporters and importers by the need to collate the
information could be justified, especially as any analysis of
such information the Board could make would neces
sarily be speculative. A further point had been that the
volume of information involved was likely to be so great
that, unless a computer were used, no analysis could
disclose facts that were not already obvious.
32. As the draft Protocol contained no article governing
the functions of the Board, it would be difficult to replace
the word "request" in paragraph 5 by the word "require".
He personally did not believe that any difficulty would
arise in practice; the status of the Board was such as to
ensure that any request it made for supplementary
information would be considered.
33. Replying to the USSR representative, he said he
was sure that the Working Group would agree that the
term "annual reports" meant reports covering fl period
of one year; there had been no thought of the periodicity
of the Commission's meetings. The words "as soon as
possible" in paragraph 3 had been taken from the text of

working of the Protocol, abuse and illicit traffic would
be much larger than in the case o(na:r2.otic drugs and
that there was a risk of the machinery becoming clogged
with unimportant details and ofsome parties being unable
to provide as much information as others. It was there
fore necessary to indicate what kind ef information was
important.
24. The Working Group's most difficult task had been
to draft paragraphs 4 and 5. The representatives of
the International Narcotics Control Board had stated
that the statistical reports it received provided essential
background information about the working of the
Single Convention and that the figures indicated where
the controls were not working properly. There was a
strong argument in favour of comprehensive statistics
without differentiating between the different schedules,
but the Board's representatives had recognized that there
was good reason for the objections to comprehensive
statistics for all schedules and that there was no guarantee
that such information would be as illuminating for
psychotropic substances as it was for narcotic drugs,
because more movements were involved in the case of
the former. It might be difficult to persuade parliaments
that elaborate record-keeping and collection of statistics
would not be unduly burdensome for national administra
tions and industry. Accordingly, a minimum level of
reporting had been set in paragraph 4 (a) and 4 (b) and
had been accepted, though with some reluctance, by the
representatives of the Board.
25. Under paragraph 5, the Board was provided with
the opportunity to obtain further information, for
example when it became apparent from the statistics or
the information published by the Secretary-General that
there was a special problem in some particular region
involving the movement of psychotropic substances from
another part of the world. The problem could be analysed
and solved more quickly if the Board had the right to
ask a party or parties, and even in extreme circumstances
all the parties, for supplementary information on move
ments of substances in schedules HI and IV.
26. The Working Group had included the last sentence
in paragraph 5 to enable a party, if it so desired, to
request the Board to treat information as confidential.
There was a corresponding provision in the Single
Convention.
27. The new text represented a substantial concession
bothby the representatives of the Board and by manu
facturing and exporting interests. The addition of any
further requirements would upset a delicate balance
that had been achieved only with difficult}'.
28. Mr. DI'ITERT (International Narcotics Control
Board), said that there had indeed been a difference of
opinion between members of the Working Group and
the Board regarding the need to furnish information to
the Board on exports and imports of schedule III sub
stances on a country-by-country basis. The Board would,
however, have no difficulty in accepting the provision in
the second sentence of paragraph 5; discretion on its
part had been essential in order to obtain the full co
operation of parties to the Single Convention, and
without it the Board could not have performed the role
assigned to it under that instrument properly.
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the draft Protocol (article 14, paragraph 2). A time limit
could, of course, be set, but he did not think it necessary
to do so; the intention was quite clear from the context.
The wording of paragraph 6 had been left vague on
purpose: as the Commission met biennially, it had been
thought desirable not to preclude the possibility that it
might request reports covering a two-year period.
34. Under the provisions of article 14, paragraph 1 (a)
of the Single Convention, the Board was obliged to
treat certain requests f;;~ information from and expla
nations by a Government as confidential. Although the
circumstances to which, paragraph 5 related were not
quite so involved as those with which article 14, para
graph 1 (a), of the Single Convention was concerned, the
basic need for confidential- treatment was the same in
both cases. To maintain a proper balance, however, the
Working Group had decided to leave it to the party to
request confidential treatment in a particular case.
35. Wholesalers had been omitted from paragraph 4 (a)
because wholesale stocks of schedule I substances would
not exist in most countries. Moreover, the difficulties
wholesalers would have in quantifying stocks of sched
ule 11 substances at a given date had been stressed at
earlier meetings of the Committee. No strong views had
been expressed in the Working Group about including
a reference to wholesalers in connexion with schedule 11

,substances.

36. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said he doubted
the need for furnishing information to the Board on the
quantities of schedule IV substances manufactured.
As to the Indian representative's proposal, if the word
"require" were to be used instead of the word "request"
in paragraph 5p the Board would have to ask every
party to provide the supplementary information in
question, otherwise it could rightly be accused of dis
crimination. He did not think the use of the word
"request" would give rise to any difficulty in practice; it
might, however, be wise to insert the word "shall"
before the word "treat" in the second sentence and to
move the words "as confidential" to the end of that
sentence.
37. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence), referring to paragraph 3, pointed out that sum
maries of the reports, not the reports themselves, would
be submitted to the Commission; the words "for consi
deration by the Commission" could be omitted. It might
also be wise to bring the wording of the paragraph into
line with that of article 17, already adopted by the
plena.ry Conference (8th meeting), where there was a
reference to reports to the Secretary-General under
article 14 in connexion with both the illicit traffic and
seizures.
38. The CHAIRMAN said he was sure that those
changes would present no great difficulty for any dele-
gation. .

39. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he was against replacing
the word "demande" in paragraph 5 by tqe word
"exige". The wording of the paragraph was the same
as that employed in article 18 of the Single Convention,
under which the Board had only discretionary power to
request supplementary information' from a Government.

Under that instrument, the Government was obliged to
accede to such a request, and the Board had always con
sidered itself obliged to treat as confidential both its 1
request for additional information and any information
supplied in response thereto. No difficulty had ever been
encountered in the operation of those provisions. As
he interpreted paragraph 5, the Board would have the
same discretionary power as under article 18 of the
Single Convention, and Governments could obtain the
same protection by the simple procedure of requesting
and the Board would be obliged to respect their request
that the Board's request for information and any infor
mation they furnished in response to it should be treated ,
as confidential.

40. Mr. STEINIG (International Narcotics Control
Board) said it was not at all clear what the position ofthe
Board would be under the provisions of paragraph 5. As
it was now worded, the paragraph implied that a party
need not accede to a request from the Board for sup
plementary information and could request that its
refusal to do so be treated as confidential. In his view,
it was dangerous to create an appearance of control
where no control in fact existed. He suggested that the
provision should be worded in such a way as to impose
an obligation upon a party to respond to a request from
the Board for supplementary information; the Board,
on the other hand, if so requested by the party concerned,
would consider as confidential the supplementary
information as supplied by the party. With regard to
paragraph 4, if it was considered useful for the Board to \
have the statistical information provided for in the case
of substances in schedule 11, it seemed difficult to argue .
that similar information would not be necessary in
certain circumstances in the case of substances in sched-.
ules III and IV. .-

41. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said that, in the Spanish
text, the use of the words ''podrd pedir" in paragraph 5
clearly in~icated a mandatory requirement.

42. Mr. ANAND (India) pointed out that, in para
graphs 1, 2, 3 and 4, and also in article 18 of' the Single
Convention, the formula used was "The Parties shall
furnish". That was quite different from the expression
"The Board may request" used in paragraph 5, which
he would be glad if the Legal Adviser would interpret.

43. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the interpretation given to those words in the
future would depend on the records of the Committee's
proceedings.
44. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said that
paragraph 6 clearly made it mandatory for the parties to
furnish to the Board the information referred to in all
the "preceding paragraphs". His delegation could not
accept that proposition as far as the supplementary
statistical information referred to in paragraph 5 was
concerned; it would be an extremely arduous task to sift
such information from ordinary business records and it
would be going too far to require exporters and importers
to keep separate records for substances in schedules III
and IV. He therefore proposed that the words "in the
preceding paragraphs" in paragraph 6be replaced by
"in paragraphs 1 to 4".
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ARTICLE 12 bis (SPECIAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE
CARRIAGE OF PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES IN FIRST-AID
KITS OF SHIPS OR AIRCRAFf ENGAGED IN INTERNATIONAL
TRAFFIC) (E/CONF.58jC.4jL.46)

1. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico) said he was in
favour of the new article 12 bis adopted by the Working
Group (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.46), which exactly reproduced
the provisions of article 32 of the 1961 Single Convention
on Narcotic Drugs.
2. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) proposed that the beginning
of paragraph 1 should be amended to read: "Inter
national carriage by ships, aircraft or other means of
international public transport, such as international
railway trains and buses ... " (the rest of the paragraph
to remain unchanged). Paragraph 3 would have to be
amended consequentially. He wondered, however,
whether it would not be better to refer in paragraph 1 to
the international agreements on transport, and he would
appreciate some enlightenment on that point from the
Legal Adviser to the Conference. •
3. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
replied that he was not familiar enough with the inter-

Tuesday, 9 February 1971, at 11.25 am.
Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.

TWENTY-SECOND MEETING

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drsgs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVllI) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. ID)

Paragraph 5 was approved by 17 votes to 9, with 6
abstentions.
~3. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that the rejection of
his amendment did not affect the interpretation he had
given of the text of that paragraph as it stood.

The United States oral amendment to paragraph 6 was
adopted by 18 votes to 8, with 7 abstentions.
54. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
explained that he had voted in favour of the United
States amendment but wished in that connexion to
draw attention to his earlier remarks in connexion with
paragraph 4.

Paragraph 6, as amended, was approved by 21 votes to
1, with 9 abstentions.

Article 14 (EjCONF.58/C.4/L.42jRev.1) as a whole, as
amended, wasapproved by 20 votes to 3, with9 abstentions,

45. Mr. ANAND (India) suggested that consideration
should be given to the idea put forward by the repre
sentative of the Board that, for sUDstances in schedule
Ill, annual statistical reports should be required similar
to those required in respect of substances in schedules I
and 11.
46. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said that his delegation could not support the Working
Group's text of article 14, because it did not believe that
the substances in schedules III and IV were in fact
dangerous enough to justify the extensive measures of
control now envisaged. He could not accept the provisions
in paragraphs 4 (a) and 5 in any form.
47. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said that the
first sentence of paragraph 5 was incomplete. In the
Working Group, he had understood that the words
"supplementary statistical information" would be quali
fied by wording indicating that such information would
be requested in order, for example, to complete or
explain the information contained in the statistical
returns, as stated in article 13, paragraph 3, of the Single
Convention.
48. Mr. KlRCA (Turkey) said that, whether. additional
wording of that kind were included or not, the fact
remained that the Board would only request supplemen
tary statistical information for the purpose ofcarrying out
its duties in respect of international control.
49. He proposed that the opening words of paragraph 5
"The Boardmay request that a Partyfurnish the Board... "
should be replaced by "The Parties shall furnish to the
Board, when the latter so requests, ... " ("Chaque Partie
fournira cl /'Organe, dans le cas OU celui-ci lui en fait la
demande, ... ").
50. Mr. OBERMAYER (Austria) said that, although
he had no objection to paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of the
Working Group's text, he could not accept paragraphs 4
and 5 because the statistical reports and information they
required in the case of substances in schedules III and IV
went beyond what could be imposed upon all parties.
51. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
requested a separate vote on each paragraph of article 14.
52. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) asked that sub-paragraphs
(a) and (b) of paragraph 4 should be put to the vote
separately.

Paragraph 1 was approved by 32 votes to none, with
1 abstention.

Paragraph 2 was approved by 32 votes to none, with
1 abstention.

Paragraph 3, with the alterations suggested by the
Executive Secretary, was approved by 32 votes to none,
with 1 abstention.

Sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 4 was approved by
32 votes to none, with 1 abstention.

Sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph 4 was approved by
19 votes to 9, with 4 abstentions.

Paragraph 4 as a whole was approved by 22 votes to 3,
with 8 abstentions.

The Turkish oralamendment toparagraph 5 wasrejected
by 13 votes to 8, with 7 abstentions.
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Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission. on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social CouncU

Tuesday, 9 February 1971, at 2.50 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m,

TWENTY-THIRD MEETING

rations" in order to bring the article into line with
article 3.
~6. ,Dr. BABAIAN (Union of SovietSocialist Republics) '\

,supported that suggestion and formally proposed that
the word '''substances'' should be replaced by the words
"psychotropic preparations". .
17. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) asked whether it was really
necessary for the special provisions of article 12 his to
apply also to the substances in schedule 11, and whether
the Working Group had considered that question.
18. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) explained that first-aid kits
did not at present contain any substances currently
listed in schedules 11, Ill, or IV, but the Protocol was to
deal not only with existing substances, but also with those
w~ich wer~ discovered in the future. That was why
substances ID schedule 11 were also mentioned. ,
19. Mr. KOECK (Holy See), referring to the USSR
representative's amendment, observed that it would not
be correct to say "preparations listed in schedules 11,
III or IV"; the wording should be "preparations con
taining substances listed in schedules 11, III or IV".
20. Mr. ANAND (India) observed that in the other
articles concerning the carrying of small quantities of
psychotropic substances by international travellers the
term used was "substances", not "preparations". In any
case, according to article 2 bis, psychotropic substances
included preparations. '

21. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said he still thought it would be better to speak of pre- \
parations, but, in view of the objections raised by, some .
delegationahe would withdraw his amendment.

The Canadian amendment to paragraphs 1 and 3 was'
adopted by 23 votes to 10, with 10 abstentions. .-

Paragraph 1, as amended, was approved by 38 votes to'i,
with 6 abstentions.

Paragraph 2 was approved unanimously.
Paragraph 3, as amended by the Canadian and Chinese

amendments, was approved by 41 votes to none, with
3 abstentions.

Article 12 bis (EjCONF.58jC.4jL.46) as a whole, as
amended, was approved by 40 votes to none, with 5 ab
stentions.

'. See introductory aote,

national agreements on transport' to be able to answer the
Turkish representative's question immediately, and that
several days' research would be needed to enable him to
fu~s~ a reply. , ' . .
4. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said he did not think that
the, Turkish amendment was necessary. International
railway trains and buses differed from ships and aircraft
in that they could always stop in towns in which there
were pharmacies.
5. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
reminded the Committee that, when the Single Conven
tion was being prepared, the possibility of extending the
scope of the special provisions to other means of inter
national transport had been considered, but the idea had
not been adopted for the reasons just given by the Yugo
slav representative. The Working Group too had dis
cussed the matter and had concluded that it would be
better to keep to the text of the Single Convention.
6. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) supported the Turkish
amendment. -A bus or other means of international
transport might very well have an accident a long way
from a pharmacy.
7. Mr. TORRES GONZALEZ (Spain) proposed that
the words "substances listed in schedules 11, III or IV",
in paragraphl, should be replaced by the words "psycho
tropic substances not listed in schedule I".
8. Mr., CHENG (China)" suggested that the word
"drugs" in the last sentence of paragraph 3 should be
replaced by the word "substances".

It was so decided.
9. Dr. JENNlNGS (Ireland) said he was in ....i.vour of
the Turkish amendment and interpreted the words "other
means of intemational public transport" as including all
means of international transport, not merely passenger
transport. Some provision should be made in paragraph
3 for recording the. quantities of substances used.
10. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
and Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics)' maintained that the Spanish representative's
amendment was a substantive, not a drafting, amendment.
11.' Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he could see that the
time was not ripe for a decision on his amendment, and
so would withdraw it. In any case, the matter might
per~aps.be regulated by international or regional treaties
concermng transport.
12.' .Mr.CHAPMAN (Canada) said that his delegation
would sponsor the amendment just withdrawn by the
Turkish delegation. .
13. ,Mr. MANSOUR (Lebanon) said he was in favour
of the Canadian amendment,
14. Mr. TOR:RES GONZALEZ (Spain) said he con
sidered 'the amendment he had submitted was a purely
drafting amendment for the purpose of bringing the
text of the article into line 'With that ofthe other articles of
the Protocol, but as some delegations had considered that
it was a substantive amendment, he would withdraw it
15. Dr. BOtCS (Hungary) suggested that the word
"substances" should be replaced _by the ward "prepa-

...
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9. It was precisely to rule out the Austrian delegation's
.interpretation that the words "shall take measures to
ensure" had been introduced into paragraph 2. The
obligations resulting for an exporting party from para
graph 2 did not involve the prohibition ofexports and the
checking of all consignments at the border. Perhaps the
Drafting Committee might devise a wording to allay the
Austrian delegation's apprehensions.' ...'
10. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that there could be no
loop-hole in the operation of paragraph 1; when a party
informed the Secretary-General that it had prohibited the
import of a substance, the Secretary-General would
inform all the other parties.
11. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that the words "the other Parties" clearly implied
that all the parties to the Protocol must be notified.
12. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said that his delegation could not accept article 12,
owing to the provisions of paragraph 2; the measures
envisaged therein could only amount to an export
prohibition. It was quite unusual for the numerous
parties to a treaty to be required to enact export pro
hibitions merely on the basis of information by one of
them. The proposed system was unworkable.
13. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland), explained
that, since exporters operated under licence, they were
known to the Government, and could therefore be kept
informed of all import prohibitions.
14. Mr. BEVANS (United St£:.es ofAmerica) supported
the Australian amendment. The text of article 12 as now
drafted enabled a party to prohibit the importation of
preparations containing substances in schedules III or
IV but not substances in schedule 11. The matter was one
of substance and could not be referred to the Drafting
Committee.
15. Mr. HUYGHE (Luxembourg) observed that the
provisions of article 12 could be rendered inoperative by
the sending of substances through the territory of a non
party. The only effective measures were those that would
be taken at the national level by the country which
prohibited the import of a substance.
16. Mr. ANAND (India) observed that a party taking
action under paragraph 1 of article 12 would of course
take all the steps in its power to stop imports from all
other countries, whether parties or non-parties to the
Protocol.
17. Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) supported the Australian
amendment.
18. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said it was not clear
to him what measures were expected from an exporting
country under paragraph 2.
19. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) explained that Denmark,
for example, was required by the provisions of article 7
to control all its exporters by means of a licensing system.
Upon receipt of a notification under paragraph 1 of
article 12, his Government would advise all licensed
exporters accordingly. If any such exporter were sub
sequently to be found to have exported a substance to a
country which had notified an import prohibition, that
exporter's licence could be withdrawn.

resolution 1474 (XLVIU) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
. of the Co~erence agenda) {continuedj- ,

. (E/478S, ct.ap. Ill)

ARTICLE 12 (PROHIBITION OF AND ~STRICTIONS ON THE
IMPORT AND EXPORT OF PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES)
(resumed from the 11th meeting and concluded) (E/
CONF.s8/CA/L.53)

1. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland), Chairman of
the Working Group, explained that paragraph 2 of the
Working Group's text (E/CONF.s8/CA/L.s3) was a
new provision which set forth the obligation of the
parties not to export a substance to the territory of a
party that had prohibited its importation pursuant to
paragraph 1. Paragraph 3 dealt with the exceptional
cases where a special import permit would be granted.
The Working Group had decided to delete the former
paragraph 2.
2. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) proposed that, in para
graph 1, the words "in schedules III or IV" should be
replaced by: "in schedules 11, III or IV". In his country,
the abuse of certain preparations containing, schedule 11
substances was causing concern.
3. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland), Chairman of
the Working Group, explained that article 12 was
intended to cover only substances in schedulesIII and IV;
substances in schedules I and 11 were governed by the
provisions of article 11, and were treated on a par with

.,- narcotic drugs.
"< 4. Mr. SHEEN (Australia) said that the provisions of

article 2 his made it permissible to export preparations
containing substances in schedule 11. It was therefore
necessary to insert a reference to those substances in
article 12.
5. Mr. KALLINGER (Austria) said that the provisions
of paragraph 2 would make it necessary for a Customs
officer in an exporting country to ascertain whether the
goods exported constituted substances in schedules III
or IV, then to consult an extensive list of prohibitions in
various countries of destination and, finally, to check
whether the consignee had an import licence. He had
serious doubts whether such a system would work in
practice. Smuggling,would always be possible through
a country which was' not a party to the Protocol. Strict
import controls were the prohibiting country's only
safeguard.
6. Mr. HUYGHE (Luxembourg) said that, for those
same reasons, he felt that the measures envisaged in
article 12 would not be very effective.
7. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that his
country would have no difficultyin applying the measures
envisaged in paragraph 2, with or without the Protocol,
but article 12 as it stood gave little protection to the
importing countries; it could even give them a false sense
of security. It was preferable to apply to substances in
schedule III the same watertight control as to substances
in schedules I and 11, and his delegation was still willing
to accept a compromise on that basis.
8. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said he fully supported the
Australian proposal.
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The Australian amendment was adopted by 38 votes
to none, with 8 abstentions.

Article 12 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.53) , as amended, was
approved as a whole by 40 votes to 3, with 4 abstentions.
20. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said that his delegation had voted against article 12
because the systemset forth in paragraph 2 was unaccept
able and unworkable.
21. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that his
delegation had abstained becauseof the explanation given
by the Danish representativeof the expression"shall take
measures to ensure", in paragraph 2.
22. Mr. HUYGHE (Luxembourg) said that his dele
gation had abstained because it believed that the pro
visions of article 12 should have been made more strict,
in order to be effective.

ARTICLE 11 (PROVISIONS RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL
TRADE) (resumed from the l lth meeting and concluded)
(E/CONF.58/C.4/L.32, E/CONF.58/C.4/L.54)

Paragraph 1
Paragraph 1 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.54) was approved by

41 votes to none, with 1 abstention.

Paragraph 2
23. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics), speaking on behalf of the Chairman of the
Working Group, said the Working Group had decided
that transit trade should be left outside the scope of the
paragraph.
24. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
said that his delegation would have preferred the pro
visions of paragraph 2 to apply only to substances in
schedule Ill.

Paragraph 2 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.32) was approved by
35 votes to 4, with 6 abstentions.

Paragraph 3
25. The CHAIRMAN explained that paragraph 3 was
based on a proposal by the Netherlands delegation to
incorporate in article 11 some of the provisions of
article 31 of the 1961 Single Convention on N~~~otic

Drugs, but only in respect of substances in schedules I
and 11.

Paragraph 3 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.54) was approved by
46 votes to none.

Article 11 as a whole was approvedby 37 votes to none,
with 8 abstentions.

ARTICLE 1 (USE OF TERMS)

26. The CHAIRMAN said that the Technical Com
mittee had dealt with the definitions in sub-paragraphs
(e); (f), (h) and (k) in the first part of its report (E/
CONF.58/C.3/L.lOJ and had deleted sub-paragraph (I).
In another part of the report (E/CONF.S8/C.3/L.I0/
Add.4), it had suggested the insertion of two new defi
nitions' (sub-paragraphs (e) bis and (h) bis).

The Committee took note of the Technical Committee's
report on article 1.

Sub-paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (d) and (g)
27. The CHAIRMAN said that the definitions in sub- .,
paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (d) and (g) were formal and did
not require examination.

Sub-paragraph (i)
28. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands), introducing
his amendment to sub-paragraph (i) (E/CONF.58/C.4/
L.5?), said that the term "Customs territory" was com
monly used in documents and statistics relating to
international trade. The present wording of the definition
might cause difficulties. For example, if a substance was
being movedfrom Italy to Belgium via France but France ~

had forbidden its importation, then, according to ~he

definition, the consignment could not pass through
France. That would no longer be the case if this amend
ment were approved.
29. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he was opposed to the
Netherlands amendment. It would enable a country
that created a free zone in its own territory to export to
any other country, including one that had forbidden the
import of a particular substance. The Netherlands
representative's example related to transit and not to
the transfer of a substance from one State to another.
30. Mr. ASHFORTH (New Zealand) questioned whe
ther there was any need to define the terms "import"
and "export".
31. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the definition should
be left unchanged; it followed that used in the Single
Convention. The term "Customs territory" was not '
in general use and would cause confusion. .
32. Dr. BABAIAN(Union ofSoviet SocialistRepublics)
said that the Netherlands amendment was quite unac- '.
ceptable. A definition must use terms which required no .
further explanation, but the term "Customs territory"
would certainly require to be defined. The formula used
in the Single Convention had not given rise to any
difficulties."
33. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) opposed the amend
ment.
34. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that he too
wondered whether the definition in fact served any
useful purpose.
35. Dr. OLGUlN (Argentina) said that the definition
was satisfactory as it stood and clearly explained the
sense in which the words "import" and "export" were
used in the articles. The definition must be retained
because, for control to be effective, it must extend to
imports and exports, and it was essential to establish the
precisemeaningassigned to the terms in the Protocol.
36. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that if words were used in the Protocol in their
ordinary and natural meaning there would be little
point in defining them, but when they were used in a
specialized sense they had to be defined. Sub-paragraph
(i) was useful because it made reference to territories in
the sense in which that word was used in article 23 bis,
where States were given the option to divide their terri
tory into several territories, the imports and exports of
which would be subject to the full regime'imposed by
article 11 and perhaps even to that imposed by article 12.
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Wednesday, 10 February 1971, at 2.50 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

TWENTY-FOURTH MEE1;ING

Consideration of the revisEid draft Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic

. Drugs, in accordance witb Ecanomic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVD1) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/478S, chap. ID)

ARTICLE 2 (SCOPE OF CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES) (resumed
from the 4th meeting) (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.58, E/
CONF.58/C.3jL.10/Add.4) .

1. The CHAIRMAN noted that the Committee had
already devoted three (2nd to 4th) meetings to the con-

confusing and whether it would not be more appropriate
to replace it by some such word as "area", "region" or

. "zone", Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Confer
ence) said that, when the Single Convention was drawn
up, some Governments had wanted a provision included
which would enable them to divide their territories into
areas for the purposes of the Convention. The territories
of some countries were, in fact, geographically separated,
and the existence of a federal or regional structure in
others made it easier for Governments to control trade in
separate areas. After some doubt, the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs had decided to include a similar pro
vision in the draft Protocol. It was of course confusing to
find a term used in different senses in different articles;
if the definition of the term "territory" was considered
unsatisfactory, the Drafting Committee might perhaps
find an alternative word to use in article 23 bis.
46. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) proposed that dis
cussion on the definition of the term "territory" should
be adjourned until a decision had been taken on article 23
bis by the plenary Conference.
47. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) and Dr. BABAIAN (Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics) supported the motion.
48. The CHAIRMAN said that, in the absence of any
opposition, he would assume that the motion had been
carried.

It was so decided.

Proposed definition of the term "premises"
49. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
suggested that a definition of the word "premises" might
be included in article 1. The word was used frequently
in the draft Protocol, and it had been obvious from the
discussions that it was being interpreted in different
ways.
50. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the USSR re
presentative, with the help of the Legal Adviser to the
Conference, should prepare the text of a definition and
submit it as an amendment to article 1.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.

• See introductory note.

If the Netherlands amendment were adopted and sub
stances were sent into a free zone outside a Customs
frontier, no import or export wouldhave taken place in
the sense of the Protocol and the controls established by
articles 11 and 12 would not apply.
37. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) said that-he had no objection
to dropping the definition in sub-paragraph (i) alto
gether, since it might create confusion. For example,
article 11, paragraph 2, mentioned "the importing
country" and it was not clear from the definition whether
a transit country could be so described.
38. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said it was clearly necessary to maintain the definition
for the purpose of interpreting the provisions of the
Protocol.
39. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said that no confusion could
arise over transit, because import or export authori
zations would give the names and addresses of exporters
and importers. In the absence of a definition, under the
customary rules of interpretation each country would
decide for itself what was meant by import and' export,
in accordance with its private commercial law and other
international instruments to which it was a party.
40. Mr. DITTERT (International Narcotics Control
Board), in reply to a question by the Chairman, said that
the definition of the terms "import" and "export" in
the Single Convention had not given rise to difficulties.

The Netherlands amendment (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.57)
was rejected by 41 votes to 1, with 6 abstentions.

Sub-paragraph (i) was approved by 45 votes to 1, with
3 abstentions.
Sub-paragraph (j)
41. Mr. ANAND (India) proposed that the definition
should be deleted; the word "distribution.", although
not: defined in the Single Convention, had never given
rise to any difficulty, and it was used in the draft Protocol
in the same sense.
42. Mr. KlRCA (Turkey) and Mr. BEEDLE (United
Kingdom) supported that proposal.
43. Replying to a question from Mr. CHENG (China), III
Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) said he understood the definition
to cover more than just retail distributors" who sold
directly to the consumer; even a doctor handing a psycho
tropic substance to a nurse for administration to a patient
came within the present definition.

The Committee decided to delete sub-paragraph (j) by
38 votes to 3, with 6 abstentions.
Sub-paragraph (m)
44. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) withdrew his
amendment to sub-paragraph (m) (E/CONF.58/CA/
L.57, para. 2).

Sub-paragraph (m) was approved.
Sub-paragraph (n)

Sub-paragraph (n) was approved subject to the deletion
of the words "or production".
Sub-paragraph (0)
45. In reply to a question from Mr. ANAND (India)
as to whether the use of the word "territory" was not
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sideration of article 2; he hoped that the informal
negotiations which had since taken place would make it
possible to reach a speedy decision.

Paragraphs 1 and 2
Paragraphs 1 and 2 were approved.

Paragraph 3
2. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom), supported by
Dr. REXED (Sweden) and Mr. INGERSOLL (United
States of America), proposed the deletion of sub
paragraph (b) of the text in the draft Protocol.

•
It was decided to delete sub-paragraph (b) by 38 votes

to none, with 6 abstentions.
3. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) suggested that it
would be premature to vote on paragraph 3 before a
decision had been taken on the criteria laid down in
paragraph 4.

Paragraph 3, as amended, was approved by 41 votes to
none, with 2 abstentions.

Paragraphs 4 and 5
4. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, drew attention to the recommendations of
that Committee (E/CONF.58/C.3/L.lO/Add.4) which
had taken the view that it would be preferable to deal
with precursors separately. The words "or is readily
convertible into such a substance" in paragraph 4 would
be deleted and a new paragraph 5 bis would provide that
precursive substances could be included by the Com
mission. on Narcotic Drugs in an additional schedule
to be designated schedule P; a sentence covering the
deletion from that schedule of a precursive substance
previously included in it would be inserted at the end
of paragraph 6.
5. Dr. ALAN (Turkey), speaking as a eo-sponsor of the
proposal for a new text for articles 4 and 5 (E/CONF.58/
CA/L.58), pointed out that he had signified his acceptance
of the English text only. The meaning of the text had
been altered somewhat in the French translation: in
sub-paragraph (I) (a) (i) of paragraph 4, the term used
should be "une dependance" and not "la dependance";
in sub-paragraph (2), the word "medicale" had been
wrongly added after the word "evaluation", and the use
of the same. word after the word "therapeutique" was
tautological.
6. The CHAIRMAN noted that the other sponsors were
in agreement; he therefore considered himself justified
in ruling that the discussion would be based on the
French text, amended in accordance with the Turkish
representative's wishes.
7. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America),
introducing the newtext,explained that it was the result of
long discussion and had been repeatedly re-cast. The
shortcomings of the original text of paragraphs 4 and 5
(E/4785, chap. 111), which followed the corresponding
text of the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs,
and under which the Commission 'on Narcotic Drugs
must either accept or reject WHO recommendations,had
already been the subject of a lively discussion at the
Commission's first special session, and the revised draft

Protocol had taken account of the opinions and criticisms
advanced at that time, particularly with regard to the
respective responsibilities of WHO and of the Commis- '\
sion, The new text had been formulated with a view to
defining the responsibilities of WHO still more clearly,
while giving the necessary flexibility to the Commission
for the inclusion of substances in the various schedules.

8. Under the terms of paragraph 5, the Commission
would be able, while leaving to WHO the medical and
scientific responsibility which properly belonged to it,
to take into account the economic, social, legal, adminis
trative and other factors it might consider relevant, and
if necessary to seek further information from WHO or I

from other appropriate sources. In his opinion, the
formula did not mean that the Commission would be
precluded from discussing medical or scientific matters
relating to the control of a substance. For example, if
a member of the Commission had relevant medical or
scientific information which was not dealt with in the
WHO assessment, it could and should be discussed in
the Commission, which might in turn decide to ask WHO
for further comment or clarification.
9. In paragraph 4, the Working Group had attempted

. to deal in a more satisfactory way with the important
question of abuse. The aim had been to strike a balance
between the need not to overload the control system by
imposing control on new substances merely because of
the capacity for a liability to abuse, and the need to
preclude any danger that control measures might not
be taken until after widespread abuse of a substance had \
arisen. The drafters of the text thought the balance had .
to be found by means of the phrase "evidence that the
substanceis being or is likelyto be abused". But that was
not the only text; the abuse must be linked to a public- "
health and socialproblem justifyinginternational control;
In line with the recommendations of WHO, the idea of
"dependence" had been introduced. Many substances
caused the characteristics listed in paragraph 2 (a) (i),
but did not induce .•epeated use characterized by
want or need. Thus, the concept of dependence was an
essential part of the definition. The inclusion of that
concept did not limit the scope of the instrument, since
there could still be a finding that a particular substance
produced abuse and ill effects similar to those produced
by substances already included in the schedules, without
any proof of dependence being required. Lastly, it had
beendeemedadvisableto refer, in addition to disturbances
in perception, thinking, mood or behaviour, to dis
turbances in motor function which occurred, for instance,
when certain psychotropic substances were ingested
together with an alcoholic beverage.

10. If the amendment were adopted, paragraph 6 of
article 2 and paragraph 4 of article 2 bis, alreadyadopted,
would need to be revised.

11. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) said that, from the purely
technical standpoint, her delegation was not altogether
satisfied with the text of the amendment. However, since
itclearly specified the respective responsibilities of WHO
and the Commission and since it made full provision for
the flexibility required of an international. instrument,
her delegationhad decided to become one of the sponsors
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and trusted that the final adoption of the Protocol would
be facilitated as a result. -'. ,
12. Mr. ANAND (India) said he welcomed the new
text; it was a great improvement on the previous version,
and gave priority to WHO in the. assessment of sub
stances. He had, however, some misgivings about the
significance of the word "or" used between sub-sub-para
graphs (a) and (b)" of sub-paragraph (1) in paragraph 4.
The eo-sponsors had thought it necessary to separate sub
sub-paragraph (a) from sub-sub-paragraph (b) by the word
"or" instead ofjoining them together by the word "and",
thus creating two independent criteria instead of only one,
with the consequent risk of great confusion. He accord
jngly proposed the replacement of "or" by "and" at the
end of sub-sub-paragraph (a).
13. Dr. REXED (Sweden) expressed his delegation's
satisfaction with the new text. It was quite normal that
WHO should not have the same role in the draft Protocol
as in the Single Convention, inasmuch as the former
covered a very large number of substances, many of them
new and others yet to be discovered. In those circum
stances, it was essential that the respective responsibilities
ofWHO and ofthe Commission should be clearly defined.
That was the object" of paragraph 5, which recognized
WHO's competence in scientific and medical matters and
ascribed determinative value to its assessments, which
would enable the Commission to have an over-all view of
the problem and take decisions, with a full knowledge
of the facts, in the economic, social, legal or adminis
trative context. There was no need to fear that the role
of WHO would become too important, as certain dele
gations seemed to do, since its communications repre
sented the conclusions of a majority of experts; actually,
what paragraph 5 sought to establish were the conditions
for a dialogue between WHO and the Commission, and
for a fruitful exchange of information and research
findings between the two.
14. With regard to paragraph 4, the meaning of the
word "dependence" was perfectly clear in the context
of the clinical experience that had been acquired and of
the progress which was being continually made in that
connexion.
15. With regard to the Indian representative's proposal
that "or" be replaced by "and" at the end of sub-sub
paragraph (a), he thought it wiser to retain the text as
it stood, GO as to leave the possibility open of choosing
between the criteria. In view of the number of substances
and the difficulty of establishing distinctions between
them, it would in some cases be dangerous to base deci
sions on a similarity between their ill effects and those
of the substances included in the various schedules.
16. In conclusion, he stressed the preventive value that
the Protocol should have in face of the growing risks of
abuse. It was the purpose of the Protocol, specifically,
to anticipate the possible development of the situation
and the ways of remedying it. In that respect, the in
formation given by WHO would be of the greatest as
sistance.
17. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
criticised the new text as not defining clearly enough the
respective importance of each body; the original text of

the draft Protocol was much clearer in that respect. The
main thing was to strike a balance between the functions
of the two international bodies in such a way that neither
of them took precedence over the other.
18. Many other criticisms could be made of the text.
For example, the word "dependence", used in the
English, French and Spanish texts as a synonym for
addiction, was inadequate and might lead to confusion
in the case of substances such as insulin. Furthermore,
it was unnecessary to list all the symptoms mentioned
in sub-sub-paragraph (a) (ii) in the text of a general
international instrument. It was for the WHO experts
to consider the extent to which such symptoms could
be used as criteria.
19. Lastly, the wording of article 2 should be carefully
revised with the help of the WHO representative.
20. Dr. FATTORUSSO (World Health Organization)
said that technically the new text of paragraph 4 was an
improvement on the original text. With regard to para
graph 5, WHO hoped that the text adopted by -the
Conference would enable it to collaborate more closely
with the Commission in applying the measures laid down
in the Protocol.
21. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said that the new text pro
vided a clearer and more specific formulation that the
original text of the Protocol and made for more effective
control. The first part of paragraph 4 listed specifically
the characteristics of the stimulant and depressant action
of the psychotropic substances on the central nervous
system and the effects and disturbances they produced',
also the potentiality of their misuse. The second' part was
rightly based on the degree of seriousness of the public
health and social problem resulting from that- misuse
and on the degree of usefulness of the substances in
medical therapy. Indisputably, the body qualified with
respect to the scientific and technical aspects. of thfj
problem was WHO, whose participation was essential
to the decisions the Commission was to take. The role
of both 'bodies was well defined in paragraph 5, in fact,
with neither body being given precedence at the other's
expense, but its due functions were allotted to WHO.
That organization, within the United Nations system
and in the light of its constitutional structure and res
ponsibilities, was on account of its competence, the body
for co-ordinating and centralizing information and for
giving advice and assistance to countries and to other
international bodies. That concept was incorporated in
the procedure provided for in paragraph 5, together with
other criteria-socio-economic, legal and administrative
-to which the Commission would refer in the course of
the consideration of the problem.

. 22. Referring to the Indian representative's proposal,
he said that the advantage of the new text as it stood was
that it enabled complementary criteria to be considered
jointly or severally. He felt that the Indian amendment
introduced a certain exclusivity as between the various
situations enumerated.
23. He saw no objection to the use of the word "de
pendence". 011 the contrary, he thought its use was
justified and that it should be retained in the text, because
it described a state well known and defined in pathology..

..
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24. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) was disturbed by
the apparent focusing.of the provisions of the new text
on the liability ofa substance to abuse rather than on
actual public-health and social problems.
25. He questioned the use of "or" instead of "and" in
paragraph 4 (1) (b), which seemed to introduce a third
criterion.
26. Referring more particularly to paragraph 5, the
United Kingdom delegation did not wish to engage in
controversy about the respective spheres of competence
of WHO and the Commission. The essential requirement
was to find a text which would allow not only the parti
cipants in the Conference but all Governments concerned
to understand the workings of the Commission's decision
making machinery. If it were desired to restrict the
Commission's powers, it should be possible to devise a
series of provisos defining its discretion in .relation to
particular schedules. What disturbed his delegation was
the failure of paragraph 5 to give any ciear picture of the
real scope of the Commission's powers or the process of
reckoning by which it would have to come to its con
clusions.
27. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) regarded the new
wording of paragraph 4 as an improvement on the text
of the draft Protocol. In paragraph 5, the respective
roles of the Commission and WHO were defined
with a degree of clarity sufficient to provide guidance in
their work and to ensure fruitful collaboration between
them.
28. However, he was opposed to the Indian repre
sentative's amendment, because it would limit WHO's
scope of action.
29. Dr. DANNER (Federal Republic of Germany)
endorsed the Canadian representative's views but con
sidered that substances in schedule IV should not feature
in the Protocol, and hence not in article 2 either.
30. M" ~ERECEDA ARANCIBJA (Chile) whole
heartedly ,. "~.t>ported the new text. .
31. Mr. OVTCHAROV(Bulgaria) agreed with the Soviet
Union representative that th.e criteria listed in para
graph 4 were likely to lead to confusion. The symptoms
they described, such as central-nervous-system stimulation
or depression, might be due to other than psychotropic
substances such 2S cortisone. Furthermore, paragraph 5
failed to provide a clear definition of the relationships
between WHO and the Commission, which were much
more clearly formulated in the original text of the draft
Protocol.
32. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
proposed to reply at a later stage to the various objections
to the text, but wished to point out forthwith that the
original text of sub-paragraph (1) (b)' had indeed con
tained the word "and". A typing error had occurred.
33. The CHAIRMAN"said he was taking note of that
statement, which applied to all four language versions.
34. Mr. BARONA LOBATO (Mexico), stressing the
capital importance of article 2 in setting up machinery
flexible enough to cover any substances which might be
discovered in the future, proposed that, in order to
prevent the parties from being bound by a decision

taken by a very few members of the Commission, the
concluding words of the first sentence in paragraph 5
should be amended to read: "The Commission may
decide by a majority of three-quarters of the members
present and voting to add the substance to schedule I,
11, III or IV".
35. The CHAIRMAN invited the Mexican represen
tative, in the special circumstances, to communicate to
the Secretariat in writing the text of his amendment,
which might be discussed at the next meeting.
36. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
expressed surprise at the fact that an article as vital as
article 2 should be considered so hurriedly by the Com
mittee, whereas quite subsidiary points had been dis
cussed at great length in working groups.
37. The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Committee had
devoted three meetings, held nearly a month earlier, to
a preliminary examination of the article; it was precisely
because of its importance that it had decided to defer any
decision so that delegations should have ample time to
reach agreement.

The meeting rose at 5.15 p.m.

TWENTY-FIFfH MEETING

Thursday, 11 February 1971, at 2.55 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropliz
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotiic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social CouncU
resolution 1474 (XLVllI) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (continued)

(E/4785, chap. DI)

ARTICLE 2
(SCOPE OF CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES) (continued)

(E/CONF.58/C.4/L.58 and Add.I)

Paragraphs 4 and 5
1. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
drew attention to paragraph 211 of the report of the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs on its twenty-third
session,' which stated that, although it recognized that
the terminology proposed by the WHO Expert Com
mittee on Drug Dependence facilitated the pharmaco
logical and clinical differentiation of types of drug
dependence, the Commission did not agree to the replace
ment of the term "drug addiction" by the term "drug
dependence", because the former term was more suited
for administrative application. In the joint amendment
to article 2, paragraphs 4 and 5 (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.58),

1 Official Records 0/ the Economic and Social Council, Forty
sixth Session, document E/4606/Rev.l.
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the. term "dependence" was presumably a technical one,
used in a clinical and physiologlcalsense, and he would
not insist on its being substituted for the term "addiction"
throughout the Protocol. The term used in sub-paragraph
(1) (a) (i) of the Russian text of paragraph 4 was satis
factory.
2. In order to make the wording of the amendment a
little clearer, he proposed that, in sub-paragraph (1) (a)
(ii) of paragraph 4, the word "or" after the word "de
pression" should be replaced by the words "resulting in"
and that the words "motor function" should be trans
posed to follow the word "behaviour". In sub-paragraph
(1) (b), the word "or" should be replaced by the word
"and". In sub-paragraph (2), the word "sufficient" should
be inserted before the word "evidence". In paragraph 5,
the words "having special regard for" should be replaced
by "taking into account".
3. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
accepted the USSR sub-amendments.
4. As one of the sponsors of the amendment, he ex
plained that the purpose of paragraph 5 was to achieve a
proper balance between the functions of WHO and those
of the Commission. Medical and scientific' assessments
must be carried out by WHO, whose communications
the Commission was bound to take into account, The
Commission need not, however, follow a course sug
gested by WHO if there were overriding considerations
against it.
S. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) said that the text of
paragraphs 4 and 5 in the origina! draft Protocol was
clearer, but to facilitate a compromise he was prepared
to accept the joint amendment. The use of the word
"dependence", which appeared for the first time in the
Protocol, would, however, create difficulties, particularly
in countries that did not use one of the United Nations
official languages. The term had no precise scientific
meaning, and was usually qualified by reference to the
substance on which the person concerned was dependent.

6. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said that the USSR
sub-amendments went far towards removing his dele
gation's misgivings about paragraph 4.
7. Dr. WALSHE (Australia) said that the USSR sub
amendments were acceptable.
8. Dr. OLGUfN (Argentina) said that WHO had an
essential part to play in determining which substances
should be placed in the various schedules. He welcomed
the USSR sub-amendments, which did not affect the
substance.
9. Mr. ANAND (India) said that the joint amendment
as amended by the USSR was an improvement on the
original text and he would support it. Under paragraph 5,
WHO remained the principal organ for medical and
scientific assessments.
10. He had misgivings about the word "or" at the end
of sub-paragraph (1) (a) (ii) of paragraph 4, which meant
that for substances to be placed in a schedule the con
ditions in sub-sub-paragraph (a) or in sub-sub-paragraph
(b) must be met but not the conditions of both. That
seemed to go far beyond what had been contemplated
in the draft Protocol. It would appear from the

present text of the amendment that because a substance
like opium produced central-nervous-system stimulation

. or depression, was likely to be abused and was a public
health and social problem it could be placed in one of
the schedules of the Protocol. As there was no absolute
definition of a psychotropic substance in article 1,
confusion would arise and decisions as to which sub
stances should be included in the schedules' might be
arbitrary, Under the original text ofarticle 2, a substance
was to be placed in one of the schedules if it produced
central-nervous-system stimulation, etc., and similar ill
effects to those produced by substances in schedules I to
IV; but now it could be placed in a schedule irrespective
of the type of abuse it produced or its effects. Unless it
was the general feeling of the Committee that the scope
of the original text should be widened and the word "or"
should be maintained, he would propose that it be
replaced by the word "and".
11. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) agreed with the USSR
sub-amendments.
12. He did not look forward to the task of having to
explain to his Government what was meant by the term
"dependence".
13. He would be interested to know what kind of
recommendations on control measures were envisaged
in sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 4.
14. Dr. REXED (Sweden) said that the USSR sub
amendments were acceptable; he interpreted the amend
ment to paragraph 5 as meaning that WHO retained
its authority and responsibility as the United Nations
technical body responsible for medical and scientific
assessments.
15. He did not believe that the Indian representative
had drawn the correct conclusion from the wording of
sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 4. There was no reason
why substances coming under the 1961 Single Convention
on Narcotic Drugs should also be included in the sche
dules of the Protocol. It would be remembered that his
delegation's efforts in favour of extending the scope
of the Single Convention so that it would apply to other
groups of substances had failed. As it was impossible to
!~resee what substances would make their appearance
ID the future, the Protocol should be so formulated as
to be capable of application to new substances.
16. It might be wiser not to attempt a definition of the
term "dependence".
17. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States' of America)
explained to the Yugoslav representative that the phrase
at the end of sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 4 had been
drafted in a general way intentionally to cover any
recommendations, for example, about the placing of

.a substance in a certain schedule, or other measures
legally permissible under the Protocol.
18. Mr. TOFFOLI (Italy) said that to replace "or" by
"and" at the end of sub-paragraph (1) (a) (ii) would
seriously weaken paragraph 4 and would mean that all
the conditions set out in sub-paragraph (1) would have
to be met for the provision to apply. .
19. Mr. ASHFORTH (New Zealand) said that it would
be difficult to explain the meaning of the term "de
pendence".

...
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20.. Mr.: SUNG HYUN (Republic of .Korea) said that
the. joint. .amendment was acceptable and there should
be no difficulty over the term "dependence".

'I.'hejoint amendment (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.58 andAdd.1),
as amended by the sub-amendments of the USSR, was
adopted by 41votes to none, with 3 abstentions. .

Paragraphs 4 bis and 5 bis (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.61;
E/CONF.58/C.3/L.IO/Add.4) .

21. Dr. ALAN (Turkey), introducing his delegation's
amendment (E/CONF~58/C.4/L.61) said that its aim
was to secure the placing of precursors in schedule P,
and that it filled a gap in the Protocol. According to his
text, WHO would initiate the procedure.

2~.· Commenting on the Technical Committee's text
for a newparagraph 5 bis (E/CONF.58/C.3/L.I0/Add.4),
he criticized the use of the word "purchased". Neither
the Single Convention .nor the revised draft Protocol
contained any provision requiring WHO or the Com..
mission to deal with purchase for use in illicit manu
facture..

23. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, said that in the Committee's opinion the
range of possible precursors was so wide that it. was
neither possible noradvisable to attempt a definition, and
consequently the definition proposed in its report was
purely formal. In its proposed text for a new paragraph
5 bis, 'the Committee had tried to reduce the problem to
manageable proportions. The responsibility for seeingthat
precursorswere not used for illicit manufacture lay with
the parties, and the Committee had not prescribed any
mandatory control measures, nor had it attempted to
indicate what WHO's role should be, because at the stage
when the text was being prepared, paragraphs 4 and 5
had not been discussed by the Committee on Control
Measures.

24. Speaking as the representative of Sweden, he said'
that the Turkish amendment might have been simplified.
It seemed to contemplate controls over a very wide range
ofsubstances, even all possible precursors. He questioned
whether that was advisable. .

25. Dr. BOLeS (Hungary) said that at the 'end of 'its
report the Technical Committee set out its conclusions
about precursors. It considered that WHO would have
difficulty in making recommendations concerning pre
cursors, because little was known about the number used
in the chemical industry and about the real dangers of
illicit traffic. '

26. Mr. KOCH (Denmark) -said he was in general
agreement with the Technical Committee's text for
paragraph 5 bis. The meaning of the word "other" was
not clear, however, since the simple act of placing, pre
cursors in schedule P was not a measure of control.

27. Under 'Danish law, his Government would have to
publish the. name of any precursor placed in scheduleP,
and it might have-to do so before introducing control
measures, so that persons wishing to acquire such sub
stances -for illicit use would obtain prior information.
01'1 the other hand, if the Commission notified .a finding
by letter to the Secretary-General, who would transmit

it to .all parties, then .Governments would not be forced
to publish the notification.'
28.. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) said that his amendment
followed the lines of the 'latter part of paragraph 4 in the
joint amendmerit that had just been adopted,
29. Dr. BABAIAN (Union ofSoviet Socialist Republics)
said he had no difficulty in accepting the Turkish dele
gation's amendment, which was similar to that of the
Technical Committee.
30. The question of precursors was important, but so
far no provision concerning the control measures to
be applied to schedule P had been considered;nor had the
Conference considered in which articles reference should
be made to schedule P.
31., Dr. WALSHE (Australia) said her delegation was
in general agreement with the,substance of the,Turkish
amendment; its intention was exactly the same as that
of the Technical Committee's proposal, and its wording
was preferable, being simple and comprehensive. She
considered, however, that the words "can be" in the
Turkish amendment were too broad in meaning; they
should be replaced by the words "is being".
32. The words "purchased for" in the Technical Com
mittee's draft were unnecessary.
33. The Danish representative's argument concerning
the publication of the names of precursors and the
danger of stimulating interest in them was not valid, 'and
would apply to the publication of the schedules them
selves. ' , " ...

34~ With reference to the point raised by 'the USSR
representative, she said that the Technical Committee had
suggested that an amendment to article 11 should deal
with the proposed c.ontrols over substances in schedule P.. "

35. Mr. BEEDLE (United' Kingdom) drew attention to
the last foot-note in the Technical Committee's report,
which set out the United Kingdom's position. The
problem of precursors was highly complex and the pro
vision proposed 'in the new paragraph 5 bis 'was not a
practical proposition at the present stage of knowledge.
It might be possible at some future time to widen the
scope of the Protocol to cover precursors. '

36. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, stressed that the basic control'activity would
really be a warning issued to the parties by the Com
mission when it was found that a precursor of a psycho
tropic substance was being used iIlicitly. As indicated by
the Technical Committee, the Commission might also
apply article 11, paragraph 2, to a precursor as a matter
of' international obligation..

~7. Dr.. 'oLGUfN (Argentina) supported the 'Tqrkish
proposal for a new paragraph 4 his; the introduction of
a schedule P was necessary as a means of ensuring that
substances capable ofgiving rise to problems on a national
scale could be brought under control, since it would be
possible to include in it the substances defined' as. pre
cursors. A real warning system would thus be available
for Governments to make use of as they saw fit.

38. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that, while it might be useful to draw the parties' 'attention
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46. In reply to a question by Dr. REXED (Sweden),
Dr. FATTORUSSO (World Health Organization) drew
attention to the conclusions on precursors of psycho
tropic substances in the seventeenth report of the Expert
Committee, and said that WHO would be prepared to
make recommendations for control measures regarding
precursors, if requested. .
47. Dr. REXED (Sweden), Chairman of the Technical
Committee, said that there would be no need to consider
that Committee's proposal for paragraph 5 bis if the
Turkish representative was willing to replace the words
"can be" in his proposal by the words "is being", and to
delete the words "together with recommendations on
control measures, if any, that would be appropriate in
the light of those findings".
48. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) said he agreed to those changes.
49. Dr. BABAIAN(UnionofSoviet Socialist Republics)
said it was very difficult to form an opinion on the pro
posals relating to precursors without knowing what
control measures were envisaged for those substances.
50. Dr. REXED (Sweden) cited the example of phenyl
acetone, which could be easily converted into amphe
tamines and was being used ilIegally for that purpose
in Sweden. His Governm.ent had placed it under the
same control regime as poisons, so that only licensed
dealers could sell it. Under the system now under dis
cussion, upon a substance being placed 'in schedule P,
each party would adopt national measures of its own
choice.

The United Kingdom proposal that the Protocol should
not contain any provision on precursors was adopted by
21 votes to 9, with 12 abstentions.
51. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that, although the Turkish proposal was in principle
acceptable to his delegation, he had abstained from
voting on the United Kingdom proposal, because it was
not clear what substances would be covered, or what types
of control were contemplated.

Paragraph 6
52. The CHAIRMAN said that, in the opinion of the
Legal Adviser, the wording of paragraph 6 would require
some consequential changes following the adoption of the
new text of paragraphs 4 and 5. It would therefore be
referred to the Drafting Committee.

Twenty-Mth meeting-ll FebruRI'Y 1971

:1 World Health Organization, Technical Report Series, 1970,
No. 437, p.21 (sect. 4.7).

to the problem of precursors actually being used to pro
duce psychotropic substances, any recommendation by ,
the 'Commisston regarding control measures should be
made subject to the concurrence of the Government
concerned. He doubted, however, the practical utility
of the provisions. .
39. Mr. KUSEVIC (Executive Secretary of the Con
ference) pointed out that, in the case of psychotropic
substances, the number of precursors would run into
thousands, if they were defined as in the Turkish amend
ment; moreover, most of them would call for a simpler
control system than that embodied in the various articles
of the Protocol.
40. Dr. BERTSCHINGER (Switzerland) said that his
delegation was in principle favourable to a scheme such
as that proposed by the Technical Committee and the
Turkish delegation. The problem of precursors was a
very complex one and it would be difficult to cover all
the possibilities. In any case, he pointed out that the
WHO Expert Committee's, definition in its seventeenth
report ("chemical precursors, capable of relatively simple
transformation into dependence-producing drugs" 2) was
somewhat different from the Technical Committee's.
41. Dr. GOTHOSKAR (India) drew attention to the
first foot-note in the Technical Committee's report
indicated by a single asterisk, in which it was stated that
the Technical Committee had considered that the pro
cedure for precursors should· be the same as for psycho
tropic substances. If the words "can be used" were
replaced by "is being used" and the reference to WHO
recommendations for control measures were deleted,
the Turkish proposal would be in line with the provisions
just adopted-for example, paragraph 4 of article 2-for
psychotropic substances.
42. Mr. SEMKEN (United Kingdom) said it was the
very essence of the Technical Committee's proposal that
it contemplated bringing a precursor under control only
if it was actually being purchased from the legitimate
trade in order to be used for the illicit trade. Since it
would be possible to make recommendations for pre
cursors even in the absence of any specific provisions on
the subject, he proposed that no reference to those
substances should be included in the Protocol at all.
43. Mr. NIKOLIC (yugoslavia) said that, in view of
the complexity of the question ofprecursors, he supported
that proposal.
44. Dr. ALAN (Turkey) pointed out that ecgonine,
although not itself a narcotic drug, had been placed in PARAGRAPHS 7 AND 8 OF ARTICLE 2 AND THE NEW ARTICLEschedule I of the Single Convention because it could be 15 bis (MEASURES BY THE ,BOARD TO ENSPRE THEconverted into cocaine. So far as the precursors of EXECUTION OF PROVISIONS OF THE PROTOCOL) (Elpsychotropic substances were concerned, it had never CONF.58JC.4JL.55, E/CONF.58/C.4JL.60 and Corr.l)been suggested that thousands of such substances should .. . .be brought under control. The WHO Expert Committee' 53. Mr. ~NAND (India), Chairman of the Workingon Drug Dependence in its seventeenth report had listed Group, said that document E/CONF.58/C.4/L.60 a!1donly three such precursors. Corr.I represent~d a carefully balanced compromise.. between the varIOUS schools of thought. The final45. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said that little was known compromise solution had been worked out on the basisab01.!t any other uses of those t~ree substance~. On.the of a workii, l' paper prepared by the United Stateswhole, he ten.ded to share the VIews of the United King- delegation. t::l
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right of non-acceptance might apply to all schedules, it
should be strongly circumscribed, not only by some basic
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that of the procedure for decision-making by the Com..
mission, for which a three-quarter majority was pro- .,
posed by his delegation as a requirement (EjCONF.58j
C.4jL.55).
61. Under the Working Group's proposal, where a
party could not completely accept the scheduling of a
substance, there was a graduated scale of basic controls
that must always be applied. The list was the same for
substances in schedules I and 11, because they were
considered equally dangerous. The obligation to furnish
statistical reports to the Board under article 14 would not
apply for substances in schedules III and IV; for those
in schedule IV, the medical prescriptions requirement
would not apply either.
62. The limited right of partial acceptance recognized
in the proposal would thus satisfy the rights of parties,
while preserving the obligations of the Protocol; it
constituted a fair and just compromise and represented
the maximum concession for which it could be hoped in his
country to obtain acceptance.
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Thursday, 11 February 1971, at 8.55 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. MABILEAU (France)

Consideration of the revised draft Protocol on Psychotropic .
Substances adopted by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, in accordance with Economic and Social Council
resolution 1474 (XLVIll) of 24 March 1970 (item 11
of the Conference agenda) (concluded)

(E/4785, chap. DI)

The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.

TWENTY-SIXTH (CLOSING) MEETING

ARTICLE 2
(SCOPE OF CONTROL SUBSTANCES) (concluded)

(EjCONF.S8jC.4/L.60 and Corr.l)

Paragraphs 7 and 8 (concluded)
1. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said his delegation would have difficulty in accepting
sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 7, since it failed to
differentiate between schedules I and II. The substances
in the former had no therapeutic value and were more
dangerous than those in the latter; it would therefore be
inappropriate to allow the same degree of relaxation of
control for both groups. Furthermore, as far as sched-
ule 11 was concerned, it might be inadvisable to relax
controls too much because the schedule might eventually
include many more substances than at present.
2. He drew attention to the proposals recorded in foot
notes 1 and 5 and asked that those foot-notes should
appear in the text submitted to the plenary Conference.
3. Mr. ANISCHENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic) endorsed the USSR representative's request.

control measures-graduated according to the various
schedules-both national and international, which the
non-accepting party should, in any case, apply to a given
substance or substances, but also by the conferment on the
International Narcotics Control Board of the right to
ask for explanations from the non-accepting party and
to take corrective action to ensure that the aims of the
Protocol were not seriously endangered. The Working
Group had also considered that such corrective action
should be taken by the Board, not only where a party
exercised the right of non-acceptance under paragraph 7
of article 2, but also in respect of the application of other
provisions of the Protocol. The Working Group had
therefore recommended to the Committee on Control
Measures the introduction, as an integral part of the
compromise solution, of a separate article-article 15 bts
'-based on article 14 of the Single Convention.
55. It should be clearly understood that the right of non
acceptance did not apply to substances that were al
ready in the schedules when a State became a party to
the Protocol, but only to any additions 01" transfers of
psychotropic substances from one schedule to another
that might be made after it became a party.
56. The compromise solution was applicable if the right
of non-acceptance was to extend to substances in sched
ules I and 11 also. Certain representatives were, however,
against the extension of that right to substances in
schedules I and 11 and had therefore reserved their posi
tion in regard to paragraph. 7 (a) of the proposed text.
Certain representatives had reserved their position in
regard to some other provisions of the proposed text
also. All those reservations were indicated in foot-notes.
57. The Working Group had considered that paragraph
8 ofarticle 2 ofthe revised draft Protocol did not need any
change.
58. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America)
recalled that his Government had consistently maintained
that the Protocol should include a right ofnon-acceptance,
and that the right must be absolute and apply to all the
schedules. It was clear that the right should only be
exercised in exceptional circumstances, but its recognition
was essential to many countries because of the broad
range of substances covered by the Protocol.
59. Precedents could be found for the scheme propo
sed by the Working Group in such provisions as articles
21 and. 22 of the Constitution of WHO and certain
provisions of the International Convention for the Regu
lation of Whaling; the position taken was that an inter
national decision should be fully binding only "n those
countries that did not register an objection within a

, specified period. The inclusion of such a provision in the
Protocol would reassure legislative bodies called upon
to approve ratification, and enable them to accept more
readily the far-reaching powers which the Protocol would
confer upon the Commission.
60. That recognition of the right of partial acceptance
-'a more correct description than "non-acceptance",
since certain basic controls would always ].~Dly-was one
of the three key issues of the Protocol for his Government.
The other two were: first, the issue just settled by the
approval of paragraphs 4 and 5 of article 2, and, second,

- '+,..
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Socialist Republic) supported the USSR representative.
14. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) said that his delegation
found the article unacceptable.
15. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee
should adopt the same procedure with regard to article
15 his as it had with respect to paragraphs 7 and 8 of
article 2.

It was so agreed.

ARTICLE 14 his
(FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMISSION)

(E/CONF.58/C.4fL·55)
16. Mr. MILLER (United States of America) said his
delegation considered that, in view of the type of decision
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs would be called upon
to take, provision should be made in the Protocol for a
voting procedure which would leave no room for doubt
that decisions had been taken with a high degree of
responsibility. His delegation was accordingly proposing
(E/CONF.58/C.4/L.55) that decisions u;,ken by the Com
mission under articles 2 and 2 his should be taken by a
three-fourths majority of the members ofthe Commission.
17. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that, as far as he was aware, there was no precedent
in international treaties for a three-fourths majority vote.
Moreover, a problem might be created by adopting a
provision of such a nature, since the Commission's rules
of procedure were those of the functional commissions
of the Economic and Social Council. It might be wiser
to postpone consideration of the matter to enable dele
gations to consider the implications.
18. The CHAIRrv.lAN said that the only way ofenabling
consultation to take place would be to suspend the
meeting for a brief period.
19. Dr. MARTENS (Sweden) said that the United
States proposal was unacceptable to his delegation,
which had agreed to much for the sake of compromise in
connexion with the right of non-acceptance, and it was
most unlikely that it would be able to persuade the
Swedish Government to accept further compromise on
article 2.
20. Mr. ANAND (India) said he did not think that there
was any precedent in international treaties for decisions
by three-fourths majority; in the case of the Commission,
such a requirement would mean that any decision could
be blocked by seven members. However, a distinction was
made in the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs
between decisions relating to the normal work" of the
Board, which required a simple majority, and those
involving the good name ofa Government, which required

. a two-thirds majority. A similar distinction might be made
in the Protocol in the case ofdecisions by the Commission
affecting the obligations of Governments. A reasonable
compromise might be to require a two-thirds majority
for decisions taken by the Commission under articles 2
and 2 his.
21. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that if both the
right of non-acceptance of the Commission's decisions
and a requirement that decisions had to be taken by a
three-fourths majority of members of the Commission

Twenty-sixth (closing) meeting-ll FeXuary 1911

ARTICLE 15 his
(MEASURES BY THE BOARD TO ENSURE THE EXECUTION OF

PROVISIONS OF THE PROTOCOL)
(E/CONF.58/C.4/L.60 and Corr.I)

12. Dr. BABAIAN(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
drew attention to foot-note 6 and asked that it should
be transmitted to the Conference. His delegation found
paragraphs 1 and 2 unacceptable because they could lead
to pressure being exerted on States which were not parties
to the Protocol. It was inconsistent to allow such a
possibility unless the Protocol was to be open to all
States, but that was not to be the case.
13. Mr. ANISCHENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic) and Mr. TSYBENKO (Ukrainian Soviet

4. The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee would
no doubt decide that the text submitted to the plenary .
Conference should contain the foot-notes at present
appearing in the document.
5. Mr. SHEEN (Australia)' reserved his delegation's
position with regard to sub-paragraph(a) of paragraph 7.
6. Mr. HOOGWI.\TER (Netherlands) said his delegation
would be unable to agree to a right of non-acceptance
for substances in schedules I and n. The products at
present concerned were very dangerous and should be
strictly controlled; moreover, the schedules might be
enlarged in the future. Also, the proposed paragraph 7
could lead to the anomaly of the less dangerous of two
substances being more strictly controlled in one country
than the more dangerous of them was in another.
7. Dr. AZARAKHCH (Iran) agreed that substances as
dangerous as those in schedules I and n should be
strictly controlled. His delegation's viewofsub-paragraph
(a) of paragraph 7 was expressed in foot-note 2.
8. Mr. CHAPMAN (Canada) said he was thinking
ahead to drugs of high therapeutic value which might
be developed in the future. A country where a particular
drug proved of great value to medicine and was not
abused might be seriously handicapped if it had to stop
using that drug just because it was abused in another
country. The right of non-acceptance should therefore
exist in respect of all schedules, and his delegation
therefore welcomed paragraphs 7 and 8.
9. Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that his delegation's
attitude to sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 7 was re
flected in foot-note 2. There was no justification for a
right ofnon-acceptance in respect ofschedule I substances.
10. Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) said that his delegation's
view of sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 7 was likewise
expressed in foot-note 2.
11. After an exchange of views in which Mr. SHEEN
(Australia), Dr. BOLCS (Hungary) and Dr. BABAIAN
(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) took part, the
CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee might agree
that the text of article 2, paragraphs 7 and 8, as proposed
in document E/CONF.58/C.4/L.60 and Corr.l, should
be transmitted to the plenary Conference together with
the foot-notes and a statement to the effect that the
Committee had examined the document.

It was so agreed.
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were included in the Protocol, the whole purpose of the
instrument would be undermined.
22. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) said he thought
the right of non-acceptance was irrelevant to the issue
under consideration. In taking decisions in respect of
narcotic drugs; the Commission had only to consider
pharmaceutical and scientific factors, whereas in taking
decisions relating to the psychotropic substances, it would
also have to consider social and political factors and the
question of selecting measures of control. There was
much to be said for fixingsome voting ratio to give parties
the feeling that the Commission's decisions had been
taken with authority. It would discourage frivolous
appeals to the Council, and avoid a situation arising in
which decisions by simple majority of those present and
voting might be taken by non-parties to the Protocol.
He strongly supported the Indian representative's
suggestion. -
23. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
that, since it was obvious that the United States proposal
was not acceptable, his delegation was prepared to accept
the Indian proposal to replace the words "three-fourths"
in paragraph 2 by "two-thirds", on the understanding
that two..thirds meant two-thirds of all the members of
the Commission.
• The Indian proposal was adopted.
24. Mr. ANAND (India) asked whether it was the
intention in paragraph 1 of the proposed new article that
the functions of the Commission should be limited in
comparison with those it had under the Single Convention.
If that was not so, then the functions listed in article 8
of the Single Convention should be suitably adapted and
included in paragraph 1.
25. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States of America) said
his delegation had no intention of limiting the functions
of the Commission; it was surely obvious that the list of
functions in paragraph 1 was not exhaustive. He had no
objection to mentioning all the functions of the Commis
sion in the paragraph, but it seemed hardly necessary to
do so.
26. Mr. BEEDLE (United Kingdom) suggested that
paragraph 1 should be approved as it stood at the present
stage. An alternative, more comprehensive wording
could then be submitted for consideration by the plenary
Conference. .
27. Mr. KlRCA (Turkey) said he favoured a combi
nation of the present wording of paragraph 1 with some
of the provisions of article 8 of the Single Convention.
He found the United Kingdom representative's suggestion
acceptable.
~8. Dr.BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
supported the Indian .representative's suggestion.
29. Dr. FATTORUSSO (World Health Organization)
pointed out that "possibilities of improving the methods
of preventing and combating the abuse of psychotropic
substances" wer'" also functions of WHO and other
specialized agencies,
30. Mt. ANAND (India) said that. in view of that
co:mment, he would suggest that the Com:mittee should
vote on a paragraph 1 which ended with the word "Pro-

tocol". An amendment dealing with the content of the
remainder of the paragraph could then be submitted to .,
the Conference. - .

31. Mr. INGERSOLL (United States ofAmerica) said
he could accept that suggestion. _

It was so agreed.
Paragraph 1 of article 14 bis (E/CONF.58/C.4/L.55),

as thus amended, wqs approved by 39 votes to 1, with
1 abstention.
32. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) proposed that the last sentence
of paragraph 2 should be deleted. Decisions of the
Commission should normally be taken by a simple '
majority of members present and voting, and it was
unnecessary to include a sentence to that effect.
33: Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that, before voting on the paragraph, he would like
to know whether the Conference was competent to take
decisions affecting the rules ofprocedure of the functional
commissions of the Council.
34. The CHAIRMAN invited the Legal Adviser to the
Conference to comment on two points: the precise
meaning of the term "two-thirds majority", and the
competence of the Conference to .adopt a decision
affecting the rules of procedure of the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs.
35. Mr. WATTLES-(Legal Adviser to the Conference)
said that a careful distinction must be made between a
two-thirds majority of all members of a body and a two- ,
thirds majority of members present and voting. In the
former case, even if several members of a' body were .
not attending a meeting at which a decision was taken,
they were nevertheless taken into account when the
majority required was calculated.
36. Any decision taken by the Conference in relation to
voting rules in the Commission on Narcotic Drugs would
come before the Council when it considered whether or
not to assume the function assigned to it underthe Protocol.
In order to forecast what action the Council might take,
however, a more thorough study of precedents than
could be made in Vienna would be required. To reply
satisfactorily to the question, he would be obliged to
consult the Legal Counsel of the United Nations, who
would reply on behalf of the Secretary-General.
37. Dr. BABAIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
said that the rules of procedure of the Commission,
having been adopted first, prevailed over any provisions
that might be included in the Protocol. Moreover, there
was a difference between the Board, which had been
created by treaty to serve -the Commission, and the
Commission, which was a body of elected government
representatives. If he was not mistaken, the rules of
procedure ofthe Board might be amended by a subsequent
treaty, but those of the Commissioncould only be amended
by the body which had drawn them up, namely the
Council.
38. Mr. WATTLES (Legal Adviser to the Conference)
observed that under rule -36 of the rules of procedure of
the Conference a motion calling for a decision on the
competence of the Conference to discuss any matter could
be proposed. It was true that the Board had been created
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40. Mr. ANAND (India) pointed out that several
provisions in the draft Protocol placed obligations on
different bodies, such as WHO. The question arose of
the Conference's competence in that respect, too.
41. Mr. HOOGWATER (Netherlands) moved that
the discussion on article 14 bis be adjourned until a reply
had been received from the Legal Counsel.
42. U HLA 00 (Burma) and Dr. BABAIAN (Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics) supported the motion.

The Netherlands motion was adopted by 27 votes to
none, with 13 abstentions.

The meeting rose at 11.25 p.m,

Twenty-sixth (closing) meeting-ll February 1971

by treaty, but it was also a United Nations organ,
alshough of a special character. -' He- would have to .
consult the Legal Counsel before he could say whether
the difference between a United Nations treaty organ
and an organ within the United Nations structure was
determinative. .
39. Mr. KIRCA (Turkey) pointed out that the Com
mission on Narcotic Drugs had not been created by the
Economic and Social Council under article 68 of the
Charter, but by treaty. As treaty law prevailed over rules
established by an international organization, he thought
the problem of competence could be settled forthwith.
He suggested that the Committee should simply transmit
the proposed new article, as already amended, to the
plenary Conference.
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